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Preface 
The present focus on the inner city as a leisure environment, as a place for recreation 
and tourism is undeniable and not altogether new, it is now reinforced by economic, 
demographic, social and cultural processes. Ever since cities have existed they have 
been the hub of societies, the breeding place for innovations and the climax of social 
life. The fascination of discovering the "uniqueness" of inner cities, witnesses of our 
historical past, led us to respond to the challenge of exploring scientifically the real 
attraction of inner cities as places where people spend their free time. 
Leisure assumes at least a certain degree of freedom as to where and how to spend this 
time. Are we allowed to speak of a reassessment of the inner city as a leisure 
environment? Why are people going into the inner city, how are they enjoying the 
stimuli of this differentiated and multifunctional environment? 
These questions are not only peculiar to a geographer looking for an interesting field 
of research, but have recently also become central to urban planning and tourism 
promotion policies. The lack of scientific research to support this policy has been the 
motive for this study. 
It all started with very simple questions in connection with field work carried out 
with students into the meaning of the inner city leisure environment to specific 
groups; inner city dwellers, shopping visitors, youngsters, day-tourists. The results 
of these first surveys confirmed the leisure role of inner cities. 
Ever since, we have been looking into the different aspects of this new and challenging 
field. This search was stimulated by the recent revival of interest in urban recreation 
and tourism within urban planning as well as within academia. The wish to contribute 
in bridging the gap between urban planning and scientific research in inner cities has 
been our justification for this study. 
The discussion on urban leisure, recreation and tourism in inner cities has become 
very lively in the eighties and this has been the main reason for our publishing in 
various international and national journals some of the research results, as soon as 
some new insight had ripened. 
This thesis is a compilation of results obtained from case studies. Several publications 
and congress papers, dealing with different aspects enabled a continuous discussion 
with colleagues. This explains the way in which this study has proceeded and is 
presented now; the articles included, contain a certain degree of overlap and, 
eventually, modifications in views and a redefinition of some notions. 
This present publication should be seen as a reflection and a description of different 
aspects of the role of inner cities as a leisure environment, without any pretention of 
covering the problem field in a comprehensive way. 
The research process into the field of urban leisure and the tedious way towards this 
thesis has often been a lonely pilgrimage, sometimes a difficult one too, but it has 
ceratinly been an exciting experience. 
On our pilgrimage to the "City of leisure" we were accompanied by many fellow 
travellers, at different times and along different stages. As with most geographical 
expeditions in unknown territory, we had no guidebookl 
There were the different places along the road where we met with colleagues and 
entered into a moment of meditation on the "geographic" viewpoint or into a discussion 
about the road to follow. During this pilgrimage, we came across many students, 
inspiring, helpful, critical, naive and sometimes eager to know more about this urban 
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trail. Their reconnoitering along the road led to a considerable amount of data, which 
became the main source of our information. 
Sometimes we met the officials from the local and regional authorities, to whom we 
tried to explain where we were going, why and how. Their responses have been most 
useful in keeping us on the main track and in warning us of the many snares along the 
road. 
But there were also those who had to stay behind whilst we were travelling; we hope 
that somehow they will be compensated by sharing the richness of such an intellectual 
experience and that they can forget the price which had to be paid. 
Communicating in another language has been an exciting learning process, guided by a 
most helpful "native". 
Finally there were the "urban gatekeepers", who would not let us into the "City of 
Leisure" until we had reported on our pilgrimage; hence, this thesis, presenting the 
results of our exploration, so far. 
23 december 1987 
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"Many things have to be said obscurely, 




There are different ways to approach the research field of leisure, recreation and 
tourism, but there is no theoretical framework that allows for an integrated view of 
these activities. Despite the fact that recently scientific interest in the field has been 
strengthened, an adequate theoretical basis is as yet difficult to find. 
The lack of generally agreed notions and codes in the field, the inadequacy of research 
methodologies and techniques and an insufficient cross-fertilisation of ideas among 
researchers from the different disciplines, are the main reasons for characterising 
this study as an exploration into the field: a procedure which experiments with 
concepts and describes the results of empirical case studies. 
A major concern of this study has been its social relevance and, eventually, the 
planning implementations. Therefore, the understanding of the daily-life leisure 
activities and experiences was given priority, rather than the attempt at a 
contribution to the theoretical aspects of the field. This study has been inspired by the 
desire to understand more about leisure, recreation and tourism, the ways these 
notions are interrelated and, above all, the role of the inner city. 
The research results are intended to provide useful information which could be 
implemented in planning policies in order to adapt the inner city environment to its 
leisure function. The keywords in this study are leisure, recreation, tourism, inner 
city environment and urban planning. 
The first concern is to draw a framework, which could contribute to a better and, 
eventually, systematic understanding of the aspects dealt with (Chapter 1). The idea of 
integration between leisure, recreation and tourism is introduced, not because it 
happens to be fashionable nowadays, but rather because of its merits in recognising 
more fully the current changes in leisure behaviour on the one hand, and the 
responses of the planning organisation on the other. The interaction of people with a 
particular environment in their search for leisure is the heart of the matter. The 
accent could be laid upon different contextual influences. Our main interest goes to the 
geographical context, which is treated as an intrinsic part of the interaction pattern. 
This dimension is analysed in the actual uses of inner city resources. 
Investigating the different contextual influences of interaction also implies that the 
personal background should be taken into account. In addition, the socio-economic 
context is relevant to the way people are using the inner city for leisure purposes and 
especially in the ways structural influences are imposed. 
Research into leisure itself is one essential element of this study, although not the 
final objective. Although "leisure" itself has not yet become a real policy issue nor a 
political matter, the interest and involvement of policy makers in this field of society 
is rapidly developing. Formerly all attention to leisure activities was related to 
recreation facilities, this always has been a major concern of social welfare. The 
socio-cultural priorities in this welfare sector have left their mark, not only on the 
organisational structure but also on the planning issues. 
The tourism aspect was seen for a long time as an altogether different sector. The 
economic approach prevailed and scarcely seemed compatible with the socio-cultural 
priorities of a welfare policy. The present Dutch planning system still carries the 
burden of a historically grown sectoral organisation. A critical analysis of some 
relevant planning issues is required in order to estimate the possibilities and the 
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problems in responding to changes in society. The magic word "integration" has 
particular implications when applied to the organisation of planning. Hence, research 
as a processor between leisure and the planning is a first point of attention when 
drawing the framework for this study (Chapter 1.1). 
The choice of the inner city environment as the geographical context of leisure 
interaction can be argued for in different ways. In the first place, this specific 
environment could be regarded as the scene of a social perpetuum mobile. The renewed 
interest in the inner city and its resources results from a general reassessment of 
urban leisure and tourism resources. This process of rediscovering the leisure 
potential of the inner city, by different population groups, is not an autonomous 
development. Undoubtedly, the introduction of new urban planning objectives, such as 
the compact city and the revitalisation of the inner city, has its effects. In addition, 
especially in the inner city, integration between leisure, recreation and tourism has 
developed as a policy instrument, mainly intended to stimulate a process of revival. 
What actually happens is that economically inspired tourism planning now penetrates 
into the socio-cultural field of recreation and welfare and vice versa. This process of 
reconsidering the leisure resources from a socio-cultural point of view, but even 
more from a marketing point of view, is a very obvious one nowadays. 
It occurs especially in those inner cities where the historical heritage has to some 
extent been preserved and where the awareness of unused tourism potential is 
growing. It is beyond discussion that the tourism potential of the inner city is seen in 
terms of economic potential and therefore can be exploited as an instrument for urban 
revitalisation. Especially in historical towns, the inner city environment tends to be 
seen as a tourism recreation product. In addition, the inner city is the scene where 
different social developments can be traced in their spatial implications. 
On the basis of these two remarkable characteristics, this study focuses on the 
historical inner city. 
Furthermore the geographical context is limited to the historical inner city of 
medium-sized Dutch towns. The reason for excluding the larger ones is that the nature 
and the scale of the problems in those urban agglomerations are assumed to be 
different from those in medium-sized towns. Another argument is that especially the 
medium-sized towns are facing the problem of planning their recreation and tourism 
resources. This accentuates the topicality of this research field. 
Reference will be made to surveys in different historical inner cities, which have 
numerous characteristics in common, but nevertheless remain unique. It is beyond 
the scope of this study to give a full description of the inner cities which have been 
included as case studies since the intention is, not to set up a comparative study, but 
rather to use the results of the different case studies in an attempt towards 
generalisation. For this reason only a review of some relevant urban characteristics 
is included. 
The most important feature of inner cities is that they are multifunctional and densely 
populated areas where social processes tend to have a cumulated effect. Furthermore, 
inner city areas display a very low degree of flexibility in their spatial pattern 
because of their morphological structure. Nevertheless, this environmental context is 
the setting of a kaleidoscope of uses and users. The latter is continuously subject to 
social changes, which can be further identified in relation to demographic, 
socio-economic and socio-cultural developments (Chapter 1.2). 
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What really matters here are the implications of social aspects on the leisure role of 
inner cities. Some relevant trends, such as the ageing of the population, changing 
residential function of the inner city, new styles of recreational behaviour of the 
younger generation and new households, all point to a changing leisure function of the 
inner city. 
In order to complete a conceptual framework for this study, some current views on 
this research field have to be evaluated. The choice for an integrated approach finds its 
arguments in the leisure behaviour of people, to whom the distinction between 
leisure, recreation and tourism is irrelevant, as well as in the current planning 
views. This leaves the essential question, to what extent these views on integration 
have been recognised by researchers in the field (Chapter 1.3). 
What really matters now is to see how concept of integration can be translated into 
constructs for empirical surveys. Obviously, the framework of this study is not based 
on well defined theoretical views, but relies on different notions, the validity of which 
still needs to be evaluated. Within this conceptual framework, the inner city leisure 
function is being focused (Chapter 2). 
This first attempt to identify the inner city leisure resources more closely, clearly 
carries the signature of a reconnaissance of this field. The notions of activity place and 
leisure setting, of primary and secondary elements of a tourism recreation product, 
are applied in order to analyse more systematically the leisure function of inner 
cities (Chapter 2.1) 
The recognition of inner city' leisure resources has become a major point of interest 
in the present discussion about urban tourism. The structural elements are defined as 
a tourist product, the tourist and the promoter of inner city tourism. The 
confrontation with empirical findings contributes to a more realistic view on the 
notions applied (Chapter 2.2) 
To what extent these views are useful in the analysis of the inner cities' tourism 
function is illustrated more elaborately and based on some empirical data (Chapter 
2.3). This contribution not only includes a number of empirical arguments but also 
evaluates the results in the wider context of Dutch inner city tourism. 
In the search for a conceptual framework to this analysis of recreation and tourism, 
the current market-oriented approach has been recognised. Nevertheless, the 
implications of this new approach can be questioned. Therefore concepts of marketing 
in general and of marketing geography in particular need to be redefined with 
reference to their application in the field of urban recreation and tourism. The 
obstacles here not only concern the researcher trying to evaluate the usefulness of a 
marketing approach, but even more the local authorities who nowadays seem to be 
strongly inspired by marketing ideas (Chapter 2.4) The implementations of a 
marketing approach by local authorities will be commented upon later. 
The ideas worked out in Chapter 2, with reference to leisure resources, inner city 
tourism and marketing trends, could suggest on emphasis upon the supply side. In fact, 
at several points of the discussion, data about uses, users' behaviour and appreciation 
have already been included. 
Defining the leisure function of the inner city also implies a discussion on the 
supply-side and on the user side, because the leisure experience of people is regarded 
as a most crucial dimension. This point of view accounts for the introduction of an 
actor-centred approach to the field. To the extent that the personal context is referred 
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to in the explanation of leisure behaviour, this approach can be seen as actor-centred. 
Nevertheless, a purely actor-centred approach would Imply a much deeper 
investigation into the personal constructs of leisure behaviour and experience. 
Actually, this has not been a primary objective In the surveys which are referred to. 
The first concern was to look at the differentiation amongst users of the inner city and 
the spatial implications of their behaviour patterns (Chapter 3) 
Leisure behaviour patterns and attitudes, personal constraints and time-space 
constraints were the keywords in three different surveys in the Inner city of 's 
Hertogenbosch. In the first place, the inner city dwellers have been investigated as a 
population group strongly involved with the Inner city environment as their dally 
action and living space (Chapter 3.1). The involvement of Inner city Inhabitants not 
only means participation in leisure activities, but also the confrontation with the, 
possibly negative, effects of the inner city leisure function on their living conditions. 
This conflict aspect is briefly mentioned in its spatial and personal dimension. 
Although this line of research merits a lot more attention, It has not been continued in 
this study. 
The Importance of an actor-centred approach lies in the possibility to make a clear 
distinction between the different users of the inner city and their appreciation of the 
leisure facilities In this specific environment. 
When trying to identify the leisure function of an inner city shopping area, attention 
was drawn to the specific meaning of "shopping In the inner city". The leisure 
experience of shopping was further questioned In relation to the conditions, the 
constraints and finally to the differentiation between shoppers in the inner city 
(Chapter 3.2). 
The image of many inner cities is becoming increasingly dominated by groups of 
youngsters using the inner city environment in their way, for their typical leisure 
experience. This led to a research project questioning the actual use and attitude of 
youngsters in the inner city. What has the Inner city environment to offer them as a 
daily setting for their leisure time? Taking into account the personal and time-space 
constraints, some insights in the behaviour pattern of youngsters proved to be 
relevant (Chapter 3.3) 
In the present marketing approach of inner city leisure planning none of the above 
mentioned population groups are really of primary interest. The interest goes to the 
possible contributions to the urban economy by expenditure of tourists, day-visitors 
or recreationalists. The expectation of positive economic effects of inner city tourism 
fits very well into the present local policies. 
Therefore, a description of the profile of Inner city visitors, their personal 
characteristics and their pattern of expenditure can be appreciated as a useful 
contribution. In the present discussion about urban tourism potential, unexploited 
tourism resources are of major interest. One of the topics concerns the possibilities 
of promoting urban tourism on Sundays. Prior to such a promotion policy, some 
information about the present leisure function of the inner city on this traditional day 
of rest should be taken into consideration (Chapter 3.4) 
The results of case studies, carried out by students, in the inner cities of Deventer, 
Kampen and Zwolle allow for a further identification of inner city visitors. Different 
profiles have been drawn referring to personal characteristics, motives for an Inner 
city visit and actual activities In the Inner city (Chapter 3.5). These results can 
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contribute to a more realistic appreciation of market segments and, eventually, could 
open some new perspectives on economic effects of urban tourism. 
The results of case studies among different population groups and ¡n different places 
allow for a better understanding of the actual leisure function of the inner city 
environment. 
Our second objective is a carefull appraisal and study of urban planning in relation to 
recreation and tourism. In order to estimate the different planning issues, a direct 
way has been chosen by questioning local planners about their views. A translated 
version of the questionnaires is included in the appendix. 
This information-round enables to give an up-to-date review of the present 
organisational framework of tourism and recreation planning, its possibilities and 
problems and to comment upon the actual planning process in ten different historical 
inner cities, which are all dealing with the problem of making a local development 
plan for recreation and tourism. Promotion seems to be one critical part of the 
planning process. This will be discussed on the basis of the results from a 
questionnaire to the local tourist boards (Chapter 4.1). 
The information given by local authority planners and by promoters, combined with 
the interpretation from the municipal reports on local tourism and recreation 
planning, makes it possible to estimate the current planning views. Despite the 
uniqueness of the local situation, as outlined in this chapter, some general conclusions 
and insights about local planning of recreation and tourism can be included (Chapter 
4 .2) . 
The main question is how leisure research along these lines could contribute to a 
better understanding of the leisure function of the inner city. One of the crucial points 
that remain is how this specific environment could be adapted to future leisure 
scenarios. Therefore it is necessary to recognise the implications of recent social 
processes on the functioning of inner cities. This will be attempted by looking at social 
change and its spatial impact (Chapter 5). 
Strategic planning for the future of inner cities requires a well-balanced policy, 
using the opportunities of the leisure resources in full recognition of the actual 
problems. Reflections on the research field of urban leisure, recreation and tourism 
lead to a critical evaluation of this study, in terms of its contribution as well as of its 
omissions. This thesis will be concluded by outlining some perspectives for future 
research (Epilogue). 
Hopefully, the fragmented results, issuing from this study, contain some indications 
with reference to the role of research in bridging the gap between leisure as an 
academic issue and leisure as an experience in daily life. 
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Chapter 1. The Framework 
1.1. Research between Leisure and Planning 
1.2. The Inner City: the Scene of a Social Perpetuum Mobile 
1.3. Leisure, Recreation and Tourism: a Geographic View on Integration 
article from Annals of Tourism Research. 1987,14 
pp. 361-375. Jansen-Verbeke, Μ., A. Dietvorst. 
"Recreation may ultimately be a state of 
mind, but unless that state has an 
observable effect on the landscape or on 
human behaviour a geographer can do 
little with it." 
S.L.J. Smith (1983) 
in Recreation Geography, p.2. 
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1.1. Research between Leisure and Planning 
1. Introduction 
Leisure research is characterised by a multidisciplinary approach and by a process of 
trial and error in its search for a theoretical basis. Both statements are strongly 
related. The fact that leisure research is the field of sociologists, geographers, 
planners, economists, psychologists and many others, accounts for the diversity of 
conceptual approaches. Everyone seems convinced of the need for a multidisciplinary 
framework, although the practice is very different as yet. Here is a definite challenge 
for leisure researchers. 
Two trends in scientific research can be distinguished: in the first place a tendency 
towards specialisation and development of specific methods in order to understand 
social reality, in the second place a remarkable tendency towards a combined and 
multidisciplinary approach, based on holistic views on the research field (Theuns, 
1987) . 
In this explorative study the challenge of a multidisciplinary study has not been taken 
up; aspects of leisure behaviour will be analysed and described from a specific point 
of view. This approach is biased to the extent that the spatial context of leisure 
behaviour is focused, leaving aside the other dimensions of leisure. As a consequence, 
an analysis of leisure, in terms of the psychological experience of the individual, of a 
social phenomenon or, even in terms of its economic issues, has been omitted. 
This leaves us to account for the geographical and planning framework of this study. 
Even within this perspective, limited to the spatial dimensions and implications of 
leisure, it has proved to be most difficult to outline a conceptual framework, or to be 
able to rely on existing theories and notions. 
The lack of geographical theories dealing with leisure has involved a search into 
related sciences and explains the attempts to give new interpretations to "borrowed" 
notions. This kind of cross-fertilisation is a laudable means of fostering scientific 
findings, but it also carries the risks of leading to questionable interpretations, 
depending on the views and scientific background of the critical reader. 
How should geographers then look at leisure, recreation and tourism? 
An adequate definition of each of those concepts proves to be a first problem. 
Traditionally, leisure, recreation and tourism are considered to be seperate topics in 
the research field of geographers, which means that the object of study, the 
methodologies applied and the final objectives, could be clearly distinguished. 
Geographical research in the field of tourism probably has the longest tradition 
(Wolf, Jurzek,1986): describing other countries and places, estimating tourist 
flows, experimenting with typologies of tourist places, etc. Publications dealing with 
these aspects of tourism are numerous and well-known, even to a wider public. 
Nevertheless, the geography of tourism has not yet been underpinned by a strong 
conceptual and iheoretical base (Pearce, 1987). In addition, the stock pile of research 
findings did not contribute systematically to the progress of a theoretical framework. 
The flow of publications on case studies goes on, usually in a descriptive way and 
relevant only for the local tourism problems (Hofmeister, Steinecke, 1984). Even 
the recent experiment of a considerable number of researchers with models dealing 
with various spatial aspects of tourism has not been very succesful (Murphy, 1985). 
There is usually one reason for this; that these models have been developed 
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independently of one another and rarely recognise the merits of previous efforts. 
Personal I view this loss of effect as due to the cultural and linguistic barriers of 
scientific research (or researchers?) 
Furthermore, geographical research in the field of tourism tends to emphasize two 
major points: the economic issues of tourism on the place of destination and, secondly 
the origin-linkage-destination system, in terms of traffic flows, accessibility, 
mobility, etc. The accent clearly lies on the tourist product and its producers rather 
than on the tourist as an essential agent in the system. 
Gradually, marketing views are penetrating in the geography field, which introduces a 
discussion on the consumer of the tourist product. As a consequence, attitudes and the 
behaviour of the tourist introduce a new aspect into the research field. The model of 
tourism research dealing with supply-demand becomes more sophisticated, taking 
into account the motivation, the perception and the expectations of tourists. The 
analytical level tends to shift from the organisation of the tourist market to the level 
of individual behaviour. 
A very similar process can be noticed in the changing objectives of recreation 
research. In the previous stage of planning for recreational facilities, the role of the 
geographer and the planner was well-determined (Veal,1984). Research into 
recreational behaviour and demands is a more recent introduction in the field. The 
approach to recreation is to be characterised as a sectoral matter, in the policy issues 
as well as in former research views. 
Geographical research which could be defined as leisure research is, in many 
respects, a newcomer and is above all characterised by its experimental character. 
Leisure itself being a notion which includes recreation as well as tourist behaviour, 
and which apparently refers to an ill-defined social phenomenon. The argument that 
leisure time has increased considerably in our society cannot sufficiently legitimate 
the current scientific interest in it. What then are the arguments of a geographer to be 
(scientifically) interested in leisure? 
Undoubtedly, the spatial implications and conditions of leisure behaviour, including 
recreation and tourist behaviour, supply the easiest argument. Is it in fact possible to 
engage in a research project on leisure, recreation and tourism without being able to 
adequately identify the phenomena and by only referring to the assumption that there 
are spatial dimensions to this social phenomenon? This frustration can only increase 
by proceeding with a so-called "integrated approach" of leisure. 
The implicite holistic definition of leisure indeed leaves a major problem to the 
analytical researcher. The problem of defining leisure in relation to recreation and 
tourism has not been solved in the process of this exploration, quite the reverse. The 
close interrelationship has even been accentuated by looking at this "academic 
problem" from the viewpoint of the different groups of actors. To the tourist, the 
recreationalist or the leisure seeker, the question is irrelevant. The only relevance is 
the fact that environmental facilities, required for these different categories of users, 
could be typical. But even then, this would be hard to demonstrate. The argument then 
becomes circularl Therefore, a pragmatic solution has been chosen which allows for 
the empirical analysis of the different spatial aspects involved in leisure. 
2 . Leisure: A Social and Spatial Interaction 
The interaction of people with a particular environment, in their search for leisure, 
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can be considered as a response to several contextual influences. Typical of a 
geographical approach is the emphasis on the environmental context. The main 
assumption then is the presence of an intrinsic relationship between leisure and 
location. The interplay between location or environmental conditions and the leisure 
experience works both ways; the environment constraining or enhancing the leisure 
opportunities and the actual leisure activity patterns putting their mark on the 
environment. According to Hâgerstrand there is an inescapable relationship between 
space and the actions and experiences people are able to have (Hagerstrand, 1984). In 
addition, this relationship is liable to change over time and to the effect of leisure 
activity patterns interfering with one another. 
Despite the numerous attempts of Hagerstrand and his fellow researchers in 
time-space geography, there is no one path to understand the close links between 
changes in leisure behaviour and environmental characteristics. 
The challenge of recognising the complementarity of the spatial context and the 
individual leisure experiences seems to yield endless theoretical discussions. 
Structuration theory as introduced by Giddens and Pred, attempts to bridge 
individual's actions, social structures, time and space (Keilerman, 1987). Despite 
the fact that this theory could allow for an integrated approach of time, space and 
society, a total integration seems as yet impossible; integration at one level may mean 
disintegration at another. 
Nevertheless, the emphasis on the importance of space in social analysis opens 
attractive perspectives for a geographical analysis. The validity of this approach lies 
within its capacity to operationalise the concept of "integration". An integrative 
approach implies that attempts are made to combine economic, social and political 
aspects and/or several dimensions, such as space, time and society into one study. The 
most important addition of this integration idea in structuration is that it is regarded 
as a process and not as a pattern or an outcome. The process refers to the ways in 
which structures and human agents (individuals or groups) are embedded in the other. 
Both can then be studied in their time and space location, being active dimensions in 
the structuration process. In their turn they are changing due to change in human 
behaviour. According to Keilerman "the question remains open whether a new 
understanding of process and structure would eventually yield some new conceptual 
frameworks of integration that would permit more advanced empirical integrative 
studies" (Keilerman, 1987, p.273). 
Meanwhile, current research in the field of human behaviour remains characterised 
by two distinct approaches and/or analytical levels, which according to the views on 
the strucluration process should eventually be integrated. The first one, indicated as 
the actor-centred approach, goes by the agents as the key to understanding interaction. 
According to De Pater and Thissen the second one, defined as a system approach, 
focuses on the role of spatial and organisational structures (De Pater, Thissen, 
1985). As a mere analytical framework this dual approach is défendable, despite the 
repudiation of the complex interconnectivity of both levels. 
In our study, the interaction between people and the inner city environment is only 
analysed in its geographical context of location and characteristics of the environment 
and, to some extent, at the individual level. No further attempts have been made to 
experiment with possible empirical applications of notions inspired by theoretical 
views on the structuration process. 
So far, attempts to proceed with empirical applications of the structuration theory 
have faced serious problems in terms of theoretical concepts as well as of 
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methodological codes. 
The empirical aspects of this study demanded a pragmatic solution. The analysis of 
interaction between people and their environment will be based on a set of variables 
in the environmental, personal and socio-economic context, all assumed to be 
interfering with leisure behaviour. This interaction can be looked upon as a reflection 
of current social developments. Hence, trying to understand the social pattern of 
interrelations implies that serious consideration be given to relevant social trends. 
The objective of understanding more fully the way people experience leisure in a 
specific environment could very well be a research project in its own right. 
The outcome of our researchwork, despite its fragmented nature and its limitation to 
case studies, can be a source of inspiration for the urban planning of recreation and 
tourism. As a consequence, this study includes 
1. a descriptive analysis of environmental aspects of leisure, recreation 
and tourism 
2. an evaluation of possibilities and problems of the current planning 
context to respond to changing demands. 
3. The Planning Context 
The institutional and organisational framework of the planning system influences the 
interaction of people and their leisure environment. It is considered a task of the 
researcher to point out institutional and organisational weaknesses in planning or 
weaknesses in the mode of planning, since these are often the real reason for 
planning's inability to respond to changes in society. A critical evaluation of the 
current planning system in its relation to leisure faces two main sets of problems 
(Burton, 1982). 
In the first place, there are the problems concerned with the content of planning for 
leisure, indicated as the substantive problems. This opens a most complex discussion 
on "what" leisure planning should be, or even "why" leisure planning is necessary at 
all. Nowadays this is a hot topic on the level of national policy as well as on the level of 
local city planning. As far as recreation and tourism planning is concerned, the 
responsibilities are fairly well defined. The introduction of "leisure" as a policy issue 
initiated a lively discussion, as yet without a real perspective, in terms of 
organisation and policy instruments. To the extent that this discussion is relevant at 
the level of local planning issues, we will comment upon it later. 
A second problem, when evaluating planning for recreation and tourism, is the 
recognition of procedural problems, which affect the way decisions are made. These 
are directly related to the organisational and institutional characteristics of the 
planning system. 
Substantive problems as well as the procedural problems have yet to be investigated, 
since the whole matter of leisure planning is in full process of development. Social 
change in leisure behaviour, demands for leisure facilities and, above all, Ihe 
increasing concern about tourism potential all are to be regarded as developments 
requiring changes in the planning approach. The impact of changes in leisure 
behaviour on the organisational and institutional framework of the planning system 
usually takes time, a certain inertia in the planning system itself is a first 
explanation. Paludi (1973) made the point that chances of dysfunctioning in planning 
are higher in a rigid and elaborate planning system. "In reality dysfunctions are latent 
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in any planning system. Paradoxically, rigid organisation and procedure are necessary 
for planning to operate at all, but the same quality hinders rapid adjustment to 
changing needs in society. This is one of the main reasons why planning often takes a 
long time to assimilate and act upon the findings of science, or in some cases does not 
react at all." (Bennett, 1984, p.139) This statement could be applied to the 
sophisticated and complex planning system in the Netherlands. The risks are even 
more relevant when specifically looking at the reaction of planning to current trends 
in leisure patterns (Jansen-Verbeke,1987). These latter being subject to rapid 
change, which cannot be assimilated as rapidly in effective planning. We need to 
recognise the nature of these changes in leisure and to translate these into useful 
information and constructive suggestions for planning, since the primary 
responsibility of leisure research is not only to analyse or explain leisure but to 
improve the planning approach. 
The organisational and institutional characteristics of the planning context should be 
briefly commented upon since it is the framework in which leisure planning could be 
developed. The different hierarchical levels of the planning system, national, regional 
and local, each have distinct effects on the leisure system. In the literature on leisure 
studies the role of the local state is rarely subject to analysis, despite the fact that the 
relevance of its organisational and institutional characteristic is generally agreed 
upon (Henry, Bramham, 1987). It is important to this study that the constraints and 
possibilities of local planning are identified in order to estimate the planning issues at 
the local level. 
Prior to a discussion on institutions and organisations, a brief reflection on how the 
planning concept has been defined should be included. The planning concept can be 
used and described in so many ways that every definition risks being incomplete. 
In the context of this study, planning refers to a process of activities by public 
authorities in relation to the environmental management and organisation for 
recreation and tourism. This process of planning for recreation and tourism starts 
with a stage of conceptualisation of the actual situation by an interpretative 
observation. This leads to a stage of determining the objectives and stipulating the 
priorities, for which the mode and the instruments available or required must be 
chosen. Only then comes the stage of actually drawing the plans, followed by the stage 
of effectuating the plans in terms of regulations, envrinmental management and 
(re)organisation. This view on planning as a process with well-distinct stages, might 
be different from current, and more strict definitions of planning. The latter refer to 
planning being the activity of drawing plans by public authorities. 
The introduction of a broader interpretation of planning allows for a comprehensive 
evaluation of the role of public authorities in the realisation of a leisure environment. 
The fact that local leisure planning and, to a certain extent, also recreation and 
tourism planning are only recently developed, it is very well possible that this 
process is in a different stage in the distinct localities. 
Furthermore within the procedure of planing for leisure, recreation and tourism, 
there is the possibility to put the emphasis differently. This depends on the different 
views held by local authority planners. The situation occurs that local authority 
planners don't have well-determined views or in other words, no fixed plan. 
Nevertheless, they try to provide for the community needs as they occur, sometimes 
in an "ad hoc" way. The decisions then made are often based on intuition or on 
arguments issuing from generally accepted guidelines, norms, codes or reserach 
findings. This type of planning can be indicated as "ad hoc planning", despite the 
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possible "contradiction in terminis" and definitely differs from the local planning 
which strictly respects the well-determined guidelines (of national authorities), 
standardised norms and codes. In the Anglo-saxon literature on the subject this 
planning approach is indicated as "standard planning" (Marriol 1980). As far as 
recreation planning is concerned, for instance, the trend towards standard planning 
used to be most common, but this does not apply any more to the present approach. 
It also occurs that the planning approach is characterised by its reference to the 
results of large and small scale surveys, which produced more precise information 
about the actual social needs and demands and translate this into guidelines for the 
plans. To some extent, there has been a modest trend towards this type of planning 
based on investigations, especially when and where sufficient financial resources 
were available to invest in surveys. But the availability of sufficient funds belongs to 
the past. 
In the process of planning for a leisure environment the degree of participation of the 
groups involved can differ. For instance, planning known as "planning with people" 
implies that decisions are made when the opinion, or at least the attitude, of the 
groups involved, has been heard. The possibility of such a participatory planning has 
been introduced in the field of local leisure and recreation planning. Nevertheless, the 
majority of planning decisions still seem to be made above the heads of the people, a 
strategy formerly known as "planning for people." This kind of planning can 
manipulate situations and people very well and is compatible with an ad hoc planning. 
Apparently the lack of long term views, of well-defined objectives and of a strategy 
for the future, can only result in short term or ad hoc planning. This point will prove 
to be relevant to the discussion in Chapter 4. 
These different approaches of planning do not exclude one another, which means that at 
the different stages of the process, a combination of them is quite possible. The 
current approach in the Dutch planning system, especially at the local level, cannot be 
identified exclusively as belonging to one or another type. 
Planning seen as a process and characterised by one of the above mentioned 
approaches, can still lead to different procedures. In the first place, there is a 
possible distinction with reference to the degree of complexity of the planning system, 
varying from minimal planning interference to maximum. Secondly, the degree of 
flexibility to respond to social change, whether predicted or not, proves to be 
somewhat variable. A third characteristic deals with the extent to which planning is 
dictated by national policy and/or by local political views. Each of these 
characteristics; complexity, flexibility and the relationship with national policies, 
need to be considered when evaluating the local planning issues. The social issues of 
planning which are often translated in terms of planning for or with the people are 
certainly another important characteristic of planning. 
It proves to be difficult to place the Dutch planning approach, whether national or 
local, within this set of characteristics, primarily because planning views are 
changing under influence of social trends and, to a lesser extent, of theoretical 
innovations. For instance, what could have been said about planning in the seventies 
would not be valid in the eighties, when the social context is developing even more 
rapidly. 
This could lead to the preliminary conclusion that there is an increasing degree of 
flexibility, which tends to support short-term policies rather than long-term 
strategies, and that political priorities are in favour of economic approaches rather 
than social concerns. The suggestion might be made that planning objectives and 
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procedures are now at a stage of uncertainty but this does not apply to each 
hierarchical level of the planning, nor to every aspect of planning. One essential 
characteristic of the Dutch planning system is its hierarchical structure, the 
national, regional and local organisation, each having well-defined responsibilities. 
The complementary nature of these levels is not always reflected in practice. Major 
problems are not caused by the hierarchical structure as such but rather by strong 
departmentalisation. The number of institutions belonging to different sectors, each of 
which has something to do with leisure, is seen to be a major problem; outdoor 
recreation, tourism, sport, culture, housing, education, economy, etc. All these 
sectors are in one way or another involved in leisure planning. 
To make the structure even more complicated there is, in addition, a subdivision 
according to the different aspects of each of these sectors. Aspects which are 
considered are economic-financial aspects, spatial or environmental aspects and 
socio-cultural aspects. This list could be even extended by aspects such as 
international, technological or scientific ones. 
This kaleidoscope of institutions, standing for distinct sectors, results in a complex 
planning system. Some of the complexity can be illustrated with special reference to 
the recreation and tourism sector (Fig.1). 
Fig. 1. The organisational framework of recreation and tourism planning 















































When merely looking at the present organisation of planning in relation to recreation 
and tourism, the question arises about a possible place for leisure planning within 
this structure. At national and regional level, integration between leisure, recreation 
and tourism will take a long time. It could be assumed that, the lower the hierarchical 
level, the greater the flexibility in views, objectives, instruments and effectuation of 
plans. This eventually could open some perspectives for an integrated planning 
approach to leisure, recreation and tourism at the local level. To what extent the idea 
of integration has actually penetrated in the views of local authority planners, will be 
investigated more closely. 
As yet, the Dutch planning system, no matter how specialized it may be, is 
structurally poorly adapted to cope with a new field such as leisure, for the simple 
reason that leisure cannot be fitted logically into one of the traditional sectors and that 
moreover it affects almost every aspect of the planning field. 
4. The Role of Leisure Research 
It is not acceptable to see planning and leisure as two entirely separate systems; 
obviously, there is a strong connection between both. The institutional and 
organisational framework can be seen as one of the external constraints by which the 
interaction of people with the environment is to be explained. The relationship in the 
other direction, that is the impact of leisure or of change in it on the planning system, 
often lags behind. 
It is in this process of adapting the planning more adequately to the social development 
of leisure that the role of leisure research can be understood. Two different, possibly 
complementary courses of action can be taken. The first one is to process and to 
transmit information on leisure interaction with the social and spatial environment 
and signal relevant trends, with the hope that eventually the planning system will 
react. 
The second course adapts a more active approach to leisure and its implications for 
planning, the main objective being to point out and remove systemic dysfunctions 
which hinder the solution of an integrative planning approach. This last course would 
imply a thorough knowledge of the organisational and structural problems in the 
planning system. This ambition is somewhat unrealistic as yet. 
As a consequence, this study will be restricted to some specific problems of recreation 
and tourism planning on the local level. The fact that local planning is closer to the 
practice of everyday life and that every improvement of planning has a better chance 
by starting at the micro level would seem to offer a plausible argument for the 
restrictions made. 
The role of leisure research as an intermediator between leisure and planning can be 
illustrated by the model below, which outlines the keywords in this study (Fig.2). 
This model was inspired by the interesting ideas of Bennett (1984) who is strongly 
convinced of the role of leisure research in developing and strengthening the links 
between leisure and planning system. "Rapid change in the leisure system makes 
research more necessary than ever; research into both the leisure sytsem and into the 
way the planning system operates." (Bennett, 1984,p.143). 
With this objective in mind, our reconnoitering of the field can proceed towards the 
analysis of leisure behaviour within the specific environmental context of the inner 
city. 
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1.2. The Inner City: The Scene of a Social Perpetuum Mobile 
1. Introduction 
The inner city is generally seen as that part of the urban environment which bears the 
highest degree of identity, individuality and character. In most Dutch cities the inner 
city is easily to be distinguished from the residential quarters and industrial estates 
in the urban area, leaving aside the urban fringe and rural settlements. 
There are several ways of distinguishing between the inner city and the remaining 
parts of the urban environment. In Dutch cities, as in many other cities in Western 
Europe, it is the historical dimension of the inner city which contributes most to its 
unique character. This holds most for those inner cities which are originally 
historical urban centres, dating from the Middle Ages. The Netherlands has a long 
urban tradition which explains the heritage of many historical places (Buursink, 
1980). Some of those cities remained relatively small, whereas others became the 
centre of a large urban agglomeration. 
The historical character of these cities appears in all aspects of the urban 
morphology; numerous monumental buildings, the scale of buildings, the integration 
into the urban scenery of canals and characteristic streetplans, etc. Even in cities 
which did not develop from a historical core in the strict sense of the term, but from a 
virtually rural settlement, the present urban core area possesses sufficient identity 
and individuality to be recognized as a characteristic element in the total urban fabric. 
A major difference between both categories of inner cities is of course the 
characteristic historical setting which is obviously lacking in the cities of the 19th 
and 20th century. Even in older cities which have to a large extent lost their 
historical heritage because of war damage and/or urban renovation projects, the 
difference is nevertheless recognisable. 
The attractiveness of an urban centre, however is not only dependent on its historical 
and morphological characteristics. Urban centres are, by definition, the functional 
core of their catchment area and hence attract large numbers of visitors daily. 
The multifunctional character of the inner city area, accounted for by a spatial 
concentration of shops, restaurants, pubs and many other commercial and cultural 
facilities all having a public function, is a guarantee for a daily flow of visitors. 
This day population in the inner city also includes office workers and persons 
employed in the inner city area or in nearby areas. The same holds for the large 
numbers of pupils and students attending schools in the central area of the city. 
This most differentiated concentration of facilities and business, accounts for a 
kaleidoscope of patterns of use and users. In addition, there may be a difference in the 
composition of the visiting population by day or by night. Presumably the group of 
evening and/or night population has different motives and displays different 
behaviour patterns. 
To this visiting population of the inner city, the residential population must be added. 
Although the number of residents in the inner city has been decreasing for many 
decades, this process seems to be reversed (Jobse, 1987). In almost all inner cities 
new housing, mostly apartment blocks, have been built which attract single and two 
persons households in particular. 
As a consequence old and new types of inner city dwellers are, each in their own way, 
using the inner city environment, a pattern of uses and users which becomes still 
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more complex by including the activity patterns of the day and evening visitors. 
Because of the heterogenous composition of the total population of inner city visitors 
and residents, this specific part of the inner city could be characterised as the setting 
of a social perpetuum mobile. 
Although this study intends to focus on the leisure function of the inner city, it 
becomes obvious that this function is strongly bedded in all different aspects of this 
specific environment. Therefore a more general appreciation about the inner city as a 
social, a multifunctional and an environmental context will be included, prior to the 
discussion on the leisure function of the inner city. 
2. The Inner City: the Social Context 
Different social processes affect the intensity and diversity of use patterns of this 
multi functional cluster. Above all, spatial implications of social trends are cumulated 
on a relatively small area. The latter being very inflexible in terms of morphological 
structure. It is precisely this lack of flexibility in the built-up environment which 
can cause maladadjustment and even friction by failing to respond to the new or 
altered demands of users. Urban planning could play an essential role in adapting the 
environment to current social trends. Therefore strategic planning should recognise 
the relevant social processes and their spatial implications on the inner city 
environment. Future scenarios constitute a major challenge and tend to be speculative 
(Dernison, Elsinga, 1986). 
What really matters is to point out "indicators" by which social changes can be traced 
or which at least can yield some fundamental explanation of current developments. 
Indicators of social change could be researched in the actual patterns of uses and users 
of the urban environment today. To what extent do those patterns then reflect new 
trends, generated by the interaction of different social processes? 
Based on a comprehensive literature study it is possible to point out some social 
developments which, presumably, will affect the future use of the inner city. It is 
important, not only to identify the long-term effect of social trends, but also to 
recognise the possible impact of one effect upon another. The main problem is to agree 
upon the indicators of social change (Schouw, den Draak, 1986). The indicators most 
frequently mentioned are related to : 
1. demographic processes 
2. socio-economic processes 
3. socio-cultural processes 
The most relevant indicators of social change can be briefly commented upon, without 
being supported yet by empirical findings. The speculation about future developments 
will then be proceeded in Chapter 5, in a reflection on the results obtained. 
Demographic Indicators 
The function of the inner city is largely dependent on the different implications of 
demographic changes. Not only does the number of inner city residents tend to change, 
also their characteristics change in a specific way; the current national housing 
policy, known as the "compact city policy" stimulates the city's residential function. 
This interferes with the demographic and social structure of the inner city population. 
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Due to this policy the inner city's residential function has changed during the last 
decade (Jobse, 1987). The effect on the urban facilities of a changed residential 
function can be reinforced or counterbalanced by the demographic developments in the 
urban region as a whole. 
The functional development of the inner city could be explained by both changes of the 
inner city population and of the urban region population, the latter is an additional 
criterion to evaluate the catchment area of urban facilities. The implications of 
demographic changes cannot be fully identified by estimating the number of 
inhabitants, but in fact require a further evaluation of some relevant characteristics 
of the urban population such as age structure, size and type of households and the 
presence of ethnic minorities. 
Concerning the changing age structure of the urban population, two major trends are 
relevant. In the first place, a general decline in the number of younger population 
groups could be relevant to the future use of urban facilities. In several inner cities, 
however, this is counterbalanced by the increasing habit of youngsters and students to 
live independently, preferably in an inner city environment. This situation applies 
especially in those inner cities where universities and colleges are located in or 
nearby the central area. 
In contrast, the ageing process taking place in the population is fairly general and, in 
some towns, has even been accentuated due to the present housing policy. Undoubtedly, 
the growing number of older people will have its repercussions, even in the short 
run, on the use of urban facilities. This group can be seen as setting a trend for the 
future, not only by their sheer numbers, but also by the large amount of their free 
time. Some future scenarios, based on the ageing process, will be further commented 
upon (Chapter 5). 
The age structure is to be seen as a relevant indicator of social change, but equally 
important is the rapid change of urban household characteristics. The tendency 
towards an urban concentration of single and two person households is very clear and 
will certainly directly affect inner city functions. 
The spatial concentration of "new households" is closely linked with socio-economic 
and socio-cultural factors and will prove to be relevant to the future use of the inner 
city (Roberts, 1986). A further interpretation of the interrelationship between the 
above social changes requires a study of its own. In this context, it is sufficient to 
mention some of the key processes, which are assumed to indicate the change in inner 
city function. 
Although it does not occur in every inner city, the spatial concentration of ethnic 
minorities also needs to be mentioned. Their way of live and their use (or non-use) of 
the urban facilities can be different from other groups, although a gradual 
assimilation of the second generation is to be expected. 
As a conclusion, the demographic indicators, which need to be considered with respect 
to a changing inner city, are the number of youngsters in the urban population, the 
process of ageing, the concentration of new households and, to some extent, the 
presence of ethnic minorities. As mentioned before, the effects on the inner city 
function of these demographic changes of the inner city population can be 




The changing use of inner city facilities also depends on socio-economic developments. 
With the risk of not being very original, some socio-economic indicators can be 
introduced because of their relevance to inner city function. A general decrease of 
household budgets, a persistent high level of unemployment, a growing informal 
sector and possibly a trend towards polarisation of income levels are considered to be 
the most recognisable indicators (Dernison, Elsinga, 1986). 
The contention that the inner city population includes increasing numbers of single 
and two-person households and a particularly high percentage of dual income 
households is liable to affect the demands and uses for urban facilities. By their 
characteristic lifestyle they seem to belong to the "urban enjoyers." Having the 
financial means to enjoy urban facilities, they are a strong contrast to the much 
larger group of low-incomers, un employed, students, old-age pensioners, ethnic 
minorities with limited financial resources. But socio-economic trends tend to be 
even more explicit with reference to the changing behaviour patterns of inner city 
visitors. 
A changing mobility, altered expenditure patterns, changing frequency and modified 
motives for an inner city visit are all in one way or another, related to 
socio-economic factors. This could support the hypothesis that the role of the inner 
city is not only changing by the effect of socio-economic trends registered amongst the 
inhabitants, but even more by the changing pattern of inner city visits. 
Socio-Cultural Indicators 
Amongst the diversity of social processes imposing a new or modified role on the inner 
city, socio-cultural trends are certainly of importance. The urban concentration of 
"new households" accentuates the "urban life style". Single and two-person 
households, students, young urban professionals and unemployed persons, are all 
likely to develop a specific behaviour pattern, which is sure to affect urban facilities. 
This also includes the population groups with a moderate or low income which ,in 
their own way, use urban facilities. Their behaviour tends to be less 
consumption-oriented. Their ways of using the inner city give a strong indication of 
use patterns in the future. More details of the possible effects of these socio-cultural 
factors on the leisure function of the inner city in particular will be included at the 
end of this study. 
The inner city, regarded in its social context, might be subject to rapid changes caused 
by socio-cultural trends, which are expressed by the life style of inner city 
residents. In addition, it is also liable to be affected by a changing cultural 
appreciation of the inner city as "a place to visit." There are distinct signs of a 
renewed interest in the inner city, of a "return to the inner city movement" which has 
wide implications (Buitendijk, 1987). Especially in historical towns, there is an 
extra dimension to this reassessment, which can be found amongst the population as 
well as in the planning views. Whether seen as a stimulus or as an effect, there is a 
general cultural revival. Nevertheless, this could also be the result of an induced 
demand triggered by active promotion. 
Whatever the reason, there is an undeniable and persistent attraction of the inner 
city. The question is whether this trend will continue in the future. This explorative 
study intends to find some clues about the future scenario of the inner city as a leisure 
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environment. 
3. The Inner City: the Multifunctional Context 
The social context cannot be understood without recognising an intrinsic relationship 
with the functional characteristics of a particular inner city. Whenever social 
patterns change this will have its repercussions on the functional system. As a 
consequence the most important urban functions should be reviewed in their response 
to social development and vise versa. 
For instance, the recent national housing policy, as applied In most inner 
cities, supports and promotes an increase in the residential function. 
This brings about relevant changes in the nature of the inner city 
population and, as a consequence, a modification of the uses of urban 
facilities, Including leisure facilities, might be the result. 
A second example could be the recent interest in promoting urban 
recreation and tourism, thus aiming at new and larger groups of Inner 
city visitors. It cannot be denied that such a policy has an impact on the 
supply side of facilities, on the liveliness of the environment and, 
eventually, on the conflict between inhabitants and visitors. 
A third example of functional mobility in the inner city is the trend to 
relocate enterprises and offices in other peri-urban or suburban premises , 
which changes the employment function of inner cities. 
These policies equally affect the functional balance and will also affect the function it 
has for residents, visitors and employees (e.g. during lunchtlme, entertainment after 
work, daily shopping, etc.) These few examples are only an illustration of the 
interrelationship between functional changes. Despite the usefulness of a functional 
approach, it is beyond the scope of this study to fully analyse the functional changes In 
the inner city. 
The question is whether functional changes can be adequately traced by investigating 
users' patterns (De Haan, Ashworth, 1986). There is, of course, an inherent 
relationship between function, use and users, but this relationship is not always 
definable in one single way. Urban facilities can be used in various ways, sometimes 
even nonintended uses occur (Jansen-Verbeke,1985). An example of this is the 
present use of shopping areas, primarily intended as places for "shopping." The 
increasing number of "nonshoppers", window-shopping, strolling or hanging around 
in the area, using it as a meeting place, or even a place for demonstrations or sit-ins, 
as happens nowadays with groups of youngsters, is very much seen as a threat. 
Planning responses to nonretail uses in shopping centres have become of major 
concern (Kirkby, Holf, 1986). The more a specific use is planned, the more сап a 
possible multifunctional use be a source of conflict. This ought not be the case In inner 
cities which are, by tradition, multifunctional areas where all kinds of uses and users 
should be allowed. Looking back at the history of inner cities, it is unthinkable to talk 
only of an inner city in terms of, a shopping area, a market place, a leisure area, a 
working area, a residential area, etc, for all functions were spatially combined. As 
Kuhn (1979) demonstrated, shopping streets, by definition, have a leisure function, 
no matter how this is experienced or expressed in leisure behaviour. 
The planning policies of the last decades tended to lose touch with this integrated role 
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of the inner city environment and now face a serious gap between planning issues and 
the practice of everyday life in the inner cities, which could be recognised by looking 
at the different roles of the inner city from the point of view of actual and potential 
users. Behaviour patterns and appreciation of the urban facilities could be regarded as 
the key to a better understanding of the real function of inner cities for a variety of 
users (Ashworth, De Haan, 1986). 
Usually, behaviour analysis is based on participation surveys, dealing with the kind of 
facilities used, the frequency, the location, the time, etc. Eventually this is completed 
by information about motives, constraints, wishes and demands of the different users 
groups. The constraints, often used as an explanatory context, are examined in the 
personal context as well as in the time-space context. The results of such surveys 
only allow for an interpretation of the situation at a certain moment and in a specific 
place. The impact of social processes on the functions of the inner city can hardly be 
concluded from such a "one-off" analysis. Results of longitudinal surveys are scarce, 
which means that a discussion on changed use and user groups will have to be based on 
a speculative inter pretation of social trends and their possible spatial implications. 
4 . The Inner City: the Setting for Case Studies 
The definition of the inner city as a social and a functional context explains why the 
scene is changing. This approach does not attempt a definition of the inner city in the 
traditional way of morphological and territorial or, even administrative criteria, but 
rather accentuates the functional criteria by which the inner city can be defined. 
The statement that the inner city is no longer what it was, is inspired by current 
social and functional developments. Grunfeld and Pouwels (1985) reflect upon the 
trend to "no longer consider the city as a territorial and well-defined area, nor as a 
closed social system, but rather as a complicated open network of relations." These 
views account for a primary interest in the social and functional aspects of the city. 
Nevertheless, territorial boundaries of inner cities can still be recognised and are not 
totally irrelevant. With reference to historical towns, several criteria could be used 
to define the inner city such as the density of the built environment, the age and 
architectural style of buildings, the irregular street pattern, the existence of alleys, 
the concentration of monuments. In addition, in several Dutch towns the historical 
walls can still be traced in the urban landscape; this trace frequently happens to 
coincide with the official boundary of the "inner city area." Numerous morphological 
features of the inner city indeed reflect a historical past, even where locally new 
quarters have been realised (Smook, 1984). This historical heritage in the urban 
scene is of the greatest importance to this study on urban leisure resources. 
A very first argument to choose for the historical inner city is based on the 
assumption that the historical setting of many inner cities could be regarded as a 
leisure resource. However difficult it might prove to be, the intention is to point out 
what the "historical atmosphere" adds to the attractiveness of inner cities. 
In order to identify more closely the value system of sightseeing tourism in cities, the 
method of utility-value analysis has been experimented with (Deutscher 
Fremdenverkehrsverband, 1980). The authors of this German study have analysed 
104 functions of utility values in a large number of German cities, which they have 
classified using the "Delphi method." Successive inquiries with decision-makers are 
used in order to classify the urban elements and their relative value. 
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According to this study a comparison between the characteristics of city tourism 
should be based on the following elements: 
- the natural setting, such as landscape and climate 
- the infrastructure, including accessibility, touristic organisation, 
gastronomical supply, accommodation and sight-seeing objects 
(churches, castles, historical buildings, parks, museums etc.) 
- social factors, such as the grade of urbanisation, attitude towards 
foreigners and the image of the place. 
On a scale of 1,000, the sight-seeing objects proved to be, by far, the most important 
elements in attracting visitors (187.7). " It goes without saying that each city is 
reaching different utility-values according to it's touristic vocation. For cities having 
an above average reputation as sight-seeing cities, the sights have a very considerable 
function." (Kaspar, 1984, p.15) This German experience proves the vastness of the 
problem to identify the real attractiveness of historical cities. However, results of 
such a systematic comparative study, based on the preferences of the decision-makers 
in the field of urban recreation and tourism, are not available in the Netherlands. 
It could be argued that in order to understand the role of historical urban elements, a 
comparative study between a historical and a modern inner city would be more 
appropriate. There is no substantive counterargument to this. 
This study not only intends to reveal the leisure function of inner cities but also, and 
not unimportantly, the tourism potential of inner cities. This was assumed to be more 
relevant in historical places. In addition there might have been a personal affinity 
with historical inner cities, which accounts for the desire to know more about their 
attraction to visitors. 
The next step which must be substantiated is the final choice of historical inner cities. 
The Netherlands happens to have a very rich urban history which allowed for a wide 
choice of historical inner cities. Larger historical centres such as Amsterdam, 
Utrecht or Den Haag have been excluded for the very good reason that they have been 
recognised and planned as tourist places for a long time (Bergh, Keers, 1981). 
Interest has concentrated on historical towns with only a moderate or no tradition of 
tourism at all and which are now involved in the process of planning their urban 
tourism and recreation resources. There was no intention of setting up a systematic 
comparative study between a number of historical cities. The case studies included, 
were merely treated as characteristic settings which, in the end, would allow for some 
generalisation of the empirical results. Hence the selection criterion was not handled 
very strictly. 
What really mattered was to choose a number of med um-sized towns as suitable 
locations for survey research and this implied that the choice was strongly dependent 
on the possibilities for research in this explorative field. 
Rather by coincidence, the first surveys dealing with the leisure function of the inner 
city for residents, schoolpopulation and shopping visitors, were located in 's 
Hertogenbosch (Jansen-Verbeke, 1981a,b,c). A first exploration into the role of the 
historical urban setting in attracting visitors was then carried out in Dordrecht 
(Hoppenbrouwers, 1983). 
Progressively, views on the role of promoters and decision-makers in the field of 
urban leisure, recreation and tourism, were formed based on the research projects in 
Deventer, Kampen, Zwolle (Van Engelen-Stinessen, Karsmakers, 1984). 
This study was followed up by a large-scale survey, dealing with the behaviour and 
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attitude of visitors in the same inner cities (Bellers, Ten Have, 1985). Views on the 
inner city as a tourism recreation product were gradually sharpened and finally tested 
in the case of Middelburg (Van Haaren, 1987). Contrary to most other cities included, 
Middelburg already has some tourism tradition. 
Involvement with the local authorities in Arnhem during their brainstorming sessions 
about local tourism and recreation development plans, offered the opportunity to 
include some information from this historical town as well, which has some 
renommation as a tourist place. 
Nijmegen was also considered to be an interesting case, not only because of its 
historical characteristics but especially for the way urban planning of recreation and 
tourism is dealt with (Hermens, 1987). 
In the final stage of this study the need arose to evaluate critically the actuality of 
urban tourism and recreation planning. To this purpose, a questionnaire was sent to a 
number of local authorities and directors of local tourist boards. These of course, 
included the inner cities used as case studies so far. In addition two other historical 
towns have been included: Breda and Zutphen. Both cities are presently working on 
their tourism development plans. 
It would be an elaborate task now to include a full description of each of these towns. In 
the course of this publication the main characteristics of the inner cities will be 
revealed as far as they prove to be relevant. The fact that most inner cities have been 
dealt with merely as the setting of surveys has a lot to do with the procedure of this 
explorative study. The editorial boards of international journals, in which most of the 
results have been published, were particularly interested in reading general 
comments on the results rather than the description of local situations. 
This omission is compensated to some extent in Chapter 4.1 where a more detailed 
review of the ten historical cities is included. Nevertheless, the balance between the 
"uniqueness" of the places included and the extent to which empirical findings can be 
generalised, remains to be drawn. 
5. Some Critical Reflections 
This brief look at the inner city was intended to contribute to the conceptual 
framework of this study. The complexity of the inner city in terms of social, 
functional and environmental aspects makes it even more difficult to proceed with a 
search for the leisure function. The possible implications of social processes for the 
leisure role of inner cities has only been outlined in a few keywords. The real impact 
of each of these social indicators would merit a thorough investigation in the 
literature dealing with the subject of social change, as well as in the empirical field. 
The purpose of introducing the inner city as the scene of a social perpetuum mobile, is 
to underline the dynamic character of this environment and to point out the strong 
inter relationship between the social development and functional aspects of the inner 
city, both of which are relevant to arriving at an understanding of the leisure 
function. Viewing the inner city as the environmental setting of social processes also 
implies that the results of case studies, carried out at one time and in one particular 
place, can only have restricted value. All patterns of leisure behaviour, observed 
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1.3. Leisure, Recreation and Tourism, a Geographic View on 
Integration 
1. Introduction 
Leisure, recreation and tourism (LRT) are still considered to be separate topics in the 
current research fields of geographers. The distinct lines of research are, to a large 
extent, traditional, in the Netherlands, because of the close link between geographical 
research and the community's physical planning system, the segmentation of research 
activities reflects the sectoral organisation of the Dutch planning system. The 
autonomous development in the past of the separated research fields of LRT leaves its 
traces nowadays, as will be illustrated below. 
When approaching the field of leisure from the point of view of the individual, there is 
little distinction among aspects of LRT behaviour. This unity contrasts with previous 
scientific views on this field, which focused discretely on leisure facilities, 
recreational supply, or tourism attractions with the individual and his behaviour not 
often in the picture. This new trend of looking at the demand side in a broader sense 
and from the point of view of the individual and his behaviour pattern, can serve to 
explain the present coming together of the areas of research. 
In order to explain the present process of integration among LRT, three different 
issues are identified. First, there is a growing awareness that the pursuit of leisure in 
recreational activities or tourism behaviour cannot be looked upon as an isolated 
social phenomenon. The fact that the amount of leisure time is becoming increasingly 
important in the life of a large number of people explains the growing complexity and 
diversity of leisure time activities. In the perception of the individual at least, the 
distinction between recreation and tourism is becoming irrelevant. An integrative 
approach to leisure activities to include recreation and tourism is now necessary. 
Second, leisure, recreation and tourism are separate fields of work and they are dealt 
with by different organisations within the Dutch planning system. Some recent 
indications show the need of a more integrated approach. This trend was demonstrated 
by the latest governmental reports, which not only look more realistically at our 
leisure society and current social processes, but actually try to translate these views 
into a new approach tophysical planning. 
Third, the role of geographical research is important in analysing and explaining 
developments in the social context of leisure and translating these results into 
strategic policies of physical planning. This task requires an integrated view of the 
field of LRT to which purpose the geographical approach proves to be a most effective 
instrument. 
The arguments for considering LRT as strongly interrelated social phenomena are 
discussed in this paper. The implications for geographical research are briefly 
analysed against the background of changing social and economic condilions. This 
review is mainly inspired by current trends in the Netherlands, but with applications 
for other countries as well. 
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2. Social Processes Stimulating Integration 
Demographic Processes 
The most important demographic factor explaining a change in patterns of leisure is 
undoubtedly the general aging of the population. The number of "third-age persons" 
(over 60), having plenty of free time for LRT activities, is constantly increasing. 
Furthermore, the coming generation of aged has learned a great deal more than the 
present group of 60 plus, about how and where to spend their free time. They are less 
home-bound than the previous generation, have a lot more experience at leisure, are 
much more receptive to different information resources, have acquired several 
hobbles and skills, have developed specific recreation patterns, and have possibly 
traveled a great deal in their youth or later years. 
In this social context of a growing demand group, new facilities have been created, 
such as reduced public transport fares, reduced fares for cultural activities, special 
organised trips which together have stimulated a greater mobility. As a consequense, 
their "awareness space" and possibly their "action space" are much more extended in 
comparison with the previous generation of retired. 
The recreational activities of this population group can differ from those of the other 
age groups, with new activities replacing their former habits which are still, 
nevertheless an important part of their leisure time. The tourism practice of this 
group is equally subject to changing habits. Long distance or exotic holidays are, to a 
large extent, replaced by more frequent tourist excursions towards destinations not so 
far away. Tourist sites closer to their homes are being (re)discovered. Sometimes the 
need for social contact is a predominant motive for tourist activities, which can be an 
explanation of the recent success of group and autocar travel offers. 
Attention must also be given to the effects of an increasing population over 75, 
gradually getting more and more house-bound by physical constraints and to whom 
social indoor recreation becomes a primary concern. 
Changing demographic structures also include shrinking household size, indicated in 
the social literature as the "new households." Without going into the background of 
this demographic process, it can be said that this factor has had a direct impact on LRT 
behaviour (RPD., 1986). The degree of participation in recreational and tourist 
activities tends to be increasing and for this population group leisure travel, in terms 
of distance, is much less constrained. The decreasing number of children and the fact 
of no longer being home tied, implies a new demand for LRT facilities and related 
products. 
Socioeconomic Processes 
The complexity of the role of socioeconomic processes in changing leisure behaviour 
can be reduced to two main factors: a decrease in the spending budget on the one hand 
and an increasing amount of free time - by choice or by necessity - on the other hand 
(Andersson, De Jong, 1986). This leads to a growing inequality in the accessibilty to 
existing facilities, indicated as a polarization trend. Both aspects - more free time and 
less money - are affecting leisure behaviour in terms of distances travelled for 
leisure purposes as well as in terms of time spent on particular activities. The 
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demand for less expensive forms of LRT facilities is to be considered as a d 
consequence and to a large extent explains the renewed interest in the recreati 
function of urban neighbourhoods. 
The role of recreation facilities in urban neighbourhoods is accentuated by a deer« 
in leisure mobility, seen as the distance traveled for leisure purposes. Obvio 
mobility patterns are changing, one characteristic being the relative importane 
day trips in relation to the changing holiday pattern. The former short holidays a 
from home are gradually being replaced by day trips (NRIT, 1986). 
Therefore, the concept of "tourism" does not only mean traveling to far-away pl¡ 
and staying away from home for a period of time, it now also includes 
tourism-motivated day trips to places within the same country or neighbou 
countries. 
This development brings about a new demand for tourist products, places 
attractions within the home country or at least within a day's travel from home. 
supply of recreation and tourism facilities will have to meet this increased 
diversified demand. 
Cultural Processes 
The increased demand for recreational facilities and tourist products is not only 
outcome of more free time and a higher degree of participation among some popule 
groups, it is also related to changing preferences. Other forms of recreatii 
activities are becoming popular, new tourism interests are being developed (ML 
1985). This process is deeply rooted in cultural changes, modifications in life ! 
(Mitchell,1984) and an increase of the overall educational level. 
Without going into the underlying processes, some direct consequences on lei: 
behaviour can be mentioned As a reaction against a situation of well-organised 
institutionalised recreational activities, there is now, among some population gro 
a trend towards more informal types of recreational activities. (Andersson, De Ji 
1986). Furthermore, there still seems to be a need for "new" attractions, the urg 
have new experiences, to discover unknown scenery and places, and to try out 
activities. Whereas in previous years, outdoor recreation largely meant an esc 
from densely populated urban areas into the countryside, today urban areas and ii 
cities in particular have become more attractive as places to spend one's free time 
The leisure resources of inner cities, of cultural and historical elements, are b 
rediscovered and appreciated by many visitors as a leisure environment (Jan: 
Verbeke, 1985, 1986 a.b). Preferences for recreational activities and toui 
destinations are obviously strongly dependent on fashion vaves and therefore, car 
of a temporary kind. 
Other aspects of cultural changes affecting leisure behaviour are, for instance, 
trend towards individualisation on the one hand, and the development of a gre 
social involvement on the other hand, referred to as the solidarity trend. A g 
example of this is the increasing role of volunteers in management and exploitatio 
LRT facilities (RPD., 1986). The necessity of offering more opportunities in ordf 
allow for developing individual creativity and new initiatives, is also becomin 
major point of social discussion. Although cultural processes only affect the sp 
aspects of leisure behaviourindirectly, they will have consequences on the lei: 
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behaviour patterns in general and on the demand for facilities in particular. 
In this context of cultural processes explaining changing leisure behaviour, attention 
should be paid to the role of consumer information on LRT opportunities (Ministerie 
van Landbouw en Visserij, 1986). In order to offer each individual access to a variety 
of leisure opportunities, and to make a larger degree of freedom in the selection 
process possible, adequate information sources have to be available. The capacity to 
use them in such a way as to obtain satisfactory leisure experiences is an olher 
problem, however. This awareness of these possibilities is still very much restricted, 
at least for some social groups (for example, the ethnic minorities). 
These cultural processes should be included as an important point in developing a 
leisure policy, even if the spatial dimensions of changing leisure behaviour are not 
explicitly demonstrated. This brief interpretation of some of the most important 
trends in the Netherlands, against the background of more general demographic, 
socioeconomic and cultural processes, gives only the first indication of the processes 
involved in the developments in LRT behaviour. The current LRT integration process 
basically finds its roots in the changing social context. The main question now is how 
these trends are reflected in the most recent views of physical planning and how they 
cause one to look differently at LRT policies. 
3 . New Trends 
Physical planning in the Netherlands is characterised by the strong impact of 
national, regional and local authorities. At the different hierarchical levels, there is a 
clear tendency towards the integration of recreation, traditionally belonging to the 
social sector, with tourism, mainly the concern of the economic sector. Physical 
planning approaches are now looking for suitable responses to the social processes and 
their effect on leisure behaviour. Economic concerns are becoming more important. 
Tourism is being seen as "the goose that lays the golden egg," a sector which can still 
hope for further expansion and, therefore, has to be stimulated and promoted. This 
implifies a reappraisal of leisure and recrealional resources on local as well as on 
regional levels. 
A complete review of the Dutch planning system with regard to recreation and tourism 
would be too extensive a subject for this article (van Doorn, al., 1981). Therefore, 
the following discussion is based on some of the most recent governmental reports 
from each of the departments involved and will be limited to a comprehensive 
comparison of the different aims. This should improve understanding of the current 
integration process of LRT. 
Tourism Policy and Social Issues 
The national government's interest in tourism can be explained by its concern over its 
economic role and its actual and potential sources of revenue. Tourism policy is the 
product of the department of economic affairs and this largely explains the high 
priority given to stimulating the travel industry and related sectors, including 
business and congress (convention) tourism insofar as economic growth, employment 
and national financial revenues (NRIT, 1986). Although these objectives still 
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predominate, some new aims have been formulated in a reaction to the impact of social 
processes on tourist behaviour. 
Some specific points mentioned in the recent publication of the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs (Nota Toeristisch Beleid, 1986) will be mentioned briefly. The demand for 
low-budget tourism accomodations and facilities, as noted above, is yet to be met. The 
supply of such facilities is a prime concern. 
Second comes the objective of improving the information system. A more professional 
approach and a greater commitment to reaching all market segments has become a 
major challenge. In relation to physical planning, a better dispersion pattern of 
facilities is a further point. 
Moreover, greater diversification and an improvement in quality of the tourism 
products are to be sought. This policy could lead to a better use of facilities, a higher 
efficiency, and a higher degree of occupancy. Dispersion in time of tourist activities 
necessitates a specific time policy in relation to holidays, flexibility in working 
hours, and a reconsideration of closing times, all of which still are major 
obstructions to the realisation of the objectives. Tourism authorities are primarily 
concerned with creating optimal conditions for enterprises and stimulating the 
financial viability of enterprises in tourism and the directly related sectors. To this 
traditional concern has been added particular interest in consumer demand. 
More attention is being given to tourist behaviour and the preferences of tourists. The 
question of identifying different market segments requires a broad discussion of 
regional market segmentation and, above all of market segmentation according to 
leisure types. Taking these distinct groups into consideration is fairly new in tourism 
policy. Initially, tourism policy was primarily concerned with the offer of tourist 
products and much less about the uses and users of this product. As a consequence, the 
economic objectives of tourism policy are now being balanced against social 
considerations. Current social trends are being seriously taken into account, leading 
towards a reconsideration of the tourist market segmentation. 
In addition to this new orientation towards consumer behaviour and demand, recent 
trends in tourism policy also point to the environmental consequences of tourism 
development. Formerly, this objective was very much secondary to the economic 
arguments. But the awareness of reduced satisfaction in overcrowded tourist places 
and of a long term erosion process of the touristic resources is coming into focus and 
will be an important problem to be addressed in future tourism planning. 
Recreation Policy and Reappraisal of Resources 
Recreation planning in the Netherlands has been the subject of physical planning for a 
long time. In a country where space is limited and social standards are high, the 
discussion of land use has obtained high priority. The relationship between recreation 
policies and outdoor recreation development plans with residential policies, and the 
desire to preserve natural areas in a densely populated country, are probably the 
most characteristic features of the Dutch planning system. In recreation policies the 
accent is placed upon the development of public recreation facilities which, in 
principle, give free access. Some recent innovations in recreation policy are relevant 
to this discussion on the LRT integration. 
The growing awareness that recreational facilities can be reconsidered as touristic 
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resources and that the profits of tourist-revenues can be applied to maintain the 
quality-level of the facilities supplied, are the most important trends to be mentioned 
The outdoor recreation policy, as mentioned in the 1986 governmental report, is 
strongly inspired by recent social developments and consequently takes into account 
the effects of social processes on changing leisure behaviour Objectives are being 
reviewed and adapted The most relevant issue is the primary interest in behaviour, 
preferences and wishes of the recreationalists (Ministerie van Landbouw en Visserij, 
1986) 
The development of high quality recreation environments, accessible to everyone is a 
predominant objective The report pays a great deal of attention to the need for 
diversification in the supply of recreational facilities. This suggests that the 
recreational needs of distinct groups (such as the third age group, the unemployed, 
those active in sports) are taken into consideration. As a consequence, the supply of 
recreation facilities should be reconsidered, especially in urban areas, and should be 
made more accessible to lower budget groups. This means an accent on inexpensive 
facilities such as cycling-paths, fishing locations, allotments, opportunities for 
different hobbies, low budget holiday camps, and the like. 
Other newly introduced objectives mainly refer to the increasing of efficiency of 
existing recreation facilities by the dispersion of holiday-periods and the introduction 
of flexible working schedules The accent is placed on the economic resources of 
specific recreational facilities by evaluating their touristic assets. This certainly 
indicates a renewed approach in the objectives of outdoor recreation policy Whereas 
the outdoor recreation policy was, to a large extent, concerned with the countryside 
and outer urban areas, since the eighties the recreational function and resources of 
urban areas have received increasing attention. 
The reappraisal of urban areas as a leisure environment brings about a discussion on 
the leisure resources of inner cities, or urban elements, such as historical urban 
morphology, urban architecture, museums and shopping areas (Ashworth, De Haan, 
1985, Jansen- Verbeke, 1985) The evaluation of these urban characteristics as 
resources for urban tourism and the recognition of their recreational function, is one 
example of the tourism policy and recreation policy developing towards a common 
interest. The fact that management and the exploitation of recreational facilities is 
coming more and more in the hands of private enterprises, is another example of the 
integration of tourism and recreation 
The Integration Challenge 
The issues of physical planning in tourism and recreation are strongly intermingled, 
as is clearly demonstrated by the recently introduced TROPs (Tourism Recreation 
Overall Plans) Sofar, twelve plans have been proposed on the regional scale Tourism 
resources and the recreational facilities of regions have been investigated and 
integrated into regional plans. This framework of regional physical planning could be 
the most important result of the LRT integration policy. 
Some criticism is centered on the way in which priorities between recreation and 
tourism have been handled, the relationship of these plans with other political 
instruments, and how these plans should create a link between authorities and private 
enterprisers (Bouman, Lengkeek, 1986). 
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The integration plans have led to a process of considering recreation and tourism as 
strongly interwoven phenomena. Tourism policy has incorporated recreational 
matters to some extent. II is becoming clear that this new wave in physical planning is 
very much the result of an "ad hoc" reaction and not of a well-balanced rethink. This 
is even more obvious in the present development of many local plans. Because it has 
become the thing to do, many local authorities are taking up the challenge of working 
out a local recreation and tourism development plan. Commercial motives tend to 
override many other concerns in physical planning. As yet, it is too early to evaluate 
the outcome of these activities or to judge their actual physical impact or even to see 
if those plans will really induce higher productivity in the tourism sector (De Boer, 
1986). 
Leisure Policy in a Search for Identity 
The need for leisure planning is more frequently stated nowadays, although some still 
seriously question this trend (Van Bysterveldt, 1983). This suggests that a new 
policy field has to be developed which can hardly find its inspiration in traditional 
areas. Leisure planning is searching for its identity in many ways. This search 
involves the objectives, still to be defined, the instruments yet to be experimented 
with, and the relationships with other policy areas yet to be outlined. One of the main 
problems is that basic knowledge about the many implications of leisure development 
in the present society still needs to be translated into political demands and issues 
(Henry, Bramham, 1986). Planning for leisure facilities is not new in the working 
field of the physical planner. Traditionally, the use of quantitative standards in the 
planning of leisure facilities was very general, but gradually other considerations 
came into the physical planning process (Veal, 1986). 
Local conditions, social priorities, quality levels and environmental issues were the 
new concerns to consider when planning leisure facilities (Kirkby, 1985). 
Furthermore, the concept of "leisure facility" has been broadened from purely 
recreational facilities to all kinds of leisure resources. The latter tendency is directly 
related to the overlap of the LRT facilities when considered at the level of individual 
experience. As a result, leisure policy is not yet been institutionalised, nor does it 
display an integrative approach to all the areas involved with leisure developments in 
our society. The responsibility and issues of future leisure policy will be a significant 
concern for the governmental and scientific circles. This new outlook on LRT planning 
is inspired by current scientific research into these areas. This should be considered 
as an incentive for new approaches to traditionally separated areas in the geographical 
research field. 
4 . Implications for Geographical Research 
As indicated above, there is a close relationship between social developments, physical 
planning and research. To what extent are the current social processes and the 
political issues in fact affecting the object of geographical research? It has become 
necessary to reconsider not only the research object of geography, but also to pay 
attention to the required methodological approaches. 
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A brief review of geographical studies dealing with tourism and recreation can initiate 
this reconsideration. When turning to earlier traditional geographical publications, 
an extensive interest in tourism can be traced. Even in the prewar period geography 
was associated with travelling, and later on, with forms of land use, rural settlement 
patterns and urban monographies. The typology of tourist resorts was one of the 
topics. German geographers have contributed considerably to this field of geography 
(Hofmeister, Steinecke, 1984). 
Only after 1945 are there indications of a scientific interest in recreation. This led 
to some research tradition in the sixties. Outdoor recreation and its impact on the 
environment has gradually come into the focus of geographers and physical planners. 
More recently, the leisure function of the urban environment is added to this 
geographical interest in recreation (Mercer, 1970). 
Recent Trends in European Leisure Research 
Interest in a geography of leisure can be traced in the publications of the seventies. 
Mercer (1970) draws attention to the lack of interest in the growing importance of 
leisure and to the responsibility of geographers to be aware of and to control the 
increasingly space-consuming effects of such a development. The impact of the German 
geography school of Ruppert (1970, 1975) has proved to be far more important. 
Several attempts have been introduced to construct a theoretical framework for a 
"Geographie des Freizeitverhaltens". 
The objectives of social geography were redefined by a functional conceptualisation. 
The basic functions of human life are discussed in their spatial implications 
(Kaminske, 1981) and used as a strong argument for the development of a geography 
of recreation and leisure (Matznetter, 1976). The geography of leisure is defined by 
its responsibility for spatial organisation resulting from the basic human need for 
leisure. Spatial effects need to be analysed and used in the perspective of future 
development. Tourism is being reduced to only one aspect of leisure behaviour. This 
approach of the "Münchner Schule" has been the subject of much criticism on two 
points. First, this functional approach is loosing touch with the economic aspects of 
tourism and second the role of the individual is overaccentuated (Steinecke, 1984). 
This critical discussion, opened by Eggeling (1982), mainly refers to the idea that 
individual leisure behaviour and experiences would be the most important factor in 
explaining tourism and recreation products. He opposes the assumption of individual 
freedom in leisure behaviour and points out the impact of land-use policies, of 
land-speculation, of private enterprisers, and of political objectives. Is the demand 
for leisure facilities so powerful in fact as to result in a specific supply pattern of 
leisure facilities, or is it actually the other way round? The challenge of looking into 
the LRT relationship has also been seen as an incentive for a theoretical discussion by 
the German geographers (Jurczek, 1981; Wolf, Jurczek, 1986). 
The LRT integration attempts in the British geography were rather sporadic and 
hesitant (Coppock,1982). Even after Mercer's publication (1970), the geography of 
LRT was further developed along mainly seperate lines. The break point has been the 
introduction of "time-geography" and the recognition that this could lead to 
methodological innovations in the research of individual behaviour, including leisure 
behaviour (Hagerstrand, 1970, 1984). 
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The French geographical tradition is characterized by a sharp delimitiation of the 
geography of tourism on the one hand, and mainly sociological research into leisure, 
on the other. The work of Dumazedier (1966) has been trendsetting in a way, because 
he included environmental aspects in the discussion of leisure. Only recently has the 
idea that leisure, recreation and tourism are to be combined in the research of spatial 
implications and conditions been worked out in an empirical study (Dewailly, 1985). 
Similar to this trend in French research, geographical research in other European 
countries is developing from a geography of tourism, with its traditional economic 
accent, towards a broader geography of recreation and leisure. 
Recent trends in leisure research are becoming more international, as is indicated in 
Parker's (1986) review article. Attention is drawn to some widely relevant aspects, 
such as the leisure behaviour of young people and the effects of an increasingly aged 
population in many Western countries. The strong influence of cultural studies on 
leisure research, especially in Europe, is to be seen as an important new wave. 
The general conclusion of his review is the fact that leisure research is involved in an 
accelerating process characterized by many exploratory studies but as yet seriously 
lacks a theoretical framework. 
Initiatives for a Geography of Leisure in the Netherlands 
Dutch geographers have only recently discovered a scientific interest in leisure, 
initially considered to be merely one of many aspects related to recreation. As 
mentioned by Beckers (1974), the research results have yet to contribute to the 
genesis of an autonomous research area. With some exceptions, tourism was dealt with 
very little, recreation was mostly identified with "outdoor recreation" (Daniels, 
1974 ) and leisure was not a "serious" phenomenon to be considered as a scientific 
object (Koetsier, Thissen, 1981). 
Along with increasing political concern about recreation and tourism, a revival of 
scientific interest in the field has been effectuated. Since the beginning of the eighties, 
a flood of publications has been produced which deal also with spatial aspects of 
recreation and tourism. The use of the geographical concepts "time-space-scale" in 
the LRT research has been argued by Thissen (1982). These concepts inspired by 
Hägerstand, have been developed as useful methodological tools, but have not succeeded 
in making a decisive contribution to the theoretical discussion. The discussion about 
the definition of tourism and recreation still continues, with some authors arguing 
that tourism is only the economic dimension of recreation (Hekker, 1983), and 
others attempting to find an integrative approach to leisure, recreation and tourism 
(Dietvorst, Jansen-Verbeke, 1986). 
5 . The Challenge of an Integrative Research Approach 
To some extent, the segmented scientific approach of the research field can be 
explained by the sectoral structure of the political framework dealing with recreation 
and tourism. This segmentation refers to the autonomous research lines, methods and 
concepts which have been developed in the distinct fields of recreation and tourism. It 
also closely relates to the traditional distinction between leisure studies focusing on 
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individual behaviour and those based on the structural components of society. The 
latter are introducing the role of political institutions, social developments, and the 
characteristics of the supply-side as major agent in the leisure behaviour pattern of 
individuals. Differences in viewpoints on the processes involved are certainly a major 
factor. In reality, there is a serious lack of a theoretical basis (Dietvorst, 1982). As 
a consequence, the development of a theory integrating leisure, recreation, and 
tourism, ¡s an urgent task for social scientists. 
In this respect, the merits of Giddens' structuration theory need to be evaluated 
(1976, 1979, 1983, 1984). This theoretical approach is a reaction to the apparent 
disarray now seen in social theory. Giddens' ideas are worthy of careful study because 
he is mainly concerned with the interrelationship of human agency and structure and 
he is (of relevance to the development of a geographical theory) one of the few social 
scientists to Include the significance of space (Giddens, 1976). 
Structuration theory concentrates on issues of social being and social existence. As 
such it is concerned with ontology rather than with epistemology, providing 
explanatory propositions to understand social life. It is not a theory that can be "put to 
the test." There are empirical implications, but the theory does not propagate a 
particular method or technique (Dear, Moos, 1986). 
The structuration theory is intended to overcome a classic dilemma in studying social 
phenomena. On the one hand it offers theoretical perspectives based on phenomenology, 
paying much attention to individual action: "strong on action, weak on institutions." On 
the other hand, it proposes theoretical views on the role of structures and systems: 
"strong on institutions, weak on action." 
Fundamental in Giddens' viewpoint is that human action presupposes societal 
structures, whereas societal structures themselves are also the result of human 
action. Structuration is the dynamic process whereby structures come into being 
(Giddens, 1976). There is a duality between structure and action, rather than an 
assymetrlcal relationship In which social structure controls actions and the meanings 
of actions. Social practice has to be analysed with reference to the continuous 
interrelationship between the (intentional) human behaviour and the structural 
characteristics of the supraindividual reality. 
Although Giddens' rethinking of system, structure and agency in his structuration 
theory, provides an interesting perspective for further interpretation and 
understanding of leisure aspects in our society, there has been little follow-up in 
empirical research. 
Some exceptions should be mentioned, for instance, the work of Mommaas (1985) 
applying the ideas in an analysis of leisure and unemployment and Andersson and de 
Jong (1986) looking more closely at social processes and leisure behaviour. 
Evaluating Giddens' structuration theory to be primarly a sensitive device for social 
research, some major indications for future geographical research can be identified 
(Giddens, 1983, 1984). 
The geographical applications are still in an experimental stage, but can be seen as a 
serious step forward in the integrative approach of studies on leisure, recreation and 
tourism. Some primary ideas for geographical contributions may be proposed. 
Rethinking the Supply-Demand Analysis 
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The geographical study of LRT should seek to combine two analytical models (De Pater, 
1983/84): the demand-supply approach on the one hand and the micro/macro scale 
level approach (or agency/structure) on the other. Integration of both in the analysis 
of the geographical system is being attempted in some case studies dealing with the 
leisure function of inner cities (Jansen-Verbeke, 1986 -c). 
Interpretation of the leisure function of a specific environment, for example the inner 
city, implies not only an analysis of the supply-side (what has this environment to 
offer in terms of leisure experiences?), but also of the complex demand-side, 
involving the needs and the actual behaviour of inner city dwellers and of inner city 
visitors as well. The leisure function of this inner urban environment can only be 
understood by looking at individual behaviour patterns in relation to the 
characteristics of the environment (Ashworth, De Haan, 1986). Furthermore, it 
should be made clear how policy measures, which find their expression in the urban 
planning structure, are eventually conditioning the leisure behaviour and experiences 
of individuals. The understanding of these interaction processes should be the basis of 
future leisure policy. This statement obviously implies that leisure experiences, 
recreational activities and tourism behaviour are all seen as part of one system, this 
being the main challenge for future geographical research. 
Identification of Tourism and Recreation Clusters 
Criticism of the above perspectives is mainly caused by the fact that little attention is 
given to the spatial aspects of this interaction process between man and his 
environment. Since spatial aspects are a primary concern of geographers, it is 
necessary to search for a combination between the analysis of interaction and the 
time-space-scale concepts currently applied in geographical studies. 
A first example of this methodological approach could be the identification of tourism 
and recreation clusters. This is not merely to be seen as an excercise to map the 
supply side of recreational facilities and tourism attractions, but it also includes an 
interpretation of the actual use of this supply by different groups of users and 
possibly also of their evaluation scores. This method was first applied by Ferrario 
(1979) in order to evaluate tourism and recreation resources, taking into account 
both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the supply-side and the altitudes and 
behaviour of users. Although not fully successful in the combining of both aspects, the 
initiative is worth reconsideration. 
The leisure possibilities offered are thus evaluated within the social context of 
individuals in their leisure pursuits. Furthermore, it also means a thorough analysis 
of the institutional context, defined as the whole set of spatial and organisational 
conditions, put forward by the decision makers, whether of entrepreneurial or of 
political origin. This elaboration of the Ferrario method could be applicable on the 
local and on the regional scale and would be a most useful tool for translating TROPs 
into the actual physical planning of the environment. In combination with recently 
developed spatial information systems (Burrough, 1985), some additional 
possibilities for this kind of research work on tourism and recreation can be outlined. 
Undoubtedly, this approach could make the research results more directly useful for 
physical planning and marketing. This method is largely dependent on the availability 
of adequate computer programs. Before experimenting, the leisure demands and 
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experiences of Individuals should be measured. 
6 . Conclusions 
A better understanding of the meaning of leisure and of changing behaviour patterns 
has been among the recent concerns of geographers and other social scientists. Further 
development of multidisclplmary research should be stimulated in order to come to a 
full understanding of the interrelationship between people in their leisure pursuits 
and their environment, with its own resources, facilities, and constraints. The 
arguments for an integrative LRT approach have been developed along two different 
lines : the social and the political planning contexts (Jansen-Verbeke, 1987). The 
search for a theoretical framework for this integrative approach has led to some 
appreciation of the merits of the structuration theory. The implications for future 
geographical research in the leisure field are considerable. Some innovative ideas 
have been introduced, but their possible contribution to the geographical research 
field yet needs to be evaluated. 
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2.1. Inner City Leisure Resources 
Research into urban leisure is a response to various developments: more free time, 
the revaluation of urban areas, changing characteristics of the urban population and 
awareness of unused leisure resources. Dutch leisure policy features both sector 
planning and facet planning. Leisure opportunities in inner cities are based on a 
variety of facilities: the catering sector, shopping, tourist facilities and historical 
elements. In recent tourist overall recreational plans the inner city is treated as a 
leisure product. A further evaluation of inner city leisure resources is required, 
especially in historic smaller towns. Several case studies indicate the line of research 
to be pursued, although a theoretical framework is lacking. 
1. Introduction 
Why draw attention to the urban environment as a leisure setting? Is it not a 
contradiction in terms to identify leisure environments with densely populated and 
noisy areas, often lacking green spaces and sports facilities, when the general image of 
leisure tends to be associated with peace and quiet, green areas and sports facilities? 
This perspective is possibly the result of socio-cultural changes, but to some 
observers urban leisure is to a large extent an academic fiction, just an opportunity 
for planners to extend their working field and claim yet another specialism. 
The increasing attention paid to urban leisure by planning authorities could be a 
primary motive for further research in the field, for there seems to be a serious gap 
between planning policy and the actual development of leisure in the urban 
environment. Research into the phenomenon of urban leisure is a response to various 
developments: 
1. A continuous increase in free time; to some a happy development, to many 
the consequence of unemployment. Life-style changes are undoubtledly to be 
expected. The fact that more people have more free time to spend, implies a 
reduction of their time-space budgets. The social impact is considerable, 
especially in the larger urban agglomerations, where unemployment is high. 
The economic recession has its impact on leisure behaviour in a more direct 
way. Not only is there a tendency towards lower consumption, but the effect of 
the relative decline in spending can clearly be traced in mobility patterns. 
Leisure action areas become more restricted. This development is not only to 
be deduced from the renewed interest in holiday destinations nearer to home 
but is even more obvious in weekday and weekend leisure locations. 
2. The "return to the city" movement is a socio-cultural trend, strongly 
supported by national housing policy. This process has led to (or is the 
consequence of?) a réévaluation of urban areas, not only as places to live but 
also as places to visit. This is probably the strongest positive factor in the 
revival of urban leisure. 
3. The rapidly changing characteristics of the urban population, due to the 
effects of demographic processes may be another explanation for the renewed 
interest in urban recreation (Heerema, Van der Kruis, 1980). 
4. Last but not least, the awareness of unused leisure resources corresponds 
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very well with the gradual change from leisure as a welfare concern towards 
leisure as an economic challenge. The latter can clearly be illustrated by 
recent trends in Dutch planning policy concerning recreation and tourism, 
which Is now developing towards a policy for free time. 
Planning for recreation and tourism is a most complex network of concerned 
ministries and departments (van Doorn, al., 1981). One way of of disentangling Dutch 
leisure policy is by making a distinction between 'sector planning' on the one hand and 
the planning responsible for a certain aspect, "facet planning", on the other (Fig.1). 
Sector planning is responsible for a specific branch of activities such as housing, 
education, agriculture, as well as recreation. In each of these fields, three different 
aspects can be distinguished: the spatial, economic and social. They are all the 
responsibility of different departments. 
«. Socio-Cultural Policy 
» Economic Policy 
"*" Physical Planning 
segments = different sectors of governmental authorities 
circles = different aspects of governmental policy 
Figure 1. Sector and Facet Planning of Recreation (source: Hekker, 1983) 
Without going further into the complexity of Dutch leisure policy, it should be said 
that recreation planning by tradition is the responsibility of social welfare 
departments. Developments are such that physical planning is becoming more and 
more involved with social problems. For recreation problems especially, there is a 
strong interrelationship between physical and social aspects. 
This evolution during the 1970s has been followed more recently by an economically 
inspired recreation policy. The economic aspect of leisure, mainly the tourism sector, 
has so far been monopolized by the Department of Economic Affairs. Since the 
beginning of the 1980s, the need for integration between recreation, tourism and 
leisure policy has become predominant. One result of this is the great activity put into 
Tourist Recreational Overall Plans (TROPs)(Hofman, 1983). These development 
plans are mainly inspired by the necessity of creating new job opportunities in the 
leisure sector. In the first stage they are worked out on a regional scale. Expectations 
are high since this sector seems to be a solution for regions with high rates of 
unemployment. The different regions of the Netherlands have thus been subject to an 
analysis of their leisure resources, which have been translated into projects, 
promotion and much speculation on future perspectives. The present catchword is 
TRAPs'-Touristic Recreational Action Plans (Kerstens, 1983, Roelofs and Wichers, 
1984). It is beyond the scope of this paper to outline the policy instruments to realize 
these projects or to measure the employment effect. The main reason for mentioning 
the TRAPs is to show the attention given to urban areas as leisure resources. 
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The following discussion focuses on leisure as a specific function of the inner city. 
2 . Leisure Resources in the Urban Areas 
The subject of this paper is limited to a specific part of the urban area, the inner city. 
This restriction is necessary mainly because of the wide variety of leisure problems 
in urban residential areas on one hand and in central areas on the other. Residential 
areas are mainly the subject of research on leisure patterns of residents and their 
neighbourhood facilities, in other words, mainly case studies of local recreation 
problems. Central urban areas as an object of research offer an additional dimension, 
being not only a leisure environment for urban residents but also an attraction for 
visitors coming from outside. There are not only leisure-orientated visitors, but 
large numbers with other motives such as work, education and shopping. They should 
not be excluded when evaluating the inner city as a leisure environment. The leisure 
function of inner cities thus extends from residents to all kinds of visitors, a result of 
the multifunctional character of inner cities (Jansen-Verbeke, 1982). 
The leisure function of inner cities results from the presence of many differently 
motivated groups of people. This function is based on much more than merely the 
supply of recreational facilities. Research on urban leisure has often been limited to 
analysis of catchment areas of, for example, cultural facilities such as theatres, 
cinemas and exhibitions (Wall and Sinnot,1980). The purpose of this paper is to 
indicate the underestimation of urban resources as a leisure environment. 
Specific attention will be given to inner cities that are not always identical to central 
areas. This distinction is necessary since we intend to focus on the historical centre of 
our urban agglomerations. In Western Europe, inner city areas are primarily 
historically defined (Buursink, 1980), their form and function being to a large 
extent a historical heritage. The multifunctional character of these specific urban 
areas and the historical impact on the urban morphology (street patterns, squares, 
achitecture, old fortifications, city walls, etc.) are the two main factors which will be 
traced as urban leisure resources. 
It would be too pretentious to open a discussion on inner urban areas as a leisure 
environment and attempting to reveal a totally new perspective (Dumazedier and 
Ripert, 1966). Ever since urban settlements have existed, they have had a leisure 
function for the inhabitants as well as for rural visitors, whatever their motive for 
going to town. Ways of spending leisure time in the city may have changed, the social 
meaning of free time has evolved considerably from a privilege to an obligation, the 
nature of leisure activities being a constant indication of cultural patterns in a 
society. It would be most fascinating to trace the nature of leisure activities in the city 
through history, from the Roman thermal baths to the medieval religious and profane 
festivities and the cultural events of the Renaissance, ending with the overwhelming 
diversity of leisure possibilities offered to the city visitor today. 
Leisure opportunities in inner cities are based on a wide variety of facilities. The 
traditional categories of recreation, such as culture, sport and entertainment are no 
longer satisfactory, for there are many forms of recreation which cut across these 
categories. 
A conventional way of analysing leisure facilities is based on the distinction between 
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demand and supply. More recently, the distinction between an actor-centred and a 
systems approach has become fashionable. 
Approach SYSTEM ACTOR-CENTRED 
Spadai 
Scale 












Questions FecllWee Use Spece Time Space Time Activity 
Perception 
Time budget 




















Figure 2. Research Perspectives on Leisure from a Geographical Viewpoint 
(source- Jansen-V8rbeke,1982, ρ 44, translated) 
Fig.2. traces both lines of research in the leisure field, demonstrating the possible 
combination of both. The systems approach to leisure has been mainly applied to 
research into the urban leisure function, making an inventory of leisure facilities, 
discussing local factors, participation rates and induced movement patterns. 
Time-space budgets offered new perspectives for leisure research, especially when 
used as a method in relation to the environmental characteristics. 
Inspired by action space analysis (Rosenblatt, 1972) and the methodology used by 
Chapín (1974), there is certainly encouragement for further applications in leisure 
research (Glyptis, 1981). 
This approach is to be considered as a possible combination of the systems and 
actor-centred approaches, the latter being fairly new to the geographical approach to 
leisure. In this sequence of methodological developments is to be placed the concept of 
Giddens (1979) on the duality of structures. The interaction between the actor and the 
system is becoming the central paradigm. 
The combination of the time-space approach, interaction models and perception as a 
key to behavioural studies offers wide perspectives for further research (Dietvorst, 
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1982). 
Space perception is not a new research field, since the work of Lynch (1966), 
although the focus on perception within the leisure environment is relatively 
unexplored as yet. The idea that leisure perception is equally conditioned by time 
factors, that not every moment of the day or the year can be perceived as free time and 
appreciated as leisure time, leads to the addition of this dimension. Furthermore, not 
every action is considered to be a leisure activity; appreciations of specific activities 
can vary widely. Fig.2 raises the question of whether leisure perception is not in the 
first place conditioned by the individual characteristics. This question in leisure 
research brings us to the field of psychology and sociology, rather than being a 
question mainly for geographers. Consequently, the question of why one person 
perceives a specific place, time or activity as a leisure possibility is also omitted. 
Although multidisciplinary research on leisure is a real challenge for every 
researcher (Theuns, 1984), I am convinced that a geographical approach to the field 
is characterized by its emphasis on spatial dimensions, whether these concern land 
use patterns, the location of facilities, recreational mobility patterns or the 
relationship between the environment and the individual (or the group) (Thissen and 
Koetsier, 1981). 
Contributions from the systems approach to the field of leisure have often been 
focused on countryside leisure patterns, leaving unexplored the leisure function of 
urban environments. The question is to what extent the theoretical framework and 
results of previous research can be applied to the urban context. An attempt to 
identify and analyse urban leisure resources will be based on the conceptual model 
shown in Fig 3. 
3. Activity Place and Leisure Setting 
The urban leisure function is based on the spatial concentration of a wide variety of 
facilities as well as on its characteristic features. The 'activity place' refers to the 
possibility of urban residents and visitors making use of the facilities offered in order 
to spend leisure time in all kinds of recreational activities. 
Traditionally, the city is the heart of cultural activities, varying from concerts, art 
galleries and theatres to specific entertainment as offered by bingo halls and sex 
shops, all of them belonging to our modem image of 'culture'. 
Specific leisure facilities attract visitors to the inner city. Recreational visitors have 
an explicit motive for going to town, the pursuit of leisure. In addition to these basic 
recreational facilities, there is also a large number of urban functions, which are not 
specifically used or uniquely intended for leisure purposes. Their main function is 
generally defined by a different use, though users' motives can be inspired by leisure 
depending on circumstances and on the prime purposes of their visit. 
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Figure 3. The Inner City Leisure Function : Resources 
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The Catering Sector 
This is horeca, the facilities and services offered by hotels, restaurants, coffee shops, 
pubs, nightclubs etc., an urban function with a leisure resource. The attractiveness 
and liveliness of inner cities is to a large extent supported by and sometimes even due 
to the characteristics of horeca. The presence of a wide variety of hotels, restaurants 
and pubs is accounted for by their social role in our society: places to meet people, 
places to obtain food and drinks (Jansen, 1976). Though the reasons for visiting may 
be most diverse, there is a strong argument for looking at their function in the 
perspective of their leisure role. This argument is the basic hypothesis in a current 
research project dealing with the function of horeca in the inner city. The following 
evaluation of horeca facilities as a leisure function of the inner city is based on an 
empirical case study in 's Hertogenbosch. 
The attractiveness of horeca is in the first place determined by the number and 
variety of pubs, restaurants and hotels. An inventory of all facilities has been made, 
leading to a typology of horeca, according to the kind of service offered, the opening 
hours, price level, interior view, capacity and type of visitor. Not only the number 
and quality of facilities determine the attractiveness, the location pattern or dispersal 
over the city is also a vital aspect. 
The mixture with other urban facilities is most important to some types of horeca, 
according to their degree of dependency on identical types of visitors. Tracing the 
leisure function of horeca in the inner city has been studied from different points of 
view: the landlords, the visitors and the inhabitants. The role of the landlords in this 
sector was revealed by a series of interviews. The results of these interesting 
interviews showed the strong dependency of horeca on several factors: 
1. Spatial associations: their location among other urban facilities, or 
clustered in an entertainment area, is of vital importance. This dependency 
is, of course, to be seen in connection with the following. 
2. User associations: the flow of visitors in shopping areas is most important 
for specific types of horeca, such as coffee shops, ice cream parlours, lunch 
rooms and some pubs. The association with flows of visitors to cultural 
facilities and to entertainment places is again important, but for a different 
group of horeca: restaurants, bars and mostly evening-time facilities. 
3. Inner city setting: the managers interviewed were (of course) convinced of 
their contribution to the attractiveness of the inner city as a leisure 
destination. The number of initiatives they were taking was impressive: 
improvements to the interior, refurbishing the facade, organizing special 
attractions, improving the choice and quality of food and drinks, and putting 
their efforts together in professional organizations dealing with publicity 
and promotion. Certainly an active group, but to what extent are their 
efforts resulting in a more leisure-orientated environment? The answer to 
this is to be found with the visitors. 
From the results of a case study it is not possible to define clearly the leisure function 
of horeca facilities. Both the complexity of visitors' motives and activities and their 
variety of appreciations led to the conclusion that horeca facilities have an additional 
effect on inner city attractiveness, but are seldom an autonomous leisure destination. 
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Further expansion of these facilities needs to be carefully balanced, for the viability 
of these enterprises could become risky (because of high mobility) and there could be 
over-supply. 
Shopping 
The main function of shopping areas and weekly street markets is to offer the 
consumer a wide variety of consumer goods. This urban function can be traced to the 
earliest roots of urban settlement: a place to meet people, to see and to be seen, a place 
to obtain provisions. Shopping and going to market still have these primary functions 
in our society, but the leisure dimension has become more and more accentuated. 
Window-shopping as a leisure pastime is highly valued by many visitors to town. Is it 
the activity itself which gives leisure satisfaction, the attractiveness of the place, or a 
much more complex pattern of conditions relating to leisure perception? 
Kuhn (1979) was one of the first geographers to analyse shopping areas as a leisure 
environment, demonstrating the overlap of urban facilities and the leisure function. 
The results of an unpublished empirical case study carried out in 's Hertogenbosch in 
1981 support his views on the leisure role of shopping. The attraction of shopping 
areas in the inner city proved to be strongly conditioned, the first conditioning factor 
being the presence of a pedestrian precinct. 
Important in this context is also the appreciation of the historical setting of the 
shopping area, a factor seen to play a role in the attractiveness of markets in our 
inner cities. A visit to the market is no longer merely a matter of obtaining goods. 
The growing interest in markets can be explained by its leisure function for many 
visitors. The reasons people enjoy such events as markets, flea markets and street 
fairs differ: hoping to obtain desired goods for less money, satisfaction from finding a 
bargain, enjoying the experience of hunting for something special. There is still very 
little known about the leisure nature of market visits, but the sheer number of people 
who attend and their attitudes and behaviour indicate the importance of such events. As 
noted by Chubb and Chubb (1981), several cities have developed permanent sites for 
markets (weekly) and flea markets (regularly), examples of which are the Market 
aux Puces (Porte de Clignancourt, Paris), the Petticoat Lane street market in 
London's East End, the "Vogeltjes" market on the Antwerp boulevards, "La Butte" along 
the waterfront of the river Meuse in Liege and many more. A distinction must be made 
according to the size of these markets, the local setting and the touristic image they 
have obtained. 
The impact of a historical setting on the leisure experience of a market visit is 
difficult to prove. A comparative study between market attractiveness in historical 
places and modern inner cities would be revealing. Research along these lines is being 
carried out in several inner cities in the Netherlands. Some preliminary results can 
be given on the balance of commercial motives and leisure motives. Leisure-inspired 
motives were mentioned by 30% of the visitors to the Maastricht market, 36% of the 
visitors to Enschede market and 35% to the Nijmegen market. This motive was given 
as an interpretation of a wide variety of answers such as 'looking for a change', a 
'distraction', a 'day out', 'liking to be among a crowd of people'. The combination of 
motives - a visit to the market and the shopping area - was frequently mentioned. 
Circumstances such as the weather conditions proved to be very important. 
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The group of respondents identified by their purely commercial motives accounted for 
about one-third of the total. Attraction factors mentioned by them were mainly price, 
choice and quality of goods. It is interesting to look at the profiles of both distinct 
groups of market visitors; the leisure-seeking group tends to be more represented 
amongst younger people (under 25 years) and the elderly (over 60 years). The 
leisure-seeking group generally spends more time in the market than the 
commercially motivated group. This may be explained by the fact that they often had a 
longer distance to travel and a lower frequency of visits. 
The importance of markets as a leisure function may not be typical for West European 
inner cities but it is certainly gaining importance in our society of high 
unemployment. The fact that leisure motives are becoming more and more 
predominant is a trend with a direct impact also on the importance of 
window-shopping, for market visits are frequently combined with a visit to the 
shopping area. Shopping areas and markets have a long time been underestimated as 
leisure resources. There is every reason to stimulate this specific urban function, for 
social and economic effects can only be positive. 
Tourist Organization 
Tourist organization is not a primary attraction factor for visitors, but certainly a 
facility which can improve ihe conditions, information and possibilities of 
appreciating the inner city as a leisure environment. A number of urban facilities can 
be included in this category of nonspecifically leisure-orientated facilities. Most 
inner cities nowadays have a tourist information office, a tourist organization taking 
all sorts of initiatives, such as providing clear and stimulating information 
brochures, setting out urban trails and arranging organized walks through the city. 
Such facilities may not generate visitors, but their contribution to the attraction of a 
town visit is largely underestimated. Organization of events such as special markets, 
festivals and street fairs contribute to the trend of urban-orientated leisure seeking. 
Accessibility 
The attraction of visitors to the inner city will always be conditioned by the 
constraints of accessibility. This includes not only the possibilities offered by public 
transport but also the parking facilities, their location and capacity, and routes for 
car traffic. In different case studies on the urban leisure environment, the importance 
of this factor has been implicit. The leisure function of inner cities is not only based 
on the recreational use of urban facilities, it is also to a large extent supported by the 
resources as a leisure setting. In the context of countryside leisure, the landscape is 
highly evaluated as a resource factor. Research models have been explored (Shechter 
et al., 1981). In the urban context, the resource of physical environment is often 
underestimated. 
The Site as a Leisure Resource 
The inner city of each of our historic towns has unique character, though not all of 
them are equally appreciated. There are about 170 historic towns in the Netherlands; 
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town rights and privileges were accorded to those settlements during the period 
1000-1500. The influence of historical events, the heritage of church, nobility and 
tradesmen have all left their marks on those settlements. In some places the past is 
very easily recognized; in other places, it has been the victim of nineteenth-century 
planning operations. 
The main question is to what extent is our urban history contributing to our leisure-
minded future society? A strong revival of conservation projects for historic 
buildings has extended towards a concern for protecting historical urban landscape as 
a cultural good. Are the characteristics of historic towns appreciated as a leisure 
resource? This was the main objective of several empirical research projects. The 
appreciation of historical elements was researched among about 300 visitors to the 
inner city of Dordrecht. Of all the physical characteristics measured for their 
appreciation score, the architectural features of historic facades came out first (82% 
of the respondents gave the highest evaluation score), followed by appreciation of 
green spaces and parks (81% the highest score). The specific site of this town on the 
river Meuse and the pattern of canals through the old town also scored highly. What 
was remarkable was the rather low appreciation of modern art works and the negative 
attitude towards inner city traffic situations and parking spaces. 
This research project resulted in a list of suggestions to local authorities for 
improving the waterfront areas, accelerating the renovation projects in the inner city 
area and in outspoken complaints about keeping the inner city tidy. 
In fact, the analysis of visitors' characteristics in relation to their attitude and 
evaluation was a most interesting one. One of the hypotheses was 'the better you know 
a town, the more you appreciate it'. This was contradicted; frequent visitors had a 
more complete image of the historical assets of their town, but displayed the greatest 
variation in their appreciation scores. The occasional visitor, indicated as tourist, 
seemed to have the most positive image of the inner city. Or is the motive of visit, in 
this case sight-seeing, the sole explanation of a positive attitude? To answer this, a 
comparison needs to be made between different inner cities. Further research into the 
physical elements to be (re)considered as a leisure resource is being done in other 
towns, such as Deventer, Kampen and Zwolle. 
The physical setting of inner cities can certainly be seen as a leisure resource, but the 
attraction to visitors is almost totally dependent on their image of the town. The 
research results of Aderhold (1976) showed that the ¡mage of a place to visit is not 
merely based on the physical elements as mentioned above but also on socio-cultural 
characteristics of the place or the inhabitants. Local customs, for instance, can be a 
real attraction to visitors: this implies all kinds of typical features such as traditional 
costume, crafts, ways of life. Elements such as language can be a barrier to 
communication, but can equally be an element of attraction. It is difficult to evaluate 
the role of these socio-cultural characteristics on a national scale. Differences are 
generally not so great, although some examples could be given in the Dutch context. 
The effect of these elements is probably more important on the scale of international 
tourism. 
The discussion of inner city leisure resources based on several empirical case studies 
is certainly not complete. The importance to be given to the characteristics of the 
physical setting, the contribution of these aspects to the attraction of inner cities as a 
leisure setting is not easy to trace. 
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Furthermore, the evaluation of leisure resources results not just from a mere sum of 
elements and attitude scores. It can even be argued that the attractiveness of inner 
cities is the result of a 2+2=5 summation principle. The extra dimension, to a large 
extent yet to be disentangled, is the 'image', the expectations visitors have. So it is not 
what an inner city has to offer, but also what one expects of a visit to it. 
4 . The Leisure Product and its Promotion 
The leisure resources of inner cities are no longer a dormant collection of facilities 
and historical elements to whoever feels attracted by this specific setting. They have 
become a major point of interest in the recent Tourist Recreational Overall Plans 
(TROPs), the inner city being treated as a leisure product. This implies an evaluation 
of the characteristics of the product on the one hand and an insight into the role of the 
promoters on the other. The inner city area can be considered as a product (Aderhold, 
1976), being the collection of material and nonmaterial characteristics. In this 
context, the analysis of the inner urban area as a leisure product has been limited to a 
discussion of the elements contributing to the leisure function. 
The Elements of the Product 
The product to be promoted is a combination of activity place and leisure setting. In 
order to deal with this complexity, a distinction can be made between primary and 
secondary elements (Hebestreit, 1977). Primary elements of the product are 
identified as basic leisure resources. They include all urban facilities which attract 
visitors with an explicit leisure motive. This can be of a cultural kind such as the 
theatre, concerts, exhibitions and museums. 
The physical setting (site) and socio-cultural characteristics can be visitor 
-generating for their own sake, sight-seeing then being a purely leisure- inspired 
motive. The actual integration of urban recreational facilities in the leisure setting 
finds its origin in the historical development in the inner city. In other words, these 
elements are a given fact which can be little altered. The image of a specific town will 
be mainly based on these primary elements. This does not imply that secondary 
elements have no role to play in the attraction of the city. The presence of nonspecific 
leisure-orientated facilities in the inner city makes a considerable contribution to the 
leisure function. Although they are not a conditio sine qua non for the leisure function, 
the absence of such facilities could have an enormous effect on leisure attractiveness. 
In the perspective of promotion of the inner city as a leisure product, more attention 
should be given to these so-called secondary elements. 
Promotion of the Inner city as a Leisure Resource 
The image of the inner city is a key factor in every promotional action. Promotion 
instruments are twofold: first, the recruitment of visitors and, secondly, 
improvement of the product. Recruitment of visitors can be achieved by improving the 
¡mage of the inner city, by creating more interest in the assets of an urban leisure 
environment. According to Lynch (1966), images are the direct result of an 
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interaction process between the observer and the environment, when in immediate 
physical contact. Of course, images can be based on many different stimuli, perhaps 
the most important nowadays being the mass media. Constructs of images can be 
created of places never visited, information can be widely spread through all kinds of 
channels (brochures, posters, postcards, films, articles in magazines, 
advertisements). 
Improvement of the product as a promotion instrument is a second possibility, 
frequently combined with or following the recruitment promotion activities. 
Improvement of the product can vary from a small-scale (for instance, putting up 
signboards, tracing urban trails, organizing street activities) to a much more serious 
impact on the product, such as enlarging the capacity of hotel accomodation, restoring 
historical monuments, Improving the quality and choice of specific shops. These 
examples serve only to indicate the wide scope of promotion initiatives which can be 
taken. An interesting study on the subject was published by Schiesser (1974), who 
points out the vital importance of promoters in the discovery process of inner urban 
areas as leisure resources. 
The Promoters 
The role of promoters is the promotion of the inner city as a leisure product by 
recruiting larger numbers of visitors and enhancing the frequency of their visits. 
Furthermore, promoters have a responsibility to improve the leisure product. 
Without going into detail about who these promoters are, let us take a brief look at the 
actual promotion action and we will see two distinct groups: 
1. Promotion as the main objective of the organization: 
The National Tourist Board (NTB) 
ANWB (Algemene Nederlandse Weggebruikers) 
Provincial Association for Tourist information: VVV 
Local Tourist Information Offices 
2. Promotion as a secondary objective of the organization: 
The National Society of Rail Roads and Public Transport 
Hotel groups 
Local Associations and Shopkeepers 
Local and National Associations of Landlords (Catering Sector) 
Several Local Initiative Groups 
Editors of Tourist Guides 
In every local situation, a different group of promoters can be identified. Their 
characteristics as a profit or nonprofit organization are most revealing as to the 
promotion Instruments applied. 
A recent research project looked closely into the image promoters have of their 
leisure product. Detailed interviews with this particular group resulted in a most 
interesting discussion of elements and characteristics of the inner cities to be 
explored as a leisure resource. Tourist accommodation was mentioned as the first 
condition to support a belief in the role of inner cities as a leisure environment. This 
was even more important to them than the historical setting and the attraction of 
elements which could be offered. 
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The evaluation, made by promoters, of primary and secondary elements was thus 
established in different inner cities (Deventer, Kampen, Zwolle), balancing the 
strong points of attraction against the weak points in the present situation. A conflict 
of images between those of the promoters of the product and those of possible visitors 
is the line of research to be worked out. 
This aspect needs to be further explored in order to form a realistic perspective on 
this kind of leisure product. The basis of this perspective can be discussed in a brief 
summary of the possible effects of such a promotion activity. 
Possible Effects of Promotion 
The whole objective of promoting inner cities as a leisure product can be questioned. 
Serious consideration is required of the positive and negative effects of such action. 
The arguments given are frequently inspired by economic objectives, whether these 
expectations are based on a direct economic output or on indirect consequences. The 
multiplier effect needs to be carefully analysed. 
How real is the expected increase in jobs with a higher frequency and/or a higher 
number of visitors to the inner city? Increase in employment can be a first direct 
effect of the development of the leisure function, whether directly (in the tourist 
sector) or indirectly (the catering sector, shop assistance etc) (NRIT, 1981). 
The amount of cash flow to the inner city generated by visitors seeking leisure is 
difficult to evaluate, since more visitors do not always Imply higher expenditure. 
There is equally a distinction to be made between money spent on recreational 
activities in a strict sense and other expenditure. It can be argued that the expected 
benefit will mainly turn to the secondary elements of the leisure sector, the primary 
elements partially belonging to the nonprofit sector. With the exception of a few 
reported studies, our knowledge of the economic effects of the leisure function in 
inner cities, especially In smaller towns, Is very limited. 
The economic output Is certainly not the only thing to be evaluated when promoting 
inner cities as a leisure product. The most positive effect would be to revitalize the 
inner cities, in other words, improvement in the product itself. Reconsidering the 
possible leisure resources in every part and every aspect of the historic inner city 
could eventually bring an end to the downgrading of some parts. Renovation of older 
housing areas could be stimulated by an additional leisure function for visitors, apart 
from the primary housing function of these areas. Such an integration of functions 
needs a careful and well-balanced land-use policy. 
This leads us to a discussion of the social effects of a leisure-orientated urban policy. 
The attitude of inner urban dwellers is of vital importance. To what extent are they 
involved with this leisure function? The outcome of a strongly promoted leisure 
function of the residential environment can again be positive or negative. A significant 
relation between the altitude of inhabitants and their own leisure activity pattern has 
been proved by empirical research In the Inner city of 's Hertogenbosch (Jansen-
Verbeke, 1982). To this purpose, the model of urban attraction (Heinemeyer, 1966) 
has been applied, leading to the typology of inner urban dwellers in fig. 4. 
As a result of this study, the objective of creating a lively inner city, in combination 
with an agreeable residential environment remains, more then ever, to be questioned. 
For the minority of 'urban enjoyers' there seems to be no problem; they enjoy the 
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leisure opportunities offered m their environment without being troubled by 
increased activity in the area, the inconveniences of parked cars, noisy crowds and the 
threat to security They were identified by their personal characteristics as belonging 
to a higher educational level, of above average income, without children and frequently 
single. 
High scores of 
participation in 
recreational activities 





Sympathisers A b s t a i n e r s 
ψ 
Low scores of 
participation in 
recreational activities 
Figure 4. Typology of Inner Urban Dwellers 
(source a free interpretation of Hememeyer, 1966) 
Without going further into the details of this research project, the drawbacks of the 
situation must be emphasized The group of deprived people who have no opportunity 
to enjoy the offered possibilities for leisure and who at the same time suffer many of 
the inconveniences of the inner city ("urban abstainers") consists mostly of families 
with young children (under 12 years), the lower educated and lower income group 
and, of particular significance, many female respondents In this dilemma of 
stimulating the leisure function at a possible cost to the quality of the residential 
environment, social priorities need to be established. 
The balancing of positive and negative effects is a major task for local planning 
authorities and is not only a matter of long term policy and objectives, but often of 
small scale and ad hoc decisions, such as giving a license for a new pub or disco at a 
specific location, favouring flexibility m opening hours for shops, or allowing for 
private initiatives to be developed 
5. Conclusions 
The inner city in the future perspective of an increased leisure function has much to 
offer A further evaluation of inner city leisure resources is required, especially in 
smaller towns which have a historical heritage Secondary elements or nonspecifically 
leisure- orientated facilities have often been underestimated as a leisure resource. 
The economic trend is such that promotion of this leisure product will be expanded. 




effect on possible visitors, offering them an attractive place to spend their free time, 
but to be balanced with the possible negative outcome on the urban living 
environment. The statement that every improvement to the inner city also benefits the 
residential population is probably an oversimplification of the social impact. This 
contribution on the leisure resources of inner cities of historic towns is intended to 
open a discussion on a research field where several case studies already indicate the 
line to be pursued but where there is also a lack of a theoretical framework 
(Dietvorst, 1982) Undoubtedly, this leisure field still holds an enormous challenge 
for future research 
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2.2. Inner City Tourism; Resources, Tourists, Promoters 
1. Introduction 
Inner city tourism has become an object of multidisciplinary research (Theuns, 
1984). Town planning departments now see the tourism sector not as an independent 
urban function but as a part of the general leisure and recreation function of the 
urban environment. This integrated view on inner city tourism opens a new field of 
discussion (Becker, 1980). 
The spatial dimension of tourist and recreational activities in the inner city is of 
increasing importance. To some extent this can be explained by a steadily growing 
amount of "free time,'' by larger numbers of visitors spending more leisure time in 
the urban environment, and by the changing mobility pattern during leisure time 
with, for example, a marked tendency towards more day-trips (Rekreatie en Vrije 
Tijd in de Jaren Tachtig, 1985). Environmental constraints in the perception of an 
urban leisure setting and the appreciation of urban leisure resources, of which much 
is still unknown, are further arguments for focusing on the inner city as a leisure 
environment. This reassessment of the tourism function of historic inner cities is not 
only to be seen as a cultural process in society, but also as the result of a specific 
leisure policy by which urban recreation is reconsidered and evaluated as an 
alternative for countryside recreation. The present concern of urban town-planning 
authorities to develop the leisure function of their cities is based on the growing 
awareness that as-yet-unused urban leisure resources may be attractive not only for 
local inhabitants but also for tourists (Kirkby, 1985). 
The economic stimulus expected from this perspective is surely a primary argument; 
Tourism is often considered to be "the goose that lays the golden egg", a source of 
income and a stimulus for more employment. Although this interpretation is to be 
seriously questioned in the specific context of inner city tourism and has even been 
contradicted by some research results, the present expectations of the multiplier 
effect tend to be high. The tourism sector appears to be a solution for local or regional 
unemployment, or is, at least given this image in national and regional policies 
(Ashworth, 1985). 
Against this background, current geographical research into the system of inner city 
tourism can be explained. However, the present involvement of planning authorities 
with city tourism and leisure is not always based on a deeper understanding of 
relevant processes. Further knowledge of inner cities, their tourist resources, and 
the functioning of the system is needed in order to establish a sound basis for future 
promotion policies. It is not possible to include the many different aspects of this 
problem field in one article. Therefore, this study discusses the possibilities of an 
empirical approach to the system of inner city tourism, based on characteristics of 
the inner city environment, the behaviour and attitudes of tourists, and on the role of 
promoters. 
The conceptual framework is inspired by the results of several surveys in Dutch 
cities (Deventer, Kampen, Zwolle, 's Hertogenbosch, and Dordrecht) whose main 
objective was to define more precisely the recreational and tourist potentials of a 
specific environment as seen by and used by different groups of inner city visitors. 
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The main resources of this article are the surveys conducted among city visitors in 
the following case studies: 
Dordrecht: A number of respondents (325) were questioned in order to evaluate the 
recreational function of the inner city of Dordrecht (Hoppenbrouwers, 1983) 
's Hertogenbosch: Three different case studies in the city defined the recreational 
function of the inner city environment for different respondent groups 
(Jansen-Verbeke, 1982): an interview at their home address with 342 
inner city residents, street inten/iews with 674 visitors in the shopping area 
and a written questionnaire addressed to a school population of 412 
respondents (Jansen-Verbeke, 1985 -d). 
Deventer, Kampen, Zwolle: A recent large-scale questionnaire surveyed all types of 
inner city visitors (number of respondents=1,137) in order to analyse their 
motives for visiting, their attitudes and behaviours (Bellers, Ten Have, 
1985). 
Previous to this research project, the role of promoters has been explored in a 
number of interviews with national, regional and local promoters (number of 
interviews= 12), involved with inner city tourism development in the cities of 
Deventer, Kampen, Zwolle (van Engelen-Stinessen, Karsmakers, 1984). Within the 
context of this article it is impossible to give detailed information about each research 
set-up and about the full results of these different surveys. The conceptual approach, 
on the one hand, and the analysis of empirical results on the other, can be subjects of a 
more general discussion. Some restrictions have to be made, since the empirical base 
is rather narrow to support general conclusions. Although limited to the results of 
explorative research into the inner city tourism system in some Dutch historic cities, 
the interpretations given could be indicative for further research into this field. 
2 . Inner City Tourism System 
Before interrelationships can be analysed, the elements of the system need to be 
identified. The inner city environment is to be seen as a "product" offered to tourists. 
In this case, the tourist product consists of a specific environment offering a spatially 
concentrated supply of facilities in a typical urban landscape, with both facilities and 
setting complementary in the leisure function of the inner city. Primary elements of 
this product are its characteristics as an "activity place". Possible leisure activities 
are largely but not entirely conditioned by the presence of a set of facilities. In many 
features of the inner city environment a (passive) "decor" for these recreational 
activities, can be considered as the "leisure setting" (Jansen-Verbeke, 1985-a). 
This system approach, to the inner city as a tourist product will be more closely 
examined in this paper. 
The inner city tourist needs to be identified within the large group of visitors in 
general (Hensel, 1980). Two distinct criteria have been applied: first the place of 
residence of the respondent/visitor in the inner city at the time of interview; second, 
the combination of motives for visiting the inner city. A tourist in the inner city is 
thus defined as a visitor coming from outside the service area of the town and visiting 
the inner city predominantly for leisure reasons. Further implications of this 
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definition and a profile of the inner city tourist will be discussed. 
Promoters of inner city tourism include all institutions and organisations intending to 
develop and promote tourist flows to the inner city. Their objective is to attract more 
visitors, obtain a higher rate of visits, and eventually extend the duration of visits. 
Touristic promotion would be a research subject in its own right, when looking at it 
as an essential part of touristic marketing. In this approach to inner city tourism as a 
system, a restricted view on promotion is included. 
Based on the information resulting from interviews with promoters, promotion can be 
identified as a set of instruments with which to work on image building and provide 
product information to the potential tourist in the first place and, secondly, to 
stimulate product improvement. Aderhold (1976) and Schiesser (1974) make this 
distinction between promotion by image building and by product information; whereas 
Gunn (1979) draws a distinction between directed and nondirected information. The 
views of promoters on promotion, the product they offer, with strengths and 
weaknesses; their objectives and their instruments also need to be considered. 
The most challenging aspect of this exploration into inner city tourism is the 
relationship between the elements of product, tourist, and promoter. Thus, the 
obvious relation between tourist and the inner city environment is not the only 
relationship that needs to be analysed. This relationship, however, is supposed to be 
influenced by promoters in two distinct ways: 
First, they directly influence (potential) tourists by building an image 
on the inner city as a tourist place (including the way they inform 
visitors about tourist resources). 
Second, their impact on the product itself is logically intended to realise 
product improvement, considered here as a relationship between product and 
promoters. 
This aspect of promotion is generally considered to be much less important. This 
simplified model (Figure 1) can be useful as a framework for a more extensive 
analysis of existing relationships to be commenteded on briefly in the following 
sections. 
The way tourists use leisure resources depends on both the specific characteristics of 
the inner city and the visitors' profiles. The main interest in considering the 
relationship between product and tourist is to obtain insight in the actual behaviour 
patterns of tourists: the way they spend time and money in a specific place, the kind of 
urban facilities they make use of, and, above all, their appreciation of inner city 
leisure resources. Some relevant aspects of this relationship are further discussed. 
The actual effect of different promotion instruments on city visitors is difficult to 
disentangle; the ¡mage of the place and the available information on its touristic 
resources play an important role in the decision-making process and is, therefore, to 
be traced in the motives of visit mentioned by tourists. This influence, however, is 
strongly dependent on visitors' characteristics. One way of estimating the effect of 
product information on respondents (an area included in the questionnaires), dealt 
with their actual sources of information and eventual visits to tourist information 
offices. Although not the main objective of this project, the promoters' views of their 
targeted visitor groups contrast interestingly with the characteristics of those 
tourists actually visiting the inner city. 
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The role of promoters in the system of inner city tourism is not merely the attraction 
of visitors, but also their contribution to tourism development schemes by their 
impact on the product itself (Schiesser,1974). Most of the interviewed promoters 
consider product improvement as a complementary way of promotion. 
This opinion proved to be largely dependent on their evaluation of the strength and 
weakness of the product they want to promote and on the instruments they can use to 
influence tourism development.Although for most promoters a direct impact on the 
product is beyond their sphere of influence, an indirect interference seems to be their 
goal. 
As mentioned above, this discussion is inspired by the results from different surveys, 
from which only a limited number of data can be briefly discussed. Nor is it possible 
to go into details of questionnaires, sample characteristics, or specific local 
situations. The primary intention is to argue the possibilities of some first 
generalisations. 
3. The Inner City Environment as a Tourist Product 
It could be considered somewhat unconventional to identify an environment, in this 
case the inner city, as a tourist product, but diverse explorations into the leisure 
function of the inner city support it (Jansen-Verbeke, 1982). The touristic function 
of the inner city is in many ways synonymous to its leisure function, the latter being 
defined by both tourists and inner city residents. The inner city environment, as a 
"leisure product", holds many elements and conditions in common with the concept of a 
"tourist product" (Billion, 1980). 
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The leisure function in general, and the touristic function especially, are based on a 
spatial concentration of a wide variety of facilities as well as characteristic features 
of the environment. The attraction is thus both as an "activity place" and a "leisure 
setting". Both these dimensions are complementary and not mutually exclusive. 
The identification of the inner city as an "activity place" refers to the supply side of 
facilities for spending free time in the inner city. According to social traditions, the 
core of formal urban recreation consists of cultural facilities, such as theatre, 
concerts, art galleries, museums, cinemas. In addition to these specific recreational 
facilities, there are also events and festivities organised in the inner city on a regular 
or occasional basis. The type of events can be many and varied. They can be based on 
local traditions or result from new creative initiatives for tourist attractions. More 
and more specific entertainment facilities such as a casinos, luna-parks, bingo-halls, 
and sexshows- are being found in the inner city. Exhibitions of all kinds can be 
permanent or can be offered to the public on a temporary basis, including the renewed 
interest in craftworks as a visitors attraction. 
The inner city also has an important concentration of facilities which are usually not 
regarded as typical "leisure facilities" but which have, nevertheless, proven to have 
this function for many visitors, including the tourist, the regional visitor and the 
urban resident (Jansen-Verbeke,1985-b). 
The leisure functions of urban facilities have also been called "formal" and "informal 
recreation" (AshworthI1984), which correspond with "primary" and "secondary" 
elements of the leisure product (Figure 2). 
Other urban facilities which may contribute to the leisure function of the inner city 
are, for instance, the "catering sector," which covers a wide range of hotel 
accomodations, restaurants, coffee shops, pubs, nightclubs, discos, etc. (Smith, 
1983). From the answers of respondents, these urban facilities could not be traced as 
main motives of a visit. Probably the situation would differ for major cities such as 
Amsterdam, London or Paris. Undoubtedly, these facilities contribute importantly to 
the attractiveness of the inner city as a place to visit. Similarly, shopping facilities 
and markets also support the leisure function (Kuhn, 1979), their primary function 
being commercial. 
Catering and shopping facilities are, therefore, secondary elements of the supplied 
leisure product (Jansen-Verbeke, 1985- ). They also support the primary elements 
in their attraction of visitors. This interpretation, however, may create a number of 
problems in defining the leisure product from the users' point of view. It is very well 
possible that the elements indicated as secondary play a primary role in their motive 
of visit. This possible contradiction will be given further attention. 
The inner city has an additional dimension involved in its potential to attract visitors : 
It is not only a place where you can do things, it also offers a pleasant environment 
(English Tourist Board, 1980). Historical cities in particular have characteristic 
"site" features. The historical heritage implies not only a small-scale diversity in the 
urban morphology but also a number of historical artefacts, such as monuments, 
ancient buildings and architectural features, even parks, canals, harbours and places 
of traditional activities. These physical and morphological characteristics are, at least 
in many historic cities, strong "pull factors" for attracting visitors (Ashworth, 
1984). 
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In addition to the physical setting, socio-cultural characteristics such as local 
customs, folklore, language and local traditions in the way of life and livability of the 
place, can be considered tourist resources. Both dimensions of the inner city leisure 
function, "activity place" and "leisure setting" depend on a number of conditions, such 
as accessibility, inclusive parking facilities, and the specific touristic infrastructure 
(e.g., an information bureau, sign-posting, urban walks and guides). 
In this conceptual approach, it becomes clear that primary elements of the leisure 
setting are mostly free to the tourist, whereas the secondary elements belong mostly 
to the commercial sector. This apparent contradiction, or at least indication, suggests 
that the tourisl sector is, in a sense, parasitic. 
Obviously, the elements of the"leisure product" (Figure 2) will be appreciated 
differently when discussing the inner city as a "tourist product". The relative 
importance of these elements as "pull factors" on tourists, needs to be further 
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Way of life 
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This question can be answered from surveys among visitors in the inner cities. 
Visitors' appreciation of these different elements is explicable in relation to their 
motives of visit and personal characteristics. Their opinion about the relative 
importance and attraction of elements differs slightly from the promoters' views on 
product's strengths and weaknesses. 
Therefore, the inner city as a tourist product has a different meaning depending on the 
perspective from which it has been evaluated and can even be different when looking at 
it from the supply-side or from the users' side. 
4 . A Profile of the Inner City Tourist 
The representative nature of this profile is limited by the fact that one is relying on 
the results of a number of case studies in specific Dutch towns, having no real 
tradition as tourist places (Ministerie van Economische Zaken, 1983) Future 
tourism development in these cities is being questioned by the local planning 
authorities and is the main incentive for this research project (Jansen-Verbeke 
1985-c). As noted above, the inner city tourist can be distinguished from other 
visitors by two criteria: their place of residence situated outside of the urban service 
area, and their motives for visiting. 
This approach while certainly questionable proved practical. Without going into the 
details of this research project some relevant aspects of the results can be mentioned. 
Since there is no framework known for testing the representative nature of these 
results, the profile of tourists will be compared with the characteristics of the group 
of visitors coming from the city-region, to be indicated as "recreationalists." This 
includes the visitor coming from one of the suburbs within the city-region as well as 
city residents paying a visit to the inner city area. The stratification of the survey 
samples was such that purely business and/or work motives were excluded. 
Respondents who mentioned a combination of motives such as shopping and a pub visit, 
work and window-shopping, or going to the market and a visit to friends, were 
considered to be relevant for the purpose of this survey. 
A major hypothesis of this approach is that the inner city environment may provide a 
leisure function to all kinds of visitors, whatever their prime motive of visit. 
On an average day, the proportion of visitors coming from beyond the city-region 
(tourists) is about one third of all visitors. A distinction needs to be made between 
weekdays, market days and Sundays. The number and the proportion of tourists on a 
Sunday were expected to be relatively higher. However, this could not be confirmed by 
the results of this survey. The frequency of visits to the inner city tends to be rather 
low amongst tourists (60% said less than once in three months), for many it was even 
a first visit (11%). Compared to the recreationalists, 86% of whom come into the 
inner city weekly, the tourists form a distinct group. 
Weather conditions proved to be important as well. The hypothesis that inner cities 
have a role to play as a leisure substitute on a rainy day could not be supported. In the 
different case studies, the relative number of tourists proved to be highest on 
"cloudy-and-dry" days. 
The interrelationship between personal characteristics, such as sex, age, family 
situation, educational level, and income, on the one hand, and behaviour, attitudes, and 
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appreciation scores, on the olher, has been analysed. Only some aspects of this 
relationship will be briefly commented upon. 
Among the tourists, the percentage of males tends to be higher than females, compared 
to the group of recreationalists. The latter group contains a considerable number of 
women, coming into the city center with a prime motive of shopping or going to the 
market. 
When looking at age, younger people seem to be relatively more represented in the 
group of visitors (both tourists and recreationalists). This is also related to the fact 
that families with children tend to be rather underrepresented in the sample. It is a 
common assumption that city tourism appeals more to persons with a higher 
educational level. The percentage of this subgroup among the tourists is slightly 
higher than among the recreationalists. 
Motives and the actual behaviour of tourists were major questions in this survey. The 
complexity of motives and behaviour patterns are, in fact, a first conclusion. Visilors 
identified as tourists tended to stay in the inner city longer, 30% remaining for 3 to 5 
hours and 20% even more than 5 hours- significantly longer than other visitors who 
stayed only briefly. 
Obviously, there is a strong relationship between the duration of a city visit and the 
reason for this visit. A longer stay in the inner city occurs frequently among visitors 
with such motives as a day out, sight-seeing, or a museum visit. Tourists can be seen 
as visitors wanting to spend a day out in the inner city with sight-seeing and a 
museum visit as their main objectives. When looking at the motives of visits among 
tourists and recreationalists, some interesting interpretations can be given (Tablet). 
Furthermore, there seems to be a difference between reasons given as a motive for 
visiting and the actual activities of visitors, while spending their time in the inner 
city. Table 2 gives a clear indication of participation rates of visitors in each of the 
mentioned activities. 
These results confirm the importance of shopping facilities as a "pull factor" in 
attracting not only the recreationalists but also the tourists, although motives of the 
latter might have been different at the start. Another way of looking at the activity 
pattern was the question about the amount of money spent on different items. Tourists 
are significantly different from other visitors in their financial expenditure. They 
tend to spend more in general and for other purposes than the recreationalists. 
Tourists tend to spend more, frequently on lunches and dinners (29% of the total 
number of tourists), than the recreationalists (6.6% of the total number of 
recreationalists). 
Moreover, the average amount of money spent on this amenity is significantly higher 
per tourist (about US$10 per day) than per recreationalist ( about $8 per day). Pub 
and bar visits are a very common pattern with both group of visitors, but tourists 
leave more money in the pubs ($4 per day) than the recreationalists ($3 per day). 
These empirical results confirm the notion of the catering sector mainly profiting 
from tourists in the inner city. 
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Table 1: Reason for a Visit to the Inner City: 
A Comparison Between Tourists and Recreationalists 
Reason 
Given 





Visit to restaurant, 


























































(1) Expressed in % of the total number of tourists ( N = 375) 
(2) Expressed in % of the total number of recreationalists ( N = 762) 
Source Survey in Deventer, Kampen, Zwolle ( Bellers, Ten Have 1985 ) 
Table 2: Actual Activity Pattern During the Inner City Visit 
Activit ies Tourists (1) Recreationalists (2) 
Visit to restaurant, pub, etc 65 6 
Walking around 55 5 
Shopping 49 6 
Sight seeing 26 4 
Family/friends 11 7 
Market visit 10 4 
Museum visit 1 0 1 
Professional 8 3 
Organised urban walks 0 4 
non response 12 0 10 8 
(1) Expressed in % of the total number of tourists ( N = 375) 
(2) Expressed in % of the total number of recreationalists ( N = 762) 
Source Survey in Deventer Kampen, Zwolle 



















The profile of the inner city tourist in comparison to the recreationalist may now be 
summarized: the tourist 
(a) tends to stay longer in the inner city; 
(b) has different motives to start with; 
(c) spends relatively more time on sight-seeing, often in combination 
with visiting a pub; 
(d) visits the inner city less frequently; 
(e) spends relatively more money in pubs, bars and restaurants. 
Personal characteristics, motives for visits, and the actual behaviour pattern during 
the stay in the inner city explain, to a large extent, the way tourists appreciate the 
inner city as a tourist product. 
5 . Tourists' Appreciation of the Inner City 
The analysis of tourists' appreciation of the inner city as a leisure environment and as 
a touristic place is based on two main points: the importance given to each of the 
elements and characteristics of the inner city (Figure 2), and the degree of 
appreciation of each these elements in the specific situation.These dimensions were 
measured by scale techniques. All the elements of the product were described for the 
respondents in order to evaluate how important they are to the tourist function of the 
inner city. Table 3 gives a summary of the results obtained from the total group of 
visitors (N=1,137, including tourists and recreationalists). 
Table 3: Elements and Characteristics of the Product According to their 
Importance for Visitors 
Elements 
(1) Morphological characteristics 
(2) Shopping facilities 
(3) Green areas and parks 
(4) Touristic infrastructure 
(5) Catering facilities 
(6) Historical setting 
(7) Street signs/indications of walks 
(8) Decorative elements 
(9) Organised events 
(10) Craftworks/Activities 
(11) Museums 



































Source Survey in Deventer, Kampen, Zwolle (Bellers, Ten Have, 1985) 
These results largely confirm the assumption that the above mentioned elements are of 
a considerable importance, although their relative importance differs greatly when 
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the visitors' characteristics areconsidered. In general, the difference between tourists 
and recreationalists is not that marked, although the latter group attaches more 
importance to shopping facilities and considers museums, organised events, 
craftworks and activities less important. This finding gives only a general indication 
of elements which can be looked upon as leisure resources. When similar questions 
were asked to evaluate these elements in specific inner cities, the appreciation proved 
to be differentiated. However, the results of surveys in five different cities allow for 
some general conclusions. 
The historical setting and/or morphological characteristics can be seen as the most 
important elements. This overall conclusion can be further specified by characteristic 
features, such as historical facades, bridges, waterfronts and harbours, monuments, 
and the compactness of the inner city area. Shopping facilities, markets, restaurants, 
bars, and pubs undoubtedly play an important role in attracting visitors 
(Jansen-Verbeke, 1985-e). 
Some interesting results of the relationship between personal characteristics and the 
appreciation of the inner city leisure resources are briefly summarized here, without 
a further interpretation. The historical setting is most highly appreciated by visitors 
with a higher educational level. Green areas and parks in the inner city are a very 
important element of the leisure setting to visitors, older than 45, though the actual 
use of them tends to be rather low. The appreciation of the present situation of green 
areas and park is rather low amongst recreationalists. Among the many comments 
which can be given of the cross tabulation analysis, an important interpretation could 
be the fact that "primary elements" (Figure 2) and, in particular, the historical 
setting are more relevant to, and more highly appreciated by, certain visitors. 
Tourists attach more importance to these characteristics of the inner city than 
recreationalists, visitors with a higher educational level more than the respondents 
with a middle or lower educational level. 
6 . The Role of Promoters 
Inner city tourism is influenced in many ways by promotion activities. Promoters of 
inner city tourism can be institutions or departments having tourism development as 
their target, such as the National Tourist Organisation, the Dutch Touring Club 
(ANWB), provincial, regional, and local tourist information bureaus (V.V.V.). Some 
organisations profit from tourism, and promotion has become one of their objectives 
as well, for example the Dutch Railways (NS), hotel chains, local associations of 
shopkeepers, landlords, and editors of tourist guides and city maps. 
In every local situation, a different group of promoters can be identified. Being a 
profit or nonprofit organisation is important in explaining the kind of promotion 
activities involved. Their knowledge and evaluation of the local situation and its 
tourism resources has been investigated in a series of in-depth interviews (van 
Engelen-Stinessen, Karsmakers, 1984). According to these promoters, their impact 
on the product itself is rather indirect and limited. Much of their activity to improve 
the product is inspired by their evaluation of the tourist resources in a specific place 
and by their knowledge of the strenghts and weaknesses of the product. Dependent on 
the instruments available, product improvement can be one way of promotion. 
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The second aspect of promotion has a direct relationship with the tourists. The way 
promoters engage in activities to build an attractive image of their product and their 
task to provide information about the product were also points of discussion in the 
interviews. A crucial aspect proved to be their views on the tourist market and their 
priorities for marketing inner city tourism among families with children, "active" 
tourists (who combine city tourism with sport activities), and international tourists 
(primarly Germans). Last, but not least, their interest in the future of business 
tourism was strongly accentuated. 
At this stage of research, the impact of promoters on product improvement and their 
role in image building for these specific cities, and the effectiveness of product 
information can only be roughly evaluated (Aderhold, 1976). In the case studies 
carried out recently, the possible effect of promotion has been partially estimated. 
Some limited conclusions may be drawn from the percentage of visitors having had 
contact with tourist information bureaus. Obviously, this is only a fraction of the 
tourist market (Gunn, 1979), but this is the only available indication at the moment. 
Working on image building of a specific city in order to create incentives for a visit is 
a complex task for promoters and the results difficult to measure. It can be the 
outcome of a long-term process of distributing product information. This rather 
indirect or long-term promotion effect was difficult to trace among groups of actual 
visitors. 
7 . Effect of Promotion on Tourists 
Although the promoters proved to be very active in their attempts to attract visitors 
to the inner city and eager to sell their product, their actual success is difficult to 
evaluate. According to the survey results, only 10% of the visitors were aware of the 
effect of promotion. It is as yet impossible to tell if this percentage is to be considered 
as high or low, because every information for comparison is lacking. Furthermore, 
this proportion varies with each inner city concerned. The activities of promoters 
tend to be directed at the tourist market in particular, and, indeed, prove to have an 
effect on the visitors whose motive is a day-out for sight-seeing and a museum visit. 
In the discussion on the relationship between promoters and tourists, the 
effectiveness of promotion instruments is another point of interest. 
According to the opinion of promoters active on a national, regional, or local scale 
(van Engelen-Stinessen.Karsmakers, 1984), the following promotion instruments 
were used: free publicity, through newspapers, television, and radio; information 
brochures, guide books, and leaflets; exhibitions; advertisements/weekly magazines; 
agenda of events; "recreation" newspaper; personal contacts, and signposts for tourist 
routes, street indications, and so on. This list of promotion instruments may be 
incomplete when seen from a marketing point of view for it is merely the result of 
interviews with promoters working in the field. The actual choice of promotion 
instruments may be questioned, when considering the responses of visitors in the 
inner cities of Deventer, Kampen, Zwolle (Bellers , Ten Have, 1985), as shown in 
Table 4. 
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Table 4: Incentives for a City Visit 
(in % of N = 1137 respondents) 
1. Recommendation by family or friends 55.9 
2. Tourist information brochure 13.5 
3. Advertisements in newspapers/weeklies 12.6 
A. National organisations publicity 9.0 
5 Radio and Television 1.8 
6. Other 7.2 
Source: Survey in Deventer, Kampen, Zwolle ( Bellers, Ten Have, 1985 ) 
The interpretation of these results is limited by the fact that no control on these 
answers of respondents was possible. Thus it is not known to what extent they could 
remember the actual incentive for their visit. The question was asked as an open 
question and the answers confirm the well-known importance of personal 
recommendations in the decision-making process. Informal ways of publicity are the 
most effective by far. This was also clearly pointed out in the work of Gunn (1979) 
who indicated the possible outcome of long-term promotion policy. A crucial aspect of 
promotion is the judgement of promoters of the potential tourist market (Hebestreit, 
1977). There seems to be some difference between the population groups they aim at 
and the actual characteristics of tourists presently coming for a visit to the inner 
city. 
In the context of these specific inner cities, attracting day tourists is of course a most 
realistic perspective. So the slogan "a day out in ..." is quite appropriate. The 
geographical situation of these cities along the river and the increasing interest taken 
in watertourism (in the Netherlands) led to the assumption that inner city tourism 
could be specially promoted to "active tourists," as the promoters refer to tourists 
such as sailors and watertourists coming into the region, or through the area. At the 
moment, the proportion of this type of tourists in the inner city visitors group is still 
rather low. 
Some criticism could be made of the promoters' views that inner cities should attract 
business tourists and families with children, both groups being, in fact, 
underrepresented in the respondents. The fact that families tend to be less city 
orientated in their leisure can be concluded from each of the surveys; the reason for 
this lower participation in city -tourism can only be guessed. 
The moderate importance of business tourism in these cities finds partial explanation 
in the cities' limited role as business centers in a country where bussiness life is 
largely concentrated in the major urban agglomerations of the West. But traditions 
can be altered, and this could precisely indicate some directions and goals for further 
promotion. 
In order to attract more visitors, promoters will have to be concerned not only with 
¡mage building and product information but also with product improvement (such as 
better hotel acommodation for business tourism), as well as being inventive about 
new additional tourist attractions, such as integrating waterattractions such as canals 
and harbours into its touristic scenery (Wall and Sinnott, 1980). Furthermore, it 
can be argued that inner cities should not be promoted at all among specific groups, 
such as families with children. 
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8 . Promoters and Their Product 
The complexity of inner city tourism as a system, the numerous elements considered 
to be touristic resources, and the variable and fashion-influenced behaviour and 
appreciation of tourists requires that promoters seriously consider the strengths and 
weaknesses of their product. Their evaluation of different resources has been 
measured on a scale of importance, similar to the scale used in the visitors' 
questionnaires (van Engelen-Stinessen, Karsmakers, 1984, Hoppenbrouwers, 
1983) . 
Promoters believe that the historical setting is a primary condition for inner city 
tourism. They are well aware of its importance but cannot really influence this pull 
factor. Historical heritage is considered to be a given fact from which little can be 
altered, at least directly, by the group of promoters interviewed. Their interest seems 
to be mainly in accommodation facilities for tourists, the organisation of events, and 
tourist information: the main fields of activity (Pearce,1981). Their impact on inner 
city tourism is more directly related to tourists than to the product itself. 
Nevertheless, they can hold an important key position in relation to the authorities, 
concerned with tourist development on both a national scale and local scale 
(Jansen-Verbeke, 1985-c). Local policies to stimulate tourism development may be 
based on a number of small-scale improvements to the inner city. Suggestions given 
by promoters will be effective only if based on a genuine knowledge of tourists' 
demands and their suggestions. Priorities given in both lists are not the same, the 
interests of both groups being quite different. 
The promoters interviewed tended to accentuate the importance of hotel accomodation 
and were strongly occupied with the idea that new attractions for tourists have te be 
invented. Both elements were considered to be the weak points of inner city tourism in 
the cities of Deventer, Kampen, Zwolle, and, to some extent, in Dordrecht. For those 
institutions and departments, where promotion is not the main objective, the financial 
budget available for promotion is their main constraint. But the local tourist 
information bureaus (V.V.V.) also face hard times in terms of their financial budget 
and manpower. 
Some of the suggestions mentioned by the promoters are in line with those made by 
visitors: better access to places of historical interest; a general policy of conservation 
of the historical urban landscape; and integrating canals, harbours, and waterfronts 
in the urban tourist scenery. Wishes for improvements to the shopping area are also 
common to both groups. Interest seems to be unequal concerning the catering 
facilities. A great variety of restaurants, bars, coffeeshops, pubs, bistros, discos and 
nightclubs proved to be very important for tourists and recreationalists and 
undoubtedly play an essential role in the leisure function of the inner city 




The discussion on the system of inner city tourism is based on an empirical approach 
and has no pretentions as to the theoretical framework in which this research subject 
could be placed. The case studies were all concerned with the inner city as a leisure 
environment although none of these historic cities belong to the top league of touristic 
places in the Netherlands. Recently, local planning authorities have become interested 
in the possibilities for future tourism development of their cities (Van Doorn, al., 
1981). A critical analysis of tourism resources in these cities is required in order to 
plan realistically for future tourism developments. However, since each of these 
inner cities may be considered "unique," the possibilities of generalisation are 
limited. 
The conceptual approach to the system of inner city tourism is inspired by common 
features of the inner city environment, tourists'behavior and appreciation, and 
promotion activities. The challenge of discovering a general pattern in the system of 
inner city tourism is the main objective of this research project, which ¡s still in 
progress. The conclusions drawn are to be considered first indications. The main 
purpose of this paper is an interaction between the conceptual (by definition, broad) 
and the empirical (necessarily narrow) in order to establish an empirical model, 
which can be further tested and adapted as a framework for the analysis of inner city 
tourism in similar historic cities. In every historical inner city, an evaluation of the 
"tourist resources" is essential. 
Although many cities in the Netherlands have a comparable historical heritage, their 
local situation and resources are diverse. The discovery of the "uniqueness" of a city 
offers a challenge to the promoters. Promoters, although essentially inspired by 
economic expectations, may contribute indirectly to the improvement and 
conservation of the historical urban heritage. Exploiting historical characteristics as 
tourist resources can be the basis for their promotion policy. 
The future of inner city tourism is fundamentally based on the behaviour of the 
tourists, on the one hand, and on their appreciation of the different elements and 
characteristics of the inner city environment as a tourist place, on the other. The 
different surveys were mainly focused on the day-tourist, whose type of tourism is of 
increasing importance nowadays. Primary motives for a day-out in a specific inner 
city are sight-seeing and shopping, a combination which is even more obvious when 
looking at the actual time-budget of tourists. The role of an attractive and varied 
catering sector is beyond discussion. The information about financial expenditure of 
visitors indicate that this sector profits most from the visitors' presence. 
Promotion activities, such as image building and product information, are presently 
only reaching a specific part of the public. Many population groups are still largely 
unaffected. Promoters of inner city tourism still face an enormous challenge, 
especially in those places without a touristic tradition or an image as tourist places. 
This task can be supported by further empirical research into tourists' behaviour, 
attitudes, and appreciation of the inner city. 
The evaluation of resources by visitors can be a guideline for further promotion 
policies. From the survey information concerning tourist behaviour, it becomes clear 
to what extent primary elements (recreational facilities and leisure setting ) are 
interwoven with the secondary elements (catering, shopping and markets). Time and 
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money are spent on urban commercial facilities, such as shops, restaurants, and bars. 
Further research into the spatial and functional clustering of primary and secondary 
elements in the inner city environment proves to be of vital importance to fully 
understand the system of inner city tourism. 
The inner city should not only be an open-air museum with beautiful historical 
artefacts, but rather a lively place where tourism resources are integrated into the 
urban scenery of shops, pubs, green areas and parks, harbours, and places where 
traditional craftworks can be seen. The role of conditional elements, such as 
accessibility, parking facilities and touristic infrastructure, although not discussed 
in this article, is nevertheless an important aspect of the system of inner city 
tourism. The "strength-weakness" balance of a historical city as a tourist product 
proves to be positive. It can be argued that inner city tourism can become a gift of the 
past and a present for the future. 
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2.3. A Contribution to the Analysis of the Tourism Function in 
Medium-Sized Dutch Cities 
Summary 
Recently, tourism to medium-sized cities in the Netherlands has become an 
interesting field of research for geographers and planners. Although many Dutch cities 
have an impressive historical heritage and can be considered as places of interest for 
tourists, they hardly have any tourism tradition. Considerations about potential 
economic impulses and expected employment chances are the main incentives for a 
renewed interest in touristic resources, not only in the field of research but also in 
political and governmental planning circles. This trend is reinforced by recent social 
development concerning "free time". 
This article includes a discussion on inner city tourism potential. How and why are the 
public authorities on the different hierarchical levels of the planning system 
interested in inner city tourism? 
The next point commented upon refers to the identification of the tourism resources in 
historic cities, taking into account the important role of their architectural 
patrimonium. The tourism function, though, depends as much on the leisure setting 
and the facilities as on the way tourists in the inner city are behaving. 
In fact, the following questions have been asked: - "Who is a tourist" "What are the 
motives for a visit" "How are they spending their time whilst staying in the inner 
city?" and last but not least "How are they appreciating the tourism resources of this 
urban setting?" 
The last aspect dealt with, concerns the present views on promotion. The article is 
concluded with some reflections on the tourism development in medium-sized inner 
cities. 
Contribution à l'analyse de la fonction touristique des villes 
moyennes aux Pays-Bas 
1. Introduction 
L' image touristique des Pays-Bas parmi les touristes internationaux est souvent très 
élémentaire et, du point de vue tourisme urbain, limitée aux métropoles d'Amsterdam, 
La Haye et Utrecht. Plusieurs villes moyennes, situéjs plutôt en périphérie des 
Pays-Bas, sont caractérisées par un patrimoine historique riche. Néanmoins ces 
villes sont méconnues commes lieux touristiques, au moins au niveau du tourisme 
international. Aucune tradition touristique notable s'y est développée. Le fait que les 
Pays-Bas comptent environ 170 villes historiques, non en terme de nombre 
d'habitants ou de superficie mais par leurs privilèges accordés au Moyen-Age, 
pourrait déjà être une indice de ce riche héritage. Même si en se développant certaines 
villes ont perdu beaucoup de leurs structures originales, un grand nombre de 
centres-villes se distingue encore aujourd'hui par une morphologie historique, par 
un nombre considérable de monuments et de bâtiments de valeur architecturale et 
culturelle (Steegh, 1985). 
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Cette constatation permet de considérer cet héritage historique comme "une ressource 
touristique". La fonction touristique du coeur historique de ces villes moyennes peut 
être analysée de plusieurs points de vue. 
Premièrement, le produit touristique offert, dans ce cas l'ensemble des 
caractéristiques et éléments présents dans les villes historiques, devrait être evalué 
dans le contexte du développement récent du tourisme. Le problème se pose d'identifier 
quelles caractéristiques et quels éléments urbains justifient cette attraction 
touristique potentielle (Pearce, 1981). Mais une réelle évaluation des possibilités 
touristiques devrait résulter d'une analyse d'attitudes, d'appréciations et de 
comportements des visiteurs. Pour les villes moyennes des Pays-Bas, la question se 
pose de l'identification des touristes parmi ces groupes de visiteurs. 
Les études exploratoires entreprises dans différentes villes historiques aux Pays-Bas 
s'attachaient principalement à déterminer les éléments et les caractéristiques de cet 
environnement spécifique afin de pouvoir baser les développements futurs et les 
programmes de promotion touristique sur une connaissance plus profonde de 
l'interrelation entre le produit offert et les touristes (Jansen -Verbeke, 1985-a). 
L'activité actuelle dans le domaine de la promotion touristique et récréative est 
considérable et peut être expliquée par plusieurs processus sociaux, culturels et 
économiques. L'importance de ces processus pour le développement futur du tourisme 
urbain sera commentée brièvement. 
2. Le tourisme urbain: une discussion actuelle 
Le tourisme urbain, et spécifiquement le développement touristique des villes restées 
à l'ombre des grands flux de tourisme, est devenu un sujet de discussion à la mode, non 
seulement dans le cadre de recherches scientifiques mais aussi dans le cadre politique. 
Cette tendance peut être expliquée de plusieurs façons. 
Les milieux urbains et spécialement les centres historiques ont été 
redécouverts comme un cadre agréable pour passer le temps libre. Les 
possibilités de s'y engager dans des activités de loisir sont nombreuses, les 
éléments a découvrir très variés. 
Les secteurs de récréation et tourisme sont reconsidérés à cause d'un 
développement économique encore positif. Dans une perspective de 
revitalisation de Γ économie régionale, un sérieux effort est fait pour 
stimuler les projets attirant les visiteurs en ville (Ashworth, 1985). 
Les centres historiques reprennent leur fonction de plaque tournante et 
de centres de rencontres. Une sorte de renaissance de la culture urbaine s' 
épanouit dans notre société de loisir. 
Une explication plus fondamentale de ces tendances récentes peut être trouvée dans le 
développement économique d'une part et socio-culturel d'autre part. Aux différents 
échelons hiérarchiques, on peut distinguer des facteurs économiques qui expliquent 
l'attention actuelle dont jouit le tourisme urbain dans les villes moyennes offrant un 
cadre historique aux visiteurs. 
A l'échelon national, la nécessité de stimuler le tourisme domestique est devenue une 
politique prioritaire. Le taux de départ en vacances de la population néerlandaise est 
passé de 54% en 1975 a 61 % en 1979. Les années suivantes montrent une 
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stabilisation et à partir de 1983 un déclin net. Le fait que également depuis 1983, le 
nombre de vacances domestiques soit devenu relativement plus important, indique 
clairement une nouvelle chance à saisir pour les lieux touristiques nationaux 
(Ministerie van Economische Zaken, 1985). A tel point que la découverte de nouvelles 
ressources touristiques peut justifier des perspectives optimistes. La discussion va 
donc se concentrer sur la détermination de nouvelles ressources (Ferrano, 1979). 
Dans ce contexte, les possibilités des villes historiques, inexploitées jusqu' à 
maintenant, se présentent mieux et seront discutées de plus près dans les paragraphes 
suivants. 
A l'échelon régional, une recherche dynamique des possibilités touristiques, urbaines 
et rurales s'est développée récemment. Vu le degré de pression touristique, la 
vulnérabilité et les limites de capacité des regions rurales et naturelles, une politique 
de préservation devient inévitable. En conséquence, il est logique que l'attention se 
tourne vers les espaces urbains en y supposant une plus grande capacité et un 
caractère multifunctionnel par définition. Les projets résultant des plans touristiques 
et récréatifs (TROP) prennent plusieurs villes historiques comme cibles pour le 
développement touristique régional futur. 
A l'échelon local, les autorités communales réagissent très positivement à ce nouveau 
défi (Jansen-Verbeke, 1985-c). La promotion de leur ville comme lieu touristique 
est devenue une priorité politique. Le tourisme urbain est manifestement une source 
d'espoir pour amorcer un processus de revitalisation urbaine dont devrait résulter un 
gain d'emplois et, directement ou indirectement, une nouvelle injection monétiare 
dans l'économie. Le climat économique peut donc être considéré comme l'argument 
principal pour lancer de nombreux projets de développement touristique (Hensel, 
1980). 
De plus, les facteurs économiques qui favorisent une plus grande attraction des 
vacanciers vers les lieux touristiques nationaux sont certainement liés à d' autres 
facteurs sociaux et culturels. La récession économique influence directement le 
comportement pendant le temps libre, non seulement par un rétrécissement des 
budgets de dépenses, mais également par une tendance à réduire la mobilité pour les 
excursions de loisirs. 
On peut constater que le comportement pendant le temps libre est largement 
conditionné par des limites financières. En outre, l'accroissement du temps libre, soit 
volontairement, soit imposé par le chômage, est à la base de modifications 
fondamentales dans le genre de vie et particulièrement dans le comportement et la 
mobilité en temps de loisir. 
Dans ce contexte une modification des activités touristiques est à prévoir, d'où surgit 
la question de l'effet de cette évolution sur l'attraction touristique des villes 
historiques. En plus, la préférence pour une destination urbaine en temps de loisir 
dépend largement de l'attitude des visiteurs envers le produit touristique offert. 
D'après certaines recherches récentes on constaterait une tendance à la 
ré-appréciation du milieu urbain, non seulement comme lieu de résidence, mais aussi 
et surtout comme destination pour une visite. 
Reste la question de savoir si la visite d'une ville historique est appréciée comme une 
alternative valable à une excursion champêtre. L'attraction des lieux urbains est-elle 
mise en balance avec les multiples possibilités de la récréation verte, ou est ce une 
possibilité additionnelle plutôt que complémentaire? En tout cas, le nombre de 
visiteurs dans les villes, venant avec des motifs de loisirs, devient de plus en plus 
important. Le pourcentage des visites en villes par rapport au nombre total 
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d'excursions d'un jour atteint 20 % aux Pays-Bas. Les dépenses faites lors de ces 
excursions domestiques sont encore plus significatives de l'attraction croissante des 
destinations urbaines. 
Tableau 1 Dépenses pour les excursions (d'un jour) à partir du Heu de 
résidence 
situation 1982 
Visites en ville 




Autres (ormes de récréation 
Total des dépenses = 12.θ million de florins = 100 % 
Source: Büro Oranjewoud : (1985) Analyse model Stedelijk Toerisme 
Parmi tous ces visiteurs venant avec des motifs de loisirs, identifier la fonction 
touristique reste néanmoins un problème complexe. Le désir de trouver 
empiriquement une définition explique l'emploi assez flexible du concept de 
"touriste". Définir le touriste comme une personne séjournant au moins 24 heures 
dans un lieu pour des motifs de loisirs, mettrait fin à cette discussion 
(Dewailly.ises). A l'échelle d'un pays comme les Pays-Bas les distances sont telles 
que les excursions de loisirs ne nécessitent pas un séjour de plus de 24 heures, sauf 
lors des vacances. En tenant compte de cette situation spécifique, déduire la fonction 
touristique des villes moyennes du nombre des nuitées qu'elles acueillent en donnerait 
une image incomplète. L'équipement hôtelier des villes moyennes est d'abord 
rentabilisé par les déplacements professionnels et ensuite, le nombre d' hôtels situé 
dans les centres-villes est généralement limité. L'infrastructure hôtelière est donc 
telle que le nombre des nuitées n'indique que partiellement la fonction touristique de 
ces villes. Cette constatation amène à une division du marché touristique des villes 
moyennes en quatre groupes. 
Tableau 2 Dlvlson du marché touristique des villes moyennes 
en quatre groupes 
Séjour vacanciers domestiques vacanciers étrangers 
deplus de 24 h 
moins de 24 h. excursionnistes excursionnistes 
domestiques internationaux 








En raison de la situation géographique de plusieurs villes historiques dans les régions 
périphériques de la Hollande, il n'est pas surprenant d'y observer un nombre 
croissant de visiteurs internationaux, Allemands et Belges, parmi les 
excursionnistes. Ces groupes attirent d'ailleurs toute l'attention dans les actions 
promotionnelles. En conséquence les notions de "fonction touristique" et de "touriste" 
sont appliquées d'une façon très flexible, afin d'inclure tous les visiteurs en ville à la 
recherche d'une expérience de loisir, indépendamment de la durée du séjour. Ensuite 
toutes les caractéristiques urbaines qui concourent à cette expérience de loisirs sont 
considérées comme éléments du produit touristique. 
3 . La ville historique et ses ressources touristiques 
La notion de" ville historique" dépasse de loin l'ancienneté de son site et de sa 
morphologie. C'est plutôt l'ensemble des éléments urbains, de ses traditions et de ses 
caractéristiques qui fonde l'image d'une ville historique (Ashworth, De Haan, 1985). 
Indiscutablement, une politique continue de préservation urbaine en était et en est 
encore la première condition et explique le niveau, la quantité et la qualité du 
patrimoine historique (Rietbergen, 1986). Conservation et réédification des 
témoignages historiques créent une ambiance historique dans le paysage urbain. 
L'hypothèse centrale de cette discussion est que les villes moyennes ayant conservé un 
héritage historique peuvent être considérées comme ressources touristiques. Le 
"produit touristique" offert devrait être analysé comme un produit complexe 
(Jansen-Verbeke, 1986). Les éléments urbains composant ce produit touristique 
seront mentionnés brièvement. 
L'héritage historique concentré au coeur des vieilles villes comporte un patrimoine 
culturel important et souvent sous-estimé qui peut fonctionner comme attraction 
touristique (Van Hove, 1985). Les résultats présentés par le NRIT (1983) sont très 
significatifs du rôle de ces éléments historiques dans l'attraction touristique. 
Le nombre de monuments protégés aux Pays-Bas peut être une première indication de 
l'héritage historique dans les villes néerlandaises. Un point important de discussion 
est pourtant la dispersion géographique de ce patrimoine culturel. La concentration 
géographique de monuments protégés est assez importante dans les villes métropoles 
d'Amsterdam (16 %), Utrecht (2 %), La Haye (1.7 %) et Rotterdam (0.5 %) mais 
souligne en même temps l'importance des villes moyennes et même des petites villes 
dispersées dans tout le pays. La hausse de l'intérêt pour ces villes, moins connues 
dans le circuit touristique, est justifiée par leur nombre de monuments protégés. En 
effet en termes de quantité, l'offre d'un patrimoine histor'que est considérable, mais 
ne peut être traduite en termes d' attraction touristique qu' à quelques conditions 
spécifiques. La valeur touristique d'un monument historique dépend largement de sa 
localisation et de son degré d'intégration dans le cadre morphologique de la ville et 
surtout de la diversité architecturale du lieu. 
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Tableau 3 Les monuments protégés aux Pavs-Bas 
situation 1982 
1 Maisons anciennes 29 337 69,2 % 
2 Bâtiments ruraux 5 306 12,5 % 
3 Monuments religieux 
4 Moulins 
5 Parties de monuments religieux 
6 Fortifications et remparts 
7 Bâtiments gouvernementaux 
8 Parties de maisons anciennes 
9 Routes, barrages, aménagement 
hydrauliques 
10 Institutions charitables 
11 Châteaux 
12 Auberges, restaurants, etc 
13 Autres objets 





































Source, N R Ι Τ ( Nederlands Research Instituut voor Toerisme ) (1983 ) 
Tableau 4 Liste des villes avec une concentration Importante de 
monuments protégés 
selon la typologie des villes par le С В S 
Situation 1982 Nombre de monuments 
Villes Métropoles /centres nationaux de plus de 100 000 habitants 
Amsterdam 6 836 
Utrecht 948 
's Gravenhage 734 
Rotterdam 224 
Villes Métropoles-centres régionaux de plus de 100 000 habitants 
Maastricht 1 454 
Haarlem 1 012 
Breda 342 
Villes moyennes -centres régionaux entre 50 000 et 100 000 
habitants 
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Villes moyennes entre 30.000 et 50.000 habitants 
Gouda 307 
Bergen op Zoom 210 









Sources: С В S ( Centraal Bureau Statistiek ) 
Jaarverslag RDMZ ( Rijksdienst voor Monumentenzorg) -1982 
Voire fig.1. "Les lieux touristiques aux Pays-Bas." 
Les tentatives pour évaluer quantitativement cette offre touristique ne sont pas facile 
du tout. Le système appliqué par le Ministère des Affaires Economiques(1983) 
consiste en une classification rudimentaire en grands et petits ensembles ou objets 
uniques et interessants. Une carte des lieux touristiques aux Pays-Bas selon cette 
classification en resuite. La figurel, version simplifiée de cette carte permet de 
situer les villes en question. Nous sommes convaincu que l'attraction touristique d'un 
lieu spécifique ne peut être déduite d'une simple sommation et que d'autres critères 
devraient être considérés. 
Meme s'il est la résultante de multiples critères subjectifs et difficiles a délimite, le 
système appliqué dans le concept du Guide Vert Michelin "Pays-Bas" pourrait offrir 
des avantages. Une classification en trois niveaux y est appliquée: vaut le voyage, vaut 
le détour et intéressant. Aucune justification de cette classification n'est présentée. 
Néanmoins on peut constater un effet persistant de cette image sur les sites 
touristiques des Pays-Bas. Mais le Guide Vert ne met pas suffisamment en valeur les 
nombreuses villes historiques comme lieux touristiques. La sous-estimation de ces 
villes historiques pour le tourisme (international et aussi national à cause de la 
version traduite en néerlandais) est discutable. Une réaction récente des promoteurs 
de tourisme se manifeste par plusieurs publications sur les villes historiques 
(ANWB, 1980) et par des initiatives nouvelles dans le marketing du tourisme urbain. 
Même s'il est d'une importance vitale, il est évident que le patrimoine historique n'est 
pas la seule base pour un développement touristique local. L'offre d'un patrimoine 
historique est à considérer comme un élément dans le système plus complexe, qui est 
le produit touristique (Gunn, 1979). 
Selon plusieurs auteurs, le cadre historique est certainement un élément primaire du 
produit, mais les traditions, le folklore, la langue, les costumes et les coutumes 
locales sont aussi à considérer comme éléments primaires du produit touristique 
(Aderhold, 1976). Ces elements ont pourtant un caractère plutôt passif, leur rôle est 
celui d'un decor. La conviction que le tourisme urbain signifie bien plus qu'un décor a 
subir ou á admirer pousse à une exploration plus approfondie de la dimension 
"activités". 
Le milieu urbain des centres-villes est par définition un noyau multifonctionnel 
offrant d'innombrables possibilités pour pratiquer toutes sortes d'activités. Au sens 
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strict, la fonction urbaine de "loisirs" inclut théâtres, cinémas, salles de concert, 
musées, salles d'exposition événements organisés, etc, (Jansen-Verbeke, 1985-a). 
Toutes ces possibilités sont considérées comme le noyau de la fonction "loisirs" mais 
sont aussie complémentaires de la fonction touristique envisagée plus haut. 
Outre ces éléments primaires du produit touristique, des éléments secondaires ont un 
rôle important a signaler. Ils sont qualifiés de secondaires parce que leur fonction 
initiale n'est pas récréative ou touristique au sens strict du mot. Leur rôle de support 
pour le fonctionnement touristique et récréatif est souvent méconnu. Il s'agit par 
exemple du secteur "Horeca" (Hôtels, Restaurants, Cafés). L'équipement hôtelier a 
toujours été regardé comme élément du produit touristique, mais moins explicitement 
les cafés, bistrots, terrasses, restaurants (Smith, 1983). L'importance de ce secteur 
comme ressource potentielle pour l'attraction touristique d'un site est largement 
confirmée par les résultats de différentes analyses d'attitudes et de comportement des 
visiteurs des villes. 
Une autre caractéristique des centres-villes relativement sous-estimée comme 
élément d'attraction touristique est la concentration et la variété des magasins et des 
marchés. La possibilité de faire du "shopping", de se balader dans ce cadre animé a été 
redécouverte comme un atout très important pour le tourisme urbain (Kent, 
al.,1983). Cet aspect est de plus en plus confirmé par les résultats d'enquêtes auprès 
des visiteurs (Jansen-Verbeke, 1985-b). Evidemment, les éléments distincts de ce 
produit touristique ne deviennent une ressource touristique que quand ils sont utilisés 
en ce sens par les touristes-visiteurs en ville. Cette hypothèse sera argumentée 
brièvement par une interprétation du comportement et des attitudes mesurées des 
visiteurs en ville. 
4. Les visiteurs des villes, des touristes ? 
La tentative d'identifier les touristes parmi le groupe mixte de visiteurs en ville est 
moins pertinente dans le contexte de ces villes historiques puisque la question 
principale posée ici concerne les éléments et caractéristiques urbains qui peuvent 
être traités comme ressources touristiques du point de vue de Pusager" ou 
consommateur du produit. La durée du séjour n'est alors qu'un seul aspect pertinent 
pour déterminer la fonction touristique. 
D'abord, on peut s'interroger sur l'importance relative de la masse de personnes 
effectivement attirées par le paysage urbain comme destination de loisir (De 
Pater.Thissen, 1985). L'information sur ce point est actuellement encore très 
limitée, la plupart des études étant effectuées parmi 1er visiteurs en ville. Pourtant 
les priorités observées dans l'appréciation des monuments historiques pourraient 
conduire à une interpretation partielle mais significative. 
L'identification de groupes de visiteurs en relation avec le lieu de résidence devient 
même plus complexe quand le deuxième motif de visite est intégré a la discussion. Le 
premier motif, indiqué comme"une journée d'excursion" apparaît souvent en 
combinaison avec d'autres motifs secondaires, comme le "shopping", les "visites 
professionnelles" et surtout les "visites chez les parents et amis". Reste donc à savoir 
ce que le motif "une journée d'excursion" signifie réellement pour ces visiteurs. 
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1 Chateaux, Palais, Maisons anciennes 
2. Paysage urbain ou villageois 
3. Eglises et cathédrales 
4. Bâtiments d'activités industrielles 
5 Remparts et fortifications 
6. Moulins 
7 Autres monuments 

















2849 = 100% 
Source . NRIT -Nederlands Research Instituut voor Toerisme (1983) 
Erfgoed-Toeristisch goed' Een onderzoek naar de toeristische-economische betekenis 
van monumenten en musea in Nederland. Breda. 
En général, on peut constater un grand intérêt pour les éléments historiques, mais une 
interprétation plus profonde de l'appréciation des visiteurs devrait résulter d'une 
analyse de leur comportement et des attitudes exprimées lors d'une visite. A ce propos 
différentes enquêtes parmi les visiteurs ont été faites dans plusieurs villes 
historiques qui traditionnellement ne sont pas considérées comme lieux touristiques 
(Jansen-Verbeke, 1986). Elles reposent principalement sur l'hypothèse que la 
fonction touristique de ces villes historiques peut être déduite du comportement et de 
l'attitude de leurs visiteurs, qui dépendent de leurs motifs de visite et sont 
probablement indépendants de la durée du séjour. 
Dans le contexte de cet article les commentaires seront forcément limités et ne 
peuvent indiquer que d'une façon concise la complexité de cette orientation de 
recherche. 
Les motifs de visite; indicateurs de la fonction touristique? 
Afin de mettre en évidence la fonction touristique des villes en question, l'importance 
relative des motifs mentionnés est résumée dans le tableau 6. L'hypothèse de départ de 
cette analyse, que les touristes pourraient être identifiés par la distance parcourue et 
que ce groupe pourrait être défini par ses motifs de visite, ses activités durant le 
séjour et par son appréciation des éléments touristiques dans la ville visitée, n'est que 
partiellement vérifiée par les réponses reçues. 
Intuitivement on perçoit des visites touristiques inspirées par des motifs tels qu'une 
journée d'évasion,une excursion,une visite de la ville ou une visite de musée. Ces 
motifs sont effectivement assez fréquents parmi les visiteurs, résidant hors de la 
région, mais pas exclusifs à ce groupe. D'autre part, ce groupe cite relativement 
souvent le motif "shopping". 
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Tableau 6 Motifs principaux dea visiteurs en ville 
"shopping" 
faire des courses 
visite au marché 
visite de cafés, bistrots, 
restaurants 
journée d'excursion 
visite de musées 
visite de la ville 
















































34 1 % 
Source Bellers,M, J Ten Have (1985), Interpretation des données originales 
Binnenstedelijke recreatie en toerisme Een verkennend onderzoek naar de recreatief 
toeristische ontwikkelingsmogelijkheden van de binnensteden Zwolle, Deventer, 
Kampen 
Travaux de thèse non publiée К U Nijmegen 
Les mêmes réflexions peuvent être faites à propos des motifs indiqués comme "visite 
de la ville", relativement importants pour les visiteurs venant d'une localité en 
dehors de la region. Il devient clair que ni par le motif de visite, ni par l'origine des 
visiteurs on ne peut arriver à une identification plus spécifique des touristes dans ces 
villes. 
L'emploi du temps; indicateur de la fonction touristique ? 
La façon dont les visiteurs passent leur temps (libre) lors d'une visite en ville révèle 
une appréciation différente des possibilités offertes par ce milieu multifonctionnel. 
Les activités pratiquées par les habitants de la région se distinguent clairement de 
celles des autres visiteurs. En plus, pour tous les groupes de visiteurs il y a une 
différence intéressante entre les motifs de visites et le comportement pendant ce 
séjour. 
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Tableau 7 Participation a différentes activités par les visiteurs en 
ville 
visite de cafés, bistrots, 
restaurants 
se promener en ville 
"shopping-
visite de la ville 
visite de parents 
ou d'amis 
visite au marché 
visites professionnelles 
promenades organisées 











































Source: Bellers,M. ,J.Ten Have (1985), Interprétation des données originales 
La comparaison entre le comportement des visiteurs extérieurs et des visiteurs 
régionaux montre plus distinctement la différence entre ces deux groupes. "Se 
promener en ville" et "visiter la ville" sont des activités relativement plus 
importantes pour les visiteurs extérieurs (les touristes) et correspondent plus 
clairement à la description d'une visite touristique. Selon les résultats de cette 
enquête portant sur 1137 visiteurs, une activité très importante, pour les deux 
groupes d'ailleurs, paraît être la visite d'un établissement: café, bistrot ou 
restaurant. Cet emploi du temps, lors d'un séjour en ville, permet de conclure que le 
secteur Horeca est d'une importance vitale pour l'attraction de visiteurs en général 
(Bellers, Ten На е.ІЭвб). 
Cette analyse du comportement en termes de budget-temps a été complétée par une 
analyse des dépenses faites lors d'une visite en ville, ce qui permet d'évaluer plus 
précisément le phénomène du tourisme urbain dans ces villes moyennes. 
L' attitude envers les éléments touristiques; indicateur de la fonction 
touristique? 
Dans la perspective exploratoire de cette recherche, il est également nécessaire 
d'évaluer l'appréciation des éléments touristiques parmi les différents groupes de 
visiteurs. La comparaison des appréciations mentionnées par les habitants de la région 
d'une part et par les autres visiteurs d'autre part peut révéler plus nettement les 
ressources touristiques de cette ville. 
Les différences entre les deux groupes de visiteurs ne sont pas aussi frappantes qu' 
attendu. Pour les visiteurs habitant la région, l'offre commerciale (magasins et 
marchés) est indiquée comme l'élément le plus important, tandis que pour les autres 
visiteurs les éléments d'infrastructure sont jugés les plus importants. Le terme 
"infrastructure" est employé ici pour indiquer le cadre morphologique, ce qui prouve 
donc son importance comme élément d'attraction. 
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D'une façon générale, on pourrait conclure que cette analyse n'avance pas beaucoup la 
recherche de l'identification des ressources touristiques. Autrement dit, les éléments 
attractifs pour les habitants de la région, visitant leur ville-centre, le sont aussi 
pour les visiteurs venant de plus loin. Le fait que les réponses a cette enquête aient été 
données par des personnes effectivement présentes sur les lieux, pourrait expliquer 
les parallèles dans l'appréciation exprimée envers les différents éléments mis en 
question. 
Récemment une enquête par téléphone a été effectuée par le bureau de recherches 
"Oranjewoud", à propos du touriste urbain potentiel et de son attitude envers les 
ressources touristiques des villes historiques aux Pays Bas (Oranjewoud, 1985). Il 
faut remarquer que l'enquête ne se rapportait pas à une ville spécifique et inclut une 
population très différenciée et dispersée dans le pays. 
Les résultats détaillés de cette enquête sont intéressants et d'une façon remarquable on 
retrouve les mêmes éléments comme ressources touristiques, même s'ils sont groupés 
différemment. Une importante différence à signaler est l'accent mis sur les aspects d' 
accessibilité, parkings et facilités de transport, qui paraissent très importants dans 
l'image que les touristes potentiels se font d'un lieu touristique et dans leur processus 
décisionnel, mais qui paraissent moins importants une fois qu'on est arrivé à 
destination. 
Tableau 8 Importance relative dea ¿lamenta touristiques 
pour habitants et visiteurs 
H s Habitants de la ville et de la région 750= 100 % 
V = Visiteurs 360 =100 % 
Eléments très important important pas important 
H V H V H V 
Offre commerciale: 




Parcs et espaces verts 
Organisation touristique 
bureau d'information 
Indications de routes 
Cafe's, bistrots, restaurants 
Eléments de décoration 








































































Source: Bellers, M & J.Ten Have (1985) -Interpretation des données originales. 
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Tableau 9 Les dix éléments touristiques les plus Importants 











Nombre de parkings en ville 
Offre commerciale 
magasins et marches 
Accessibilité de la ville 
Bâtiments historiques, 
monuments 




environs de la ville 
Les foules, l'ambiance, 
les terrasses 
Récréation et sport 











































Source Büro Oranjewoud (1985) Analyse-model stedelijk toerisme 
Basé sur Ie tableau 4 21 ρ 33 Heerenveen 
Même s'il y a une ligne prédominante dans cette recherche des éléments considérés 
potentiellement ou effectivement comme ressources touristiques pour ces villes 
historiques, les nuances dans l'appréciation de ces éléments sont multiples quand on 
regarde les résultats de différents sous groupes de visiteurs, mais en discutter 
mènerait bien trop loin dans le présent contexte 
Une conclusion générale à propos de l'attitude et du comportement des visiteurs en 
ville, basée sur ces quelques études exploratoires est inévitablement limitée 
L'intention de définir la fonction touristique de ces villes historiques par l'attitude et 
le comportement des visiteurs est en effet devenue un défi scientifique bien difficile. 
La complexité de l'attraction urbaine, les differences floues entre le comportement des 
visiteurs de la région et des visiteurs excursionnistes ou touristes ne pourraient 
conduire qu' à une conclusion toute simple 
Les ressources touristiques des villes historiques ne sont pas des éléments simples et 
individuels que l'on pourrait additionner quantitativement, mais plutôt des éléments 
d'un ensemble urbain, qualitativement appréciés par leur intégration dans un milieu 
urbain multifonctionnel 
5. La promotion touristique des villes historiques: un futur pour le 
passé ? 
Les programmes de promotion touristique, les perspectives de développement 
touristique et les aspects critiques du marketing du produit touristique forment un 
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terrain de recherche dynamique et un sujet d'activités créatrices dans différents 
secteurs. Les réflexions faites ici sur ces aspects de promotion simplifient forcément 
cette discussion. Il faut insister sur le dynamisme du tourisme urbain qui se 
développe actuellement dans les différentes villes historiques aux Pays-Bas. Surtout a 
l'échelon local des villes, cette nouvelle tendance est manifestement inspirée par des 
motifs économiques. Cette évolution vers une revitalisation du tourisme urbain est 
fort intéressante à suivre. 
Spécialement au niveau régional et local, différentes études sont entamées afin de 
découvrir les ressources touristiques. Identifier le produit touristique avec ses 
éléments forts et faibles pour le marché touristique n'est que le commencement. 
Inventarier les ressources spécifiques de leur ville ou de leur région implique une 
grande imagination de la part des autorités locales. 
La phase suivante de promotion est l'information sur le produit et l'identification de 
touristes potentiels. Vu le fait que la plupart de ces villes moyennes n'ont guère de 
tradition touristique, le premier défi est de se constituer une "image de lieu 
touristique". Une créativité inspirée se développe afin de trouver des slogans de 
promotion et d'initier des campagnes de publicité nationale et parfois internationale 
pour sortir de l'anonymat. 
L'ambition de "vendre son héritage historique"a pris de multiples formes. Les centres 
d'information pour les touristes (V.V.V. ou Syndicat d'Initiatives) les associations de 
commerçants, de restaurateurs et d' autres entrepreneurs dans le secteur de la 
récréation et du tourisme se trouvent liés par un intérêt commun : la promotion de 
leur ville comme lieu touristique (Murphy, 1983). 
Un point crucial dans chaque discussion de promotion concerne la position 
concurrentielle sur le marché touristique. Comme il y a certaines limites à 
l'expansion touristique, cette question deviendra plus aiguë dans les années qui 
viennent. Une politique de promotion collective, offrant "un produit mixte" aux 
touristes ouvrirait d'autres perspectives, peu explorées jusqu'à maintenant. 
Exceptionnellement quelques organisations touristiques offrent déjà des circuits 
comprenant la visite de plusieurs sites touristiques par région. 
Un autre axe de promotion, le développement du produit touristique même, est une 
oeuvre de longue haleine (Hebestreit, 1977). Il s'agit d'un programme de 
développement touristique à différents niveaux spatiaux. Parfois le réaménagement 
d'un espace urbain, même limité, peut avoir un effet considérable (Mulder, 1985). 
Les projets de rénovation urbaine, de restauration de bâtiments ou de quartiers 
entiers ne sont pas seulement des actions d'importance locale mais peuvent être 
considérées comme des étapes cruciales dans le développement du produit touristique. 
Dans plusieurs villes historiques, on pourrait citer des exemples où la restauration 
d'un quartier résidentiel dans un style "historique" se révèle ultérieurement comme 
une ressource potentielle d'attraction touristique. Non sans discussion d'ailleurs, car 
la fonction touristique d'un quartier résidentiel n'est pas toujours compatible avec la 
fonction résidentielle originelle, considérée comme prioritaire par les uns, 
subordonnée à la fonction touristique par les autres (Jansen- Verbeke, 1982). 
Le problème suivant sera alors de trouver un équilibre entre l'aménagement du milieu 
urbain dont le but est de sauvegarder et d'améliorer la qualité de vie pour les 
habitants et la nécessité d'intégrer et de stimuler ce milieu spécifique comme un 
élément essentiel du produit touristique qu' offre cette ville (Sternquist-Witter, 
1985) . 
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6. Quelques réflexions rétrospectives 
Les recherches sur la fonction touristique des villes historiques démontrent un 
intérêt scientifique Interdisciplinaire. Le processus de revitalisation et de stimulation 
du coeur historique des villes moyennes aux Pays-Bas a logiquement conduit à une 
discussion fondamentale : 
sur l'identification du produit touristique, dépendant premièrement d'un 
patrimoine culturel commun mais aussi des caractères typiques de chaque ville 
afin de déterminer les éléments forts et faibles du produit offert ; 
sur l'identification des groupes de visiteurs, le comportement distinct et les 
appréciations nuancées des habitants de la region, visitant leur ville, des 
excursionnistes et des touristes stricto sensu. Cette analyse est nécessaire afin 
de déterminer plus spécifiquement la "demande" ; 
sur les activités de promotion développées par différents groupes de décision, y 
compris le rôle prédominant des autorités locales; 
sur la relation entre les deux aspects de promotion; D'une part "promotion" 
signifie distribuer largement Γ information sur le produit afin de développer 
une image attractive de leur ville, d'autre part développer des initiatives pour 
la fonction touristique et récréative en harmonie avec les fonctions urbaines 
traditionnelles. 
Tout compte fait, la balance de l'expansion du tourisme urbain dans ces villes 
moyennes peut être considérée comme positive. Les limites de capacité sont assez 
flexibles dans ce milieu multifonctionnel, d'ailleurs caractérisé par une attraction 
potentielle durant toute l'année et par tout temps. En plus l'effet stimulant des 
revenus touristiques peut amorcer et soutenir un processus de revitalisation urbaine 
plus fondamental, qui ouvrirait de nouvelles perspectives pour le futur de ces villes 
héritières du passé. 
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2.4. A Marketing Approach to Urban Recreation and Tourism 
1. Introduction 
The application of a marketing approach in urban recreation and tourism is becoming 
fairly general, especially in the ways tourism and recreation resources are handled 
nowadays by local authorities. The question asked by Clarke (1986. p.23) "Frustrated 
marketing men are masquerading as local authority planners or is it vice versa?" is 
more relevant than ever. The fact that marketing is often interpreted as "promoting", 
is a strong indication of a biased and limited approach. The main reason is that 
"marketing" is experimented with by local authority planners who are not really 
marketing minded nor have the required background in this field (Borchert, 1986, 
p.1). 
Concepts of marketing need to be redefined in the context of urban recreation and 
tourism. This implies a thorough consideration of the marketing aspects of recreation 
and tourism. The marketing approach to this field is relatively new and consists of 
attempts to apply a marketing philosophy together with a commercial view on the 
relationship between offer and demand. 
In this context, a marketing approach requires systematically collecting information 
about the product, the market and the consumers and/or users, as well as interpreting 
the relevant characteristics. The principle of marketing philosophy is to organise, 
lead and control the different marketing activities towards a strategic policy for urban 
recreation and tourism. The object of this contribution is to explore the actual and 
possible applications of marketing concepts in the field of urban recreation and 
tourism policies. 
2. The Objectives of the Marketing Approach 
"There is no single algorithm that can be employed across all market studies; each 
case must be viewed as a unique and potentially different situation" (Dhalla, Mahatoo, 
1976, p.36). In the field of tourism, the marketing approach already has a tradition, 
albeit often based on intuition rather than on market research. Only recently, this 
kind of approach has become more general amongst local authorities who are now no 
longer dealing with purely tourist matters but are equally involved with recreation. 
Undoubtedly, the reassessment of urban recreation resources is inspired by economic 
motives. Increasingly, the tourism and recreational resources of inner cities in 
particular and of urban areas in general, are rediscovered as a potential for economic 
revival, based on a growing awareness of towns being "missed opportunities". 
Economic perspectives are determining the current approach of urban recreation and 
tourism to a large extent. The historical heritage of inner cities is evaluated having 
real market potential and is therefore subject to this new marketing approach. 
Initially, this field of interest belonged, exclusively to the local tourist boards and 
occasionally to some local commercial organisations. 
Recently, the interest in marketing local tourism and recreation resources is clearly 
present amongst the group of local decision-makers, whether they belong to the 
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municipal council or to commercial organisations. This shift towards a marketing 
approach can also be seen as the result of different social processes. Views on leisure, 
recreation and tourism are in a rapid evolution, the explanation of which can be traced 
in current social, cultural and economic trends together with the present political 
change (Jansen-Verbeke, Dietvorst, 1987). 
But even seen within this broader social context, economic motives are clearly a 
primary incentive. An increase in local employment and the stimulating of local 
income are the main expectations (Kloostermans, al., 1986). The objectives of the 
marketing approach to urban recreation and tourism are quite clear, whereas the way 
this is carried out seems most diverse. 
3. The Marketing-Mix (4 Ps) 
According to the traditional definition of the marketing-mix: "Product, Place, Price, 
Promotion", a theoretical and practical application to the field of urban recreation and 
tourism is attempted. 
A "Product" fit for Marketing? 
The question whether an inner city area can be looked upon as a product is largely 
dependent on the possibility of identifying the elements and characteristics of the 
offered product. Already in 1979, Ferrario drew attention to the fact that tourism 
policy and tourism research showed a low degree of interest in the tourist product. 
According to this author, all attention was given to the demand-side, to the quantative 
evaluation of tourist flows and to the market prognostics, assuming the presence of an 
adequate tourist supply. 
The publication of "Het Toeristisch Produkt Nederland" (1983) by the Ministery of 
Economic Affairs introduced the concept of the "tourism product" in a wider context. 
In the academic literature on tourism and, even more, in the practice of tourism 
policy, the definition of a tourist product still remains vague. 
Looking at the field of urban recreation and tourism, the "product" can be a set of 
urban elements and facilities, which are carriers of a recreational and tourist 
function, for visitors as well as for inhabitants. This definition also includes market 
goods - subjects of trading-, and public goods - by definition not tradable 
(Jansen-Verbeke, 1986-a). Such a view of the tourism recreation product (TRP) is 
to be distinguished from the traditional sectoral definition, which places the product 
exclusively within the tourism or as an exception, within the recreation sector. The 
integration idea about recreation and tourism (fig.1) forms the basis of the definition 
given abovefJansen-Verbeke, 1985-b). 
The following discussion further explains how the leisure function of inner cities can 
be treated as a TRP, within the multifunctional urban system, including market and 
collective goods. Inspired by some international research work in the field, the tourist 
city can be defined as a set of primary (or core) and secondary elements (Aderhold, 
1976, Ashworth, De Haan, 1985). 
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Flg.1. The Inner City es e Tourism Recreation Product (TRP) 
Primary Elements 





indoor and outdoor 
Amusement Facilities 
casinos, bingos, sexshows 




















accessibility and parking facilities 
tourist facilities 
information office, sign posts, guides, 
maps and leaflets, etc 
As a consequence, it becomes necessary to identify the primary elements of the 
product, being those urban characteristics and facilities displaying a"magnetic" 
function for tourists and visitors. This can include cultural, sports and amusement 
facilities, events and festivities, all exerting a definite attraction on urban visitors. 
Furthermore, primary elements of the TRP can also be found within the urban leisure 
setting. Such elements rather have a decorative function and, although they are 
sometimes the object of visits, they are mainly to be seen as carriers of a 
"sight-seeing function", which includes the physical and morphological 
characteristics, the historical setting and the geographical "site" of the inner city. In 
general, the social and cultural context is perhaps not so important but occasionally it 
can play a role as a pull factor on tourists; local traditions, folkloristic costumes and 
customs, the language, local gastronomy, etc, are examples of these socio-cultural 
elements of the TRP. 
The combination of primary elements is unique to each inner city. Therefore, the 
identification of the "uniqueness" of an inner city is a first condition to precede the 
discussion on the balance of strengths and weaknesses of the local TRP. The offer of a 
combination of primary elements is not sufficient to be able to talk of a local TRP; the 
physical and organisational framework has to be taken into account as well. The latter 
can be considered as a set of secondary elements of the TRP. Those elements do not 
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exert an autonomous attraction on visitors but are nevertheless a necessary 
contribution to the attractiveness of a visit, or a possible reason for a revisit. 
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that secondary elements of the TRP are 
profiting most, in terms of time-usage and financial expenditure of inner city 
visitors. 
Usually, tourists do not mention shopping or patronising a pub or a restaurant as a 
primary motive for their town visit. But these facilities are very important when 
looking at how time and money is spent in the inner city and how these inner city 
commodities are appreciated (Jansen-Verbeke, 1986-b, Jansen- Verbeke, Ten Have, 
19B7). 
In addition to this combination of primary and secondary elements, some other urban 
features are considered as necessary conditions to the functioning of local tourism and 
recreation. Examples are the accessibility of the inner city, parking facilities, road 
signs, information etc, (de Boer, 1986-a). They all contribute a considerable extra 
value to the local TRP. The above views on the identity of a local TRP are represented 
In the model (fig.1), which can be used as a tool for further empirical research. The 
problem of identifying the local TRP proves to be a major challenge to local authority 
planners going for a marketing approach of the product. The preliminary research 
required to indicate the different elements of the product which can be regarded as a 
"scanning" process. "Scanning" refers to the search for the characteristics of the 
product within the environmental and social context and this in the perspective of 
possible future developments (Van Vught, 1985). 
This search process, or scanning, implies selecting all information sources and 
interpreting research results in order to obtain criteria by which the different 
aspects of urban recreation and tourism can be evaluated. Primarily, this means an 
evaluation of the actual situation in the inner city, but it also includes the challenge of 
constructing a strategic view on developments. The usefulness of a scanning process 
(fig.2) lies in the method by which information over a local situation is assembled and 
weighed by previously determined criteria, in order to obtain a realistic definition of 
the local TRP. Therefore, a thorough analysis of the actual tourism and recreation 
function of the inner city is a first requirement. 
The meaning of "function" as a planning concept is dual. In the first place, "function" 
refers to the locational aspects of land use; in the second place, it refers to the role of 
specific facilities for different uses and users. These two dimensions are closely 
related to the concept of an internal context and an external context (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Scanning of the TRP 
Scanning 
\ 3 / 
W 
V 
1. Primary elements 
2. Secondary elements 
3. Functional context 
4. Social context 
1 = Primary elements 
2 = Secondary elements 
3 = Functional Context 
4 = Social Context 
= Internal context 
= External context 
of the TRP 
Analytical validity lies within (he distinction between the internal context, consisting 
of locational aspects of tourism and recreation, and the external context, 
predominantly referring to the role of the inner city for tourists and recreationalists. 
Analysis of the internal context can proceed according to the model presented above 
(fig.1). The actual location of specific tourist and recreational elements should be 
registered on a tourism recreation map of the inner city. This has proved to be a 
valuable tool in the discussion on spatial implications and planning issues. 
To a large extent, the role ol the inner city as a tourist place or as a recreational 
environment is also dependent on the characteristics and current developments in the 
external context. This includes at least two dimensions, the first one is the regional 
function of the inner city measured by its service area. In other words this is the 
regional "task" context of the inner city. 
The external context of the inner city TRP can also be seen in a much wider 
framework in reference to the effect of current social processes on the tourism and 
recreation function of the inner city. Examples of these effects have recently been 
discussed in a scenario analysis (RPD., 1986). From this publication, it becomes 
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clear how specific processes affect the role of the inner city In our present society. 
Scanning of this social context leads to a better insight in the different processes and 
factors which to a large extent determine the present tourist and recreational function 
of the inner city environment. Furthermore, this experiment allows for an estimation 
of expected changes in terms of uses and users. Analysing the social context of the TRP 
by means of such a "scanning" procedure implies serious consideration of relevant 
social trends and their interrelationships. 
A brief review could point out the importance of 
- demographic processes that bring an older population, smaller households, 
less youngsters, etc. into the inner city. 
- economic processes such as reduced employment and limited household 
budgets, decreasing public investments. 
- socio-cultural processes such as individualisation, increased demand for 
services and comfort, diversification of needs, isolation of the individual. 
- technological processes such as informatisation, automatisation, changing 
physical mobility. 
- political changes, such as deregularisation, privatisation,bureaucratisation. 
When focusing the TRP, the predominant effects of those processes on the changing 
function of inner cities are taken into account. This could be one of the advantages of 
such a scanning procedure. In aiming at a strategic view on the TRP, the exercise of 
scanning the different contexts of the TRP could constitute a solid basis for future 
planning. 
The "Place" of the Product 
The second element of the traditional marketing-mix is the "place" of the product. The 
notion of "place" can of course be interpreted very specifically when referring to the 
geographical location, site, and situation of the inner city. Obviously the geographical 
coordinates of a particular city are fixed and in spite of attempts to create an image of 
a "central" or "ideal" location of the TRP, nothing can really alter. 
This is not so definite when looking at the "situation" of an inner city of which the 
accessibility can be altered. The position in relation to national or international 
traffic flows can be mastered in some way. 
A distinction can be made between measurements on the macro and on the micro scale. 
Local authority involvement only deals with the lowest scale level. This means that 
ways have to be found to change or to improve the accessibility of the tourist city. This 
policy has become a major point of interest to local authority planners. Usually some 
minor improvements prove to be adequate, such as changing the location and the 
capacity of car parks, making an efficient inner city traffic plan, adapting sign 
boards, tracing particular routes and safeguarding other spots in the inner city from 
car traffic. 
This interpretation of the "place" or "position" of an inner city is of course a very 
partial one. A marketing approach implies a discussion on the market "place" of the 
TRP, which is even more important than the geographical location. Remarkably 
enough, publications on urban recreation and tourism hardly pay any attention to this 
crucial aspect of the marketing-mix. Considerations about the competitive position of 
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the inner city TRP on the tourism market are not yet an explicit concern of local 
policy makers. 
Although some increase in the number of tourist daytrips with an Inner city 
destination can be expected, and even a moderate increase in overnight tourism, there 
is a definite limit to this expansion (NRIT, 1986). An example of this is the fact that 
several local authorities intend and even actively promote their inner city as a 
location for congresses and business tourism. This particular tourism market is 
fairly restricted, which makes the whole policy very questionable. 
As a consequence, a realistic evaluation of the market place is required. Competition 
on the national and international market is aggressive and this can be seen as an 
additional stimulus for new initiatives and a creative strategy in tourism planning. It 
could also be a good argument for looking at regional strength, rather than merely 
relying on local tourism potential. 
Undeniably, the evaluation of the market position of a TRP strongly depends on views 
on the TRP itself. Adding new elements to the local TRP or improving the quality of 
present elements is a major task for tourism managers, whether they belong to the 
local authority or the commercial sector. Whatever policy line is drawn, this should 
be based on serious thoughts about the "place" of the local TRP on the tourism market 
in order to achieve realistic plans. 
The "Price" of the Product 
With reference to the price aspect of the marketing-mix, it seems rather difficult to 
draw a parallel with other tourism products, because of the complexity of the product 
itself, including as it does, market as well as collective goods on the one hand and on 
the other hand because of the degree of diversification in uses and users of the product. 
The definition of the TRP applied here is: the spatial and functional combination of 
primary and secondary elements. 
There is no real "price" label to this product, although there could be one when 
looking separately at each of the constituent elements of the product. To make this 
discussion even more complicated, it has to be mentioned that inner city visitors and 
tourists can make use of the inner city environment merely by paying for their travel 
expenses. Financial expenditure of visitors is in fact very diverse, varying from a 
relatively important group of nonspenders, towards the group of relatively high 
spenders, e.g. hotel guests. 
This explains why the discussion of the TRP price proves to be complicated. Looking at 
marketing goods belonging to the TRP is, of course, a starting point, but when focusing 
on the price of collective goods such as public spaces, h'storical buildings, museums, 
tourist boards, a serious problem arises. This discussion goes as far as including the 
right to demand charges for parking facilities, entry fees to public buildings, etc. 
As mentioned before, it Is the commercial sector in the inner city that benefits from 
tourist expenditure which only contribute indirectly to the public sector. It is in this 
context that the discussion about tourist taxes and VAT on tourism products takes 
place. 
The majority of tourist expenditure supports the secondary elements of the local TRP 
(such as the catering sector and shops), this leaves the financial responsibility for 
the primary elements (mainly collective goods) to the public sector. This problem has 
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become a political issue, and to a large extent explains the trends towards the 
privatisation of collective goods, especially in the tourism and recreation sector. 
"Promotion" is not just a Slogan 
This aspect of the marketing-mix has gained major interest in municipal authority 
and commercial circles. "Promotion" tends to be seen as identical to "marketing" by 
many local authority tourism managers and planners. "A good product sells itselfl" 
This popular saying is surely outdated, especially in the tourism sector where the 
majority of activities are aimed at product promotion (Figee, 1986). 
Promotion of the inner city as a TRP is subject to many different interpretations and 
therefore requires a systematic review of the activities undertaken to attract as many 
visitors as possible. Promotion has indeed become a major issue of local tourism 
policy and also, although to a lesser extent, of the commercial sector. 
Promotion activities can be seen as an objective of the profit and of the nonprofit 
sector, which implies not only a different approach but equally a different use of 
instruments. 
Furthermore, a clear distinction needs to be made between promotion by product 
improvement or by productenlargement on the one hand and, on the other hand, 
promotion activities mainly targeted on the users of the product. Finally, both lines of 
promotion activities meet again by their common objectives. 
Promotion of the Product 
A number of promotion activities are directly aimed at product enlargement. This 
quantitative approach implies that new elements are added to the TRP in order to 
strengthen the market position of the total product offered. In this line of thought, an 
explanation can be found for the increasing number of events organised within the 
inner city. They can be regarded as a flexible element, in time as well as in space, and 
although considerable organisational investments are required, usually a permanent 
modification of the urban environment is not necessary. The organisation of events, as 
additional elements of the TRP, does have the advantage that it can be experimented 
with; programmed only once, occasionally or an a regular base, on a small or on large 
scale, it can be varied as to topic and target groups, and above all, they can yield an 
intensive involvement of local entrepreneurs. 
Not all initiatives for enlarging the product display such a cautious attitude. A 
frequently mentioned way of enlarging the local TRP is the expansion of the capacity of 
hotel accommodation. The expected effect of expenditure by hotel guests is the main 
argument for this policy, but such promotion initiatives do not always find the 
necessary interest for their projects in the world of private enterprise. 
As a rule, the promotion activities of the municipal authorities are limited to creating 
favourable conditions for developing further investment. The actual realisation of the 
projects is then, in fact, dependent on the market perspectives. 
As shown in fig 3, promotion can also be seen as a policy intended to improve the 
quality of the product, a primary condition then is the possible impact of promotors 
on the quality of the product. In the case of the inner city TRP, quality control is as 
much a responsibility of local authorities, as of inhabitants and of local 
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entrepreneurs. The different examples of product improvement in the inner city 
clearly demonstrate the growing awareness of tourism potential. 
In many cases, product improvement can be realised by minor environmental 
modifications and by new initiatives taken by local entrepreneurs, but in all, it 
remains the responsibility of local authorities to establish favourable conditions. 
Priorities for investing in product improvement need to be balanced and this decision 
process implies a strategic view on the total TRP. The current practice of an "ad hoc" 
policy is hardly an example of a strategic policy in urban tourism development. 
Promoters and Users 
The most commonly given interpretation of promotion refers to the activities aimed at 
influencing the users of the product. This aspect of promotion is often seen as similar 
to the marketing of the product. The main objective of these promotional activities is 
to attract users of the product. The eventual success of this promotion policy is 
largely dependent on the process of image building. Prior to every visit the tourist 
makes to the inner city, a decision-making process takes place. In this process, the 
image of an inner city as a place to visit can be an important pull factor. The process 
of ¡mage building can be effectively influenced in different ways by product 
information. 
Image building on tourism in the Netherlands, and especially in the historical cities, 
can no longer profit from the traditional image elements such as tulips, clogs, 
pastoral scenes of cows in meadows, mills. This results in an active search for 
creating an image which corresponds more closely to the reality of an urbanised 
country with a rich historical and cultural heritage. Obviously, this is a matter of 
indicating the strong elements of the TRP and evaluating these in the external context 
of the product. 
Within the social context, strong indications can be found about changing preferences 
and attitudes of user groups. The relationship between the offered TRP and the 
expected users segments should be the subject of market research, whereas the 
results of research into the image-building process could be in many ways 
complementary to the current intuitive approach of promotion. Inventive promotion 
slogans are launched, but they are seldom tested in relation to the actual image held by 
potential visitors. In this important process of image building, two distinct agents are 
to be distinguished; the image builders and the image receivers (also potential users). 
The role of image builders with regard to their impact on the relationship 
product-users is frequently underestimated. The group of image builders includes 
local decision-makers on tourism policies as well as every promoter initiating a 
promotion campaign. The results of a survey amongst promoters in different cities 
demonstrate their views on the TRP and on its market position, frequently a very 
partial view. Above all, the views of promoters on the local TRP are often very 
differentiated and are usually based on standard images and expectations, although the 
promoters, at least in the profit sector, should attempt some efficiency in their 
promotion activities. 
Promoters in the nonprofit sector to which the local authority tourism planners 
belong, are usually very well acquainted with the local situation, its strength and 
weaknesses as a local TRP, but they frequently tend to under estimate the possible 
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effect of external factors. 
Prior to every promotion campaign intended to create an image of the TRP amongst 
possible users, local image builders should seriously consider their own views on the 
TRP. Agreement amongst all promoters on this subject would be an additional strength 
in the marketing of the local TRP (Broekman, 1985). 
An efficient strategy can only result from a consensus amongst all the decision makers 
involved, regarding the product and its potential (Maarsen, van Vught, 1984). 
In the process of obtaining a common view, the application of the Delphi-method would 
seem to be a useful exercise. This procedure would be a good alternative for the 
current brainstorming sessions used to reach an agreement on the marketing 
procedure of the TRP. The Delphi-method has been experimented with as a procedure 
using the statements, opinions and attitudes of a panel group in an iterative way, in 
order to reach a common view (van Houten,1985). Initially, this method was only 
applied as a way of constructing a future view, but recent experiments have proved its 
wider scientific applicability: "Delphi from an oracle towards a scientific method" 
(van Houten, van der Zee, 1981). 
It would be useful to experiment with this method in collaboration with all the 
promoters involved, in order to agree upon the relevant developments of the internal 
and external context of the TRP which they intend to promote. Undoubtedly, an 
agreement on the strengths and weaknesses of the product and on the market situation 
would improve the chances of realising the strategic plans. 
Engaging in such an elaborate procedure hardly seems compatible with the current 
practice of ad hoc decisons and intuitive policies. Nevertheless, an elaborate 
discussion on promotion, promoters and the TRP is necessary, not least to estimate the 
issues of the promotion policies. Choosing for a marketing approach of the TRP, 
implies an analysis of all issues of the tourism strategies seperately, and in 
interrelationship with one another (de Boer, 1986-b). 
The "scenario method" as introduced by the RPD (1986), could open the way to this 
analysis. All expected consequences of tourism policy and promotion activities can be 
placed in a matrix in order to analyse the relationship between the different issues. 
This would allow to discover the effects which are reinforcing each other or which are 
possibly contradictory. The scenario method still needs to be supported by empirical 
studies, insofar as it is still mainly a conceptual model of analysis. Looking at the role 
of promoters on the issues of urban tourism developments would be a most interesting 
test case for this scenario method. 
This line of discussion, which strongly emphasises the role of promoters as image 
builders and eventually as local decision-makers is somewhat different from the 
traditional view on promotion merely seen as an activity aimed at influencing the 
image of the consumer and at recruiting customers. In the latter aspect of promotion a 
distinction can be made between the image building of the actual user (inner city 
visitor or tourist) and of the potential user. 
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The actual image of visitors in the inner city is strongly dependent upon their 
appreciation of the product itself. Therefore it is necessary to evaluate the different 
attitudes of inner city visitors (Jansen-Verbeke, 1986-b). 
In addition, some attention should be drawn to the social and psychological dimensions 
of promotion and image building, to which for instance hospitality and friendly 
service are of the utmost importance, not in the least because it it has been said that 
person-to-person information is the most efficient way of promoting a touristic 
place. The positive experience of actual visitors probably gives the best result of all. 
Other promotion activities by means of distributing information (brochures, leaflets, 
posters, holiday market fairs, newspapers, etc.) have an additional effect. The merit 
lies in giving the inner cities a greater reputation as places to visit. This way of 
intruding in the awareness space of potential users can yield positive results. 
Whether this kind of information actually results in a decision to visit a place is 
largely dependent on the decision making process, which still holds a serious challenge 
to behavioural research (Van Raay, 1986). 
The current tendency of promotion activities to aim at trend-setting targetgroups is 
questionable. The process of image building by promotion could certainly profit from a 
policy line more directly oriented to the actual decision-makers amongst the potential 
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users. Recent market reports have pointed out the strong influence women have in 
deciding where to go for a day out and, to a lesser extent, on the choice of holiday 
destinations. As a consequence, promotion by information in womens' magazines and 
weeklies has a high chance of reaching its objective. The success of this promotion line 
has been clearly demonstrated. 
Nevertheless, promotion by means of product information, should not lead to 
manipulation of the potential users. The image created should be in accordance with 
the actual tourism resources of the place visited. A critical note can be sounded here, 
misleading the tourist by attractive leaflets and incomplete information is not unheard 
of in the world of tourism. There is also a definite indication of the need to diversify 
the image - and also the product - according to the demands and expectations of 
different user groups (Beckers, 1985). This brings the analysis of marketing 
concepts into the field of urban recreation and tourism and towards the discussion of 
market fragmentation, one of the most important problems. 
4 . Market Fragmentation 
The marketing approach to urban recreation and tourism not only faces the problems 
of the supply-side but, even more, the complexity of the demand-side (Broekman, 
1985). The consumer market of this TRP is extremely diverse and complex and, to a 
large extent, changeable within time and space. Given the complexity and the rapid 
evolution of the demand side, there is at present a strong interest in disentangling this 
aspect of the market. This was already suggested by the discussion on the scanning 
process, by which external factors were determined in order to explain the changes 
and the differentiation in the user groups of the TRP (Cooper, 1981). 
Initially, promotion activities were not much concerned about the differentiation on 
the tourist market, which is typical for the experimental stage of marketing when 
promotion is primarily product-oriented. The lack of insight into the balance of 
strength and weaknesses of the product, explains the fact that thoughts about market 
differentiation are still premature (Leeflang, Beukenkamp, 1981). The current 
approach to the market of urban recreation and tourism fails to identify the criteria 
by which the actual market segments could or should be distinguished. The 
continuously changing composition of the group of inner city users offers little chance 
of clearly defining the actual differentiation. 
This leads us to rely on some subjective criteria, which are obviously very difficult 
to trace; the use of objective criteria such as age, income, educational level, place of 
residence and motives of visits, tends to be easier to apply in this matter (Ashworth, 
De Haan, 1986 -b). All variables mentioned above result in typical life-style 
patterns, which could offer a more interesting basis for future tourism and recreation 
policies. Results of empirical research projects on this subject reveal the usefulness 
of "life-style" as a perspective on the tourism market (Jansen-Verbeke, Ten Have, 
1987). The concept of life-style can be operationalised by measuring activities, 
interests and opinions of users (= AIO) (Leeflang, Beukenkamp, 1981). 
One of the main objectives of developing a TRP is to respond to the individual demands 
and interests of tourists, which implies a great amount of flexibility in order to 
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ensure the availability of a highly diversified set of touristic elements. 
Trends towards the individualisation of life-styles, especially with reference to 
leisure activities, certainly do not make it easier to indicate recognisable market 
segments of users. Market segmentation, with reference to the appreciation of the 
different user groups, indicated as the "benefit segmentation", demands a thorough 
knowledge of the different appreciation of urban recreation and tourism resources. 
Benefit segmentation stands for "the grouping of respondents on the basis of the 
importance they attach to certain combinations of rational, sensory and emotional 
benefits expected from the products" (Dhalla, Mahatoo, 1976, p.36). 
In conclusion, there still is a major challenge for scientific research in detecting the 
AIO clusters (Activities, Interest, Opinions) amongst inner city visitors, tourists or 
recreationalists. The possibility of actually identifying clusters of preferences 
amongst inner city users, based on their activities and their priorities in the choice 
for an urban leisure environment, remains very questionable. The risk that this 
experiment would again lead to introducing measurable variables such as age, income 
and eductional level is high. 
Several attempts however, have been made to categorise the population into a relevant 
typology based on the amount of income and of free time they have at their disposal 
(Lakatos, van Kralingen, 1986). In spite of the usefulness of such an exercise in 
gaining some insight into the market structure, the application of such a typology, 
along with other examples of categorisation, fails to consider the most important 
social group, namely the average Dutch tourist or recreationalist with "some" money 
and in general, a rather high level of education, an increasing amount of leisure time 
and, above all, with a critical attitude to his/her search for diversified recreation 
(Velu, 1986). Such a view of our society hardly offers a perspective from which to 
further identify market fragments. Contrary to the current stereotype approach to 
market segments, an argument for research on AIO clusters is put forward, which 
could allow for a more realistic view on activities, interests and opinions of different 
user groups. 
This means looking for a response to questions such as "Which elements of the TRP are 
of importance to the life-style pattern of young urban professionals (yuppies), 
manifesting their specific attitude towards comsumption, their cultural snobbism and 
their social behaviour amongst their peers?" Their activity pattern is based on 
common interests and, implicitly, also on their social values. A further interpretation 
of their life-style yields a better insight into a specific market demand in relation to 
the elements of the TRP. From this example it can be concluded that the importance of 
the separate elements of the TRP can be further analysed in the context of distinct 
life-style patterns. 
An other example could be the one of the "lost generation" of young unemployed with an 
educational background, a demand for cultural facilities, without money and with a 
great need for social contacts and a lack of formality. Although this group is using the 
inner city as a leisure environment to a growing extent, it is seldom considered to be 
an interesting market segment. 
A recent study of Broekman (1986) revealed the importance of another forgotten 
market group, the 39-plussers, not in the first place with reference to the age factor, 
but to the typical life style patterns developed in this stage of life. In fact, research 
about market segments with reference to life-style groups has only started very 
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recently. The results of such market studies could be most relevant in the process of 
developing urban policies in recreation and tourism. 
In this context, interesting market segments are often defined in terms of their 
potential contribution to commercial facilities. Actually this is a primary incentive 
for the present marketing approach. 
5 . The Limited Role of Entrepreneurs in Relation to the TRP 
The way marketing concepts have been discussed so far could raise the suggestion that 
the only producer of the product could be the local authority. Looking at the TRP from 
an integrational point of view, local authorities are indeed holding a keyposition. The 
composition of the product, as defined above, includes a variety of elements which 
eventually explain the involvement of different entrepreneurs in the private sector. 
On the level of the elements, the entrepreneur is in fact responsible for product 
development, for the price of the product and for its promotion. The actual role of 
small and medium-sized enterprises in the development of urban recreation and 
tourism facilities has been demonstrated by Hendriks and Onderwater (1985), 
indicating how local entrepreneurs, whether shopkeepers, landlords or organisers of 
events, are applying a marketing approach. 
Their initiatives and creativity together with their organisational approach and, not 
in the least, their alert reactions to changing demands are certainly of the utmost 
importance in obtaining an attractive product to engage in a successful promotion 
campaign. The most important aspect of the entrepreneurs' involvement lies within 
product improvement by small-scale achievements. 
Nevertheless, the commercial tourism sector and, to some extent also the recreational 
sector, have their main concern In their own enterprises. The problem is that the 
decision-makers in the commercial sector are not brimming over with new ideas and 
creativity and tend to have a very narrow and biased view on the field (Bontenbal, 
1986, p.4). 
According to the experience of the regional tourist boards, the involvement of local 
entrepreneurs is characterised by several constraints, such as traditional ways of 
promotion, distributing leaflets and brochures without any kind of market research 
and furthermore a serious lack of coordination in their promotion activities. 
Nevertheless, this rather pessimistic view can be contradicted by some recent 
initiatives in collaboration between entrepreneurs, in which the tourist board 
organisations are playing a most important role (V.V.V. Arnhem, 1987). 
When looking at the role of local entrepreneurs in the perspective of product 
enlargement, it must be stated that, primarily, the necessary conditions for further 
investment need to be established. New initiatives in this line are: expanding hotel 
capacity, increasing the number of moorings for boats, offering new tourist 
attractions and creating more recreational facilities. 
The responsibility for establishing the necessary conditions lies, however, primarily 
with the local authority. On the other hand, it also happens that plans and initiatives 
for product enlargement, conceived by the local authorities, are still waiting for 
investors. 
In the process of image building amongst the actual visitors group, the local 
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entrepreneurs undeniably play a major role in terms of the quality of the product, 
hospitality, friendly service, etc. This is seen as the most efficient way of promotion 
for a TRP. All the arguments for a common marketing approach lead toward intensive 
collaboration between local authorities and local entrepeneurs. This process induces a 
reinforcement of the local product environment. 
The environmental dimension, in relation to the TRP, refers to the spatial and 
functional integration of the different elements of the TRP. Examples of this can be 
found in inner cities where primary elements of the TRP are clustered in the 
historical core area, whereas the secondary elements of the TRP (pubs, shops, 
services, etc) are located peripherically, for instance in a modern shopping centre. 
The spatial distribution of the TRP elements in the inner city of Utrecht would be a 
good example. On a smaller scale the same problem is demonstrated in other inner 
cities, such as for instance in Middelburg. By an efficient spatial planning the 
connections between both clusters, the historical core and the commercial cluster can 
be improved. 
On the other hand, there are also examples where the primary elements of the TRP, in 
this case the major tourist attractions, are situated rather peripherically to the 
historical urban core. As a consequence, the latter area is insufficiently integrated 
into the tourism function of the town. The spatial pattern of the TRP Arnhem, and to 
some extent also of Nijmegen, can be quoted as examples. In both cases, the search for 
a spatial reorganisation is essential to the improvement of the integration between 
primary and secondary elements in order to strengthen the position of the total TRP. 
Functional integration means that a more efficient use can be made of the fact that 
different tourism elements attract a common public. To this purpose, a marketing 
view on different user groups cannot be left out. Ideas about spatial and functional 
integration of tourism and recreational elements resulted in a discussion on the 
formation of tourism recreation complexes. A previous research project dealing with 
spatial clustering of tourism and recreational elements in Amsterdam can serve as a 
reference (De Pater, Thissen, 1984). 
An example of such a cluster would be the "Leidse Plein" in Amsterdam, where a 
spatial combination of tourism and recreation facilities presumably results in a 
degree of attraction larger than the sum of the attraction of each element of the TRP 
separately. Formerly, in the English language literature, this idea was referred to by 
the concept of "recreational business districts". The basic idea is one of association, of 
the interconnection of facilities, uses and users, which leads to the identification of 
spatial clusters of tourism and recreational elements. By their actual spatial location 
they can reinforce their attraction. 
It is a primary concern of planning to evaluate the relationship of these elements with 
the other urban functions. The idea of "nestling" has been discussed recently 
(Schravendeel, Thissen, 1986). The high degree of interconnection of elements in the 
multifunctional urban system also implies that reinforcement or development of one 
of the elements can bring about a changing balance in the entire urban system. 
The concept of a tourism recreation complex, indicating the spatial and functional 
interconnection of elements, can equally be applied to small-scale areas within the 
inner city. An example of a small-scale complex in the inner city could be the 
combination of a historical monument, such as a cathedral, a public garden, a 
pavement café and a parking area. The primary element of the TRP, in this case, is the 
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cathedral. The attractive green setting in which it might be located can be considered 
as a secondary element, just as the pavement café; both elements add to the 
attractiveness of the spot. A vital condition, of course, is the accessibility of the site 
for which parking facilities are essential. 
The possible contribution of entrepreneurs to a greater integration of elements and 
thus to the formation of more tourism recreation complexes in the inner city needs to 
be underlined. As a rule ,the role of local authorities is restricted to establishing the 
suitable conditions. 
Changing the spatial and organisational conditions within the existing urban texture 
depends on how flexible the spatial structure is. Spatial planning, intended to create 
or to reinforce the functioning of tourism recreation clusters, assumes the relevance 
of spatial dimensions in the use and in the appreciation of the TRP, which should be 
more than the sum of the constituent elements. 
6 . Obstacles to the Marketing Approach of Local Authorities 
In the first place a marketing approach to urban recreation and tourism would seem to 
be relevant to the role of local authorities. This first exploration into the field can be 
concluded with an evaluation of the applicability of marketing concepts on the one 
hand, and an appreciation of the obstacles on the other. The emphasis on the role of the 
local authorities can be argued by the fact that they carry the main responsibility in 
establishing the necessary conditions and for developing a strategic view on urban 
recreation and tourism. Throughout this discussion, an integrative approach to the 
field has been proposed, although this is not so evident within the current sectoral 
structure of the political and governmental framework (Jansen-Verbeke, 1985-a). 
The real challenge is to adapt the present sectoral policy lines and management 
approaches to an integrated tourism strategy. 
The marketing-mix of urban recreation and tourism leads to distinguishing at least 








The advantages and even the necessity of obtaining a consensus about the definition of 
the offered product has previously been demonstrated (Goodall, 1985). The main 
problem with reference to this aspect of the marketing approach, is the current 
sectoral structure of the local authority and organisation. 
This organisational structure leads towards a rather narrow definition of the TRP, 
inspired by the actual responsibility and activities division among distinct 
departments. Furthermore, the identification of the TRP, mainly taking into account 
the characteristics of the local situation without seriously considering the external 
context, can be seen to be a serious handicap. 
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This fact requires a greater involvement of regional and provincial authorities and of 
regional tourist boards. Tracing the relevant external factors of the TRP constitutes a 
major challenge for researchers in the field (Jansen-Verbeke, 1987). The latter 
could result in a greater flexibility in policy-making, taking more advantage of 
current social developments and changing demands, an objective which is inherent to 
the chosen marketing approach. When referring to the investments required to bring a 
product on the market, to guarantee its quality or to diversify by a greater quantity of 
elements, the price aspect of the product is an obstacle for local authority planning as 
well. A major problem is the fact that tourist expenditure is to a large extent directly 
contributing to the commercial sector (the secondary elements of the TRP), leaving 
the primary elements of the TRP as a public responsibility. 
The tasks of local authorities in relation to this marketing process are twofold; 
investments in the urban tourism infrastructure and total or partial responsibility 
for the creation and/or upkeep of urban facilities. In addition, the financial support to 
the tourist boards and their promotion activities is also, to a great extent, a task for 
local authorities. The trend towards more experiments in partnership between the 
private and the public sector is one of the future issues. 
As a rule, the private sector invests as much as 20% of the cost price of a finished 
product in the marketing of it (including advertising and promotion), which is far 
more than the 5 % invested by the public sector. Against the background of reduced 
public budgets, an increase in public investment for the TRP is hardly to be expected. 
This constraint is also reflected in the following problem, being the municipal staff 
itself. In the first place, the number of municipal staff members involved with the 
development of recreation and tourism is limited. Especially in smaller and 
middle-sized cities, a relatively small amount of working time is spent on the 
development of tourism and recreation plans. In addition to this shortage of staff, 
Borchert (1986) drew attention to the lack of a professional background from which 
to enter efficiently into this marketing experiment with the local TRP. 
Frequently, the local political climate can be regarded as an additional obstacle in the 
development of a local tourism and recreation policy, although this aspect has had 
very little comment so far. The political interest in recreation, and to a lesser extent 
in tourism, tends to be limited (Dekker, Janssen, 1985). A growing awareness of the 
importance of urban recreation and tourism resources is likely to bring some 
political changes. Signs of this changing climate are in the first place given on the 
national government level. The economic inspiration of the recent report on national 
tourism policy (1985) has left its mark and was even an incentive for actions such as 
the provincial "Tourism Recreation Plans." 
The introduction of spearhead policies, awaiting further realisation on the local scale, 
proved to be a real challenge for local tourism managers and policy-makers. The 
political game of balancing recreation matters as a social welfare issue against 
tourism as an economic issue, is now mainly played on the local level. As a 
consequence, the political setting of the decision-making process about local tourism 
and recreation developments can be seen to be a structural problem. 
The "place" of the local TRP equally is a problem which local authority planners 
should be dealing with. The regional situation of the town is in many ways the external 
context in which the development of a local TRP is to be seen, because in a 
geographical as well as in functional terms the local TRP is part of a regional system. 
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The necessity of attempting an intensive collaboration on the regional scale level is 
now experienced as a constraint but could in the long run, very well be a point of 
strength in the development of a local TRP. A stronger accent on the regional context of 
the TRP is a guarantee of a realistic appreciation of the regional role of the TRP. By 
these means, the roles of regional authorities and of provincial services are 
forwarded 
Promotion of the local TRP can probably be seen as a major obstacle in municipal 
planning for tourism and recreation In fact, the promotion task proves to be all 
encompassing The problem on the local scale is not a shortage of initiatives or lack of 
entrepreneurial skills in the first place, but rather a lack of experience among local 
authority staff with the marketing of recreation and tourism resources. Their role as 
a promoter of the local TRP goes far beyond the experiment of issuing an attractive 
brochure or launching an original slogan Part of this promotion task consists of the 
presentation of the product How and to whom should the inner city be promoted as a 
tourism place or as a recreational environment7 
This problem is very closely related to all the previous obstacles mentioned This 
brief review of the possible obstacles on the local authorities' level yields a somewhat 
pessimistic assessment of the present situation, regarding the development of tourism 
and recreation policies for the inner city. The most prevalent question about 
long-term issues remains largely unanswered. This contradicts with the assumed 
ambition of planning strategically for the future of urban recreation and tourism and 
with the proposed marketing approach to this field. 
This first exploration of the implications of a marketing approach leads to the 
conclusion that the marketing of urban recreation and tourism is nothing less than a 
password for entering a new experimental field 
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Chapter 3. The Leisure Function of Inner Cities from an 
"Actor-centred" Approach 
3.1. Recreational Behaviour and Attitude of Inner City Dwellers; 
Some Issues of a Case Study 
article from Tijdschrift van de Belgische Vereniging voor 
Aardrijkskundige Studies. 1986,2, pp. 239-259. 
3.2. Women, Leisure and Shopping 
article from Leisure Studies. 1987,6, pp.71-86. 
3.3. The Inner City as a Leisure Environment for the 
Schoolpopulation from Leisure Studies Association. Conference 
Papers Series: Leisure and Youth. 1986,17, pp 2.1.3.-2.1.23. 
3.4. Sunday in the Inner City; a Day of Leisure? 
translation of : Zondag, een Verloren Dag voor het Binnenstedelijk 
Toerisme? 
article from Recreatie en Toerisme. 1987,10, pp. 414-418. 
3.5. Profiles of Inner City Visitors: Some Issues of Case Studies in 
medium-sized Dutch Towns 
summary of Profielen van Binnenstadsbezoekers. Een Analyse van 
Persoonskenmerken en Bestedingen van Bezoekersgroepen in 
de Binnensteden van Deventer, Kampen, Zwolle. 
Jansen-Verbeke, M., J. Ten Have,1987. Werkgroep Recreatie 
en Toerisme. K.U.Nijmegen 
"Perhaps research from new angles could give our 
conception of rationality a richer meaning by 
placing people rather than things at the centre 
of attention." 
T.Hâgerstrand>(1984) 
in "Escapes from the cages of routines, 
observations of human paths, projects and 
personal scripts." p. 18. 
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3.1 Recreational Behaviour and Attitude of Inner City Dwellers; 
Some Issues of a Case Study 
1. Introduction 
Research about the role of inner cities as a place to spent the free time, is based on the 
combination of two conceptual approaches. The first one is an actor-centred approach, 
analysing the meaning of the inner city environment from an actor's point of view, the 
second one, often indicated as the system-aproach, is mainly interested in the urban 
structure and its leisure function (De Pater, Thissen, 1985). The complexity of the 
"function" concept, subject of urban geographic research for a long time, has been 
focused again, now against the background of locational and functional dynamics in the 
urban system (Buursink,1986). The leisure function concept as applied in this 
context, refers to the spatial clustering of facilities and environmental 
characteristics in the urban area, which are supposed to offer possibilities for free 
time activities (supply side) and to the users of these leisure resources (the 
demand-side). The interrelation of facilities and users implies the way in which 
resources are being used (Brower, Williamson, 1974). The elements and the 
resources, the user groups and their ways of using the facilities are determining the 
meaning of the leisure function (Ashworth, 1986). 
In this discussion an actor-centred approach has been chosen. This implies a 
discussion of the leisure function from a users' point of view (Gardansky, 1977). The 
differentiation of leisure behaviour and appreciation of the leisure facilities offered, 
leads to a clear distinction between groups of users and, consequently, also of ways of 
using the inner city as a leisure environment. The most obvious groups to be 
distinguished are inner city residents and the miscellaneous group of inner city 
visitors.The latter group includes tourists, recreationalists, shopping visitors, 
working population, occasional visitors as well as the school population. Depending on 
the motive(s) for their visit, the leisure function of the inner city can have a 
different meaning for each of them and lead to different behaviour patterns and 
different appreciation of the facilities offered (Jansen-Verbeke, 1982). 
The research work presented here is focused on the relatively small group of inner 
city dwellers, their participation in outdoor recreational activities and their attitude 
towards the implications of living in a "lively" environment (Jansen-Verbeke, 
1981). The discussion is based on the results of an empirical case study in the inner 
city of 's Hertogenbosch, where 342 inner city dwellers were questioned about their 
recreational behaviour pattern and their attitude towards their residential 
environment. 
The total population of the inner city of 's Hertogenbosch is only 7500 (in 1980), so 
that the sample of respondents (N=342) can be considered to be representative for 
the total population. A stratification according to specific characteristics, such as sex, 
age, religion, type of household, socio-economic classes and educational level was not 
possible for methodological reasons and is therefore included as variables in the 
following analysis. A spatial sampling according to grids and to the density of 
households per grid was attempted in order to obtain a sample of respondents which 
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could be representative for the different neighbourhoods in the inner city. However, 
the unequal dispersion of non-response led to a biased dispersion pattern of 
respondents over the inner city (Fig.1). 
The inner city of 's Hertogenbosch is characterised by its historical heritage, its 
small scale urban morphology, its lively tradition as a regional centre and as an 
attractive place for an evening out, although traditionally not considered as a typical 
tourist place. 
Similar to many other historical inner cities, this town offers a high concentration of 
recreational and cultural facilities (Ashworth & de Haan, 1985). The location pattern 
of these facilities, as shown in fig.2 (Recreation facilities in the inner city of 's 
Hertogenbosch) indicates the importance of the main market square and its immediate 
surroundings and the linear pattern along the traditional entrance axes. The fact that a 
spatial mixture of several different functions in the historical core area is still very 
typical for many medium-sized cities in Western Europe, allows for some 
generalisations of the results obtained by this case study (Ashworth, 1985). 
2. Short Briefing on the Methodological Approach 
This exploration into the recreational behaviour of inner city residents includes 
an analysis of participation scores in different recreational activities in 
relation to the personal characteristics of respondents. 
an analysis of attitudes towards their residential environment, equally in 
relation to the personal characteristics of respondents. 
The interrelationship between participation and attitude leads towards a typology of 
inner city dwellers, inspired by a model previously introduced by Heinemeyer 
(1966) and applied in a survey amongst urban dwellers in Amsterdam (van 
Engelsdorp Gastelaars, 1980). This conceptual model used as a hypothetical 
framework for this analysis, proposes a distinction between four types of inner city 
dwellers: Urban Enjoyers, Urban Users, Urban Sympathisers and Urban Abstainers. 
The definition of each type will result from the analysis of participation scores and 
attitudes, both seen in relation to the personal characteristics of respondents (Fig.3) 
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Fig.1. Dispersion Pattern of Respondents 
in the Inner City of 's Hertogenbosch 
N=342 
Respondents per Grid ( 100m χ 100m ] 
Source: Survey 's Hertogenbosch -1981 
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Fig.2 Recreation facilities in the inner city of 's Hertogenbosch. 
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This conceptual approach implies a discussion on the positive experiences of living in 
the inner city, with easy access to a variety of leisure facilities and the negative 
experiences of coping daily with the inconveniences of environmental "pollution" such 
as noise, vandalism, social unsafely, etc. The most important issue of this project is, 
therefore, to make a balance between the participation scores in recreational 
activities on the one hand and the attitude scores towards possible inconveniences on 
the other. Scale measurement techniques have been used to identify the variation in 
attitudes of respondents towards a number of apparently different statements. 
Furthermore, the presence of a possible conflict situation has been analysed leading to 
a scale of acceptance of leisure facilities in the residential environment. This aspect of 
the inner city leisure function needs to be analysed thoroughly in order to evaluate the 
social implications for the different groups of inner city dwellers. The 
above-mentioned typology proves to be most usefull when looking at conflict 
situations between the residential and the leisure function of inner cities. Far too 
often, economic arguments for further promotion of the leisure function are 
considered to be predominant for future recreational and tourist development plans, 
which often implies a prior interest in city-visitors (Jansen-Verbeke, 1986-c). 
Social issues of physical planning and especially the concern about the living situation 
of inner city dwellers concerned with the leisure function of inner cities, however, 
should not be omitted when stipulating a local leisure policy (Karstens,1981). With 
this argument in mind, the inner city dwellers and their attitudes are focused upon in 
this article. 
3. Participation Scores in Recreational Activities of Inner City 
Dwellers 
The results of this survey dealing with the recreational behaviour pattern of inner 
city dwellers can be only briefly commented upon in the context of this paper. A 
number of summarizing tables will be included in order to evaluate some of the 
results. The list of recreational activities results from the spontaneous reactions of 
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the respondents and allows us to draw conclusions about the importance of walking, 
shopping and window-shopping as major urban recreational activities ; a majority of 
inner city dwellers participates frequently in these recreational activities. Urban 
recreational facilities such as restaurants, pubs and other food establishments are 
less frequently mentioned by this group of inner city dwellers and tend to be rather 
the pattern of a "once in a while, evening out". (Table 1: Participation scores in 
outdoor recreational activities of inner city dwellers.) 
These results could lead to the identification of certain behavioural types according to 
the kind of recreational activities engaged in and the frequency of these activities. 
Multidimensional matrices have been analysed in order to reveal the most frequently 
combined activities, which can be summarized in five distinct clusters: 
1. Walking -shopping - window-shopping type; 
2. Cultural type (Theatre and museum visits); 
3. Pub and Cinema visitor; 
4. Sports activities and club membership type; 
5. Nightclub and disco visitor. 
Obviously, there is a certain degree of overlap possible between those types of activity 
patterns. Most of these recreational activities imply a strong dependency upon 
facilities offerered in the inner urban environment, with the exception of sports 
activities which often imply an orientation towards outer urban areas. 
One of the most interesting points of discussion would certainly be the relationship 
between participation scores and personal characteristics of respondents. The 
variables included for this purpose are age, educational level, income and professional 
class, religious background, place of birth, type of residence, garden ownership, 
family status and sex. It would lead to an elaborate discussion when going into details 
about the results of this analysis. Only a selection of some relevant conclusions can be 
included here. 
The interesting difference between the participation scores of men and women, and of 
the different age groups is illustrated by table 2. 
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Table 1 Participation Scores In Outdoor Recreational Activities of 
Inner City Dwellers ( N = 342) 
Frequency in % of N 
average 
participation weekly monthly occasionally 





Patronising a pub 
Theatre visits 
Other food establishments 
Library visits 
Museum, Art Gallery 
Sports activities 
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Table 2 Participation Scores In Outdoor Recreational Activities 
according to sex and age-groups of respondents 
Recreational activities 





Patronising a pub 
Theatre visit 
Other food establishments 
Library visit 
Museum, Art Gallery 
Sports Activities 
















































































































The overall participation score in recreational activities of men and women may not 
be strikingly different, but participation scores in distinct activities certainly reveal 
a different recreational behaviour pattern (Jansen- Verbeke, 1987). Walking and 
shopping, visits to theatre and library are the only activities in which women are 
relatively more engaged than men, the overall participation score of male respondents 
being higher than that of the female. This is merely an indication of the diversification 
in the leisure activities mentioned. 
Differentiation in participation scores is, to a large extent, related to the age factor. 
The younger group of inner city dwellers (younger than 25) is apparently the most 
active group when referring to their participation in recreational activities (Jansen-
Verbeke, 1986 a). The overall participation score (P.S.) being 41.3, this subgroup 
has a P.S. of 50.8, which is above average in almost all activities, with the exception 
of museum visits, organised social activities and club activities. This type of social 
activities seems to be more attractive for inner city dwellers above the age of 50. 
In general, it can be concluded that participation in recreational activities tends to be 
inversely proportional to age. This refers only to the number of recreational 
activities engaged in and the frequencies of these activities, but it does not reveal 
anything about the actual amount of time spent on recreational activities, nor about 
the intrinsic value attached to these activities. 
Participation scores in recreational activities according to the personal 
characteristics of respondents could lead to an interesting and elaborate discussion. 
The most relevant conclusions can be drawn from a summarizing table. 
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in the order of the degree of differentiation in the participation scores. 
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The differentiation of participation scores, as seen in table 3, gives a clear indication 
about the respondent groups who actually participate frequently in the leisure 
facilities offered by this inner urban environment and those groups who only 
participate with low or very low scores. 
These results constitute the first dimension proposed in the typology of inner city 
dwellers (Fig.3). Respondents belonging to the groups with participation scores, 
higher than the average score are further indicated as urban enjoyers and urban 
users, whereas low participation scores are found amongst urban sympathisers and 
urban abstainers. This first dimension of the typology only refers to the use made of 
recreational facilities in the inner urban environment. 
4. Some Comments on Attitude Measurements 
The second dimension included in the model, being the attitude of respondents towards 
their residential environment, leads to a further identificiation of those types of inner 
city dwellers. Scale techniques have been applied in order to measure the attitude of 
respondents towards the advantages and disadvantages of their residential environment 
with regard to facilities for leisure activities. 
The answers given on four different statements allow for a distinction in three types 
of respondents: respondents with a possitive attitude, a negative attitude and an 
indifferent attitude. The statements include a gradation from highly positive to highly 
negative. The results of the reactions to these statements are summarised in table 4. 
1. Highly positive attitude : "The inner city offers a lot of leisure facilities, 
(POSATTI) I wouldn't want to live elsewhere" 
2 Moderately positive attitude "The facilities offered, compensate for possible 
(MATIGAT) nuisance" 
3. Negative attitude "Nuisance is considerable, I can't profit from the 
(NEGATI) facilities offered" 
4 Highly negative attitude "Nuisance can't be accepted, I want to move" 
(SNEGATI) 
The average attitude of respondents tends to be positive, which is to some extent 
related to the fact of respondents being confronted with rather extreme statements. 
Another difficulty with the interpretation of these results is the assumption that there 
is a certain degree of freedom of choice concerning the place of residence. This is 
obviously not true for all respondents and their degree of acceptance is very much 
related to their motives of living in an inner city neighbourhood and to their 
professional and economic links with the place at all. The simplification of the 
statements dealing with such a complex experience of living in the inner city can only 
lead to a rough distinction ¡n attitude groups. 
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Table 4 Results of Attitude Measurements among Respondents 








59 6 % 
disagree 
78 1 % 
disagree 
disagree 
39 8 % 
disagree 
28 4 % 
agree 
10 2 % 
agree 




81.9 % 9 . 1 % 9 . 1 % 
Average 67 % 22 % 11 % 
The results of this analysis allowed for a further discussion on the elements which are 
actually experienced as a nuisance in the residential environment. In the order of 
importance, the following kinds of nuisance were mentioned by the respondents : 
1. Noise disturbance; 





All these aspects of nuisance cause frequent or permanent inconveniences for inner 
city dwellers: their residential environment being the place where daily, large 
numbers of people are present for a variety of motives. 
In the situation of a small-scale inner city, such as is the case in 's Hertogenbosch, 
there is indeed a spatial concentration of such effects disturbing the quality of the 
residential environment. A scale of acceptance has been established, based on the 
degree of objection against specific facilities, showing a clear distinction between 
environment-friendly facilities and on the other end of the scale the environment-



















Fig.4. Scale of Recreational Facilities According to Their 
"Environment-Friendliness" 
Obviously, the nuisance about which respondents are complaining is directly related 
to the way in which these facilities are being used, the kind of visitors involved and 
last but not least the time of visit. There is indeed a strong relationship between the 
kind of facilities they object against and the degree of nuisance they encounter. 
Remarkably though, the most outspoken objections are registered against sexclubs, 
nightclubs and discos, whereas the actual inconvenience caused by the presence of 
pubs is far more important. 
This could lead to the interpretation that the degree of acceptance cannot be solely 
explained by actual inconveniences, but is largely differentiated by the degree of 
tolerance towards a specific activity and towards the type of visitors. Furthermore, 
the degree of inconveniences is very much dependent on the actual dispersion pattern 
of facilities. As shown in fig.5 "Dispersion of Respondents with Complaints about 
Inconveniences", the problem is indeed spread over the inner city. The relation with 
the dispersion pattern of Horeca becomes even more clear when comparing with fig.6 
"Dispersion Pattern of Horeca per Grid". Not only the location factor is important, but 
also the fact that the attitude of\respondents is strongly related to the personal 
characteristics (Table 5). The different attitude types prove to be strongly related to 
personal characterictics of respondents. The positive attitude is more likely to be 
found amongst the inhabitants older than 50, respondents without a religious 
conviction, the local population, the families without children or with older children. 
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Flg.5 Dispersion of respondents with complaints (N=204) 
Inner city of 's Hertogenbosch 
per Grid 
Orids where all respondents mentioned complaints 
Grids with respondents with complaints 
Source Survey 's Herlogenbosch 1981 
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Flg.6. Dispersion Pattern of " Horeca" In the Inner City of 
's Hertogenbosch 
Number of Horeca Facilities per Grid 
Source Survey '3 Hertogenbosch -1981 
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Table 5. Attitude In Relation to Personal Characteristics of 
Respondents 
personal * ove rrep resented amongst the subgroups with a 
characteristics positive indifferent negative 
attitude attitude attitude 
1. Sex 
Male 
Female * * 
2 Age 
< 25 
25 < 50 
50 < 65 
> 65 
3 Religious background 
Roman Catholics 
Other religions * 
No religion 
4 Place of birth 
Locals 
Immigrants * * 
5 Family situation 
single persons * 
families without children * 
families with children > 12 * 
families with children < 12 * 
6 Professional Class 
lower * * 
middle * 
higher 
no profession * 
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tending towards a more positive attitude than the less well-off ones. 
An Interesting conclusion of this analyis is the identification of the 
repondents. Those are more frequently found amongst the middle-age 
immigrated population,the families with younger children and 
socio-economic groups. Without pretending that there ¡s a causal relationsh 
these personal characteristics and the attitudes displayed, the results of th 
give a first indication. Furthermore, there Is a strong clustering in the 
groups respectively belonging to the positive, negative or indifferent attitu 
The main purpose of this research project is to reveal the interrelationsh 
participation scores in recreational activities and attitudes towards th 
environment. 
5. A Typology of the Inner City Dwellers: Participation and Attitude 
As indicated by fig.3, the interaction of two dimensions, the participation 
the one hand and the attitude on the other, can lead to a further identifica 
types of inner city dwellers (Fig.7). 
Degree of Participation High 
urban enjoyers 
high professional class 
high educational level 
high income class 
middle educational level 
families without children 
men 
posit ive 





without a profession 
middle-high income class 
flat residents 
55 < 65 years old 
families with older children 
urban users 





lower income cl 
negat ive 
a t t i t u d e 
urban abstal 
families with yo 
house-resident; 
lower education 
middle income < 
middle professi! 
female respondí 
Degree of Participation Low 
Fig.7. Typology of Inner City Dwellers According to Partici 
Scores and Attitude 
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Urban enjoyers: inner city dwellers participating actively in leisure 
facilities offered by this specific inner urban environment and displaying a 
positive attitude towards the liveliness of it. The chances are high of finding 
this type more frequently amongst the socio-economically better-off city 
dwellers, respondents in a family situation without children and among male 
respondents. 
Urban users: inner city dwellers intensively using the leisure facilities 
offerered by this specific urban environment, but to which they display a 
negative or rather indifferent attitude. This type seems to coincide to a large 
extent with younger residents, single persons and immigrants. This 
description applies to the "new type" of urban resident which is considered 
to be trendsetting for the inner city population nowadays. 
Urban sympathisers: mostly inner city dwellers characterised by an 
explicitely positive attitude, although they do not actively participate in the 
recreational facilities offered by this environment. This type applies mainly to 
the older inner city residents, flat residents and also to respondents with older 
children. 
Urban abstainers: inner city dwellers who hardly participate in the 
recreational facilities offered in their residential environment and, above all, 
display an indifferent or negative attitude towards this environment. This first 
of all applies to respondents in a family situation with younger children, 
respondents belonging to the lower-middle and lower socio-economical classes. 
Amongst this group there are also relatively more female respondents. 
6. Some Conclusions; 
The inner city as a Leisure Environment for Inner City dwellers 
The results of this survey point out the importance of the inner city environment as a 
"leisure setting" for the urban residents, rather than as an activity place. Walking, 
window -shopping and shopping in the urban centre are the most frequently mentioned 
types of leisure activity. Less frequently and limited lo a smaller group of 
participants, visits to restaurants, cinemas and pubs need to be mentioned as 
recreational resources of this specific environment (Smith, 1983). 
The younger age groups in particular prove to be active in this type of leisure. 
Although the inner city environment has a lot to offer in the cultural recreational 
sector, the participation is rather limited to specific groups of inner city dwellers 
and refers to a recreational behaviour with a rather incidental character. The 
threshold of cultural recreation is still very important and can probably be explained 
by factors of personal interest as well as by socio-economic barriers (Stamps, 
Stamps, 1985). The demand for more sports facilities among several groups of inner 
city residents can not be easily met in these densely built-up central areas and 
therefore implies a certain degree of mobility, which is in some ways another barrier 
for many.lt is interesting to mention the importance of social and club activities as 
leisure activities, a pattern of leisure behaviour which is fairly common amongst 
middle-aged and older inner city dwellers. 
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Urban recreation is often seen as a concentration of amusement, such as discos, 
nightclubs and sexclubs. According to the participation of inner city dwellers, this 
sector is hardly relevant to them and above all a source of complaints. As can be 
concluded from the attitudes of inner city residents there is a latent conflict situation. 
Sometimes the limits of acceptance have been reached and objections are explicitly 
being demonstrated. Recreational facilities such as nightclubs, discos and sexclubs are 
the main subjects of objections, although the actual nuisance caused by pubs and to 
some extent by restaurants and other food establishments seems to be far more 
important. But it needs to be mentioned that this conflict situation is concentrated into 
specific areas in the inner city and, therefore, affects only a limited part of the inner 
city residential environment. 
The results dealing with the interaction of participation scores in recreational 
activities on the one hand, and attitudes towards the residential environment and its 
leisure function on the other, proved to be most relevant for the present discussion in 
urban planning to balance the residential function and the leisure function of this 
specific inner urban environment (Jansen-Verbeke, 1985). 
Indeed, the social issues of stimulating the inner city environment as a leisure 
environment need to be balanced against the "livability" of this environment for the 
different groups of urban residents. There would be hardly any problem if the inner 
city residents all belonged to the group of "urban enjoyers", but these enjoyers 
constitute only a minority of the inner urban population. The discussion is far more 
difficult when looking at the situation of the group of "urban abstainers". 
They can scarcely be said to be enjoying the leisure facilities offered by this 
environment and furthermore, they have to cope with all the inconveniences of having 
this leisure function concentrated in their own residential surroundings (ELRA, 
1986). In the perspective of inner urban planning, a political choice needs to be made 
about the effects of stimulating the inner city leisure function in terms of creating 
new recreational and tourist facilities and promoting these on a large scale (de Boer, 
1986). An important question is whether this promotion policy can be combined with 
the present policy of stimulating the inner city as a residential environment, which is 
very much the case nowadays in the philosophy of "the compact city" (NRIT, 1986). 
As a consequence, an evaluation of economic merits of a touristic and recreational 
promotion of inner cities needs to be balanced against the values of an attractive urban 
residential environment. This discussion is most relevant in historical cities, 
especially in medium and smaller-scale cities, where the chances of an eventual 
conflict between a touristic and recreational function and the residential function are 
real. 
Many historical cities without an actual tourist tradition are increasingly becoming 
aware of their resources to attract more visitors and of the possible economic merits 
of such a promotion policy in terms of local income and employment 
(Jansen-Verbeke, 1986, d). The price of this promotion policy needs to be seen in 
terms of social issues as well, which implies the necessity of further empirical 
research in order to answer the question: Can a "lively" and attractive leisure 
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3.2. Women, Shopping and Leisure 
1. Introduction 
This research on the leisure function of central urban shopping areas is based on two 
main hypotheses: 
(i) "Shopping" can be considered to be a leisure activity, it being an activity 
engaged in by one's own free choice. This condition seems to be most 
relevant as an indication for the personal pursuit of leisure. Obviously, 
the degree of freedom remains a crucial point of discussion. 
(ii) "Shopping areas" and especially central urban shopping districts with 
their characteristic features, their morphological structure and diversity 
and their wide selection of facilities, can be considered as attractive 
places. The location of central urban shopping districts in the historical 
core area of the town adds an environmental attraction (Jansen-Verbeke, 
1985). Whether a longer or shorter stay in this specific environment is 
chosen can be an indication of its leisure function. 
Both hypotheses are strongly interrelated; shopping in an attractive and diversified 
environment can be the element that leads to a leisure experience when shopping. 
Environmental factors are thus supposed to contribute to the leisure meaning of a 
particular activity. This environmental approach, the possibilities and the 
limitations, will be discussed further in this article. 
The main question throughout the discussion will be about the difference between men 
and women when evaluating shopping as a leisure activity in a central urban shopping 
area (Kremer, Veen, 1984). The statement that shopping appeals more to women than 
to men seems common sense, yet there is little scientific support for it (Bowlky, 
1981) . 
Recently, the subject of "women's leisure" has led to intensive research, supported by 
emancipatory views of social scientists (Deem, 1982). Feminist geographers have 
written a long research agenda for the mid-1980s (Foord , Gregson, 1986), which at 
least opened a debate on the theoretical framework for future research in the field. 
Empirical research on women's inequality and gender roles is still very sporadic and 
often limited to certain issues. Investigation of leisure as an important part of 
women's daily life was inhibited by methodological and conceptual problems. Research 
attempts concerning the home based leisure pattern appear to be the main concern; it 
is after all the place where most women spent most of their "free" time I (Bialeschki, 
Henderson, 1984). Research dealing with the problem of nonparticipation in outdoor 
recreation goes further into the discussion of constraints (Henderson, 1984). 
Current leisure research is all too often characterized by the apriorism of 
researchers, an example of which is the frequent use of standard checklists of leisure 
activities in which one could or should participate. 
The individual leisure satisfaction resulting from particular activities is frequently 
ignored or, worse, satisfaction with other types of activity (those outside the standard 
list) hardly gets any attention. People-centred research could replace the previous 
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methodological approach to leisure and recreation, which was mainly concerned with 
location pattern, number of facilities, access, capacity etc. (Veal, 1986). This latter 
accent in research is probably one of the reasons that explains the lack of interest in 
shopping as a leisure activity. 
Furthermore, shopping is often seen by women as a legitimate activity, belonging to 
their gender role as housewives and therefore not necessarily experienced as a leisure 
activity. For many reasons, not further analysed in this context, shopping as a leisure 
activity for women could very well be an imposed and perhaps biased view of the 
research worker on the actual experience of shopping. 
2. Short Briefing on the Research Project 
The results of this exploration into the leisure function of shopping areas are limited 
in many ways. In the first place, the choice of an environmental approach leads to a 
somewhat narrow view into some of the factors playing a role in the leisure 
experience of shopping. 
Furthermore, the project was not primarily intended to reveal specific female 
attitudes concerning shopping. This is merely an attempt at a secondary interpretation 
of results already obtained. Several empirical surveys are referred to in this 
discussion (Jansen-Verbeke, 1981; Bellers, Ten Have, 1985, Jansen-Verbeke, Ten 
Have, 1986). The different surveys are based on questionnaires amongst visitors 
(male and female) in the central urban area and were intended to give some insight 
into environmental conditions, constraints and possibilities in the leisure experience 
of town visitors. 
Exploration of the urban leisure function, and especially the leisure function of the 
historical core area of the town, which usually contains the central shopping district, 
leads to the conclusion that shopping can be seen as one of the main motives for going 
to town. The shopping intention proved to be a rather complex motive, as it comprises 
simultaneously shopping whose purpose is to buy a particular good or goods, window 
shopping comparing goods on display, obtaining new ideas, and even just strolling 
around in the shopping area or the market (Kirkby, Holf, 1986). 
When trying to classify "shopping" as one activity, it is not easy to do justice to the 
complexity of the behavioural pattern involved. In the above description of shopping, 
everyday shopping has been omitted: the chances of this activity being experienced as a 
leisure activity proving to be very small indeed. 
A visit to the main shopping area for daily purchases is not really necessary since the 
qualitative level of suburban shopping areas is, in general, highly competitive with 
the shopping facilities in the main shopping centre. "Going into town" must be 
explained by an additional factor of attraction that accounts for the time and the 
financial investment involved in this trip from the home place. 
This brings us to a discussion of the characteristics of an attractive central shopping 
area, the leisure function being at least conditioned by an attractive environment. 
Innovative work has been done by Kuhn (1979) in trying to identify the elements of 
shopping areas which contribute to the leisure function of the specific environment of 
shopping streets. The conceptual approach of the present project was inspired by 
some of his results, which are briefly summarized as follows: 
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The leisure function of the central shopping area is conditioned by the attitude 
of visitors towards this specific environment and by participation in 
recreational facilities in the shopping area. 
Attitudes of visitors have been measured regarding the structural characteristics of 
the shopping area, such as: the presence of a pedestrian precinct and a street market; 
physical and morphological features, such as street decoration; and the historical 
character of street patterns, squares and the architecture itself. Attitudes concerning 
the characteristics of shopping facilities, such as variety and choice, quality and 
customer service in the shops must be distinguished from these more general attitudes 
about the area. What is meant by making use of recreational facilities has, in this 
case, been limited to patronizing of pubs, coffee shops,restaurants or outdoor cafés. 
Participation scores are based on frequencies of making use of these catering 
facilities. 
It goes without saying that attitude and participation scores of visitors will be 
strongly related to personal characteristics such as sex, age, family-status and 
socio-economic status. The indication of family status is based on two variables. Both 
the married or unmarried state and the fact of being tied to the home by children 
(under 13) were presumed to be relevant as personal constraints in relation to 
shopping. As to the socio-economic status, a classification into higher, middle and 
lower class groups has been made based on a combination of data about occupation and 
educational level. This should be completed by income data, presumably a most 
relevant factor in explaining the leisure meaning of shopping trips. However, it 
proved to be very difficult to obtain reliable answers- or even an answer at all -to 
this question. The variable "income" has therefor been omitted from the analysis. 
Furthermore, a distinction has been made between visitors with shopping as their 
prime motive and other visitors with a more complex pattern of reasons for being 
present in the central shopping area (Jansen-Verbeke, 1982). 
Attitudes about the shopping area, but also the habit of patronizing catering facilities, 
can be strongly related to the degree to which visitors are familiar with the place. As 
an indication of familiarity, the frequency of previous visits has been measured. 
Whenever shopping tends to have the character of a spree, a day out or a change from 
the daily routine, one would expect a longer stay in the shopping area. To this end the 
duration (or intended duration) of stay has also been included. 
With these research questions in mind, 674 respondents were included in the survey 
in the central shopping area of 's Hertogenbosch (Jansen-Verbeke, 1981). This 
historical town centre, comprising the main shopping area, was chosen as the location 
for this survey because it can be considered to be representative of many middle-sized 
towns in the Netherlands. In the analysis of responses, special attention has been paid 
to the attitudes and the participation scores of female visitors ( 49 % of the sample). 
In addition to the results of this survey, some brief comments can be made on the 
differences between male and female visitors questioned in the surveys carried out in 
the central shopping areas of Deventer, Kampen and Zwolle (Bellers, Ten 
Have,1985). These urban centres are in many ways comparable to the previous one, 
which allows for some generalisation of the results. 
A comprehensive discussion on differentiation in motives of visit, in attitudes and in 
actual behaviour can contribute to our interest: the leisure experience of women when 
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shopping in the centrai urban shopping area. 
3. Some Comments on the Survey in 's Hertogenbosch 
The results of the survey among visitors in the central shopping area of 's 
Hertogenbosch will be briefly commented upon. Whenever differences between male 
and female respondents proved to be relevant, they will be mentioned. 
Results of Attitude Measurements 
A number of physical characteristics of the shopping area have been evaluated by the 
respondents. In fact the general attitude tended to be rather positive (35% of the 
respondents). The most positively appreciated elements were shop windows, followed 
by the presence of outdoor cafés and street illumination. The most negative reaction 
concerned the absence of landscaping and plants, sitting areas and background music. 
In fact 3 1 % of respondents had a negative reaction towards these elements whereas 
34% expressed indifference. Indifference was most outspoken with regard to art 
objects in the shopping area. For these elements there was no significant difference 
between male and female visitors. 
The presence of an extended pedestrian precinct and a street/square market proved to 
be highly appreciated, significantly more by female than by male visitors. This can 
also be explained by the special attraction of street markets to female visitors.The 
market event seems to attract two distinct types of visitor: the customers actually 
buying goods and the visitor who is primarily enjoying the liveliness of the place, 
without being explicitly motivated to buy goods. The first type includes significantly 
more women than men (Dietvorst, van Dinieren, 1984). 
The attitude towards shops in the shopping area was even more sharply differentiated. 
The variety of shopping facilities was appreciated by 72% of the respondents, the 
quality of goods offered scored only 66%, while a friendly service from shop 
assistants was deemed frequently to be absent. The qualitative level of shopping 
facilities seems to be more important to the female visitors. Not only the 
differentiation between male and female attitudes, but also the relationship with other 
personal characteristics of respondents proved to be relevant. A summary of the 
differentiation in relation to the personal characteristics of respondents is shown in 
table 1. 
Participation scores 
The leisure experience of a shopping visit to the inner city was supposed to be 
supported by the possibility of patronizing one of the large number of pubs, 
restaurants, cafés and coffee shops located in this area. Due to circumstances 
(interviewing on a sunny day in May), the number of visits to an outdoor café might 
be slighty biased (35% of the respondents). 
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Table 1a. Attitude and Participation According to Personal 
Characteristics of Respondents 
Attitude towards Respondent groups 
with a positive 
attitude 
Répondent groups 
with a negative 
attitude 
Physical characteristics 





Above 45 year 
Family with children 
Above 45 years 
Middle socio economic 
Family without children 
35-45 
Middle socio-economic 
Family without children 
Men 
Higher and middle 
socio-economic 
Younger than 45 
Family without children 
Younger than 45 
Higher and lower 
socio-economic 
Family with children 
Younger than 25 
Higher and lower 
socio-economic 
Family with children 
Women 




Younger than 35 
Middle-lower socio-
economic 






Family with children 
Women 
* For the purposes of this study "children" are those under 13 year 
Generally speaking participation scores tended to be lower than expected 25 % 
frequently patronized a catering facility, 30 % occasionally, but as many as 45% of 
the interviewed visitors had never combined shopping with patronizing a pub or 
restaurant Women usually made less use of these facilities, but the most important 
difference was, in fact, the choice of establishment Not only are there differences 
between men and women in their participation scores, but these differences also 
appear to be due to other personal characteristics included in the analysis 
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Differentiation According to Personal Characteristics 
When looking for differences in attitude and participation between men and women, 
the results are rather disappointing. The combination with other personal 
characteristics such as age, family status and socio-economic status can lead to a more 
balanced interpretation of the results. The variables indicating personal 
characteristics led to the identification of sub-groups of which the attitude and 
participation scores have been analysed. 
The results of the attitude measurement enable two groups to be distinguished: those 
with a positive attitude toward the elements taken into consideration in the analysis 
and those with a rather negative attitude. The relationship of these attitudes to 
personal characteristics of respondents is summarized in the table 1. 
Participation scores (frequency of patronizing a food or drink establishment) lead 
equally to a distinction of two groups of respondents : those with a participation score 
above the average of the sample, and those with a score below average. By including 
the personal characteristics of respondents in the analysis, it thus becomes possible 
to identify more closely the relationship between attitudes, participation and personal 
characteristics of respondents. 
Summarizing the analysis of attitudes and participation scores in relation to personal 
characteristics of respondents, the socio-economic situation (as defined above) brings 
about the highest degree of differentiation in the respondents' answers, the lower and 
middle groups being, in general, more positive than the higher socio-economic 
groups. The family situation plays a role as well, especially the fact of having children 
under 13 at home or not. Visitors having children are more home-tied and have less 
opportunity to enjoy a shopping visit. The presence of children or any other person 
during the visit was not included as a variable in the analysis, although this could have 
led to some additional interpretation of shopping as a leisure experience. 
The difference between the age groups of respondents is more complex; the most 
positive groups are the respondents under 35 and the middle-aged group of 45-55. 
The above 55 age group seems to be more negative and the group between 35 and 45 
more critical in many ways. Although differences between men and women tend to be 
balanced throughout the attitude measurements, women are in general slightly more 
positive than men in their attitude towards the shopping area, but less positive 
regarding the shop characteristics. 
Additional Factors 
Some additional comments may be made on the distinction between visitors with 
shopping as their prime motive of visit and other visitors, the distinction according to 
duration of stay and the degree of familiarity with the shopping area. 
The most positive attitude and the highest participation scores were registered 
amongst the group of visitors being in town for motives other than shopping. In a way, 
this could contradict the hypothesis that shopping areas have a special leisure function 
for visitors with a specific shopping purpose. The fact that the sample contained a 
considerable number of working people, being present in the shopping area during 
lunchtime, could explain these results. 
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Indeed, the hypothesis that the leisure character of a shopping visit would find its 
expression through a longer stay has been confirmed by the results. Visitors staying 
longer than two hours tended to be more positive in their attitude than those who 
stayed for relatively shorter periods of time. This is a counterbalance, since the 
working population usually stays less timein the shopping area. Being familiar with 
the place can also be considered as a reason for a positive attitude, although such a 
conclusion could also be seriously questioned. 
Preliminary Conclusions 
The interpretation of these results may give some indication as to the characteristics 
of shopping areas contributing to the leisure function of this specific environment, 
and this in relation to a set of personal characteristics. The assumption that there 
would be a significant difference between male and female visitors was not so obvious 
in the results. Generalisation of this statement is certainly not possible. 
Understanding fully the leisure function of this environment would imply a further 
analysis of the leisure experience of shopping as an activity, for the different types of 
visitors. This question was not directly included in the questionnaires of these 
surveys. It could be that environmental conditions are of secondary importance to the 
leisure experience of shopping, which could, rather, be far more dependent on 
temporary circumstances, the actual company during the shopping visit, the weather 
conditions and a more complex pattern of motives for a visit to the shopping area. The 
possible impact of these factors has not been included in the analysis. 
The results of this case study allow for some preliminary conclusions on the 
characteristics of central shopping areas, which can be seen as conditions for an 
attractive environment. The interpretation that an attractive environment (for 
shopping) would be identical to a leisure environment depends on the possibility of 
identifying shopping as a leisure activity. This line of discussion can be continued by 
introducing some of the results obtained in other surveys. 
4. Some Comments on the Surveys in Deventer, Kampen, Zwolle 
The aim of these surveys was not only to study the leisure funclion of the central 
shopping area, but of the entire urban centre's different leisure resources. But even 
within this wider research perspective, it is possible to focus on the role of shopping 
in this leisure environment and on the possible differences in attitude and behaviour 
between male and female visitors. 
A group of 1137 respondents was approached for interview, 52% of whom were 
female Before entering into a short discussion of some relevant results, it is 
necessary to underline the characteristics of this group of female town visitors. 
Female respondents tend to be overrepresented as single persons and under-
represented as married women with children. This bias is confirmed by a 
classification according to occupational characteristics, which indicate the strong 
representation of female students in this sample. This result is related to the fact that 
the under-25 age group accounts for about half of the female respondents. Since this 
is the result of a survey in three different cities, spread over several days of 
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interviewing and including a total number of 1137 respondents, there is reason to 
attach some importance to this bias. 
Are central urban shopping areas and their facilities indeed more attractive to the 
younger female visitors, or should the explanation rather be looked for in the 
constraints experienced by the group of nonvisitors? This last question would be a 
most interesting line of research to pursue. 
The comments given below are referring to the group of visitors in the central urban 
area. A closer look at their motives for a town visit and their attitude towards the 
shopping and catering facilities will be discussed in relation to their behaviour 
pattern in terms of activities and financial expenditure. 
Motives for a Town Visit 
Shopping, daily purchases and a market visit account for more than half of the motives 
given. Table 2 indicates the relative importance of the motives mentioned. Usually, the 
question about motivation for a town visit led to a complex answer of multi-purpose 
trips. Therefore, both the first and second motives have been included. The comparison 
of answers from males and females underlines the predominant role of shopping for 
the latter group. Other motives, such as a day out in town, sight-seeing and a museum 
visit are less often mentioned by women. Clearly, differences in motives also lead to a 
different pattern of activities during a stay in the central shopping area. 

















































589 females (=51.8%) 
Percentages add to more than 100 because some respondents gave more than 
one motive 
Shopping, daily purchases and a visit to the market are the most important motives 
for women visiting town. The motive of strolling around is mentioned more frequently 
by male visitors, as well as patronizing a pub or other drinking or eating places. 
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Attitudes 
In order to identify more closely the factors of attraction of the urban centre, a 
number of elements were evaluated by the respondents. Knowing the pattern of 
motives, it is not surprising to see the importance attached to attractive shopping 
facilit ies. About 96% of women visitors consider shopping facilities as very 
important, slightly more than the percentage of male visitors (93%). 
The fact that shopping facilities are of predominant importance explains to some 
extent the critical attitude towards the actual situation. In fact, the degree of 
satisfaction, as measured, includes a considerable respondent group displaying a 
negative opinion. Criticism is mainly about the lack of a sufficient variety of shops, 
about which 21.4% of women are negative as compared to 14.4% of the male 
respondents. In addition, the number of shops and the actual location pattern lead to 
some criticism, again mainly from the female visitors. A different attitude between 
men and women about the decor of the shopping area could also be relevant to 
understand the role of environmental factors in the leisure experience of shopping. 
According to the results of measurements, decor was considered to be very important 
by 90.5% of the female visitors and by B5% of the male visitors. 
Going into town with the intention of patronizing a pub, restaurant or one of the other 
catering facilities is slightly more frequent among the male visitors (Table 2); for 
female visitors it is hardly ever a primary motive. Nevertheless, the latter group 
attaches relatively more importance to the availability of catering facilities than the 
male visitors, respectively 90 % and 86 %. Women tend to be more critical about the 
number of catering premises, the choice of different types and particularly about the 
location pattern. 
Although attitudes between men and women concerning all questions on the central 
urban environment are frequently different, differentiation in attitudes is much more 
related to other personal characteristics such as age, family situation and socio-
economic status of the respondents. 
Behaviour Pattern during Town Visit 
The question arises whether different original motives and possibly different attitudes 
towards the environmental characteristics, play a role in the actual behaviour pattern 
while staying in the town centre. 
The length of stay (for 57.2% of the respondents less than three hours) shows no 
significant difference between male and female visitors, although one would have 
expected women to take it more at ease when going into town with, for instance, the 
motive of window shopping. Differences in actual behaviour patterns whilst staying in 
the shopping area can be seen in the summary in table 3. The information contained in 
this table helps us to understand the way time is spent during a visit. The indication 
"primary activity" refers to an activity to which most time was devoted. 
Undoubtedly, shopping comes first when looking at the women's activities (primary 
and secondary); in this result they are clearly distinct from male visitors. The latter 
group claims (perhaps pretends) to be walking around, an activity which could also be 
classified as window shopping, although it was not indicated as such by men. 
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Table 3. Activities during Visit (% of respondents ) 
Male visitors Female visitors 
Activities primary secondary primary secondary 
Shopping 
Market visit 










































Some interesting questions arise when actual behaviour is compared with motives of 
visit. Although patronizing a pub, restaurant or coffee shop was initially not 
mentioned as an important motive, it ends up accounting for a considerable proportion 
of time spent during a visit. Remarkably enough, there is no significant difference 
between men and women. One other point of difference is the slightly higher amount of 
time spent by women on family visits. That the percentage of time engaged in other 
activities is higher among the male respondents may be explained by including 
activities related to work, although work itself has been excluded. 
When applying time-use as a criterion, the shopping function of the urban centre is of 
a predominant importance to female visitors. Another criterion which could be used to 
evaluate the importance of shopping is the kind of and the amount of financial 
expenditures by town-visitors, during their stay. Some indication of how money was 
spent is given in table 4. 
Although these results do not say anything about the amount of money spent on 
particular items, there is a clear indication of the importance of shopping items other 
than daily goods, especially for women. Wining and dining appears to be a relatively 
more important expenditure of male visitors. 
In general, women spend more money during their visit than men. This result is not 
unexpected and it largely confirms the role of women in servicing the household 
through shopping. In general, men spendless whilst visiting the central shopping area. 
Half of the latter group spend less than £7. Only 40 % of the women are in this group 
of small spenders. 
Most interesting results were obtained from an analysis of the amount of money spent 
compared with information about activities and use of time during the stay. These 
recently obtained results, not included in this discussion, underline the importance of 
shopping as a pastime and as a source of expenditure, especially by female town 
visitors. 
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Table 4 Kind of expenditures during town visit (in % of responses) 
Items 
on which money was spent male visitors female visitors 
Daily purchases 



















Female = 51.8 % 
The interest of such an analysis brings about a better understanding of the 
consumption patterns of town visitors and the role of urban facilities, but it 
contributes little to the understanding of the leisure function of this specific 
environment. 
Some Prelimimary Conclusions 
The objective of these surveys in the cities of Deventer, Kampen and Zwolle was not 
primarily the leisure function of the central shopping area itself, but of the entire 
urban centre. Nevertheless, the results were such that shopping as a motive and as a 
way of spending time and money proved to be a predominant attraction for a town visit. 
This conclusion is also supported by the fact that visitors with the motive of 
sight-seeing and/or a day out were actually spending quite a lot of time in the 
shopping area. This, in itself, could be a further argument for identifying shopping as 
a leisure activity. 
The above interpretation of differences between men and women concerning their 
motives, attitude and behaviour leads to some preliminary conclusions. Shopping in 
the central shopping area seems to be more important for female visitors than for 
male visitors in terms of numbers, time spent in the shopping area and amount of 
money given to different purchases. 
The fact that women spend relatively more time and money on shopping does not say 
anything about their leisure experience when staying in the shopping area. Insight 
into the environmental conditions which already are and which could further 
contribute to such a leisure experience were the principal factors of this survey. 
5. A Critical Evaluation 
The empirical results briefly discussed above indicate the visitors' appreciation of 
environmental characteristics and elements contributing to the attraction of the place 
visited. The attraction of shopping in the central shopping district is apparent from 
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behaviour patterns of visitors, whatever their primary motive for the visit. There 
are undoubtedly strong indications of the leisure function of central shopping areas to 
be concluded from the positive attitude of respondents toward environmental aspects 
as well as from the ways they use the facilities offered. The interpretation given to the 
role of environmental conditions in supporting the leisure function of a shopping area 
should take into account personal circumstances which to a large extent condition the 
leisure experience of a shopping visit. 
Women, Leisure and Shopping 
The association seems to be one of common sense, but empirical research in the field 
is still seriously lacking. As a consequence, this analysis on the attitude of shoppers 
and especially women toward environmental conditions is to be seen as a very narrow 
approach to the problem. The fact that women go more frequently into town with the 
motive of shopping, window shopping or visiting a market and, whilst there, spend 
slightly more time and money on shopping than male visitors is indeed not surprising. 
It is not the comparison between men and women that leads to new or revealing 
insights, but rather the differentiation within the group of female visitors. The point 
of interest is the different attitude and behaviour patterns of women, in relation to 
other personal characteristics, such as age, family situation and socio-economic 
status.The differrentiation in attitudes and participation scores was mostly influenced 
by socio-economic variables. Although the interrelationship between these variables 
proved to be rather complex, the results of this attitudinal analysis tend towards a 
distinction in two clusters. On the one hand, the group of visitors with a positive 
appreciation of the shopping environment, which includes mainly the lower and 
middle socio-economic groups, and the middle-aged or older visitors. The second 
cluster to be distinguished, the visitors displaying a rather more negative or 
indifferent attitude, comprises mainly respondents from a higher socio-economic 
group and from the younger age groups. 
The construction of a typology of visitors according to participation scores -above and 
below average - gives a similar clustering of respondents. The positive attitude is to 
some extent combined with a rather low use of catering facilities. The participation 
measurements were intended to give an indication of the leisure function of the 
shopping area, but they are obviously to be seen as two different dimensions, not 
necessarily interrelated. 
As far as the conclusions about women are concerned, the results need to be handled 
very carefully. There is reason to believe that many other personal circumstances are 
playing an equal or perhaps more important role in the fact that shopping is possibly 
experienced as a leisure activity. A small indication of this is the fact that having 
children under the age of 13 at home tends to be reflected in a more negative attitude, 
especially towards shop characteristics. It also implies a lower frequency of 
patronizing some establishment, whilst visiting the central shopping dislrict. But this 
can hardly be seen as a causal relationship, unless the children are actually 
participating in the shopping spree. Anyway, this social aspect should have been 
included as a variable, possibly related to the leisure experience of shopping. 
Furthermore, women tend to be more critical about shopping and catering facilities, 
which is certainly an indication of the importance they attach to the different 
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characteristics of this environment. 
The most important conclusion of this analysis is that research into the leisure 
experience of shopping cannot be based solely on the environmental approach. An 
evaluation of shopping as a leisure activity in combination with the environmental 
characteristics would imply a different conceptual approach. 
The real meaning given to shopping by women, and the role of interfering 
circumstances needs to be looked at more closely, not only among women actually 
visiting the central shopping area, but also among the group of non-visitors. Indeed, 
the leisure experience of shopping in a specific environment also has its roots in a 
social and psychological context, where questions about freedom of choice, gender 
roles and behaviour, motives of seeing and being seen and the value of interrupting the 
daily routine by going to a different and stimulating environment could be explained. 
The results of these first explorations of environmental factors in the leisure 
experience of shopping underlines the necessecity of more empirical and inter­
disciplinary research in order to answer the question of why shopping is seen as 
leisure, by whom, when and where. 
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3.3 The Inner City as a Leisure Environment for the 
Schoolpopulation 
1. Introduction 
The "inner city" of urban agglomerations is defined as the historical urban core with 
specific morphological features in combination with functional characteristics. The 
leisure function will be focused upon, in particular within this multifunctional 
clustering. This specific function refers to the leisure setting, being an environment 
which supports leisure experiences, as well as to an activity place which allows for 
all kinds of leisure activities related to the spatial concentration of recreational 
facilities (Jansen-Verbeke, 1985). Hence,"leisure function" refers to a wide variety 
of facilities, but also to a large group of "users". Users of this leisure function are not 
only urban residents but also a heterogeneous group of visitors. All kinds of motives 
can explain the presence of a large day-time population: work, shopping, use of urban 
services, education, recreation, tourism, visits to relatives or friends, etc. 
Frequently, it is the combination of different motives which leads to a town visit. This 
research project is based on the main assumption that inner cities have or can have a 
leisure function for all visitors, irrespective of their reason for being there. The case 
study which is commented upon in this paper, explores the way in which the inner 
city environment is used by a specific group of young people during their "free time". 
2 . Conceptual Approach 
In many older cities the educational function still is very important in the inner city 
area. Although a decentralisation policy has led to the relocation of many schools, a 
considerable number has remained in the historical core of the urban agglomeration. 
This particularly applies to secondary and high schools, rather than to the primary 
schools. The latter tended to follow the pattern of residential dispersion. The situation 
in the inner city of 's Hertogenbosch, which is the setting of this case study, can be 
considered to be representative for many medium-sized urban agglomerations in the 
Netherlands. The number of secondary and high schools in the inner city of 's 
Herlogenbosch -10- accounts for the daily presence of about 5000 pupils. These 
young people, daily attending school, are the subject of this case study. 
A short explanation about the Dutch school rules is probably needed. The fact that 
Dutch schoolboys and -girls enjoy a great degree of freedom leads to the well-known 
phenomenon of crowds of youngsters going into town during their free time. During 
the "free hours" they are free to do whatever they want or go wherever they choose. 
Because of the location of the schools, the pattern of going into the inner city is very 
common. From an educational point of view, this is an opportunity for personal 
experiences and a possibility to develop individual interests. Nevertheless, from a 
social point of view, this freedom can in some cases be a source of conflict: boys and 
girls frequently filling in their "free time" in a less acceptable way. Cases of 
hooliganism or minor criminality such as teasing elderly people, causing trouble to 
shopkeepers, putting a shop upside-down just for fun and joyriding mainly with 
bicycles explain the increasing concern about this freedom given to the 
schoolpopulation. 
This research project deals with the ways young people attending school in the inner 
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city, use their free time in this specific environment. "Free time" of this population 
group can, to a large extent, be seen as "leisure time", with exception, of course, of 
compulsary activities such as homework. Only part of their leisure time is spent on 
"recreation" in the sense that they are involved in organised or formal recreational 
activities. The main objective of this project is to obtain information about the 
activities in the inner city of a group of schoolboys and -girls, during their free time. 
Not all of these activities are labelled as recreation, in a sense that they are related to 
or conditioned by recreational facilities. Nevertheless, the "leisure character" of 
their pastime cannot be denied. 
The "time framework" in which leisure activities are being registered is the time in 
which they are free from schoolobligations; the "spatial framework" of leisure 
behaviour is mainly limited to the inner city environment (Chapín, 1974)."Free 
time" for the schoolpopulation can be divided into four categories: 
1. Lunchtime 
2. During schooltime: occasional breaks and free hours 
3. After schooltime 
4. During weekends and schoolholidays 
As most of the pupils do not live in the inner city area, the last category of free time 
rarely is oriented towards the inner city. Therefore, the discussion on leisure 
patterns during weekends and schoolholidays has been excluded from this research 
project. Full attention has been given to the activities of schoolboys and -girls during 
the three first categories of free time, which are more directly related to their 
schoolattendance. The factors which are assumed to play a role in their leisure 
behaviour (activities during their free time) were found in the personal constraints 
and in the time-space constraints (Forst, 1977). The conceptual approach of this 
problem is illustrated in fig 1. 
3 . Leisure Behaviour in the Inner City 
According to previous research results (Rapoport and Rapoport, 1975), the "age" 
factor gives an important indication of leisure behaviour and recreational activities. 
The stage in life of young people is characterised by an intensive search for their 
identity and a highly diversified and changing pattern of interests, priorities and 
activities. 
The socially induced gender role may be in a process of rapid change; nevertheless, it 
still is an indicator of specific interests in leisure activities. The fact of living, either 
in a family or independently, can also explain a considerable difference. In general, 
their financial resources are closely related to the above characteristics and are, in 
their own right, to be considered as personal constraints. The level of education, 
although not so widely different in this schoolpopulation could, to some extent, explain 
the leisure behaviour of youngsters. 
The combination of these characteristics can be interpreted as the personal 
constraints in their leisure behaviour. In addition, several time-space constraints 
were assumed to be important in their leisure activities and explicative for their 
engagement in formal recreation activities. In the first place, the location of the 
school explains the amount of time needed for daily travel. The current time tables in 
the different schools equally imply constraining conditions together with the internal 
organisation, the rules and the facilities offered within the schoolpremises. 
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Leisure Behaviour Pattern in the Inner City 
Within these time-space constraints, the amount of free time is dictated. Some of this 
time is reserved for organised recreational activities and, of course, for schooltasks 
to be completed at home. The above-mentioned constraints explain the amount of free 
time which can be spent in the inner city. This "actor-centred" approach towards 
leisure behaviour in the inner city is based on a number of assumptions: 
In the first place, leisure behaviour can be identified by the kind of 
activities engaged in during the free time of this population,i.e. at lunchtime, 
during the breaks in the programme of lessons, and during the "after 
schooltime". Activities are registered according to their nature, their location 
or spatial implication and their time dimension, being the amount of time and 
the frequency. 
Secondly, leisure behaviour is supposed to be influenced by personal 
constraints and personal characteristics such as age, sex, educational level and 
furthermore, the residential situation and the financial resources. 
Thirdly, leisure behaviour is conditioned by time-space constraints such as 
the location of the school and the organisational aspects of the schoolsystem. 
Fourthly, leisure behaviour in the inner city environment is related to a 
general leisure pattern which refers to their preferences for specific 
recreation activities, interests in hobbies and in cultural activities. 
Finally, preferences and wishes expressed by these respondents can point out the 
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deficiencies in amenities and opportunities, as presently offered in the inner city 
leisure environment 
4. Methodological Approach 
Indications resulting from previous similar research are limited and therefore, this 
case study has an explorative character. The appropriate way for obtaining the 
required information was a questionnaire. This was set up in agreement with the 
different school boards and led to a high response rate. Apparently, the answering of a 
questionnaire was appreciated as a welcome break in the schoolprogramme However, 
the sense of responsibility of the young respondents may be doubted For instance, the 
short excersise at the end of the questionnaire, which demanded the drawing of their 
mental map of the inner city, appeared to yield an unreliable source of information. 
Ten different schools all located within the boundaries of the historical inner city of 's 
Hertogenbosch, contributed to this research project Finally, a sample of 412 
respondents has been included The results of the questionnaires will be briefly 
commented upon and presented m a few summarising frequency tables The Cramers' V 
test proved to be useful for further interpretation 
5. Some Relevant Characteristics of Leisure Behaviour 
First of all, some characteristics of the respondents need to be mentioned. The 
differences in age of the respondents were limited as a consequence of the choice of 
secondary and high schools in particular. 
Table 1 Age Structure of the Sample (in % of N=412) 
younger than 16 years 36 4 
16-19 years 46 6 
20 years and older 17 7 
Only a minority (11 2%) of the interviewed students were living in the inner city, 
(18 4% in the remaining urban area, 20 6% in the suburbs and the other students 
are commuting daily from more distant places in the region) Most of the students live 
with their families (87 1%) and only a minority lives independently in rooms which 
are generally located in the inner city. 
It was rather difficult to obtain some precise information about their financial 
resources for leisure activities. This was deduced from the amount of money they 
actually spent on leisure activities per week (excluding the organised or formal 
recreational activities). 
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Table 2 Spending Money for Leisure Purposes per Week 
(in % of N=412) 
less than 10 guilders 56% 
between 10 and 25 guilders 32% 
more than 25 guilders 10% 
The results of the questionnaire allowed for a registration of the amount of free time, 
the location and the nature of their leisure activities. Apparently, the amount of free 
time per week proved to be very different between respondents. 
Table 3 Amount of Free Time on a Weekly Basle (in % of N=412) 
excluding the weekends 
30% between one and three hours 
28% between four to nine hours 
20% between ten to fourteen hours 
12% fifteen hours and more 
the remaining 10% claimed to have no free time at all or did not answer the 
question seriously. 
The different interpretation given to the definition of "free time" could be the reason 
for this large differentiation in the number of "free hours". This free time was mostly 
spent within the schoolpremises (34% of the population). The importance of the 
location of the school in the inner city can be deduced from the number of students 
going into town and the frequency of these visits. For almost half of the population this 
seems to be a regular pattern. 
(in % of N=412) 
28% spent one to two hours per week in the inner city 
10% three to four hours 
11% more than four hours 
A minority of pupils was more home-oriented in their free time (38%). Not only the 
fact of going into town on a regular basis provides interesting information, but also 
the results revealing their actual activities. 
Table 4 Activities In the Inner CKy 
(in % of N=412) 
27% strolling (walking) 
14% shopping or window-shopping 
18% pub visits 
13% patronising food establishments 
28% combination of different activities 
This pattern of activities occurs during lunchtime and at other breaks during 
schooltime as well. Leisure time after school hours was structured differently. Almost 
50% returned home immediately, their homework being a primary motive. The 
after-school time seems to be more organised, since 69% had a more or less regular 
pattern of organised activities. The main field of interest was sports, music and, to a 
lesser extent, some other hobbies. 
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As mentioned above, the activities actually engaged in whilst being in the inner city 
cannot all be considered as recreational activities. 
Table 5 Amount of Time spent on Homework per Week 
(in % of N=412) 
39% one to five hours 
41% six to twelve hours 
10% more than twelve hours 
10% pretended to have no schoolobhgations at home 
Table 6 Amount of Time spent on Organised Recreational Activities 
per week (in % of N=412) 
27% between one and three hours 
27% between four and seven hours 
15% more than eight hours 
3 1 % mentioned not to be engaged in organised activities 
There is no doubt as to the leisure character of this behaviour pattern. This was 
concluded from the long answers given on the questionnaire. Further interpretation of 
their leisure behaviour in the inner city, related to Iheir school attendance, included 
some information about their general leisure pattern as well. The participation score 
in different "leisure activities" was registered on a monthly basis. The kind of 
activities, whether to be labelled as recreation or as pastime, were all suggested by 
the respondents themselves. Participation scores were calculated for the most 
frequently mentioned activities. The average frequency per month is an indication of 
the relative importance of their activities. A summation of the actual amount of time 
spent on these activities was impossible: 
the answers to this question led to the most incredible number of hours; 
the information about the amount of time spent on a particular activity on 
a monthly basis, seems to be most unreliable, at least for this population 
group. 
The activities most frequently mentioned were: walking, shopping, visiting 
snack-bars and pubs. None of these activities are traditionally indicated as recreation. 
Nevertheless, it can be assumed that they are an important pastime for these young 
people. In fact, the inner city with its variety of shops and pubs has an important role 
to play as a leisure environment in which the above-mentioned activities can take 
place. It needs to be mentioned that individual differences were considerable. Cultural 
interest was rather moderate; obviously the advantages of a special "Young Cultural 
Passport" were not a genuine incentive. 
Membership of organised clubs is yet another aspect to be included. 30% of the 
respondents were not participating in formal club activities, 55% were member of a 
(sports)club and 15% were member of several clubs. 
The questionnaire offered a good opportunity to recognise the specific demands of this 
group of schoolboys- and girls for additional facilities and amenities. In the first 
place, their interest went to sports (36% of the given suggestions). This can be 
concluded from the desire for more outdoor recreation facilities and the wish for more 
cycling routes. 
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Table 7 Participation Scorea by Activity 
(in% of N=412) 
Act iv i ty 
Walking 
Visits to Snackbars 
Shopping/window-shopping 
Visits to Pubs/discos 
Visits to Cinemas 
Visits to 
Other food esthabhsments 
Visits to 
Exhibitions, museums 
Visits to Popconcerts 
Visits to Amusements Halls 































The suggestions dealing with cultural facilities were referring to a wider choice of 
movie programmes and popconcerts and to the organisation of special events (28% of 
the suggestions given). Furthermore, these young people had a particular demand for 
facilities such as discos, pubs, special meeting places for themselves and outdoor pubs 
(10% of the given suggestions). These suggestions are related to their demands for 
social amusement, amusement halls and last but not least special boutiques for 
youngsters. 
The results about their leisure behaviour patterns made it possible to identify distinct 
"behaviour types". The location of the free time activities is a criterion to identify the 
leisure behaviour type. This is based on the interpretation of the different answers 
dealing with "place". Although the differentiation in answers was considerable, three 
distinct types could be distinguished: (in % of N=412). Of course, the respondents can 
belong to more than one type. 
Type A 35% of N stays at school during free time 
Type В 45% of N passes his/her free time in the inner city 
Type С 36% of N spends his/her free time at hor ie 
According to the kind of activities mentioned as leisure activities, it proved to be 
difficult to recognise the different types of behaviour. The great variety of their 
activities, during and afterschool time only led to two types of leisure behaviour 
which are sufficiently relevant to be mentioned. 
Type D 21%ofN frequently strolling in the inner city 
Type E 12%ofN frequently visiting pubs 
The behaviour types D (town visitor) and E (pub visitor) are mostly, but not 
necessarily, to be found amongst the previous type B. The search for a typology of 
behaviour would be rather meaningless if this could not be interpreted in relation to 
the personal characteristics. This will be commented upon below. From these results 
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of the questionnaire, the role of the inner city as a leisure environment can be 
concluded, at least for the behaviour types B, D and E, which are obviously strongly 
interrelated 
6. Personal Constraints and Leisure Behaviour 
The leisure behaviour pattern, as described above, can be further explained by a 
number of variables which have been included m the conceptual model (Fig 1) 
Although we could assume a further progress of women's emancipation amongst the 
younger generation, there still is an interesting difference between male and female 
leisure behaviour, at least according to the answers given to the questionnaires Some 
aspects of this gender role can be illustrated. 
Male respondents mentioned they had less free time than the female Furthermore, the 
latter group tends to go more often into town during their free hours The leisure 
activities shopping and window-shopping scored significantly higher amongst 
schoolgirls. According to 57% of the schoolboys, these activities are not regarded as 
leisure at all. The different fields of interest are clearly demonstrated in the kind of 
suggestions given by both groups The desire amongst the girls for appropriate pub 
facilities came rather unexpected. Psychological barriers for visiting the existing 
facilities were clearly present 
Age characteristics seemed to be an important variable in explaining the differences 
m leisure behaviour within this group The differences were most explicit in the 
recreational pattern during the after-school hours Organised sports activities 
obtained the highest participation scores amongst the youngest group of respondents, 
whereas the older group of respondents (above the age of 20) tended to be more 
culture-oriented This evolution of interests can be concluded from the kind of 
suggestions as well. 
Table 8 Suggestions as to Additional Facilities for Leisure 
Suggestions dealing with male female 
sports facilities 56 5 43 5 
cultural facilities 60 0 40 0 
restaurants, pubs, cafes 40 4 59 6 
social amusement 521 47 8 
miscellaneous 65 0 35 0 
% of sample 46 6 53 4 
The educational level of this population is differentiated according to the four different 
types of education in the Dutch schoolsystem It would require further detailed 
information of this schoolsystem to comment upon these results, but this would be too 
elaborate within this context Therefore, we only mention that the differences in 
participation scores are clearly related to the four different types of education. 
The financial resources of the students were also related to their leisure behaviour 
The less spending money they had, the more Ihey were engaged in formal and organised 
recreational activities Living with the family could be a conditioning factor for the 
way yougsters spend their free time. A minority of pupils who live independently 
spent more time in the inner city and visited a pub or a food establishment more often 
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As could be expected, youngsters who live with their family were more active in 
organised and formal recreational activities and more often engaged in sports, whereas 
the respondents living independently were more culturally oriented in their free 
time. The complex pattern of relations between personal characteristics and leisure 
behaviour leads to some interesting conclusions which are summarized in the tables 
9, 10 and 11. Obviously, the role of the inner city as a leisure environment further 
depends on the personal characteristics of the schoolboys and -girls. 
The analysis of types of behaviour indicates a group of youngsters, (Type B) 45%, 
who frequently spend their free time in the inner city. A further interpretation of 
this subgroup with respect to their personal characteristics demonstrates the 
differentiation within the answers. 
The type "inner city visitor" occurred relatively more frequently amongst 
1. female respondents 
2. the youngest group of respondents (younger than 16) 
3. youngsters with less than 10 guilders spending money 
4. youngsters living with their family 
Another aspect which caught our interest was the leisure pattern indicated as 
"strolling around the inner city," which was mentioned by 21% of N (Type D) occurs 
more frequently amongst the youngest male respondents. 
The leisure behaviour type indicated as "pub visitors" (Type E),12.2% of N, was 
more often found amongst 
1. older respondents (above 20) 
2. female students 
3. the group living independently 
Participation scores in different activities were analysed in relation to the variables 
indicating personal characteristics. A distinction has been made between the informal 
(table 9) and the formal or organised recreational activities (table 10). The average 
participation score in informal recreational activities was 33%. The differentiation 
between subgroups is demonstrated in the table 9. 
Financial resources proved to be the most relevant variable for explaining the 
differences in participation scores. The highest participation scores were found 
amongst respondents spending more than 25 guilders a week, the lowest participation 
amongst the subgroup spending less than 10 guilders a week. 
Apparently, the participation scores in formal or organised recreational activities 
have a different relationship with the variables indicating the personal 
characteristics (Table 10). Participation scores in organised recreational activities 
were clearly related to the educational level. This point will not be further commented 
upon in this context. The results in table 9 indicate a clustering amongst the groups 
with relatively high participation scores of the younger and the males with a small 
amount of weekly spending money. 
In addition, subgroups based on personal characteristics, also proved to be relevant to 
distinguish the kind of suggestions given at the end of the questionnaire. The large 
amount of wishes, suggestions and complaints have been grouped into four types. The 
priority in the nature of the suggestions varies according to the subgroups, based on 
personal characteristics (Table 11). 
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Table 10 Participation Scores In Organised Activities 
(according to subgroups) 
average 
participation 




























Explaining and analysing these priorities of wishes (table 11) proves to be a most 
interesting research question, but will not be further investigated at the moment. 
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7. Time-Space Constraints and Leisure Behaviour 
The amount of free time spent in the inner city is related to the actual location of the 
school. Furthermore, organisational constraints are, to a large extent, explaining 
their orientation on the inner city. The number and length of breaks in the daily 
time-table and whether or not there is a canteen and amenities for leisure activities 
in the schoolpremises, the attitude of the school board are factors to be considered. 
Although these constraints influence the amount of free time which could be spent in 
the inner city, the relationship with the way they spent their free time and with the 
kind of activities could not be made explicit. 
The variables which were included with the intention to measure the effect of the 
time-space constraints on leisure behaviour proved to be less important than the 
variables indicating the personal constraints. It is very well possible that a more 
sophisticated methodological approach could have disentangled the impact of each set of 
variables and allows for a further interpretation of the relationship between personal 
constraints and time-space constraints (Wippler, 1970). 
8 . Conclusions 
This case study amongst youngsters attending secondary and high schools in the inner 
city of 's Hertogenbosch is to be seen as a first exploration of the way students use 
their free time in this specific environment. 
These results referring to the role of this urban leisure environment could be 
discussed in the perspective of an adequate inner city leisure policy (Jansen-
Verbeke, 1981). The first motive of presence, namely attending school, implies a 
restriction on the amount of free time which actually can be spent in the inner city. 
The fact that almost half of the respondents claimed to have four to fourteen hours of 
"free time" is a first indication of leisure potential of this environment. 
At least half of this population "uses" the inner city as an "occasional" setting during 
their free time. Activities such as strolling around, walking and window-shopping 
were mentioned most frequently. This type of leisure behaviour can be seen positively 
by seeing it as an opportunity of exploring an exciting environment searching for new 
impressions and discovering things. However, it frequently leads to a rather negative 
experience, since their leisure behaviour is not always accepted by other groups of 
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inner city users and often causes alarm amongst the shopkeepers 
This freedom to spend their "free time" and the whereabouts of schoolboys and -girls 
are increasingly becoming a social problem, the inner city being the scene of acts of 
hooliganism As a consequence, the leisure function of this environment for other 
groups of visitors, is seriously threatened 
For a long time, local authorities considered the location of schools m the inner city to 
be a resource of liveliness Nowadays, these views are questioned In fact, the problem 
of youth hooliganism is not to be solved only by relocation of schools nor by changing 
the schoolrules The problem is rooted much deeper in our present society of "free 
time" 
A remarkable result which should be mentioned is the wide offer of recreational 
facilities in the inner city which is hardly been used by the schoolpopulation, with 
exception of course of some pubs and discos 
Even with the results of an empirical case study it remains difficult to translate the 
suggestions of respondents into recommendations for environmental planning There is 
no reason, as yet, to suppose that an expansion of inner city recreational facilities 
would directly have an impact on the leisure behaviour pattern of these youngsters 
The leisure pattern during the after school time indicates a strong emphasis on 
sports, (mostly organised for the younger ones) and a more cultural orientation 
amongst the older students and those who live independently 
Participation scores (in organised or formal recreational activities) can, to a large 
extent, be interpreted in relation to their level of education and their age To a lesser 
extent, gender can be seen as an explanation of different leisure behaviour 
From the results of this case study, it can be concluded that the role of the inner city 
as a leisure environment is limited to its function of a leisure setting, a "decor 
function" for the free time activities of the schoolpopulation The mam activities are 
strolling around and visiting a pub or a food establishment, and these activities are not 
considered to be formal recreational activities but merely a "leisure pastime" 
The primary interest of youngsters in leisure activities lies in the after-school hours 
and therefore is, essentially, home based There is one exeption to this statement, 
namely the smaller group of inner urban residents who use the urban recreational 
facilities more often 
In conclusion, the assumption that the inner city plays an important role in the 
leisure behaviour of youngsters can be confirmed In the present situation, however, 
it is clear that urban leisure resources are not only underestimated but unfortunately 
also frequently misused It cannot be denied that there is a real opportunity for the 
inner city to develop into a meaningful and stimulating leisure environment for young 
people in their search for new experiences and for their identity 
The problem is how this should be realised and who is responsible This problem 
requires much more research into this particular field 
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3.4. Sunday in the Inner city; a Day of Leisure ? 
1. Introduction 
The question about the leisure function and the tourism potential of inner cities on 
Sundays has become very relevant by the current discussion about the opening times 
of shops. This matter is closely related to the growing concern to stimulate inner 
urban tourism at every time and by every means. Some of the issues of such a 
promotion policy can be evaluated, for instance by looking at the actual leisure use of 
inner cities on Sundays. 
The results of a survey in the inner cities of Deventer and Zwolle pointed out the 
differences between Sunday and weekday visitors, with reference to their personal 
characteristics and expenditure pattern (Bellers, Ten Have, 1985). A further 
interpretation of these results can provide some empirical support for proceeding 
with the current discussion about urban tourism potentials (Jansen-Verbeke, Ten 
Have, 1987). 
2. Some Characteristics of the Survey 
The survey carried out amongst visitors in the inner cities of Deventer, Kampen and 
Zwolle in 1985 dealt with activity patterns and appreciation of the different urban 
elements. The main objective of this survey was to yield empirical evidence about 
market segments and to formulate some recommendations for future tourism planning 
and promotion policy. 
The profiles of inner city visitors have been identified by a combination of personal 
characteristics (such as age, sex, household situation and employment situation), of 
motives for a visit and of behaviour patterns in the inner city in terms of activities 
and expenditures. In addition, these profiles can be completed by the appreciation of 
the distinct urban elements. 
In the first place, an analysis of behaviour patterns allows for an interesting 
comparison between different visitor groups. This brings into focus a number of 
recognisable groups with reference to their activities and the kind of expenditure. 
The lack of empirical data about expenditures of visitors, especially from 
day-tourists, is a strong argument for proceeding with this analysis. Despite that 
very little information about expenditure patterns is available, the assumed 
"multiplier effect" is frequently used as an essential argument in current tourism 
policies (Jansen-Verbeke, 1987) 
Initially, this survey did not particularly concentrate on aspects of expenditure, nor 
on the effects of it. Some new insights were drawn from a secondary data analysis. 
Undoubtedly, this matter would merit more attention in future tourism research. 
Within the limitiations of this survey, it is possible to sketch some distinct profiles 
of inner city visitors. Attention will mainly be given to the comparison between 
Sunday and weekday visitors. Some further interpretation of the profiles will be 
summarized in a following chapter. 
The intention to question respondents on Sundays as well as on weekdays in the inner 
cities of Deventer, Kampen and Zwolle could not be entirely realized. The chosen 
survey method being a number of interviews with visitors in pubs and restaurants, 
led to the practical problem that in Kampen, on Sundays, a representative number of 
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responses could not be obtained. As a consequence, the data referred to in this article 
are entirely based on interviews in Deventer and Zwolle. 
3. Who are the Inner City Visitors on Sundays? 
The total survey sample included 1138 respondents, of whom 199 were interviewed 
on a Sunday (17%). The relative importance of Sunday visits cannot be checked on its 
validity, for a frame of reference is lacking. The differences between Sunday and 
weekday visitors can be illustrated by a number of personal characteristics. A first 
indication has been found in the place of origin of the visitors (Table 1). 




the town itself 
the urban region 
outside the urban region 
Total 
of Inner City Visitors 
a Sunday 
6 0 % 
10% 
3 0 % 
199=100% 
a Weekday 
4 9 % 
1 7 % 
3 4 % 
939=100% 
Urban inhabitants are well-represented amongst the Sunday visitors, whereas the 
number of visitors coming from the wider urban region is relatively more important 
during the week. As to the visitors coming from outside the urban region, usually 
referred to as tourists, even they seem to prefer weekdays as the time to visit an 
inner city. 
The attraction of the inner city as a place to visit certainly differs according to the day 
in the week. It does not come as a surprise that the group of female visitors is 
relatively more important during the week (Table 2). This can be explained in 







Visitors ι by Sex 
a Sunday 
5 5 % 
4 5 % 
199=100% 
a Weekday 
4 8 % 
5 2 % 
939=100% 
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199 = 100% 
a Weekday 
15% 
2 2 % 
13% 
16% 
2 2 % 
12% 
939-100% 
Another interesting point of difference between both visitor groups is the age (Table 
3). According to this information, it is especially the younger population group which 
seems to be attracted to the inner city on Sundays. As many as 63% of the total 
number of Sunday visitors is younger than 30, whereas their percentage during the 
week only reaches 50. The older population group (above 60), in general 
underrepresented in this sample, tends to be relatively more important during the 
week. The relationship between age and household situation is reflected by the results 
given in table 4. 















2 7 % 
2 7 % 
2 0 % 
2 6 % 
939=100% 
In combination with the age characteristics, these results on the household situation 
contribute to a further identification of the inner city visitor. Especially single 
persons and the younger population group seem to be strongly represented on Sundays. 
This implies that only during weekdays the inner city is equally important to families 
with or without children. Attention should be drawn to the fact that single persons 
account for 43% of the Sunday visits and for 27% of the weekend visits only. 
Household characteristics are explaining the most important differences between 
Sundays and weekday visitors in the inner city. Some relevant information about 
employment characteristics of respondents could complete this sketch of profiles 
(Table 5). 
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Subtotal without employment 





4 5 % 
55% 





5 0 % 
5 0 % 
924 = 100% 
The most remarkable differences are to be found amongst persons without employment 
enjoying a substitute income. On a Sunday, they represent 26% of the inner city 
visitors; during the week only 16%. The student population even seems to avoid the 
inner city on Sundays. Housewives in particular and women in general are 
predominantly present during the week; this is to be seen in relation to their motives 
for a visit and their activity patterns. There was no indication of a relevant difference 
between a Sunday and a weekday according to the profession of employed visitors. 
The frequency of visits to the inner city was assumed to be indicative of the "degree of 
acquaintance" with the place. Sunday visitors seem to be very familiar with the inner 
city, since 37% come here daily and another 32% weekly (Table 6). 








Total 199 = 100 % 939 = 100 % 
These results substantiate the idea that on Sundays the inner city mainly attracts the 
inhabitants of the town itself. The number of occasional visitors coming only once a 
year or even less frequently, is far more important during the week. This is, of 
course, an interesting point for the future development of urban tourism in those 
cities. It accentuates even more clearly the close relationship between inner urban 











1 6 % 
13 % 
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4. What are Sunday visitors in the Inner City Looking for? 
To some extent, this question can be answered by looking at the motives of 
respondents. Amongst the Sunday visitors, the motive of patronising a pub often in 
combination with walking around, comes first. Motives such as "a day out", 
sight-seeing and a museum visit have also been mentioned by Sunday visitors, 
although the "day out" motive occurs more frequently during the week. Obviously, the 
motives for a visit during the week are mainly inspired by the shopping facilities and 
the possibility of a market visit. Patronising a pub or going to an eating place has also 
been mentioned, although this is usually a second motive for the visit (table 7). 
Logically, motives for a visit are reflected in the actual behaviour pattern during the 
visit itself. The variety of answers to this question necessitated a reduction to the 
three main activities mentioned. A further comparison between Sunday and weekday 
visitors can be made by looking at the differentiation in their activities (table 8). 
Obviously, the activities reflect patterns similar to those in the motives. The 
importance of going to a pub or going to eat out is even more the outspoken activity of 
the Sunday visitor. Walking around proves to be a fairly general pattern on Sundays, 
although it is not always mentioned as the first activity. 




Visit to relatives/ 
friends 


























































* window-shopping during the week, is included in shopping 
** includes inner city dwellers without a real motive 
Differences between the activity patterns registered during the week are most 
relevant. Although motives such as a "day out" and sight-seeing were then frequently 
mentioned, in reality these often led to the activity of shopping and going to a pub. 
Apparently, the discrepancy between motive and actual behaviour tends to be larger 
during the week when the opportunities offered are, indeed, much more varied. With 
the exception of walking around and going for a drink, there is, indeed, little more the 
Sunday visitor in the inner city could do. 
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Table 8 Activities of Inner City Visitors 

















































































* shoppping, inclusive of window-shopping 
A1 = first activity mentioned 
A2 = second activity mentioned 
A3 = third activity mentioned 
This contrast in activity patterns equally leaves its mark on the actual expenditure of 
visitors (table 9). It is logical that the kind of expenditure is different on a Sunday 
and on a weekday, depending on the opportunities at that time. For the Sunday visitor, 
the pub visit and the dinner or luncheon are the most important items. Remarkably 
enough, also on weekdays, the pub visit is frequently mentioned as an item of 
expenditure, regardless of the actual amount spent. 
However questionable the information about actual expenditure may be, it is worth 
looking at the general pattern, although with some reservation. The average amount of 
money spent on specific items has been calculated exclusively for the respondents 
actually spending money on that specific activity (table 10). 
It is in line of the previous statements that the inner city visitor spends, on average, 
less money on a Sunday compared to weekdays. It is interesting to see the difference in 
money spent to food for instance, being much less on a Sunday than on a weekday. The 
latter expenditure is much higher during the week, which is probably to be seen in 
relation to business luncheons and dinners. 
This brief interpretation of the expenditure of both visitor groups runs the risk of 
forgetting the large group of inner city visitors who do not spend any money at all 
during their stay in the inner city. As far as this could be traced in the survey 
results, this group includes about 8% of all inner city visitors. It has not been 
possible to determine more precisely, the differentiation between Sunday and weekday 
visitors, with reference to this aspect. 
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Table 9 Inner City Visitors and the Activities Invested In 
respondents by activity =100% (Ν =1138) 
Activities 

























Table 10 Inner С It y Visitors and the Average Amount of Money spent 
on Specific Activities In Guilders 
(N=1138) 















Fl - 64 40 
Appreciation of the Inner City Environment 
The meaning of a Sunday visit to the inner city has only been partially identified by 
the analysis of personal characteristics and behaviour patterns In addition to these 
differences, attention should be given to the possible differences in appreciation of 
urban characteristics and elements It is important lo recognise the different attitudes 
of inner city visitors and, above all, to find out which environmental aspects are 
particularly relevant to them 
In order to estimate the altitude of inner city visitors, a number of urban elements 
has been evaluated by respondents Two distinct questions were basic m the first 
place the degree of importance attached to specific urban characteristics and facilities 
m general and secondly, the actual appreciation of the supply-side in a particular 
inner city The results of the latter attitude measurements are strongly dependent on 
the local situation and, therefore, less adequate for a further generalisation 
The mam question is to see how inner city visitors react differently to the presence of 
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a set of urban characteristics and facilities when evaluating the place as a place to 
visit (table 11). 
These results allow for a wider interpretation but, in this context, the main objective 
is to trace the relevant differences between Sunday and weekday visitors. To both 
groups, the presence of an attractive shopping area is clearly predominant, even for 
the non- shopping public on Sundays. This analysis refers to an "overall appreciation" 
of the inner city as apparently, making a distinction between the inner city on a 
Sunday or on a weekday is not very realistic. 
Nevertheless, some accents are laid differently. The Sunday visitor seems to attach 
slightly more importance to the presence of green areas and to the offer of organised 
events, these aspects of the inner city being somewhat less important to visitors 
during the week. 
Remarkably enough, the appreciation of a historical urban setting also differs in 
relation to the day of the visit. Although it seems rather an unnoticed resource for 
Sunday visitors, the historical setting of the inner city is highly valued by visitors 
during the week. This could be explained by the fact that Sunday visitors in the inner 
city are hardly conscious of this aspect. This interpretation could also be applied to 
the lower appreciation of museums and tourist services. Taking into account the 
motive of a Sunday visit and the origin of the Sunday visitors, this is not surprising. 
The degree of importance attached to specific urban elements can be different from the 
actual appreciation of those elements in a particular city. The more importance is 
attached, the more critical the appreciation of the respondents can be. The 
appreciation scores of different visitor groups have been analysed extensively (Kijk 
op de ljsselsteden,1985); some interesting results can be looked at. Taking into 
account the motives and the activities of respondents, an outspoken opinion about the 
supply of pub facilities was to be expected. Differences in attitude were most obvious 
concerning the presence of outdoor cafés. 
The supply of such facilities could certainly be improved, in order to meet the 
demands of visitors, especially on Sundays. The appreciation of inner urban shopping 
facilities, the diversity and the location pattern of shops tends to be more positive 
among Sunday visitors. As mentioned before, these appreciation scores are not 
necessarily related to the actual use of urban facilties, but rather refer to an "overall 
image" visitors have of an inner city. 
Sunday visitors appreciate the presence of green areas in the inner city, slightly 
more than the visitors on a weekday. This could be one reason for their generally 
positive attitude. Anyway, green areas in the inner city seem to play only a secondary 
role for visitors during the week. Especially with reference to the open spaces in the 
inner city, some critical remarks have been registered. Attractive open spaces seem 
to rank highly in the appreciation of urban elements, although the present situation in 
the inner cities often causes criticism. The most frequently mentioned shortcomings 
were the promenades along the riverbanks, which of course could be very attractive 
for a Sunday walk but at the moment fail to function as such (table 12). 
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Table 11 Degree of Importance attached to Urban Elements 












































































































(source " Kíjk op de Usselsteden", 1986) 
The combination of the degree of importance attached to and the appreciation of 
particular urban elements offers an interesting source of information for urban 
planners. A further interpretation of the information in table 12 could allow for 
several recommendations to adapt the inner city environment to the demands of 
visitors. Two major points of attention are the shortage of outdoor café facilities and 
the demand for attractive promenades along the nverbanks, especially important to 
Sunday visitors. 
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Table 12 Appreciation of Urban Elements 

























































































































Green Areas good 30 6 20 8 
average 37 2 33 9 






























































































(source "Kíjk op de Usselsteden" 1986) 
'Usselkade = banks of the river Ijssel in Deventer 
Summary and Conclusions 
This brief experiment of looking at visitors seperately, on a Sunday and on a weekday, 
leads to a closer identification of the inner city leisure function and of the conditions 
for an attractive leisure environment 
Furthermore, these insights have been differentiated according to personal 
characteristics, behaviour patterns and attitudes of distinct visitor groups. The most 
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relevant differences between Sunday and weekday visitors are summarized in table 
13. The Cramers' V measurement has been included in order to determine more 
precisely the relative importance of the different variables. As a rule, only values 
above 0.30 ( Cramers' V) are considered to point out a significant difference. 
Table 13 Differentiation between Inner City Visitors 
Variable Cramers'V Sunday Weekday 
Visitors Visitors 
activities 





































The above-mentioned characteristics complete the picture of the inner city visitor on 
a Sunday, most often including single persons, younger population groups and 
unemployed persons all with the main purpose of going for a walk in town and possibly 
patronising a pub. In contrast, the profile of the weekday visitor is more closely 
related to urban shopping facilities. 
The results of this exploration into the leisure function of the inner city, especially 
on Sundays, lead to some reflections concerning the future of inner urban tourism. It 
has been demonstrated to what extent and by whom the inner city environment is 
experienced as a place for leisure on Sundays. Primarily this concerns the town 
inhabitants, single persons, younger ones and unemployed. Obviously, they visit the 
inner city as a leisure environment, which implies they use this specific environment 
to go for a walk, possibly to patronise a pub. In general, they do not seek this leisure 
environment as a place to spend a lot of money. So far, the pubkeepers are the only 
ones to really profit from this Sunday public, although this is rather limited in terms 
of the amounts of money spent. 
A crucial point of discussion is whether or not to consider the inner city on a Sunday 
as an unexploited tourism resource. This question fits into the present strategy of 
urban tourism policy very well. Wherever special events are organised on Sundays, 
or where exceptionally, shops are allowed to be opened, the image of a lively and 
attractive inner city arises. The current regulations of shops' closing days and hours, 
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of opening hours of museums and other tourist attractions, are becoming a point of 
reconsideration. The opening hours of the tourist information bureaus come into the 
picture as well. 
Nevertheless, prior to every promotion for the inner city, the effects of such 
promotion policy need to be seriously investigated. In the first place, a balance should 
be made of the implications for the different population groups involved. 
So far, there is no reason to believe that urban inhabitants would agree upon an 
intensive promotion of tourism in their inner city. It is very possible that they look 
upon this environment as their privilege when enjoying a leisurely Sunday walk. This 
could be seen as an argument for giving full priority to their demands, the 
improvement of attractive promenades along the riverbanks, canals and waterfronts 
and allowing for a greater diversity of pavement cafés. 
Furthermore, there is no evidence as yet as to the real demand for urban tourism 
facilities on Sundays. Whether this demand actually exists or could be induced by an 
expanded offer of urban leisure facilities in those particular inner cities, is still a 
subject of speculation. Finally, the possibility of choosing for an inner city leisure 
environment in combination with a tourism promotion policy is a matter of political 
priorities. Whatever the views on the future of inner cities may be, there are valid 
arguments for saveguarding the Sunday in the inner city as a day of resti 
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3.5. Profiles of Inner City Visitors: 
Some Issues of Case Studies In Medium-Sized Dutch Towns 
1. Introduction 
Planning for the inner city future requires empirical insights into the actual patterns 
of use and users of this specific environment (Ashworth, de Haan, 1986). 
Particularly in the present marketing approach to the inner city as a tourism 
recreation product, a contribution about market segmentation could open some new 
perspectives (Jansen-Verbeke, 1987-a). An evaluation of the supply-side of urban 
recreation and tourism facilities usually causes no problem (Wall, Sinnott, 1980). 
The speculation only starts when it comes to estimating the demand-side: who are the 
visitors of the inner city, what are they looking for, what could be the effects of their 
expenditure on urban facilities and last but not least, how do they appreciate this 
specific environment (Jansen-Verbeke, 1986-a). Within the multifunctional context 
of inner cities, it proves to be difficult to identify the carriers of the urban leisure 
function and therefore also the possible effects of visits inspired by recreational and 
tourism related motives. In fact, every visitor to the inner city can be seen as a 
potential user of recreational and tourism resources in this environment, whatever 
their primary motives for a visit. It all depends on the way they are using the 
facilities and above all how they appreciate this specific urban setting (Jansen-
Verbeke, 1985). 
These were the main research questions in a survey carried out in the inner cities of 
Deventer, Kampen and Zwolle. A secondary analysis of the results focused specifically 
upon the expenditure of inner city visitors in relation to their personal 
characteristics, motives and behaviour pattern. Despite some methodological 
restrictions, this data analysis could contribute to the current discussion about urban 
tourism, the planning issues and the commercial effects (Archer, 1977). This 
chapter intends to summarize some relevant results about the profiles of inner city 
visitors. 
2. The Methodological Issues 
In this context, only a brief evaluation of methodological aspects has been included. 
For an elaborate methodological discussion, reference can be made to the research 
report (Jansen-Verbeke, Ten Have, 1987). However, some reconsiderations on how 
to proceed on a survey dealing with inner city visitors have been considered worth 
including here. 
The study of urban functions from the users' point of view has always caused 
methodological problems. Focusing on one specific urban function by analysing the 
supply-side of facilities with reference to the consumers pattern is quite possible: for 
instance, the relationship between supply and demand for socio-cultural facilities, 
such as libraries and organised cultural events. As far as shopping facilities were 
concerned, traditionally a marketing approach has proved to be adequate. Problems 
arise when: 
1. the multifunctional character of the inner city is accentuated, rather 
than the sum of the effects of different functions. 
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2. the leisure function of the inner city is being questioned in its close 
relationship with the diversity of urban facilities and characteristics. 
The kaleidoscope of patterns of use and users then becomes a real challenge for the 
reseacher interested in the demand-side. The main objective of the survey was to 
identify more precisely the characteristics of visitors, their behaviour patterns in 
terms of activities and expenditures and finally, their appreciation of a number of 
urban elements which are assumed to contribute to the attractiveness of the inner city 
as a leisure environment (Kuhn, 1979). 
The question was how to reach the population of inner city visitors in such a way that 
the differentiation within the group could be recognised, and so that a serious bias due 
to time or to motives for a visit could be avoided. A questionnaire handed over to 
visitors at the local tourist offices and in local museums was one way of reaching 
visitors coming to the inner city, presumably with "leisure" purposes. The idea was 
that this approach would allow for some conclusion on the tourist in the inner city. As 
happens with all written questionnaires, a certain nonresponse occurred and, 
furthermore, a specific bias with reference to educational level and age. 
The results of these questionnaires (N =198) proved to be representative for a 
specific group in many ways, though different from the respondents who have 
cooperated in an interview. A total of 939 interviews has been held at different times 
of the day and on different days of the week in three distinct places: the inner cities of 
Deventer, Kampen and Zwolle. This large sample could allow for some generalisations 
about inner city visitors. 
On the assumption that most visits to the inner city include a time of rest in a pub, a 
restaurant or a cafetaria, these locations have been chosen as the place for holding 
interviews. 
2 .1 . Differences Issuing from the Methodological Approach 
The survey method, the written questionnaires and interviews plus the time as well as 
the place of interview, account for the diversity of population groups included in the 
analysis.The differences amongst the results obtained from written questionnaires and 
from interviews were such that both sets of data had to be analysed separately. The 
written questionnaire did indeed reach a specific group of inner city visitors, to a 
large extent to be identified as the "day-tourist" in the inner city. His or her demand 
for information at the local tourist office and a possible visit to the museum, 
demonstrate specific motives for the visit which could of course be traced in their 
behaviour pattern during the day. This group of inner city visitors tends to include 
more "newcomers" to the place, coming for the first time or very infrequently and 
from places further afield. However, one exception needs to be mentioned, namely the 
fact that students and possibly also some town inhabitants are making equally use of 
these tourist services. 
As a consequence, the procedure of referring to two survey methods, which were taken 
to be complementary, led to the identification of two distinct groups of inner city 
visitors. The extent to which the different characteristics are relevant can be 
illustrated (table 1). The ranking of variables allows for a further identification of 
both group of respondents. Values above 0.30 -according to the Cramers' V test-
indicate significant differences. 
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Table 1 Ranking of Variables Explaining the Differentiation between 
Both Samples 
Variable Cramers' V Interviewed Written 





Use of tourism 
services 
Age 




































The most important difference clearly lies within the motives for an inner city visit 
During the interviews, the role of shopping and pub visits lends to be accentuated, 
whereas the written responses came more from visitors coming for a day out and 
sight-seeing The latter group seems to be relatively more important in Kampen than 
in both other cities This can be explained in relation to the distinct characteristics of 
those inner cities, which will be revealed later 
It is not only the motives, but logically, also the activity patterns which are typical 
for both groups of respondents This is also reflected in their respective expenditure 
pattern The frequent visitor coming for shopping and possibly for a pub visit 
apparently spends less than the visitor coming for a day out and sight-seeing (table 
2) These first results of average expenditure per activity point out the relative 
importance of the "tourists" in the inner city They · eem to spend on diverse 
activities, with the exception of the market Some restriction as to the interpretation 
of these figures needs to be mentioned For each of these activities there was a variable 
number of nonspenders The amount mentioned has been calculated on the basis of the 
actual spenders This accounts for the fact that the total average amount spent is 
Fl 69 50 for the first group and Fl 53 40 for the other 
These amounts are much lower than the sum of the average amount spent per activity 
Amongst the written responses, about 26% of the respondents declared having had no 
expenses at all, which is high compared to the 4% of interviewed persons 
A serious problem occurs when dealing with the group of nonspenders They are most 
difficult to include in a survey, despite the fact that their numbers can be 
considerable. They are often left out m surveys and marketing studies because they 
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are not considered to be interesting market segments for urban facilities 
This brief review on issues accounted for by the chosen method draws attention to 
some of the problems encountered A future interpretation of profiles of inner city 
visitors should take into account the implications of these methodological issues and 
should be based on one or another group of respondents, but cannot include the entire 
sample because of the major differences signalled When focusing on inner urban 
tourism, the results of the written questionnaire should preferably be referred to 
However, when trying to evaluate more generally the inner city functions, the results 
obtained from the interviews allow for a wider discussion. 
The decision to proceed only with the results of the interviews has emphasised the 
regional function of the inner city. As a consequence, it will be much more difficult to 
identify the leisure function of the inner city in the mixture of expenditures and 
activities In other words, this analysis contributes to the identification of the regular 
visitor in a regional centre rather than to the tourist In the perspective of a 
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2. 2. Methodological Issues of Time and Place of the Survey 
Undoubtedly, the time of interviewing can be very significant with respect to the 
visitors included in the sample. The inner city attracts different populations at 
different moments of the day, such as a shopping public, the school and student 
population, office workers, evening visitors. This possible differentiation has been 
taken into account by spreading the interviews over the day 
Another problem was the possible difference according to the day of the week a market 
day, a Sunday and a midweekday are equally assumed to attract different populations 
As a matter of fact, the Sunday visitor in the inner city is in many ways to be 
distinguished from the weekday visitor by personal characteristics as well as by 
motives, actual activities and expenditure patterns. This aspect, considered to be 
relevant in the discussion about urban tourism potentials, has been dealt with 
seperately (Jansen-Verbeke,1987-b). 
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Not only the time, but also the place of the interviews could lead to some specific bias 
of the results. This survey was carried out in the inner cities of Deventer, Kampen, 
Zwolle; historical places which are to some extent comparable but in other ways also 
unique. The evaluation of strengths and weaknesses of the inner city tourism product 
has then been completed by the interpretation of uses and users. 
Activity patterns though, are not the only indicators of the inner city function 
(Jansen-Verbeke, 1986-b). Results of an attitude analysis are equally important as 
indicators of appreciation of the inner city. This aspect has been worked out in a 
seperate study (PPD, 1986). Theoretically, a combination of both behaviour and 
attitude analyses would be most interesting. This chapter comments upon the profiles 
of inner city visitors mainly referring to personal characteristics and behaviour 
patterns. 
The representative nature of results obtained in three different inner cities can be 
questioned. The main objective was not to set up a comparative study but rather to 
balance the results of three case studies in an attempt to generalise some relevant 
findings. Nevertheless, the characteristics of each of those urban settings play an 
important role in the final results. Some points of difference can be briefly 
mentioned. 
Zwolle is by far the most important regional centre for an extended urban region. This 
is reflected in its shopping function and in the relative importance of regional 
visitors. Kampen, being a much smaller urban centre, seems to attract visitors from 
beyond the urban region who come for a day out, for sight-seeing and walking around. 
Deventer takes a rather in-between position, being a regional centre and an attractive 
inner city. 
The different attraction of these cities can also be concluded from the activity patterns 
and the expenditure of visitors. However, a generalisation of such survey results is 
only possible under certain conditions: 
1. When comparing the attraction of inner cities in terms of catchment area, 
the hierarchical level of the service and shopping centre should be taken 
into account. Only when this is clearly determined does it become possible to 
estimate the surplus effect of tourism visits. 
2. The "uniqueness" of the urban setting should be recognised by an inventory 
of urban elements and characteristics and an estimation of their attraction. 
Only after an evaluation of the attraction of the typical tourist elements has 
been effectuated, can attempts be made to generalise. This would imply a 
survey especially focused on visitors of the tourist attractions in the inner 
city (Ashworth , de Haan, 1985). 
Despite the methodological restrictions of the survey methods, of time and place, some 
results of the analysis have been introduced. Two aspects of the profiles will be 
commented upon 
1. The profile of inner city visit in terms of personal characteristics: place of 
origin, motives for a visit, sex, age, househould situation and employment 
situation. 
2. The expenditure patterns in terms of activities which account for the 
amount of money spent on particular activities whilst visiting the inner 
city. 
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3. Characteristics of the Inner City Visitor 
A number of variables has been included in order to indicate the most important 
characteristics of inner city visitors. The results have been systematically 
summarised in a series of profiles, pointing out how a specific group differs from the 
average population. The significance of the difference is being checked by means of a 
Chi-square test, with a validity of 95% and an accuracy of 5 %. The profiles include 
the following variables: 
1. Personal characteristics such as sex, age, household situation, employment 
and nonemployment. 
2. Place of origin distinguished in three categories : town inhabitants, urban 
region inhabitants and residents outside the urban region. 
3. Motives for a visit such as shopping, daily purchases, market and pub 
visit, a day out, sight-seeing, walking around, visits to relatives and 
friends, museum visit and visits related to work and school. 
4. Behaviour patterns include the indication of the frequency of visits and the 
kind of activities during the visit. 
For each of these subpopulations a profile has been drawn which illustrates the over-
or underrepresentation of specific characteristics. Only a selection of these profiles 
has been included here. In order to comment upon some relevant groups in the 
kaleidoscope of inner city visitors, a number of ten subpopulations has been selected 
in order to draw a profile of their characteristics. These profiles clearly demonstrate 
the characteristics of each subpopulation and therefore, a brief comment on each is 
sufficient. 
Town inhabitants 
Urban region inhabitants 
Origin outside the urban region 
Male visitors 
Female visitors 
Visitors aged 60 plus 
Visitors with employment 
Students and scholars 
Housewives 
Unemployed with a substitue income 
N = 393 
N = 147 
N = 209 
N = 343 
N = 406 
N = 7 2 
N = 374 
N = 142 












3.1. Inner City visitors: Where do they come from? 
The place of origin of inner city visitors proves to be an important point to 
understanding the inner city functions and their capacity to attract visitors. The town 
inhabitants (fig.1) who come to the inner city do so mainly with the purpose of daily 
shopping and come more frequently than others, often combining it with a pub visit, 
activities related to work or school or to other activities. This group included 
significantly more women and single persons. 
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place of origin 





> single persons 
< youngsters living at 
home 
о employed persons 
о unemployed persons 
* 
> dally purchases 
< a day out/alght-seelng 
> dally/weekly visitors 
< less frequent visitors 
> pub visits 









place of origin 
motives for a visit 
activities 
о sex 
> 20-24 years 
< 25-29 
< 60 plus 
> youngsters living at home 
> families with children 
< single persons 
< (married) couples 
> housewives 
> students & scholars 
< persons with a substitute income 
* 
> shopping 
< dally purchases 
< walking around 
> monthly visits 
< dally visits 
> shopping 
< walking around 
explanation of symbols 
bold = significant difference according to the Chi-square test 
> = overrepresented compared to the sample average 
< = underrepresented compared to the sample average 
о = no significant difference 
* = not relevant 
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Visitors to the inner city who come from the wider urban region (fig.2) 
predominantly come for shopping reasons, usually once a month. Within this type of 
inner city visitor the group of young adults (between the age of 20-24) are strongly 
represented as well as persons belonging to families with children, housewives and 
students. Visitors coming from beyond the urban region (fig.3) can be distinguished, 
especially with reference to their motives for a visit. Obviously, they come less 
frequently into the inner city, their main motives being sight-seeing and visits to 
relatives or friends. Their activities in the inner city are referred to as a day out, 
sight-seeing and familiy visits. Significantly more men than women and more families 
belong to this type. These are indeed indications to look upon this type of visitor as a 
tourist in the inner city, and are therefore of interest to the further discussion about 
tourism potential. 
3.2. Why do Visitors come to the Inner City? 
The motive for a visit is as significant for the activities eventually undertaken as it is 
for the actual use of urban facilities and, not in the least, for the expenditure whilst 
staying in the inner city. The problem of identifying the motive patterns primarily 
lies in its complexity, since frequently more than one motive has been mentioned. One 
way of disentangling this complexity is to recognise the nature of clusters of motives. 
Two relevant clusters have been identified: the first one mainly being related to daily 
purchases, shopping, window-shopping and market visits, the second one being a day 
out and sight-seeing. This does not include visitors primarily coming for reasons 
related to work and school or visits to relatives and friends. (The working population 
itself has not been included in the sample.) The question now arises what kind of 
visitors rather belong to the one or to the other cluster of motives. The analysis of 
personal characteristics points out the relative importance of women in general and 
housewives in particular, of town inhabitants and urban region inhabitants in the 
cluster of "shopping" motives. This cluster happens to be more explicitly represented 
in Zwolle than in both other cities. The second cluster including motives related to 
tourism and recreation occurs more frequently amongst male visitors, employed 
persons and, of course, visitors coming from beyond the urban region. This applies 
especially to Kampen. As a matter of fact, within this cluster of motives and visitors 
the recreational and touristic function of the inner city could be further investigated. 
1. For instance, looking more closely at the employed persons, frequently men, 
who are visiting the inner city for leisure purposes such as walking around 
and patronising a pub. 
2. The "day-tourist" coming into town with the idea of a day out and sight-
seeing, could be brought into focus in order to stipulate a future course for 
urban tourism policy. 
In addition, the overnight tourist could be included (Hensel, 1980). This aspect of 
inner city visits and stays has been completely left out of this survey. However 
difficult it is to trace the motive for an inner city visit, it proves to be an adequate 
indicator of the actual function of the inner city. 
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place of origin 




> 25 plus 
< 15-24 
> families 
> (married) couples 
о employed persons 
о unemployed persons 
é 
> visits to relatives/friends 
> sight-seeing 
< pub visits 
< dally purchases 
> yearly visits 
< dally/weekly visits 
> sight-seeing 
> day out 
> visits to relatives/friends 




Profile of Male Visitors 
personal characteristics 
place of origin 






youngsters living at home 
persons with a subsltute 
Income 
housewives 
students & scholars 
beyond the urban region 
town Inhabitants 








explanation of symbols 
bold = significant difference according to the Chi-square test 
> = overrepresented compared to the sample average 
< = underrepresented compared to the sample average 
о = no significant difference 
* = not relevant 
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3.3. Who are the Inner City Visitors? 
The place of origin and the motives of visitors hold important clues, but as yet, 
questions about personal characteristics have not been dealt with explicitly. In the 
context of the present discussion about marketing urban tourism in general and 
identifying market segments in particular, empirical findings would be very welcome. 
There is a lot of speculation going on in marketing the inner city as a tourism product, 
which is the result of a lack of empirical information (Jansen-Verbeke, 1987-a). 
To some extent, the results of this analysis can be seen as a first indicator by looking 
systematically at the profile of inner city visitors according to their personal 
characteristics. 
For instance, is there a significant difference between men and women when it comes 
to using the inner city? The major difference lies within their motives for visiting 
the inner city: male visitors more frequently mention motives related to work and pub 
visits, whereas women more frequently mention shopping and market visits more as 
their motives. This distinction is, of course, reflected in the activity patterns 
registered during their stay: men more often go for a walk and possibly for a pubvisit, 
whereas women are essentially occupied with shopping and visiting relatives or 
friends (Fig.4, Fig.5). 
There is also a bias with respect to the place of origin, men tending to come from 
places further away, women mainly living in the town itself. A remarkable difference 
can be construed from the age characteristics: male visitors are relatively 
overrepresented in the age group between 30 and 40, whereas the relatively high 
percentage of young women between the age of 15 to 20 needs to be mentioned. This 
could support the assertion that the inner city is an attractive environment for young 
women. Or could it be that shopping is, socially, a more accepted leisure pattern for 
women (Jansen- Verbeke, 1987-c). 
Against the background of a general ageing of the population on the one hand and on the 
other a persistent image of the inner city belonging to the younger generation, it was 
considered relevant to look at the group of visitors over the age of 60 in particular 
(Fig.6). Compared to other visitors, they frequently come to the inner city to do their 
daily shopping, to go to the market or just to go for a walk. With respect to all other 
variables included in the analysis, the visitor group of 60 plus cannot be seen as 
typical. In order to estimate the effects of ageing, a more direct approach to the 
activities and the appreciation of elderly visitors in the inner city should be included 
(Smith, 1986). 
Against the background of socio-economic trends such as unemployment, shorter 
working time and flexible working hours, a question about inner city visitors 
according to their employment situation has been included. Are there differences 
between employed or unemployed persons with reference to their motives for a visit 
and their actual behaviour pattern (Fig.7)? 
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Income place of origin 





youngsters living at home 
(married) couples 
housewives 
persons with a substitute 
town Inhabitants 
beyond the urban region 
shopping 
pub visits 










Profile of Visitors over the Age of 60 
personal characteristics α 
place of origin 




couples without children 
couples with children 
employment 








visits to the market 
sight-seeing 
explanation of symbols 
bold = significant difference according to the Chi-square test 
> = overrepresented compared to the sample average 
< = underrepresented compared to the sample average 
о = no significant difference 





Profile of Employed Visitors 
personal characteristics 
place of origin 








youngsters living at home 
employed persons 
unemployed persons 
beyond the urban region 
town inhabitants 
a day out 
pub visits 












Profile of Schoolpopulatlon and Student Visitors 
personal characteristics 
place of origin 





> youngsters living at home 
* employed persons 
' unemployed persons 
о 
> shopping 
> visits to relatives/friends 
< dally purchases 




> school-related activities 
> visits to relatives/friends 
< pub visits 
< market visits 
explanation of symbols 
bold = significant difference according to the Chi-square test 
> = overrepresented compared to the sample average 
< = underrepresented compared to the sample average 
о = no significant difference 
* = not relevant 
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place of origin 




> 40 plus 
< less than 40 
> families 
< single persons 
< youngsters living at home 
* employed persons 
* unemployed persons 
> town Inhabitants 
> urban region Inhabitants 
< beyond the urban region 
> shopping 
> dally purchases 
> market 
< a day out 
< pub visits 
< walking around 
< work-related visits 
> weekly visitors 
< daily visitors 
> shopping 
> market visit 
> sight-seeing 
< all other activities 
explanation of symbols 
bold = significant difference according to the Chi-square test 
> s overrepresented compared to the sample average 
< s underrepresented compared to the sample average 
о = no significant difference 
* = not relevant 
The profile of employed inner city visitors shows many similarities with the profile 
of male visitors, men clearly being overrepresented in this group. A profile of the 
unemployed visiting the inner city has not been included as such, since it proved to be 
blurred by being mixed with housewives, students as well as unemployed persons 
having a substitute income (social security, etc.). 
Hence, these types of inner city visitors have been analysed seperately (Fig.8, 9, 10) 
Students and schoolpopulation (Fig.8) who visit the inner city do so mainly with the 
intention of shopping and visiting relatives or friends. The activities are often related 
to their school obligations but also include shopping and window-shopping. This 
pattern occurs more frequently amongst girls in the age group of 15-24, and 
especially amongst youngsters still living with their parents. 
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place of origin 





< all other age groups 
> single persons 
< all other household 
situations 
* employed persons 
* unemployed persons 
> town Inhabitants 
< urban region Inhabitants 
< beyond the urban region 
> pub visit 
> walking around 
< all other motives 
> daily visitors 
< all other frequencies 
> pub visits 
> walking around 
> market visits 
< ell other activities 
explanation of symbols 
bold = significant difference according to the Chi-square test 
> = overrepresented compared to the sample average 
< = underrepresented compared to the sample average 
о s no significant difference 
* = not relevant 
The schoolpopulation and students constitute an Interesting group of inner city users, 
mainly because the concentration, both in time and in place, tends to be high 
(Jansen-Verbeke, 1986-c). Housewives (Fig.9) in the inner city respond in all ways 
to the expected characteristics; they come from the urban region, usually once a week, 
for shopping and for a market visit. They tend to be better represented in the age 
group over 40 and, in general, are living in a traditional family situation. 
The unemployed visitor with a social security income (Fig.10) is more likely to be 
found amongst men in the age group between 20 and 30 and in the group of single 
persons. They tend to come into the inner city fairly frequently and usually fill their 
time with walking around and eventually going to a pub. The market also plays an 
important role in the activities of these visitors. 
This brief review of profiles according to personal characteristics, motives and 
activities accentuates even more the differentiated role the inner city actually plays 
for a variety of visitors. It could be argued that the results presented hardly add any 
new elements to the traditional image of the inner city uses and users. 
However, the close interrelationship of motives, activities, places of origin and last 
but not least personal characteristics of inner city visitors is demonstrated once 
again. The possible relevance of these profiles could be further looked for in their 
expenditure patterns. 
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4. Expenditure of Inner City Visitors 
The kind of activities on which money is spent, the relative importance of the 
differences in the expenditure (total spending pattern) and the actual amount spent 
per activity could all be used as indicators. It is clear that whatever way is chosen, 
there are serious restrictions as to the interpretation. In the first place the 
reliability of the answers can be questioned and secondly, the way in which 
nonspenders have been reached in this survey. 
4.1. The Expenditure Pattern in General 
The number of transactions per respondent does not vary very much, but the 
differences in the actual amount spent per activity could lead to some interesting 
interpretations. The average amount spent per group of visitor and an indication of the 
relative importance of nonspenders is summarized in table 3. 
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a day out 
pub visits 
sight-seeing 
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The average amount spent during an inner city visit, Fl,- 67.50 is only a very 
general indication of an extremely varied reality. Visitors with primarily a shopping 
motive are by far the most important spenders, in strong contrast to, for instance, the 
group of visitors coming for sight-seeing. In between lies a whole range of visitor 
types. 
Prior to every discussion about the market potential of a specific visitor group, the 
relative importance of nonspenders should be taken into account, for this can put the 
effect of expenditure into a more realistic daylight. Therefore, both sets of 
information -average amount spent and percentage of nonspenders- need to be 
balanced. 
For analytical purposes, inner city visitors can be divided into four types according to 
the actual amount spent (above or below the average of Fl,- 67.50 ) and the 
percentage of nonspenders (above or below the average percentage of 3.3 ) (Fig.11) 
Figure 11 Typology of Inner City Visitors According to Expenditure 
Patterns 
% of nonspenders 
average amount spent 
> Fl, - 67.50 
< Fl, - 67.50 
< 3.3 % 
TYPE I 
TYPE III 
> 3.3 % 
TYPE II 
TYPE IV 
Such a typology only has an analytical significance because it allows us to indicate the 
differences between inner city visitors more precisely with respect to their 
expenditure pattern. 
Type I: Includes the type of inner city visitors who tend to spend more than 
average and amongst them a relatively low percentage of nonspenders has been 
registered. The chances of finding this type are relatively high amongst women, 
retired persons and shopping visitors in general. 
Type II: These visitors do not differ from the previous type with reference to 
the average amount of money spent but more by the fact that the percentage of 
nonspenders tends to be higher. Apparently, visitors coming from the urban 
region and employed persons visiting the inner city belong to this type. This 
result refers to the fact that large numbers of these visitors are just walking 
around or doing some window-shopping in the inner city. 
Type III: Includes by far the greatest number of inner city visitors, spending 
less than average but nevertheless spending. Within this group, there is as 
great a variety in the average amount spent as in the % of nonspenders. As a 
mailer of fact, most of those inner city visitors display a rather low frequency 
of inner city visits. Coming to the inner city to do some daily shopping, to go to 
a pub or to walk around fits into this pattern very well. Unemployed persons, 
housewives, town inhabitants and persons above the age of 60 seem to be 
largely represented in this type. 
Type IV: Includes inner city visitors who are characterised by their fairly 
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low expenditure and, in addition, by a relatively high percentage of 
nonspenders. Some interesting conclusions could be attached to this type, which 
occurs most frequently amongst visitors coming from beyond the urban region 
(tourists?) (Kent,1983). Obviously, there is a close relationship between 
motives, such as sight-seeing, a day out and a visit to relatives and friends. 
This type tends to be found more frequently amongst men, unemployed persons 
with a substitute income and market visitors. 
This typology could be further investigated in the perspective of market potential 
according to specific visitor groups by weighing the effects of the frequency of visits. 
For instance, the contention that many day tourists belong to the low-spender 
classification can have its repercussions on the discussion of possible effects of 
tourism. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that, as a consequence of the survey 
methods, the chances of having included nonspenders are quite low. I 
η conclusion, the importance of nonspenders amongst the inner city visitors is 
underestimated as yet and for many reasons is a problem worth considering. 
4.2. A Sectoral Appraisal of Expenditure 
The effects of the expenditure of inner city visitors can be appreciated in general in 
terms of the number of visitors and the actual amount spent. When considering the 
implications for the different urban facilities, there is in fact an important 
differentiation to be mentioned (table 4). 
Table 4: Financial Expenditure of Respondents related to their 
Different Activities 





















* taking into account the percentage of respondents not spending on the activity 
These results include a first indication concerning which urban facilities mainly 
profit from the inner city visitor expenditure. Obviously, this information could be 
analysed more systematically, so as to complete the above-drawn profiles of inner 
city visitors. In this context, only some brief comments will be made upon the average 
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amount actually spent, according to the different visitor groups. This will be dealt 
with by merely looking at the greatest deviation between expenditure patterns of 
specific groups with respect to the average amount spent per activity. 
Shopping Expenditure 
On average visitors spend about 80 guilders on shopping in the inner city, exclusive 
of the daily purchases. The amount mentioned, only refers to the actual spenders, not 
taking into account the percentage, nor the effect of non-spenders. The actual amount 
spent on shopping ¡sto a large extent dependent on the motives of visitors and is 
related to their place of origin, both variables being strongly interrelated. The motive 
of shopping and the fact of coming from the urban region accounts for the highest 
amount of expenditure of shoppers, in strong contrast with the low amounts registered 
amongst market visitors, daily shoppers, unemployed persons and visitors above the 
age of 60. 
Expenditure for Daily Shopping 
Apparently, the inner city strongly holds its function as a place for daily purchases. 
At least one quarter of all visitors has included daily purchases as one of the items on 
which they spent money. On average, an effective amount of Fl,-31 was spent on daily 
goods. The differences according to the distinct groups of inner city visitors are much 
less explicit than for shopping in general. The highest levels of expenditure were 
mentioned by visitors coming from the urban region; the lowest amongst visitors 
coming to visit relatives and friends. 
Expenditure at the Market 
About 12% of all visitors spent money at the market. On average, an effective amount 
of FI,-26.50 per person has been registered, the fluctuations not being very 
spectacular. As could be expected, visitors with an explicit motive of visiting the 
market and women in general are the most important spenders at the market. 
Expenditure on Dinners/Luncheons 
For many visitors, a visit to the inner city includes visiting a restaurant or some sort 
of café (Smith, 1983). Some inner city visitors deviate remarkably from the average 
amount spent (FI,-26). The "best" customers for inner city restaurants seem to be 
found amongst those visitors coming for the day out, for a market visit and, 
remarkably enough, from the group over the age of 60. In contrast, expenditure on 
eating out is very low amongst visitors to relatives and those coming from the urban 
region. The influence of business meals could be concluded from the amount spent by 
employed persons in comparison to the unemployed visitors. 
Expenditure on a Pub Visit 
The pattern of going for a drink whilst in the inner city is fairly general, although the 
actual amount spent is fairly low compared to other expenditure. On average FI,-8 
was spent in pubs, which is common to most inner city visitors. Only visitors coming 
for the day out tend to spend slightly more whereas those mainly coming for daily 
purchases, slightly less than average. 
The analysis of expenditure per activity with respect to visitor characteristics could 
very well be followed by a discussion on the economic effects of expenditure evaluated 
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for each sector of urban facilities. The role of shopping facilities in attracting tourists 
could be given full attention, for a positive effect on tourist expenditure is assumed to 
be present, but cannot as yet be supported by empirical findings. 
Apparently restaurants, eating places and pubs seem to profit mostly from inner city 
visitors who come from beyond the urban region, the potential "tourists". This could 
be seen as an argument to evaluate the role of these facilities and for reconsidering 
conditions of optimal profitability, but also of meeting the demands of visitors. 
Expenditure patterns, as analysed in this survey, only offer the first indication about 
the distinct role of urban facilities. To some extent, these results can be seen as a 
warning to those who are especially interested in the surplus effects of day-tourism. 
An increase in the number of visitors does not imply, per definition, additional 
expenditure. The effect of inner city visitors, especially those belonging to the group 
of nonspenders, should be given more attention. The results of this survey are not 
adequate for taking this specific problem further. 
5. Some Conclusions 
Analysing and commenting upon the profiles of inner city visitors is not a research 
objective in itself. The results should contribute directly to a better understanding of 
the multifunctional character of inner cities. Starting from the users' point of view 
means confronting some specific methodological problems as has been demonstrated 
above. The variety of inner city functions has, to some extent, been identified by 
looking at the profiles of inner city visitors according to their actual activities. 
However, this is only a partial approach, the attitude and appreciation of inner city 
visitors being an equally important dimension. The merit then lies within the fact 
that, within the kaleidoscope of inner city visitors, some typical clusters have been 
recognised. The identification of a "tourism-recreation cluster" can be seen as an 
argument for not considering urban tourism and recreation exclusively in terms of 
economic effects because the big spenders, the modest or low spenders as well as 
nonspenders visit the inner city with motives such as a day out, walking around and 
sight-seeing. They are a priori not to be regarded as an interesting market segment, 
unless their numbers or the frequency of their visits can be increased considerably. 
Urban tourism promotion, which is primarily interested in the consumer tourist in 
the inner city, is likely to underestimate the effect of a relatively important and 
probably growing number of nonconsumers in the inner city. 
A first conclusion could be that in future research on inner city functions, uses 
and users one should not only rely on consumer behaviour patterns only, but 
rather on the real meaning of the inner city visits from the point of view of 
the visitor. This can be seen as an argument for proceeding with an integrative 
approach to inner city functions, rather than the traditional sectoral approach. 
Urban facilities find their reason for existing and their way of surviving through the 
considerable expenditure of urban visitors. The search to strengthen their attraction 
is increasingly oriented towards the tourists. Undeniably, this group of visitors could 
contribute substantially to the urban commerce, could even bring an extra stimulus 
in terms of an upgrading. A critical appraisal of this surplus effect is still lacking, 
however, which could, to some extent, explain the present support given to tourism 
promotion. 
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A second conclusion could be that the behaviour patterns of tourists, day 
visitors as well as overnight guests in particular should be investigated 
critically, before starting a promotion policy. 
The results of the above analysis, restricted to the day visitors, merely yield a first 
indication of how to proceed along this line. The current interest in urban potential as 
a tourism site especially in historic inner cities and the (re)discovery of their 
tourism resources opens new views on inner city functions. The accent tends to be laid 
upon the inner city as a leisure environment, as a place for recreation or as a tourist 
attraction, each of which interferes with other urban functions. Obviously, the inner 
city is a dynamic system which in many ways réponds to new demands of users, 
whether visitors or inhabitants. Interfering with spontaneous social developments by, 
for instance promoting inner city tourism, could affect the balance in the inner city 
system. 
A third conclusion could be that tourism and the recreational potential of inner 
cities should not be seen as an objective of urban policies in their own right, 
but rather as an instrument for generally improving the inner city as an 
attractive place to visit and to live in. 
The latter objective also implies that inner city functions should be evaluated in a 
wider social context and not merely in terms of marketing perspectives. 
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4.1. Planning and Promoting Ten Historical Inner Cities 
Introduction 
So far, the results of surveys have been analysed with reference to their general 
significance and little attention has been given to the "uniqueness" of the inner cities 
included. The need for a more general view on the inner city as a leisure environment 
became obvious during the course of this study. Nevertheless, generalised insights and 
conclusions tend to underestimate the specific characteristics of each of those 
historical cities. To some extent, this omission can be compensated for by including a 
chapter specially focusing on each of the case studies. It is obviously beyond the scope 
of this chapter to draw a complete picture; the focus will be centred on the current 
planning process and on the present promotion policy. 
Planning for the future of urban recreation and tourism is very topical nowadays. 
Local authorities handle this in their own way by relying on their views on how to 
develop a local recreation and tourism plan (Jansen-Verbeke, 1985-a). On the one 
hand, these views have a lot in common, for they reflect the trends within 
policy-making, the current political priorities and the planning instruments. On the 
other hand, they differ by the fact that local priorities are not all equal and even more 
by the personal stamp left by certain key persons in the planning procedure. An 
evaluation of these different individual styles is beyond the scope of this study. 
This chapter is an evaluation of similarities and differences in the current planning 
approaches as applied in ten historical inner cities, all of which strongly rely on 
their historical heritage as a potential tourism resource (Jansen-Verbeke, 1986). 
Some characteristics have already been mentioned in chapter 2.3. For the 
geographical situation of the cities included, reference can be made to the map included 
in this article. 
The question about local characteristics can be answered by analysing the results of 
questionnaires and interviews with local authority planners (questionnaire in 
appendix 4.1). Some written responses were rather compact, probably due to the time 
constraints of the respondents. It was therefore considered useful to complete this 
comment with some ideas which are discussed in the municipal reports dealing with 
local recreation and tourism planning. This information allows for a further 
reflection on the common as well as on the unique points in each city. Since the 
selection of these cities as case studies was inspired by an intuitive appreciation of 
their historical character and their tourism potential, it is most interesting at this 
time to compare their different planning approaches. 
The simple question of how municipal planners and local tourist boards identify their 
local tourist product, already leads to some interesting conclusions. The 
differentiation is not only accounted for by having specific tourism attractions within 
the inner city area but even more, by the creativity with which tourism and 
recreation resources are viewed. 
All the respondents were professionally involved with local tourism and recreation 
planning, so it could be assumed that they had very precise views on local strengths 
and weaknesses. Some have, indeed, very systematically balanced the strong and weak 
points of the local tourist product, whereas to others this excercise seemed 
irrelevant. In this context, it seemed logical to ask about possible competition with 
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other tourist places. The main objective of the questionnaire was not only to analyse 
views on local tourism resources, but also to see how the actual planning was 
proceeding. 
Whatever procedure has been chosen locally, all those inner cities are at the moment 
involved with a tourism recreation development plan. Apparently, this challenge has 
been taken up much earlier by some cities whereas in others the possibilities are still 
considered. The planning process is indeed in different stages; some in the stage of 
conceptualisation, others in the stage of realisation and active promotion or even in 
the stage of evaluating the effects. 
The ways of proceeding with planning of local tourism and recreation resources is one 
aspect, the ways in which promotion policies are conceived and managed is yet another 
problem, although strongly interrelated. In principle, local authority planners are 
not directly responsible for the promotion of the product. Nevertheless, in some inner 
cities the organisational structure is such that often the same persons are involved 
with both aspects of local tourism planning. 
The questionnaire sent to local tourist boards was not intended to make a critical 
analysis of the tourism service, nor of the organisational structure. The main purpose 
was to evaluate the similarities and discrepancies between their views on the local 
product and on the market position. How do those serving local tourism see the future 
of their inner city in terms of market segmentation in particular and of promotion 
policies in general. The questionnaire to local tourism boards has been included in 
appendix 4.2. 
A systematic comparison between the ten case studies was not possible because of the 
small number of responses and, unfortunately also because of the superficial way in 
which some of these questionnaires have been answered. A critical analysis of how 
local tourist boards operate would be a most interesting research line, but in this 
context the question has only been raised complementary to the overall planning 
issues. The question of to what extent this local planning process is underpinned by 
scientific research has been included with the intention of more realistically 
predicting the role of future leisure research in this field. 
These points of interest for each case study will be briefly commented upon. The 
information available varies between, at the minimum, the responses on the written 
questionnaire to, at the maximum, a number of municipal reports on the subject. This 
accounts for the different attention which can be given to them. 
However scarce the information may be, an attempt will be made to give a brief 
appreciation of the local tourism and recreation planning issues in each of the ten 
cities (dealt with in alphabetical order) This comprehensive review pays attention to 
the following points: 
A brief introduction on local history and on the main tourism attractions 
The organisational characteristics which are relevant to the planning process 
The current procedure of a local tourism and recreation development plan 
Views on the local tourism product and its strengths and weaknesses 
Views on future tourism development, product improvement and target groups 
Promotion policies and target groups, instruments and expectations 
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1 . Arnhem 
A Brief Historical Sketch 
Arnhem is the capital of the province of Gelderland and is in the first place 
characterised by its site on the Low Rhine and by its nodal function in the modern road 
network. Ever since the Middle-Ages, this town displayed a high degree of commercial 
activity strongly related to its geographical situation. Once a "Hansa Town", the urban 
landscape later developed in many ways as a garden city, including several parks. In 
the prewar period the town was especially attractive to retired colonialists. This still 
can be seen in the numerous luxurious villas in the surrounding wooded areas. More 
recently, the image of this town became associated with the dramatic battle of " A 
bridge too far". This war episode had been traumatic for the town, leaving it to a large 
extent in ruins. As a consequence, the inner city has been reconstructed on a large 
scale. Nevertheless, the historical area can still be recognised. 
The Main Tourism Attractions 
The national open air museum has become most famous for its collection of typical 
Dutch buildings, which are displayed in an attractive park setting. 
The municipal museum includes varied and interesting art collections and is also 
appreciated for its attractive location. 
Sonsbeek Park is considered to be one of the nicest in the Netherlands; it includes an 
interesting 16th century watermill and is used for special art exhibitions. 
A Safari park, created in an attractive green setting and including a wide fauna 
collection. 
All these major tourism attractions are located outside the urban core, thus leaving 
the inner city excluded from the main tourist flows. 
Planning for Recreation and Tourism 
In April 1987, the local authority of Arnhem issued a preliminary note on the 
tourism recreation development plan, which pointed out how and why the local 
authority was interested in the tourism and recreation development of their inner 
city. Within the organisational structure of the local authority, the nomination of a 
coordinator specially to deal with the preparation of such a plan was agreed upon. The 
conceptualisation of a plan gradually proceeded by means of a number of 
brainstorming sessions, assisted by delegates of the loc; I and regional tourist board, 
the provincial authorities, civil servants of the different municipal departments and 
advisers from the university. The objective was to stimulate a flow of ideas, which 
would then be consequently balanced against priorities and feasibility. This procedure 
eventually led to the installation of working committees dealing with specific aspects 
of tourism projects in the city of Arnhem. 
The interest in developing urban recreation and tourism is inspired by the expected 
positive effects for the urban community in general and the urban economy in 
particular. Actually, this town already enjoys a reputation as a tourist place, which is 
mainly accounted for by the presence of some specific tourism attractions. 
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Fig.1. Arnhem: Riverbanks of the Rhine and Eusebius Church 
Fig.2. Arnhem: Sonsbeek Park and the White WaterMiii 
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The combination of three of the elements mentioned above (the open air museum, 
safari park and museum) attracts about one million visitors a year. In addition a large 
number of visitors come to this place because from here it is possible to embark on 
boat cruises along the Rhine. These attractions in combination with the presence of the 
attractive national park in the surrounding area (National Park of the Veluwe), tend 
to overshadow the inner city of Arnhem. Despite that there still is a recognisable 
historical core and that this town profits from the image of a garden city, including 
several interesting museums, there is a strong feeling amongst planners and 
promoters that many tourism resources are insufficiently recognised, exploited and 
promoted. 
In the first place, the situation along the Rhine is seen as real tourism potential, to 
which development full attention should be given. A better integration of the inner city 
and its shopping centre into the action space of visitors is also seen as a possibility for 
improving the overall tourism attraction. These objectives face major problems since 
the most important tourism attractions are located outside the urban centre and, above 
all, the inner city itself is not generally appreciated as an inviting environment. 
Traffic and parking problems are certainly major obstacles, together with an 
unattractive ¡mage of the access roads to the inner city area. In this context, the 
liveliness of the shopping centre, which is especially lacking in the evening hours, 
has been questioned. These are, in a nutshell, the problems to be dealt with when 
starting with a tourism recreation overall plan for Arnhem. Two lines of procedure 
have been put forward; 
1. product improvement, which aims at improving the quality and attraction of 
existing elements 
2. product enlargement, which intends to add new elements to the tourist 
product 
These ideas are now worked on with all attention focused on the "supply-side" and with 
a detailed working plan for each of the elements of the tourism product to be improved 
or to be newly created. 
Views on the market position of this city are not explicit as yet. This became even 
more obvious when questioning about actual and possible market segments. The 
potential held by the cruise public and by the tourist temporarily staying in the 
surrounding area, was frequently mentioned in the perspective of day-tourism. Last 
but not least, the possibilities of business and congress tourism are seen as promising 
markets. 
Promoters of the local tourist product are very well aware of the advantage which can 
be taken from attractive regional surroundings and consequently exploit this in their 
promotion policy. Implicitly, they recognise the weaknesses of the inner city in 
attracting visitors. This supports the idea that product improvement and promotion 
should be very closely linked. The keyword thus becomes "coordination" which is 
progressively becoming a "must" in the procedure of tourism and recreation 
development plans. 
All along this planning process there has been some interest in research projects 
dealing with local problems and possibilities. In a number of case studies some 
specific problems have been investigated. A first example is a study dealing with the 
possible effect of visitor flows to the major tourism attractions in Arnhem on the 
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inner city (Dietvorst, al., 1987). The results of this study confirmed that the 
spin-off effect of tourists to the major attractions on the inner city itself is very 
modest and should not be regarded directly as an important potential for inner city 
tourism. A second research project focuses on the possible benefits which could be 
obtained by marketing bus tourism. Within this market sector an important potential 
of visitors is assumed and the decision-makers in this sector should be approached. 
These are only some examples of university research projects which contribute to an 
empirical basis for the planning process. They are seen as part of a more elaborate 
research programme, yet to be carried out by the municipal research and statistics 
department. A development plan for local urban tourism and recreation is forthcoming 
and certainly has already effectuated a sense of coordination and a platform for 
cross-sectoral discussion on the planning issues. 
2. Breda 
A Brief Historical Sketch 
Formerly, this was one of the most important fortified cities in the Low Countries and 
traditionally an important commercial centre. Its urban history has for some time 
been linked to the residence of the "House of Nassau", which accounts for the numerous 
works done to the city walls. These have disappeared almost entirely from the present 
urban scene. It became a strategic town in the battle of the "Geuzen" against the 
Spanish troops, which accounts for the presence of a fortified castle. Until 1831, the 
town of Breda remained part of the French departments, a historical heritage which 
can still be traced in the urban architecture. 
Nowadays, the urban development of this town is strongly influenced by its 
geographical position in relation to the Randstad and its function as an overspill 
residential agglomeration. 
The Main Tourism Attractions 
The inner urban scene is dominated by the main church (O.L.Vrouw kerk) which is a 
remarkable example of Brabant gothic and includes an important collection of 
religious treasures. 
The remains of the once vast fortification works include a Watergate and a restored 
castle. 
A small-scale béguinage, including some nicely renovated little houses and a historical 
chapel. 
Last but not least, the entire inner city scene, including market squares, 
architecturally interesting facades, guildhouses, etc. 
Attractive wooded areas border the town to the South. 
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Flg.3. Breda: O.L.Vrouw Church and Main Market Place 
Flg.4. Breda: Spanjaardsgat 
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Fig.5. The Castle of Breda 
Planning for Recreation and Tourism 
Despite that local authorities in this city have no intention of developing a local 
tourism and recreation plan in the short term, tourism potential is fully recognised. 
This town has no real tourism tradition, although recently it has established an 
international reputation as the location for important events and festivities. In many 
ways, the attractive historical inner city can be considered as a tourism resource 
which is not yet exploited as such. When asking about the structural and 
organisational problems in developing local tourism, the problem seems to be the 
geographical situation of the inner city In relation to the main traffic network. 
Important traffic flows pass by this town. From the main road the image of the city is 
not really inviting to visit. The lack of a tourist image is probably the main obstacle. 
To some extent, this could also explain the view of local planners and tourism 
promoters: primarily one of a city with an important regional service function, with 
the exception of the more important events and festivities. As a consequence, they are 
looking for possibilities for strengthening the attraction of Breda for the day visitor. 
This is mainly regarded as the responsibility of tourism promoters. 
Furthermore, the accent is strongly laid upon the regional context of tourism 
development, which implies that the inner city is treated as one element of the total 
product. On the level of the local authority, there is a modest interest in tourism and 
no real initiatives are taken to develop a local tourism policy. The reason given refers 
to the secondary importance of tourism in relation to other community matters. This 
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leaves almost the entire initiative of tourism development to the local and regional 
tourist boards. They have been active in the field of promoting events, congresses and 
commercial fairs, but are not primarily concerned about the historical tourism 
resources of the inner city. 
Apparently, planning for the touristic future of this inner city is not of primary 
interest to the local authorities. No real explanation of these views has been given by 
the different respondents. This is probably related to the geographical situation of the 
town on the fringe of the Randstad which accounts for its role as a place for 
day-tourism. This objective is realised by promoting events. The rich historical 
heritage seems, as yet, to be underestimated as a tourism resource. 
3 . Deventer 
A Brief Historical Sketch 
This historical town, situated on the river banks of the Yssel, offers a very 
interesting inner city to the visitor. Ever since the 9th century this has been an 
important commercial centre. At one time this town was the residence of the bishop of 
Utrecht, which accounts for the presence of a palace and which started a period of 
leadership in religious matters. Not only its long history as a "Hansa Town" accounting 
for its morphological and architectural characteristics, but also some recent inner 
urban renewal projects, such as the "Bergkwartier", make the place worth a visit. 
The Main Tourism Attractions 
There is not one element in this town which could be indicated as a major attraction; 
the entire setting of the inner city can be seen as touristic, including several squares, 
streets, houses and monuments, all witnesses of a rich history. 
Planning for Recreation and Tourism 
Despite the tourism potential of this historical heritage, local authorities are not yet 
involved with a tourism recreation development plan. Tourism development has no 
priority at all on the level of the municipal authority, which implies that no specific 
tourism policy has been developed as yet. This fits well into the picture of a local 
policy which gives priority to local community matters by emphasising the attraction 
of the town as a place to live in rather than as a place to visit. 
However, also within this political context, there are some signs of an ambition to 
promote it. The installation of a "Deventer Promotion Association" can be seen as a 
first initiative. Their activities are mainly directed towards organising events, of 
which the economic output for the local commercial life is certainly a first motive. 
Actually, the financial support of the municipal board to these events seems to be the 
only way they are directly involved with tourism development. 
This example of Deventer can be regarded as a case where political interest in tourism 
potential is limited, despite that its inner city holds some interesting tourism assets, 
especially its historical patrimonium and its attractive location along the river. 
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Flg.6. Deventer: Bergkwartler and St Nicolas Church 
t i 
Flg.7. Deventer: De Waag t-Лі 
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This personal view on "unexploited tourism resources", was also confirmed by the 
lack of reaction from the local tourist board. This leaves the local authorities and 
tourism promoters with the challenge of reconsidering the possibilities of their inner 
city, which is a place well worth visiting. 
4. Dordrecht 
A Brief Historical Sketch 
The historical site of this town is to be seen in relation to its traditional function as a 
node in the inland water transport network.lt used to be an important harbour town 
and nowadays this function is still seen in its townscape. As many other medieval 
towns, the urban settlement was fortified by a system of walls, accounting for the 
present morphology of the town. 
The 15th century brought disaster to the town, such as the St. Elisabeth flood, 
entirely isolating the town, and a large-scale urban fire. But the town recovered 
during the 16th century and became an important religious centre of protestantism. 
For a long time religion and art flourished until the town gradually lost its leading 
role to Rotterdam and Amsterdam. Even nowadays Dordrecht tends to be very much in 
the shadow of these more important urban centres. The present role can be indicated 
as an overflow function for the Randstad, for the population as well as for the 
industrial activities. 
The Main Tourism Attractions 
In the first place, the geographical site of the city along the Merwede river, the 
ancient quays and warehouses in the old harbour area and the canal system in the town 
are all appreciated as attractions. 
Although not one element is really outstanding as a major tourism attraction, the 
entire inner city area, including churches, town gateways, squares and historical 
buildings, can be seen as attractive. 
The natural area of the "Biesbosch" in the immediate surroundings is an interesting 
destination for tourism and recreation. 
Planning for Recreation and Tourism 
Comparable with the situation in many other cities, matters of tourism and recreation 
belong to the working field of the different municipal departments. One relevant 
exception in the organisational structure of this town needs to be mentioned: over the 
last years, a municipal research department has functioned here as a catalyst in the 
process towards integrated inner city planning. 
A city marketing policy has been developed actively and is not merely dealing with the 
local tourism product, but with a wide spectrum of urban activities and functions. 
Within this marketing approach, attention has also been given to the local tourism and 
recreation resources. A local development plan for tourism and recreation was 
published in 1984 with the intention of promoting this inner city as a historical place 
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of interest in the vicinity of the Biesbosch. 
The concern about tourism resources was also demonstrated by a research project in 
which the possible role of the historical setting to visitors was questioned 
(Hoppenbrouwers, 19Θ3). Actually, the process of identifying the local tourist 
product of Dordrecht is based on a number of research results which support the 
views of local planners and promoters that this historical inner city has a strong 
tourism potential in the medieval city, which includes numerous historical buildings 
and monuments in an attractive urban setting. This town also inherited a location along 
the waterfront which, in the eyes of many visitors, is highly appreciated. From the 
very beginning of the local planning process, the advantages which can be taken from 
an interesting surrounding region have been fully recognised. Hence, development 
plans are not based on the historical city only but also refer to the regional setting. A 
complete profile of their tourist product, including the capacity of the distinct 
elements which attract tourists has been reported (1984). This includes a critical 
appraisal of the strengths and weaknesses with reference to other historical cities. 
This balance of strong and weak points was established by interviewing local 
entrepreneurs, members of the local tourist board and of national tourism 
organisations. A critical analysis of reports and notes on this subject pointed out how 
local policy in Dordrecht should proceed. The problem of Dordrecht to produce an 
attractive ¡mage as a tourist place has been closely looked into and led to the following 
conclusions : 
A Negative Image 
The view of Dordrecht city when approaching along the main traffic roads has for a 
long time been associated with older and derelict industrial buildings. The first 
impression of this city can hardly be any better for those arriving by train. The 
presence of a historical city can only be guessed from the outside. Clearly, the 
"invitation card" is not very convincing. Even when eventually penetrating into the 
inner city, traffic and parking situations are indeed problematic. Another negative 
element which has been cited, is the number of buildings and lots out of use, leaving a 
desolate impression. In addition, the problem of vandalism, typical for many inner 
cities, was mentioned. The feeling of "insecurity" seems to be related to empty 
shopping areas on Sundays and during the evening hours. 
Inadequate Horeca Facilities 
The importance of attractive pubs, restaurants and pavement cafés situated in the 
right places, is assumed to be an important condition. The present dispersion pattern 
of these facilities cannot function as an additional tourism commodity. Within the 
shopping centre the accent is laid upon shopping only. The overall evaluation of the 
inner city as a potential tourist place clearly points out the weaknesses in the spatial 
and functional structure. Problems with outdoor recreation facilities as well as with 
local tourism services have been commented upon. 
On the basis of this evaluation, future plans are drawn inspired by two ideas : 
1. Dordrecht, the oldest town in Holland, has a rich cultural history which can 
be regarded and managed as a tourism resource. 
2. Its geographical situation on the edge of the natural area, the "Biesbosch". 
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Flg.8. Dordrecht: Harbour and view on the main church 
Flg.9. Dordrecht: Catharlnagateway - ¿ г ^ -
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Flg.10. Dordrecht: Damiatebridge 
Both characteristics allow for an interesting offer to the tourism market. This policy 
line has been worked out in detailed plans, dealing with the improvement of specific 
urban areas and with an innovation of the tourist product by including new elements. 
For each urban sector such as shops, pubs, hotels, restaurants, traffic, tourism 
service, a number of recommendations has been presented. The product improvement 
has had much emphasis. As a consequence, promotion policies refer to a renewed 
product. 
The first objective was to promote the image of Dordrecht by building a new identity 
for visitors as well as for the town inhabitants. Meanwhile, the effects of this 
promotion line have been evaluated in an interesting research project (Zwart, 
1987) . 
The experience in Dordrecht proves to be of major interest in the way local planning 
has proceeded as well as by Its connections with the promotion policy, both 
continuously backed up by the results of surveys in this town. As a conclusion, the 
presence of an active municipal research department can be regarded as an efficient 
processor in the planning for the future of a touristic inner city. 
5. 's Herlogenbosch 
A Brief Historical Sketch 
The town of 's Hertogenbosch is considered to be the heart of Brabant and the capital of 
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this province. It is widely known by two elements: the famous cathedral and the lively 
"carnival" festivities.The place used to be a wooded recreation area for the Dukes of 
Brabant, where eventually a castle was built, which latter became the core of this 
town. The medieval walls have disappeared from the urban scenery, although the trace 
is still very well visible in the townscape. Nowadays, 's Hertogenbosch plays an 
important role as a regional centre. In the wider urban agglomeration, several 
large-scale recreation areas have been created, which offer ample facilities for water 
sports. 
The Main Tourism Attractions 
St Jan's Cathedral is considered to be the most important element of the local tourist 
product. The reputation of this gothic cathedral goes far back in history and has 
attracted visitors and pilgrims for many centuries. 
A number of museums are also listed as attractions: the North Brabant museum with 
an interesting archeological collection, the Painting museum "Slager", etc. 
The market square has been preserved in its original triangular shape. This is only 
one of the witnesses of a rich historical patrimonium. 
Planning for Recreation and Tourism 
This historical town has promoted itself as the "heart of Brabant", nowadays under the 
slogan "a remarkable city". Day-tourists have been coming probably from the very 
beginning, but still this town cannot be indicated as a tourist place in a traditional 
sense. The important regional function of this town is clearly reflected in the 
priorities of the municipal authority as well as in the actual urban scenery. The 
recreational function of this city, primarily for the inhabitants of its own urban 
region, can be seen as the starting point of the discussion on tourism potential. 
In the municipal note of April 1963, a full inventory of recreational facilities was 
included and it only mentioned the historical Inner city briefly. Nevertheless, this 
inner city has a most remarkable historical heritage, including the St Jan's Cathedral, 
which has been very well restored recently, and a medieval core with characteristic 
streets and facades. Furthermore, the traces of the town walls have been preserved as 
a green area in the urban setting. Typical older areas have been renovated in an 
attractive way. Urban renovation has certainly upgraded the attractiveness of the old 
city. It cannot be denied that this historical setting holds a strong potential for 
tourism, but more is needed to attract tourists. This challenge was taken up by the 
local authorities which resulted in a tourism promotion plan (February,1986). The 
analysis of the tourist product not only includes an inventory of the different elements 
and resources but also pays attention to the balance of strength and weaknesses. 
It was impossible to trace which criteria were used to draw this balance or whose 
views were relied on. It did not come as a surprise that most elements cited were 
regarded as "strong points". This was already suggested by the title of the report: "A 
promotion plan". The only weak points agreed upon were the road infrastructure, the 
quality and the quantity of city hotels and campsites and the present tourism services. 
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Flg.11. 's Hertogenbosch: St Jan's Cathedral 
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Fig.13. 's Hertogenbosch: The "BInnendleze" and "Uilenburgkwartier" 
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Furthermore, this promotion plan is mainly to be appreciated as an action programme 
presenting many recommendations on how to promote this inner city. Views on market 
segments in particular or on the market position of this town in general were only 
mentioned briefly. The market position was sketched in very general terms such as 
"visitors coming from the region", "visitors of events", "cultural visitors" and 
"international visitors". Although the problem of identifying specific market segments 
in urban tourism was recognised, the possible implications for an adequate promotion 
policy have not yet been elaborated. 
Two lines of promotion policy can be distinguished : 
1. The town as a place of interest because of its cultural historical heritage, 
the number of events and last but not least, the hospitality of the local 
population. The accent is laid upon the potentials of events which, 
consequently, are strongly promoted. 
2. The tourism potential of the town in terms of a place for "active" tourism. 
This policy line exceeds the inner city tourist product by mainly referring to 
the recreational and sports facilities in the urban region. 
Sight-seeing and active tourism are the two objectives which are characteristic for 
the present promotion policy. Both these tourism resources are mainly placed in the 
perspective of "day-tourism". 
The process of planning for the future of this inner city as a place for tourism and 
recreation differs from that in the other case studies by the following: 
1. no integrated development plan for the inner city has been made. This step in 
the planning process has been skipped by proceeding immediately towards a 
promotion plan. 
2. urban planners and promoters are strongly relying on the regional context 
of their town, in terms of product identification as well as in regional 
market potential. 
So far, there has been no explicit need to turn to research projects; these are seen 
rather as functional in the stage of feasibility studies. One example of this is a study 
dealing with the potential of this town for congress tourism. 
A complete evaluation of the planning process with respect to inner city tourism and 
recreation is not possible as yet, because the inner city has been dealt with as part of 
a whole region. A regional plan is still in the making and would include many more 
issues which are less relevant to the discussion on inner city planning and promotion. 
6. Kampen 
A Brief Historical Sketch 
Kampen also belongs to the series of prosperous "Hansa Towns", which refers to 
Northern Dutch towns having an important trade function, especially with Germany. 
This came to an end in the sixteenth century; the sanding of the mouth of the river 
Yssel paralysed all commercial traffic, until canalisationworks were carried out. 
Nevertheless, this town lost its harbour function, but inherited an attractive site 
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along the river Yssel. Its regional function remained fairly limited, thus preserving, 
lo a large extent, the small-scale historical core. 
The Main Tourism Attractions 
The view of the historical city from the South bank of the river is the best known view 
of Kampen. 
The historical core includes an interesting town hall, several gateways, remains of the 
15th-century city walls and an impressive number of historical buildings. There are 
500 classified historical monuments all of which explain its status as a classified 
inner city. 
Planning for Recreation and Tourism 
It is beyond the scope of this study to describe at length the richness of this or of any 
other historical inner city. The point is how the local authorities are handling their 
tourism resources. The awareness of a tourism potential has recently been revived, a 
process which is probably initiated by the attention awarded in the provincial tourism 
recreation development plan (TROP Overijssel, 1984). This explains why the inner 
city of Kampen has recently become the subject of several reports and surveys (de 
Haan,1986). These were intended to prepare the way towards a local development 
plan. The publication of this plan is expected shortly. The necessity for such a plan 
was strongly felt and it is seen as an instrument to create an integrative framework 
which could enable a consequent tourism recreation policy. 
The lack of integration so far between the activities of the different municipal 
departments was mentioned by both the municipal planners and the local tourist 
board. The identification of tourism resources in this inner city, which are or could 
be elements of the tourist product, seemed rather easy. All key-persons involved 
agreed upon that aspect. Not only has the historical setting been mentioned in all its 
details, but also the possible role of the shopping centre, the horeca facilties and last 
but not least, the events organised. When asking about the obstacles on the way to the 
development of tourism, different points were referred to. The organisational 
structure of planning and promoting hardly encourages an integrated approach. This 
was seen as a major problem. 
Furthermore some very specific problems were considered to be relevant: 
1. the image-building of this inner city as a tourist place obtained insufficient 
attention from the promoters. 
2. the rather passive attitude of the local population seems to enjoy the 
place as its own recreational environment and are not really interested in 
tourism. 
3. the geographical location of the place, which tends to be regarded as 
"isolated" in between the main traffic flows and therefore weak in its 
competition with other places of interest. 
In almost all reports and notes dealing with local tourism and recreation resources, 
the attractiveness of the "promenades" along the riverbanks are put forward. The 
scenery is indeed most attractive and an infrastructural adaptation is obvious. 
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Fig. 15 Kampen: Town map from 1598 (Paulus Utenwael) 
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Flg. 16 Kampen; Town Hall Tower and New Tower 
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Flg.17. Kampen: Old Town Hall and "Oude Straat" 
Flg.18. Kampen: "Graan"market and Gateway 
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The question of which market segments this inner city actually attracts or could 
attract in the future, has been seriously investigated. In one of the reports, the 
conclusion was that Kampen primarily has a recreational function for its own 
population, whereas in other surveys it became clear that this inner city has a real 
attraction on the tourism market. Both studies agree upon the fact that much potential 
is unexploited as yet. 
Views on the tourism market tend to focus on the older visitor, the day-tourist and the 
special category of watersport hobbyists coming into the area by boat. In order to 
attract the latter group, plans are made to expand the mooring facilities along the 
river quays. 
There is no lack of creative ideas behind the desks of the municipal planners, but 
there still seems to be a discrepancy with the activities of the local tourist board. The 
personnel and financial resources of the local tourist board are limited and this 
accounts for their "small-scale" activities. 
To some extent, a solution to this problem is sought in a stronger collaboration with 
the regional tourist board. In addition, a higher degree of participation from local 
commerce could also open new perspectives. The offer of tourism arrangements and a 
coordinated marketing approach to new target groups are the main objectives in a 
strategic policy. 
When embarking upon the discussion on future development, some concern about the 
local effects came into the picture. Would an "over-promotion" of this small-sized 
inner city not adversely affect its environmental quality and eventually interfere with 
the demands and wishes of the residents? This question was also put forward in the 
context of a discussion on tourism potential for inner cities on a Sunday (Jansen-
Verbeke, 1987). At the moment, Sunday in the inner city is primarily a day of rest 
and of recreation for the locals, but this can change rapidly depending on the 
implementation given to the forthcoming development plan. 
7. Middelburg 
A Brief Historical Sketch 
This old fortified town has been a prosperous commercial centre, thanks to its former 
connection with the sea. The town walls, erected in the period of 1574-1692, have 
been preserved remarkably unchanged, although most of the former town gates have 
disappeared. All through the 17th and 18th century this town remained prosperous, 
which explains the characteristic features of the historical core. During the second 
World War this historical patrimonium was seriously damaged. Considerable efforts 
have been made to restore the historical centre and most of the monuments. 
Nowadays, the place holds a strong regional function as the main urban centre in 
Walcheren, and is an important destination for excursions made by seaside 
holiday-makers. 
The Main Tourism Attractions 
The town hall is a well known attraction, having a particularly characteristic facade 
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and an interesting interior. 
The abbey of Middelburg is a complex of several monumental buildings, reflecting the 
rich history of this town. 
Taking into account the large number of historical buildings, houses and monuments, 
all concentrated in a limited area, the urban scene, as a whole, can be seen as an open 
air museum. 
"Miniatuur Walcheren" is a modern addition to the local tourist product, presenting in 
the open air, on a scale of 1/20, the most interesting places and buildings of 
Walcheren. 
Planning for Recreation and Tourism 
Due to its geographical situation this city displays some characteristics which are 
different from those in the other case studies, regarding its tourism development. The 
medieval city with its typical urban morphology is a favourite place for sight-seeing 
for the crowds of holiday-makers from the nearby seaside resorts. This explains why 
tourism has long been a field of interest for the municipal authority. 
Nevertheless the urge to engage in a planning process in order to handle local tourism 
and recreation resources, is of a recent date. Although the different municipal 
departments were involved with aspects of urban recreation and tourism, the choice 
was finally made to delegate the responsibility for a local development plan to one 
department, in particular (Socio-Economie Department of Middelburg). This 
procedure did not exclude an intensive collaboration with the other departments, nor 
with the local and regional tourist boards, nor with the provincial authorities. 
From the very beginning of the planning process, the mark of an "action plan" was 
predominant, in which context the activities of different working committees can be 
placed. 
In March 1985, a first report was issued dealing with recreation and tourism in 
Middelburg. The objectives were defined, to support the current tourism development 
and to take advantage of its location to attract new target groups of tourists, especially 
with the intention of lengthening the season rather than intensifying the present 
tourism flows. 
This first report is mainly concerned with the identification of the product and 
therefore includes a complete inventory of local facilities, tourism attractions, 
opportunities and problems. A detailed description of the different elements of the 
tourist product has been given. The considerable number of 1100 classified 
monuments in a rather small area is of course the most important tourism asset. This 
historical scenery is in the first place a valuable resou ce for sight-seeing tourism. 
But visitors tend to look at very specific tourism attractions such as the abbey or the 
museums and Miniatuur Walcheren in particular. 
Secondary elements of the tourist product, such as shopping facilities, pubs and 
restaurants have also been evaluated. The information about local strengths and 
weaknesses of the tourist product is implicit, for the plan proceeds with a number of 
recommendations to improve different elements. 
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Different local issues have been Investigated in a series of studies; for instance, the 
problems and the opportunities presented by events concentrated around the abbey, 
the position of Miniatuur Walcheren on the tourist market, the prospects of congress 
tourism, in addition, some research projects are still carried out, such as a 
feasibility study of an art centre and of the all-weather accommodation in the inner 
city. Meanwhile, the report on recreation and tourism in Middelburg had a follow-up 
in an action plan in which the priorities have been stipulated (April 1985). 
This "active" approach in several specific projects tended to lose sight of a more 
fundamental problem, which is the lack of a functional and spatial integration of all 
elements. The major tourism attractions are forming a cluster in the inner city, 
which does not coincide with the shopping centre nor with the urban quarters of the 
highest cultural and architectural interest. 
The picture of the touristic inner city points at very specific areas within the inner 
city, leaving aside some other interesting areas. This problem was taken up in a 
resarch project, which investigated the tourism elements and the way they are 
evaluated by a number of key-persons professionally involved with the sector of 
recreation and tourism (van Haaren, 1987). The results of this study revealed 
several opportunities and a number of problems with respect to the supply of a 
tourist product, but left aside the entire discussion of the demand and user-side. 
Despite these restrictions the results proved to be useful as a basis for the recent 
promotion plan (March 1987) which, in addition to the previous inventory, now 
includes the views on market segments and promotion policies. 
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In contrast with most other inner cities Middelburg is hoping to enter the 
international market: special arrangements for English tourists and specific 
promotion campaigns on the Belgian and German market are also objectives. 
Similar to other historical cities, this inner city attracts culturally minded tourists, 
shopping tourists, day-tourists and above all, tourists coming from the urban region. 
Perhaps, the interest in bus tourism and school excursions is more explicitly present 
here. Promotion activities are not really aiming at specific target groups but 
attempting to reach a wide spectrum of potential visitors with the exception of the 
congress tourists and the so-called "educational tourists" which are dealt with 
specifically. This is related to the project of a congress centre and an open university, 
which intend to offer a variety of summer courses. 
Within this optimistic market prospect, the discussion tended to concentrate on 
promotion resources and the promotion policy. In order to proceed with this 
marketing approach coordination between the local and regional tourist boards and 
with local entrepreneurs seems to be essential. The problems involved with promotion 
have been investigated seriously, and this experience offers real perspectives as to 
the further tourism development of this inner city. The main obstacles, though, are 
the financial resources to achieve a product improvement and to initiate a promotion 
campaign. 
When evaluating the way the planning of local tourism and recreation has proceeded in 
Middelburg, one can only become more convinced about its tourism potential; the 
development plan is based on carefully balanced views of opportunities and local 
problems and, above all, has implemented an action plan which can be realised on a 
short-term basis. From the very beginning of the planning process, the concern about 
action and promotion was explicitely included, which guarantees short-term effects. 
This brief analysis of the Middelburg way of handling local tourism and recreation left 
some remarkable impressions. In the first place, the organisational constraints seem 
to be less important here than in other cities. This could be explained by a longer 
tradition and because it concerns a small-sized city with less complications in the 
organisation and more personal information and communication networks. Most of the 
departments involved include only a limited number of civil servants. 
Nothwithstanding the limitations of financial and personnel resources, this local 
authority seems to handle the challenge of planning for the future of its historical 
inner city in a convincing way. But then, such a judgement can only be made when the 
effects of this planning procedure can be evaluated. One of the respondents reflected 
upon the long-term effects of a successful tourism development by expressing serious 
concern about the "point of saturation". This indicates the next problem to be handled, 
namely how to combine an attractive tourist site and yet continue to give satisfaction 
to the local population who live in it. 
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8. Nijmegen 
A Brief Historical Sketch 
Despite the long history of this town, not very much of it is left in the modern inner 
city. Once a Roman settlement, it later became a favourite residence for Charlemagne. 
Some elements of this historical period have been preserved. Once the lower-city, 
along the banks of the river Waal was an important commercial centre. After the city 
walls were demolished in 1874, the centre of urban activities gradually moved 
southwards. This meant that the oldest part of the city along the river became 
downgraded, accelerated by the suspension of the ferry services across the river and 
by the replacement of these by a new bridge in 1936. Renovation plans for what was 
once the historical core were conceived in the thirties, but were not realised at that 
time because of the war. The town of Nijmegen suffered considerably from war 
bombing. 
As a consequence, in the postwar years all the attention of the local authorities went 
into the rebuilding of a modern commercial centre. Only in the seventies has the 
discussion on the lower city been reopened. The social priorities pressing for a 
renewal of these older quarters into a residential area have led to a lively political 
debate. The reconstruction of this residential quarter is almost completed now. 
Simultaneously with the process of building, the awareness grew that particularly in 
this area some touristic and recreational elements should have to be incorporated. 
Taking advantage of an attractive waterfront has become the new policy, but in the 
context of a residential area proves to be difficult to combine. 
The Main Tourism Attractions 
Due to its turbulent past, the inner city of Nijmegen has lost most of its historical 
character. The major tourist attraction nowadays comes from some successful events 
(e.g. a four-days marathon through the city and its surroundings) 
The recent restoration of the 17th-century town hall could give a renewed interest to 
this monument. In addition, there is the St Stevens Church with the surrounding old 
houses which are appreciated as the historical core. 
In terms of major tourism attractions the town of Nijmegen has little to offer 
compared to the previous historical inner cities discussed. 
Planning for Recreation and Tourism 
Although the historical resources of Nijmegen are limited, this did not prevent the 
local authorities from looking at the future of the town as a possible tourist site. This 
means that other resources have to be identified and exploited. Economic motives for 
developing a local tourism plan are clearly demonstrated. This can be concluded from 
the views on tourism policy presented in the municipal report of 1986 which 
strongly carries the stamp of the economics department which has produced it. 
Although the argument that expenditure of tourists could stimulate urban 
employment, this is not based on empirical data but, nevertheless, frequently used as 
a common-sense motive for proceeding with a tourism plan. 
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In contrast with other cities, tourism planning in Nijmegen is not primarily 
concerned with ideas about integration between the recreational function and a 
possible touristic function. Tourism almost exclusively belongs to the working field of 
the economic department which is actually taking a lead in this planning process. This 
accounts for the views and the procedure. Without questioning the present ¡mage nor 
the actual strengths and weaknesses, headings of the tourism policy have already been 
written: 
1. improving the tourism infrastructure 
2. improving the reputation of Nijmegen and of its tourism attractions 
3. stimulating new events to expand the product 
4. promoting congress tourism 
5. creating new events 
In the case of Nijmegen, the planning process which usually starts with the excercise 
of defining the product and its market position, seems to have skipped this first stage. 
The question asked about the elements of the local tourist product led to the 
confirmation of the impression that this city has no real tourism attraction, with the 
exception of a successful event, the four days marathon through Nijmegen and the 
surrounding area. Elements such as the market, an attractive shopping area and the 
situation along the river Waal, were not presented very convincingly as tourism 
potential. 
The respondents of the tourist board in particular recognised the limitations of the 
product and therefore recommended a stronger relationship with the regional tourism 
assets. The answer coming from the tourism promoters that "tourism resources are 
yet to be defined", was surprisingly honest. The lack of precise views on the actual and 
the possible market segments, the target groups for further promotion and the market 
position of this city was obvious. 
Several empirical studies have recently been carried out dealing with the image of 
this town (Dietvorst, 1987), its attraction to hotel guests, the visitors to the market 
and to the museums, etc., but for some reason these results have not really affected 
the local policy-makers (Jansen-Verbeke, 1987). Similar to several other cities, 
the tourism potential is assumed to be amongst the day-tourists, the shopping tourists 
and of course, the congress tourists. None of these tourism markets can be regarded as 
specific for this city. 
On the one hand, a product which is not particularly regarded as "unique", on the other 
hand a marketing approach which is not directed towards specific target groups; both 
these issues are indicative for the context in which planning for tourism is developed. 
However narrow this basis is, it does not prevent the launching of an elaborate 
programme of initiatives and recommendations. But most of these could be applied in 
any city; improvement of the attraction of the waterfront area is one example of a 
touristic priority in many historical Dutch towns. 
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Fig.22. Nijmegen: The Marketsquare 
Fig.23. Nijmegen: St Stevens Church and Surroundings 
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Flg.24. Nijmegen: The "Waag" 
Even an attractive waterfront cannot attract tourists autonomously; this tourist 
element needs to be bedded in a diversified and attractive total product. 
In the case of Nijmegen there are strong reasons for reconsidering the possibility of 
integrating more closely the urban tourism resources with the resources in the 
surrounding area. The necessity of emphasising the combination with an attractive 
region was fully recognised by the tourism promoters. The organisational problem of 
developing a regional tourism plan seems to be a major obstacle at the moment. 
Another problem arises when it comes to evaluating the different projects in terms of 
feasibility. At that stage of tourism planning, local authority planners tend to rely on 
specific studies. (Feasability study for the renovation of the riverbanks along the 
Waal, the feasibility of a congress centre, etc. ) 
One example of this planning procedure can be further illustrated. In the report on 
tourism policy (1986) the presence of urban parks was regarded as a tourism 
potential. Assuming that extended green areas could be more intensively used, new 
ideas about better exploitation as a tourism resource were introduced. Taking into 
account that an urban park primarily has a recreation function for the urban 
population, this problem was the subject of a research project (Hermens, 1987). The 
main objective of this survey was to see how the promotion of tourist activities in the 
park would eventually interfere with the actual uses and users of it. Can the tourist 
function be combined with the recreation function which it holds by tradition? 
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Three different models (a touristic, recreational and a combination model) have been 
evaluated in a survey with the urban population, users and nonusers of the park. 
Apparently, there were no major objections to adding some new and lively elements to 
the park which could increase the intensity of use at particular moments. But an 
outspoken touristic function carried no approval among the Nijmegen population. This 
example illustrates that the introduction of new touristic elements in the urban social 
and physical context should not only be the subject of feasibility studies, but should 
also consider the attitudes of all parties involved, including those of the local 
inhabitants. This also applies to the projects concerning the touristic promotion of the 
waterfront area. Undeniably, there is a strong tourism potential there, but it also 
happens to be a densely-populated residential area. The question is how a harmonious 
coexistence of both functions is possible. 
Looking at the tourism potential of an inner city only from the economic point of view, 
risks interfering with the social context of the inner city. The advantage of an 
economic approach in the planning of urban tourism, as developed in Nijmegen, lies 
within its catalyst function in commercial activities, which aims at short-term 
effects. An example of this is the successful organisation and promotion of events. 
Apparently, "organised events" are elements of the tourist product which are easier 
objectives for marketing than for instance the historical cultural elements of the 
inner city. 
9. Zutphen 
A Brief Historical Sketch 
Zutphen is an attractive historical town, which is a characteristic market centre 
situated along the river Yssel. Is was a "Hansa Town" in the 14th century and this 
town has managed to preserve major parts of its town walls and gateways. For some 
time it was also the place of residence for the "Counts of Zutphen". The historical city 
has to a large extent survived the different periods of occupation and is nowadays a 
small but lively town with, mainly, a regional function for the rural surroundings: 
"de Achterhoek." 
The Main Tourism Attractions 
In contrast with most other historical cities, Zutphen managed to preserve one of the 
15th-century gateways, part of the medieval walls. 
An old library, which dates from 1564 and is situated along the walls of the Church of 
Walburga, a 13th-century monument partially in Norman style, partially extended in 
Gothic style during the 16th century. Both monuments form the main historical core. 
Several interesting monuments, museums, historical buildings, streets and squares 
contribute to the tourism attraction of the place. 
Planning for Recreation and Tourism 
Although several municipal departments are involved with the development of an 
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integrated tourism recreation plan, here the main responsibility lies with the local 
tourist board in combination with a working committee specially installed to work out 
this plan. The first steps have now been taken (April 1987). 
The organisational structure of this planning is complex to the extent that several 
parties are participating in the committee, such as the local chamber of commerce, 
the regional tourist board, the regional recreation organisation (Recreatieschap), the 
local employment officer. In practice, this means that most of the initiatives are taken 
by the local tourist board. The planning is seen as a procedure in distinct phases. The 
first stage is to make an inventory of local tourism elements and to investigate the 
market prospects. This has now been accomplished, thus preparing the way for a more 
elaborate plan which will be worked out by an external advice bureau. Such a plan is 
seen primarily as an instrument for obtaining national funds for specific projects. 
Obviously it can also be an efficient framework, in which an ad hoc policy for tourism 
can find the required support and above all it can outline the responsibilities of each 
of the municipal departments. 
The intention of local planners and promoters is not to draw an overall plan but rather 
to make some feasibility studies about projects which they already have in mind. 
These projects are to a large extent inspired by a common-sense evaluation of the 
local tourism potential. The local tourist product is not really different from that in 
the previously mentioned inner cities: a historical inner city, an attractive shopping 
area, lively markets and organised events. The possibility of building an attractive 
¡mage is sought in its location along the river Yssel and in an active promotion of the 
markets. 
Nevertheless, several obstacles in the way of local tourism development have been 
mentioned: the lack of an efficient organisational structure, which could foster an 
enterprising climate in the sector of recreation and tourism. This seems to be 
strongly related to the only moderate political interest taken in tourism. Only 
recently has urban tourism in Zutphen been recognised as a possible stimulus for the 
regional economy. 
The excentric geographical situation in the national context has both advantages and 
disadvantages. The plus-point is an additional attraction as a holiday destination for 
the urban population of the western parts of the country and for German tourists. The 
rural surroundings of Zutphen can give substantial support to this image. 
The negative point is that this region, the "Achterhoek", has for a long time been of no 
interest on the level of national policies. This situation even affected the attitudes of 
the local entrepreneurs and the local authorities. A revival of a regional 
"consciousness" seems to be a priority, which means that the attitudes of the local 
population towards tourism need to be changed. The question remains as to how 
realistic the tourism "ambitions" for this inner city are. When they were asked about 
their market position, the views given on strengths and weaknesses obviously lacked 
hard information. 
Probably, the most solid basis to rely on is the attraction of the region as a holiday 
area, especially for camping tourism. Can this group be seen as a potential target 
group for inner city tourism? This vital question can as yet not be answered with the 
results of empirical studies or surveys. 
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Fig.25. Z u t p h e n : Rlverbanks of the I jssel and View on the H i s t o r i c a l 
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Flg.26. Zutphen: Urban gateway and "Drogenaps" Tower 
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Flg.27. Zutphen: "Lange 
hofstraat" and 
St. Walburgs Tower 
The attraction of the inner city and of the lively markets to camping tourists is 
supposed to be realistic. The arguments introduced to support this statement are based 
on local knowledge and on an Interpretation of the national trends. Obviously, an 
extrapolation of nationals trends, as was frequently done in the municipal report 
(1987) in order to estimate local potential. Is questionable. At least there should be 
an evaluation of the characteristics of this specific tourist product, its strength and 
weaknesses on the national or even the international tourism market. This could yield 
more precise information about the market segments. This seems necessary to set out 
a promotion policy consistently. 
The attitude of local authority planners, and that of the local tourist board as well, Is 
that a thorough knowledge of the local situation is the guarantee for a good evaluation 
of local possibilities and problems. "Investment in research projects and surveys can 
only be useful In the stage of feasibility studies." A planning process which starts with 
an identification of the elements of the local tourist product and ends with a promotion 
and action plan is obviously too long a procedure for municipal planners and 
promoters who are aiming at short-term effects and want to see the flow of tourists 
today rather than tomorrow. 
There are no substantial arguments as yet that such ad hoc planning would be less 
effective than other types of planning. All depends on the long-term priorities. It 
would certainly be premature at this stage of the planning process to evaluate the 
implications of one or the other type of planning. 
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10. Zwolle 
A Brief Historical Sketch 
The town of Zwolle made its name in history as a "Hansa Town". The commercial 
traffic between this region and the Northern parts of Germany are what contributed to 
its strategic role. The town walls of the 15th century were mostly destroyed in 1674 
during the war with France. Only some relics are still standing, most of the trace of 
the walls has been transformed into urban parks. 
The modern town functions as an important regional centre and as the capital of the 
province of Overyssel. This role accounts for the large number of visitors frequently 
coming into this town, mainly for shopping. 
The Main Tourism Attraction 
The provincial museum is a well-known attraction because of its interesting art 
collection and also by the 16th-century building housing it. 
The old Protestant church of the 14th and 15th century includes a famous organ. 
The town hall which is a witness of the different periods of urban history. 
Several historical buildings and monuments, such as a 15th century town gateway. 
Planning for Recreation and Tourism 
Being already an important regional centre, the town of Zwolle wanted to profile itself 
as a touristic centre as well. This initiative came as a reaction on the provincial 
tourism recreation development plan (1984). Within the local authority, different 
departments became involved with the planning of local tourism and recreation. The 
working committee in charge of this task also includes members of the regional and 
provincial institutions. 
Initially, there was no real need for a local development plan, but following the 
example of other cities, gradually the possibilities of such a plan became obvious. 
According to municipal planners, the main function of a local development plan for 
recreation and tourism is its "integrative" effect. It could be used as an instrument to 
decide upon priorities is yet another possibility. Last but not least, it can support the 
requests made for national funds. 
Much depends of course on the way the local tourism resources are evaluated and 
handled. In very general terms, the historical patrimonium is indicated as a tourism 
potential. Furthermore, the shopping centre, the horeca facilities and the organised 
events were mentioned as elements of the tourist product. 
The "promenade" along the wtaerfronts is singled out as having important tourism 
potential. This perspective has been mentioned by most inner cities which have a 
waterfront area. Results of previous studies amongst promoters and visitors in this 
town have not really affected the present views of municipal planners. Although these 
research projects emphasised the role of Zwolle as a major regional centre with an 
important function for leisure shopping and recreational activities, municipal 
planners tend to be more interested in new elements which could be added to the local 
tourist product: a new museum, the organisation of more events, etc. 
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Fig.28. Zwolle: Dlezerpromenade and ancient Flshmarket 
Fig.29. Zwolle: Main marketsquare and Church Tower 
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Fig.30. Zwolle: Pelserbrldge and Pelser Tower 
At this moment, visitors to this inner city mostly come from the same region and to 
some extent a modest number of day-tourists are included. This could be an argument 
for improving the shopping facilities, to provide all-weather accommodation, to 
create more pavement cafés, for undeniably, these elements are the most important 
pull factors for visitors to this town. 
According to the municipal planners, the most interesting market segments for 
tourism are to be found amongst the campers staying in the region, the water-sport 
hobbyists passing through and the business tourists. The ambition to attract the latter 
group of visitors implies that better hotel accommodation should be offered. 
Comparable to several other cities this stimulated the planning and promotion of 
congress tourism. 
In the case of Zwolle, the development of a tourism recreation plan could have been 
based on previous surveys dealing with the identification of the product, the attitudes, 
behaviour and demands of visitors, views of decision-makers, etc. Apparently, this 
source of information did not fit in with the short-term planning which concerns the 
local authorities more. 
The task of drawing a local tourism development plan has been given to an external 
advice bureau (1987). This led to an inventory of possibilities and a number of 
projects, each of which were investigated with respect to their feasibility in terms of 
financial investments. The merit of this report is that it clearly indicates who is 
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responsible for what. Since shortage of public financial resources was regarded as a 
major obstacle for the local tourism development, this point has now been 
investigated. 
The regional setting of Zwolle and the recreational facilities in the surrounding area 
are recognised as an important support for the development of inner city tourism. All 
depends on the extent to which the holiday-makers in the region are actually 
interested in urban tourism. Promotion activities are therefore especially searching 
for a possibility of offering "tourist arrangements" which include several elements in 
the urban setting and in the regional recreational context as well. 
As a conclusion, the future of Zwolle as a touristic city much depends on the capacity 
of the region to attract visitors. This would have been a strong argument for investing 
in a regional development plan for recreation and tourism rather than in a local plan. 
Conclusions 
This sketch of the local planning procedure was limited by several working conditions: 
- the number of respondents in each town 
- the variation in their willingness to cooperate 
- the limited number of municipal reports available 
Nevertheless, these sources of information allowed us to trace some differences and 
similarities between these inner cities: the local characteristics, such as the 
geographical situation, the regional setting, the political priorities, the organisational 
structure of the local authority and the traditions. Each of these factors plays an 
important role in the way a local development plan is proceeded with. Albeit the fact 
that all these inner cities include an interesting historical heritage, which can be 
regarded as a tourism resource, the way these elements of the tourist product are 
getting attention is different. On the other hand, there is also a clear indication of 
imitative views and approaches. 
The common factor in the planning process is the strong tendency towards an "ad hoc 
planning". The challenge to initiate a planning process for local recreation and 
tourism is fairly recent; usually it is a reaction or a follow-up of the provincial 
plans, which were issued only a few years ago. The interest in local tourism potential 
and in marketing these resources is a new field for the local authorities and requires 
an alert reaction. Usually, the organisational structure was not adapted to cope with an 
"integrative planning process", nor was there sufficient time for (or interest in?) 
investigating the planning issues thoroughly. 
In the following chapter, an attempt will be made to evaluate the issues of planning for 
tourism and recreation in the inner city in more general terms and to reflect upon the 
possible implications for the inner city. 
The folowing chapter (4.2) was written as a contribution to an international reader 
on leisure policy in West European cities. As a consequence, some comments given 
above will be repeated, other more specific issues will be excluded. It can be 
considered as a summary and a conclusion to the analysis above. 
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4.2. Inner Cities and Urban Tourism Resources in the 
Netherlands: New Challenges for Local Authorities 
1. Introduction 
The main objective of this chapter is to reveal the views of local authority planners on 
the current planning process leading towards local tourism and recreation 
development plans in several Dutch towns. Strategic planning of recreation and 
tourism on a local scale is in many ways a real challenge for the municipal planners, 
who are nowadays experimenting as marketeers of tourism. The current interest in 
urban tourism resources is strongly inspired by the economic benefits expected from 
tourism. Yet, tourism promotion is no longer a well-defined responsibility of one 
specific municipal service; it now involves, in one way or another, almost every 
branch of the local authority administration. 
The process of generating a new strategic plan for the inner city area as an integrative 
framework for recreational and tourism development is obviously a process of "trial 
and error", of "ad hoc" decisions, short-term views and, above all, is still continuing. 
This review of the current planning in Dutch inner cities could contribute to the 
discussion on similar situations in other West European cities. A serious handicap, 
though, is the fact that the planning process analysed here is now in rapid evolution 
and the comments given risk to be outdated or possibly being subjected to a 
post-factum evaluation, by the time this publication will be read. Nevertheless, the 
topicality of the subject is a good argument for commenting upon some issues in this 
planning process, the limitations of the organisational structure and the possibilities 
created by the wide range of local initiatives. 
The primary source of information for this review is a questionnaire sent to 
key-persons within several local authority departments. In the second place, reports 
dealing with local recreation and tourism development issued by municipal services 
have been consulted. Several questions, especially those requiring their views on 
future developments, were too demanding for a written response and generally led to a 
most interesting personal discussion. So in the end, the answers on the questionnaire 
have been completed by a number of interviews. 
The results of this information-round will be dealt with in a descriptive and 
comprehensive way in order to give an appraisal of the actual role of local authority 
planners in the development of recreation and tourism in inner city areas. 
Many different approaches to the subject of inner city recreation and tourism 
development would be possible, such as from the supply-side of facilities, the 
commercial aspects, the consumer behaviour and fthe point of view of consumer 
images. This discussion will be mainly dealing with the role of the decision-makers, 
amongst whom local authority planners are considered to play an important role. This 
chapter comments upon the different issues of this current planning process in the 
following way. 
First the selection of the Dutch inner cities, included as case studies, will be briefly 
argued. An attempt will be made to outline the organisational framework in which this 
planning process is taking place at the community level. Furthermore the question has 
been asked where the local authority planners started from. Common sense and 
familiarity with the local situation seem to be far more important than scientific 
research results on trends in urban recreation and tourism. The balance tends towards 
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an intuitive marketing approach. The necessity of local development plans for 
recreation and tourism has been questioned by looking for their arguments for 
proceeding with it. Only sporadically have remarks been included on possible 
disadvantages. The way towards a strategic tourism and recreation policy starts with 
the most interesting discussion on the views of decision-makers and planners on the 
local resources. How do they balance the local strengths and weaknesses in the 
perspective of their market situation? Undoubtedly, the accent lies on the promotion 
policy which should be the outcome of the above evaluation, but often is seen as an 
objective in its own. 
Reviewing the developments of a new field of community planning and responsibilities 
cannot yield a general evaluation, since this would be premature. The outcome of this 
exploration can merely lead to some reflections on the issues of this current planning 
process in Dutch inner cities and especially outline some perspectives for future 
research projects. 
2. Focus on Dutch Inner Cities 
In order to make a comparison between different local plans dealing with tourism and 
recreation development in inner cities, ten Dutch towns have been included in this 
review: Arnhem, Breda, Deventer, Dordrecht, 's Hertogenbosch, Kampen, Middelburg, 
Nijmegen, Zwolle and Zutphen. Most of those towns not really have a long tourism 
tradition, but they have in common, the presence of a historical core. This valuable 
historical heritage, widely rediscovered as a tourism resource can be seen as a strong 
argument for their tourism ambitions (Jansen-Verbeke, 1986-a). An important 
number of historical buildings concentrated within the urban core was once 
considered as a major problem in terms of urban conservation, but is now appreciated 
as a valuable asset for tourism marketing (Ashworth, Voogd, 1986). 
For a long time, many historical parts of the inner city were lying dormant in the 
shadow of renewed commercial areas, with the exception of some better-known 
monuments, churches, guildhouses, etc. Tourism attractions in the inner city have 
been indicated and promoted as "isolated" points of interest to the visitor. This view on 
inner city tourism is rapidly changing in favour of a more integrated approach, 
tourism is seen as an urban element that is incorporated in many ways into the entire 
functional and morphological urban texture. This is a return to the old times of 
historic city tourism. Some cities with a long tourism tradition have been selling 
themselves as "a whole" for many generations. Nowadays, the idea of integration seems 
to be the key to success in tourism and recreation development plans. The problem of 
integration of recreation and tourism in the urban context has two distinct 
dimensions: 
First on the level of the urban structure and organisation, the functional 
relationship between recreation, tourism and the other urban facilities and 
commercial sectors needs to be examined. This relationship also displays a 
well-determined spatial aspect (Ashworth, de Haan, 1985). A well-known 
example is the problem of imposing a tourism and/or recreation function on an 
inner city with traditionally, a different function such as a residential area. 
Local inhabitants and local tourism planners are ambivalent as to their 
appreciation (Jansen-Verbeke, 1986-b). 
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Secondly, according to the poinl of view of the inner city visitor, whether 
tourist or not, integration of tourism attractions in the urban network of 
commercial activities, catering facilities and outdoor cafés is usually highly 
appreciated. 
Presumably, a spatial integration of tourist attractions and other facilities leads to 
higher expenditures of tourists while visiting the inner city. Since in the end, these 
are the main objective of tourism promotion policies, a spatial and functional 
integration of tourism and recreation within the urban texture is certainly a primary 
challenge for local tourism marketeers and municipal planners. 
Planning for recreation and tourism development in the inner city requires a 
strategic management of resources and this implies much more than an original or 
aggressive promotion slogan (Jansen-Verbeke, 1987). All of the ten historical cities 
included in this review are at the moment seriously facing the challenge of producing a 
development plan for urban tourism and recreation. It needs to be mentioned that the 
planning process for local recreation and tourism is clearly in a different stage, in the 
different localities. 
Although the ten cities chosen for this study have many characteristics in common, 
which could allow for some generalisation of the problem, there is of course an 
essential dimension of "uniqueness" in terms of regional setting, urban morphology, 
but surely also in terms of their image as a possible tourist place. Discovering the 
uniqueness is basically a task of local tourism managers when positioning their 
product on the tourist market, but their image of the "tourist city" is often biased by 
their professional involvement or, even more, by the mere fact of being employed 
within a specific municipal service. This brings us to the point of the organisational 
framework in which this planning process is promoted. 
3. The Organisational Framework 
The main purpose of these development plans is to improve a functional and spatial 
integration between tourism and recreation, even including many other aspects of 
urban leisure, such as culture, sports, parks. The accent is now explicitely on the 
organisation of the supply side of facilities. The idea of integration is even more 
realistic when looking at people's leisure behaviour. This point is left out here despite 
its relevance as an argument to proceed along this line (Jansen-Verbeke, Dietvorst, 
1987). Sustaining the idea of integration by its spatial conditions proves to be a 
major problem within the existing local planning organisation; sometimes it even 
seems an utopia. Traditionally, welfare services including recreation, sports, 
education, health services and youth services are clearly separated from the economic 
departments such as commercial services, tourism and public services. 
But what happens when the boundaries between recreation, sports, culture and 
tourism sectors are no longer obvious, when a diffusion of responsibilities is taking 
place? An urban park is rediscovered as a possible location for tourist attractions and 
events, an historical monument used for recreational or social uses of locals, along 
with many other examples of changing uses and users (Ashworth, de Haan, 1986). 
The question of whether the local government structure is adapted to initiate an 
integrated approach to recreation and tourism comes first. The answers of respondents 
to this matter revealed the actual dispersion among the different community services 
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of responsibilities concerning recreation and tourism. But is has also been 
demonstrated where and how local initiatives for a coordinating organisation were 
taken. The high degree of dispersion in community services involved implies more 
than the mere diffusion about different nomenclature used in the different cities. 
In some communities a predominant role is given to the economic department, but 
more frequently welfare services such as environment, recreation and sports, are 
mentioned as carrying the main responsibilities. Public services and urban planning 
departments usually come into the picture at the stage of effectuating specific plans 
or projects. Occasionally the information services, including the local tourist board, 
are mentioned as being actively involved in generating tourism and recreation plans. 
The fragmentation of the municipal organisation over numerous services, all dealing 
with different aspects of tourism and recreation, is very much seen as an obstacle on 
the way to an overall development plan. The more people around the table, the greater 
the risk that no consensus can be obtained, that views of decision-makers deviate from 
one another, that a community of interests is hardly realistic and that the individual 
benefits of departments prevail. To this organisational problem there are at least 
three solutions: 
The most frequently chosen way is a continuation of the fragmented approach to 
recreation and tourism, with some department taking lead in the planning 
process. This is the situation in several towns. 
Another solution is to install a coordination committee, working group or even 
an interdepartmental service with a clear task to prepare for a local 
development plan. Even in those towns where such a coordination committee 
has been initiated, the style of a particular department can still be traced in 
the philosophy of the plans. Nevertheless, this initiative can be considered as a 
step forward towards integrated recreation and tourism development plans. 
A third solution, only mentioned by respondents from 's Hertogenbosch and 
Breda, is the procedure of integrating and coordinating local plans for 
recreation and tourism in a regional framework. Recreation and tourism are 
then placed in the context of regional developments. Obviously, this includes a 
different set of elements and factors and the focus is not explicitly on the 
historical core and its tourist assets, but resources are evaluated in 
combination with outdoor recreational facilities, possibly water-sports or 
other tourism attractions in the urban fringe area. 
As a consequence, the discussion on tourism and recreation development is taking place 
at a different level. Within the organisational structure of regional recreation boards 
(Recreatieschappen), traditionally organising and planning outdoor recreational 
facilities, there is now a marked tendency towards a more commercial approach, thus 
bringing closer the objectives of regional tourist boards and regional recreation 
boards. 
The question is, which of these governmental boards, or which combination between 
them, is really capable of realizing an overall plan including tourism and recreation 
(Ashworth, Bergsma, 1987). It is beyond the scope of this analysis to estimate the 
effects of this trend, furthermore, it would certainly be a premature judgement. 
Several local authority planners saw no perspective at all in shifting local problems 
and responsibilities to regional authorities. With the exception of 's Hertogenbosch 
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and Breda, all other towns included considered the task of a development plan for local 
tourism and recreation a responsibility of the local authorities. 
Given those conditions of the organisational framework, the question of how the local 
planners started the procedure towards an overall plan has been answered very 
differently. Facing the fairly recent and unexplored task of drawing new plans could 
have been a real incentive to invest in research projects, looking at the 
characteristics of tourism and tourists, of recreational behaviour, of local 
possibilities and obstacles, all these aspects to be put in the broader context of a 
changing leisure society. 
In some towns, the local administration includes a research department indicated as a 
bureau of statistics, of human geographical research or of general research. Although 
the number of scientific researchers working as civil servants in these services tends 
to be rather limited, it can be concluded that where such facilities exist, there is a 
platform for the launching of an integrated planning process. 
Some municipal departments have been doing research work on matters related to 
tourism and recreation in their inner city. Usually, a first exploration into the inner 
city as a leisure setting is followed by research projects on specific aspects such as 
free-time usage patterns of the locals, the participation In cultural activities and a 
critical evaluation of the present image building policy (Zwart, 1987). 
This wide variety of studies, some under research contracts with consultancy bureaus 
or university departments, contributes to an efficient framework within which a local 
plan for recreation and tourism can grow. An overall view and an action programme 
for local development of recreation and tourism is now gradually arising from the 
research results. 
As can be concluded from the list of municipal reports and research projects, there is 
some variety in the topics of research projects, sometimes restricted to a feasibility 
study of one specific tourist project, sometimes adventuring into an overall 
recreation and tourism research project covering the entire inner city. When looking 
closer at those reports the approach differs considerably. This is a distinct reflection 
of the local priorities and the variety in the degree of research-mindedness of local 
decision-makers and planners. The time constraints in which those overall plans are 
conceived hardly provide a favourable condition for proceeding along the lines of a 
long-term research programme. The practice is to collect up-to-date local 
information, often by means of brainstorming sessions with decision-makers, 
eventually to proceed to some small-scale research projects, but generally relying 
strongly on the common-sense knowledge and short-term views of local planners. The 
argument given is that local authority planners are in the best position to judge the 
local situation and that research investments are fairly useless and certainly too 
time-consuming. 
In general, it can be concluded that local authority planners facing the challenge of 
drawing up a tourism and recreation plan are not really waiting for scientific views 
on the subject. Their knowledge of the local situation is considered a good enough 
alternative for tedious research programmes and above all, a better political 
instrument than scientific reports. 
The start of the planning process lies with the civil servants, inspired (and limited) 
by their personal background and relying strongly on their own intuition. At this 
point in the planning process, it is not wise to question the validity of this basis, for 
what really matters is the progress and the result of this planning process. 
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4. The Actual Planning Process 
Albeit the great differences in views on the starting point and occasionally despite the 
questionable research attitude, most local authority planners are convinced of the 
necessity of initiating or proceeding with a local development plan. Even where such a 
planning process has not really been started yet, local planners and decision-makers 
are well aware of its possible merits. In the ten towns included, the planning process 
is clearly in a different stage of progress. A concept of a local tourism recreation 
development plan has been accomplished in Dordrecht, Middelburg, Kampen and 
Zwolle. Sometimes, it has been presented as a partial plan (e.g. Nijmegen) where the 
economic issues predominate. In the case of Breda and 's Hertogenbosch, the plans are 
conceived as part of a regional plan for recreation and tourism. This leaves the 
communities of Arnhem and Zutphen where the planning process has also started. In 
the case of Deventer, this planning process has yet to be started. 
It is certain that by the time this paper is published the information will be outdated. 
But this is a good reason for drawing attention to the expected merits of those plans 
and evaluating at least some of the short-term issues of this planning process. The 
incentive most frequently menlioned, is that such a plan can be used as an efficient 
instrument in obtaining national funds for local tourism projects. This is, clearly, a 
short-term motive and above all a very questionable one, since national financing 
capacity is severely limited. Furthermore, this planning process is generally 
considered to be an effective way of encouraging an integrated policy in recreation and 
tourism, and also a framework in which dispersed activities and initiatives can be 
brought together in order to promote the local tourism resources more efficiently. 
Some of the key-respondents regard this planning process as the ideal way to 
stimulate a greater political awareness of both local potentials in terms of tourism 
and equally of local problems. Evaluating the resources also implies that priority can 
be given to certain developments or at least, that a balance of strengths and 
weaknesses can be established. The major advantage of a development plan is that it 
functions as a framework within which action steps can be taken and responsibilities 
delegated. 
None of the respondents awarded these plans a long-term significance; mostly the 
merits were evaluated on a short-term basis. Some comments on disadvantages have 
also been menlioned. The most important remark which is significant of present 
attitudes, is that such a plan should be very flexible in order to allow for possible new 
initiatives and "ad hoc" decisions. 
A more reserved attitude of some respondents reflects their concern that the 
realisation of those plans at least should be subject to feasibility studies. Occasionally, 
some local planners referred to possible long-term effects. Some undertone of 
criticism about the function of those plans refers to the fact that they are short-term 
political instruments, on which much time and energy is spent, but which could, a 
posteriori, lead to a reaction of inertia. Only a few respondents mentioned the 
problems which could arise by producing plans and promoting a tourism and 
recreation policy without the full support of the local inhabitants and merchants. The 
actual planning can be commented upon in the four distinct aspects of the process: 
1. Identification of urban tourism resources 
2. Evaluation of the local strengths and weaknesses 
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3. Estimation of the market situation 
4. Promotion policies 
4.1. Identification of Urban Tourism Resources 
The first difficulty encountered by local planners and decision-makers is the need for 
a consensus on the elements, facilities and characteristics which their city have to 
offer to the tourists and recreationalists. The question is how they view the local 
tourism resources as elements of the tourism-recreation product (Jansen-Verbeke, 
1985) . 
The problem is that the realisation of a development plan requires a large amount of 
consensus between decision-makers and planners on the urban elements contributing 
to the local tourist product. It is hardly a problem to indicate the strongest tourist 
attractions of a city, for usually this can be easily deduced from the actual success in 
terms of numbers of visitors. Even then, there is a remarkable difference in the way 
local planners identify the local tourist product. 
As could be expected, the historical setting of the inner city, its typical morphology, 
its collection of historical buildings and monuments is generally appreciated as a 
primary element of the local tourist product. The historical heritage came out as the 
strongest argument for proceeding into tourism promotion policies. The interesting 
point is to see which additional features or attractions they consider to be " worth a 
visit ". 
Of course, the list of elements suggested in the answers to the questionnaires could be 
completed with other elements described in the municipal reports. Already some 
interesting conclusions can be drawn only by looking at the spontaneous reactions. 
Some municipal authorities are primarily seeking their strength on the tourist 
market through their regional situation, which means they are looking for a 
combination with landscape attractions in the surrounding area to attract more 
visitors and stimulate more frequent visits to their inner city. In general though, 
considerations about the attractiveness of the rural or natural surroundings of the 
city come in second place. Looking further into the typical urban elements, museums 
are considered to be of a substantial importance in possibly attracting visitors to the 
inner city. 
When asking for the present meaning given to "urban tourism" frequently led to an 
enumeration of the events calender. A large number of events is scheduled, varying in 
scale, topic and organisation. For one reason or another, urban tourism is strongly 
associated with visiting events and festivities. The recei.t success of new initiatives 
and the financial benefit of events for local merchants seems a plausible argument. 
Last but not least, shopping facilities, markets and entertainment facilities within the 
inner city area were equally considered to be elements of the local tourist recreation 
product. 
The latter addition can be seriously questioned, for shopping facilities and markets are 
not really typical of any particular place. At the most, the historical setting of 
shopping areas and markets or the local scenery can be seen as unique and attractive; 
retail shops and department stores in the inner cities belong, to a large extent, to 
national or even international chain stores presumably offering no real motive for 
visiting one town instead of another. There seems to be a great degree of similarity 
among the views of the different municipal planners concerning the importance of 
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local events and attractions. Only exceptionally is reference made to the attractiviness 
of the surrounding region. 
4.2. Evaluation of Local Strengths and Weaknesses 
There is definitely a problem when it comes to evaluating strengths and weaknesses 
and to pointing out the possibilities for the future. The views of different community 
services and of the distinct local authorities about future perspectives were sollicited. 
Confusion about the actual tourism attractiveness obviously results in a speculative 
approach to future possibilities. The real challenge lies in developing strategic views, 
based on short- or long-term developments. In the wide variety of answers and ideas, 
two lines of thinking can be distinguished: product improvement and product 
enlargement. 
Product improvement is seen in terms of consolidating existing facilities and 
primarily investing in their quality. This policy line often results in planning for a 
better functional and spatial integration of existing resources and implies only minor 
additions or alterations in the inner city. A small example of this could be a relocation 
plan of visitor parking lots in order to create other flow patterns into the inner city, 
thus bringing visitors into closer contact with the historical core and other places of 
interest. 
Another example of product improvement could be the introduction of a flexible 
system of opening hours for museums, shops, monuments and even for some tourism 
attractions. Also minor adaptations such as improving signboards and signposting of 
urban walks prove to be efficient. Most of those suggestions only imply minor 
financial investments. 
Product enlargement in terms of adding new elements of importance to the local 
tourist product seems to fit better into the present attitude of local tourism 
promoters. Remarkably enough, the question about future possibilities almost always 
led to all the new initiatives for events and festivities being mentioned. The present 
success is one good reason and is probably reinforced by the fact that the organisation 
of events allows for an efficient private-public partnership. Usually, no important or 
permanent environmental alterations are required. In addition, the risks seem to be 
minimalised by the flexibility of events and festivities in their adaption to new 
demands and fashions. Also characteristics such as location, time and organisation can 
be fairly easily altered. 
In general, ambitions for enlarging the present tourism product tend to be inspired by 
the situation along a waterfront and the presence of a city harbour, canals and rivers 
incorporated in the urban landscape. Those areas of traditional craftsmanship and 
industrial activities have, to a large extent, lost their original function and have gone 
through a period of decline. Nowadays, these areas are rediscovered as a potential 
tourist asset. 
Although in different ways, plans are now conceived for a revitalisation of those 
waterfront areas. Such projects usually involve large financial investments, 
sometimes for technical reasons, sometimes because the process of decline was such 
that an important upgrading action is required. 
Another aspect of product improvement which seems to be popular with local planners 
is the enlarging of hotel capacity. Arguments referring to positive developments in 
congress tourism combined with estimates of shortages in the offer of specific 
categories of accommodation are, in general, not yet based upon prospects in the 
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market. 
It becomes evident that all suggestions about product enlargement should be the 
subject of feasibility studies and professional marketing. In this brainstorming about 
future possibilities, the sky is the limit, or to put it another way, there seems to be 
no limit to the market for urban tourism. 
The perspectives became somewhat more realistic when the question about local 
problems was put forward. Local authority planners are well aware of the local 
problems which could interfere with a too optimistic view of the future of local 
tourism development. The problems mentioned tended to be more related to 
organisational and financial barriers to be overcome, rather than to structural 
shortcomings or weaknesses of the tourism recreation resources. The lack of an 
integrated and long-term policy for tourism and recreation is, of course, strongly 
related to the problems of the organisational framework. 
As a consequence there is no real programme of priorities, a situation which can only 
stimulate even more "ad hoc" solutions and projects. The complaints directly referred 
to the political attitude of local government councils, regarded as an actual barrier to 
develop long-term planning because there is no consistency of policies. The financial 
shortage of community funds for tourism and recreation was predictable but is a 
genuine problem in some towns as a direct result of the current political priorities. 
The indifference of local entrepreneurs and merchants, sometimes accentuated by the 
lack of interest of the inner city inhabitants, reinforces the fact that tourism and 
recreation score rather low as points of political interest. 
Apart from those financial and organisational problems, the realisation of a local 
development plan has to deal with some structural problems. In the first place the 
accessibility of historical areas to visitors requires a well-balanced inner city traffic 
plan and parking policy. Important choices have to be made between accessibility for 
the locals and conservation of an attractive urban landscape for visitors. Pedestrian 
areas, outdoor cafés, evening entertainment and street activities all are subject to 
choices. The reactions of inner city dwellers have to be taken into consideration 
(Jansen-Verbeke, 1986). 
The actual location of tourist attractions in the inner city area has frequently been 
mentioned as a general point of weakness of local recreation and tourism. This 
problem is of course linked to the characteristics of accessibility, and underlines the 
need for urban pedestrian routes and, above all, of finding ways of integrating the 
existing tourism attractions more closely into the urban texture. 
Last but not least, the general shortage of hotel accommodation for tourists has been 
mentioned. Changes in the locational factors in the hotel sector have led to changes in 
the number and price categories of hotels in the inner city. New hotels have been 
located in urban fringe areas and along motorways and main access roads, whereas 
hotels have tended to disapppear from the inner city or to be downgraded. The market 
need for such facilities remains questionable. 
To conclude the balance of local strengths and weaknesses, local authority planners 
make judgements along very similar lines and, above all, in similar terminology. This 
does not come as a surprise, since a number of inner city problems are indeed 
comparable. As to the terminology applied, it often leaves the impression of being a 
good cover for the lack of genuine insight into local processes. 
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4.3. Estimation of the Market Situation 
The actual marketing approach can be checked more closely by questioning the views 
of local planners and decision-makers on the market situation of their tourist 
product. Referring to their competitive position on the tourist market rather came as 
a surprise, or at least demanded some second reflections. The simple question " What 
has this city to offer more than a neighbouring or similar historical town?," proved 
to cause some difficulty. An attractive historical core, a lively shopping centre, an 
attractive situation along the waterfront, good accessibility by road and by public 
transport, interesting museums, exciting events and lively festivities, which they all 
have in common, can hardly be seen as discriminating factors for attracting visitors. 
So what more is there? At this point in the discussion, local authority planners tended 
to look outside the walls of their city and find additional arguments in the 
characteristics of the surrounding region. 
Logically, this question led to the critical point of the "image" of their city as a tourist 
place. Having no real tourism tradition, this is of course the starting point for every 
tourism promotion policy. Apparently, very little is known about the image of Dutch 
cities as tourist places, apart from a few studies (Dietvorst, 1987). The process of 
"image building" as a key to urban tourism is yet to be explored. To some extent, the 
underestimation of image building as a promotion priority also explains the problem 
that well-defined views on the market position were difficult to trace. Only some 
respondents could produce a realistic view of their position with regard to other 
nearby tourist attractions and places of interest. 
The above line of questioning was intended to discuss their views on distinct groups 
amongst the inner city visitors now and in the future. Since very little empirical 
research has been carried out on the subject of inner city visitors and target groups, 
the answer was mostly based on personal views. Sometimes reference has been made 
to the results of local surveys. Actually, the estimated importance of visitor groups in 
the inner city, their motives and their appreciation of the local tourism recreation 
product are very much a matter of speculation. 
In general, the primary target group for urban tourism is expected among the 
day-tourists, assuming that the trend of day trips, sight-seeing tours or just a 
day-out for shopping for pleasure will be continued. Distances in the Netherlands are 
indeed so small that almost every town can be considered as a destination for a day out. 
This even applies to some parts of the neighbouring countries, Belgium and Germany, 
where market potentials are assumed. 
Much attention is also paid to the group of guests and holiday-makers staying in hotels 
or on camp sites in the surrounding area. They are seen as an important group for 
urban tourism. This also includes water-sporters travelling through, cyclists and 
hitch-hikers. Nevertheless, these views on possible market groups can be seriously 
questioned. Another assumption is an increasing interest in cultural activities: more 
participants in guided urban tours and more visits to museums, although this 
optimistic perspective is contradicted by some recent survey results. Undeniably, the 
market fragment, especially aimed at are the hotel guest and the congress tourist, 
assuming their expenditure can contribute considerably to the urban economy. This 
market proves to be limited and, moreover, competition is fierce. 
In conclusion, the profile of inner city visitors remains rather vague and an 
identification of target groups is primarily based on intuition rather than on 
marketing research. 
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4.4. Promotion Policies 
The above-mentioned vagueness concerning target groups obviously puts its mark on 
the way promotion policies are initiated. Nowadays, promotion of the local product is a 
task in which, mentally and financially, considerable investments are made. 
Promoting urban tourism, traditionally the main and sole task of local and regional 
tourist boards, has now become a working field of different municipal services. 
The lack of coordination between the existing organisation and several newly created 
"promotion teams" is pointed out as a serious handicap. It is remarkable that besides 
the local and regional tourist boards, the majority of the towns came to the conclusion 
that some kind of a "promotion team" needs to be installed in order to strengthen the 
relationship between local government and the private sector of local merchants, hotel 
managers and pubkeepers. 
In principle, the basis is laid for future development of private-public partnership 
in the recreation and tourism sector. In practice, this evolution led to an even more 
fragmented organisation structure regarding promotion policies. Probably, the main 
advantage of promotion teams lies in the financial stimulus. Local government 
resources for tourist boards are often inadequate. By developing a joint venture with 
the private sector, new prospects for promotion are offered. 
To the questions "how" and "why" tourism promotion should be reinforced, the anwers 
were rather vague. Only some respondents were fully aware of the problems involved 
with tourism promotion. Within the organisational structure there seems to be a gap 
between the local planners and the promotors of the product. 
It is beyond the scope of this review to analyse this structural problem of local 
government policy. A preliminary conclusion could be that an intensive 
communication between the involved community services improves the chances of 
promoting and realizing particular tourism development schemes. 
A rather crucial question in relation to promotion policy concerns the views on target 
groups. Following the lines of the previous discussion, it seemed quite logical to ask 
about the promotion programmes oriented to specific population groups. As a rule, 
promotion is not directed to specific target groups, which means that there is no 
philosophy explicitly developed on this subject. This is typical for a marketing 
approach which is still in the phase of product identification rather than being 
concerned with the actual and potential users of the product. Only in some towns have 
more precise views been developed on interesting market fragments. Several valid 
arguments were mentioned for aiming at specific groups, despite the fact that the 
indication of "interesting market groups" often lacks a basis of hard information. 
Apparently, this does not prevent promoters from developing a promotion policy 
aiming at specific population groups. Several respondents came to the conclusion that 
holiday-makers in the region are an interesting market potential. Going by common 
sense, the target group of cultural tourists is equally important for the future of 
urban tourism. Similarly, the population group of the 55-plussers often comes into 
focus. 
As a conclusion, the views on target groups for promotion and marketing display an 
experimental character. This applies even more when the question is asked "how" 
these specific groups are worked on. This was clearly not a primary concern of the 
local urban planners. The answers to these questions should come from those 
responsible for the tourist board, which have not been included in this review. 
As a consequence, the different issues of local tourism promotion policies cannot be 
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commented on systematically. The subject of local promotion policies would be a 
research topic on its own. This also applies to the actual realisation of the municipal 
development plans. This review has been specially focused on the conceptualisation of 
local tourism and recreation plans rather than on the effectuation of those plans. 
Therefore, this is only a partial contribution to the analysis of the whole planning 
process. 
5. Conclusions 
At this stage of the planning process no general conclusions can be drawn, only some 
critical reflections issuing from this study. 
5.1. The Planning Issues 
In the first place, the challenge of conceiving plans for future developments in urban 
recreation and tourism is revealed, a balance of opportunities and problems is 
produced. Not all the respondents were equally convinced about the priority which 
should be given to the development of urban recreation and tourism. Anyhow, 
according to most local urban planners, the development of recreation and tourism 
merits more support from local authorities. This sector is not yet fully regarded as a 
valid political instrument. Slowly, the economic effects of incoming tourism are 
becoming appreciated. For a long time, the benefit of tourism was only seen in relation 
to the catering sector and, to some extent, to the local retail trade. Views are changing 
and the possible economic effect is now appreciated in a much wider context; not only 
can local employment be stimulated by tourism, the most positive effects lie in a 
possible upgrading process in the inner city. This means improvements of the urban 
infrastructure, higher quality facilities, more profitability for the local trade, all of 
which are assumed to improve the overall quality of the urban environment. 
Certainly, this effect can be appreciated by local inhabitants as well. 
Indirectly, the growing awareness of local resources by inhabitants and also by 
interested investors could result in an attractive image of the town : a nice place to 
live, to work and to visit and, not least, an interesting location for commercial 
investments. 
The question about eventual drawbacks of tourism promotion led to some interesting 
reactions. Promoting tourism and investing in tourism development plans risks the 
withdrawing of attention from more important social issues. The greatest concern was 
the possible effect on the urban environment and its residential function. How large is 
the capacity, physically and emotionally, of accepting large numbers of visitors? At 
what point is tourism, or flows of tourists, in the inner city becoming a problem for 
the local population? There is more to it than the mere problem of traffic and parking 
arrangements. Views on these future issues are still very hesitant. The most 
frequently mentioned negative effect, so far, is related to the traffic problems. 
In the present stage of tourism development in inner cities, the problems of 
overcrowding, pollution of the urban landscape and erosion of the historical heritage 
still seem very far away. Even then, some respondents had serious thoughts about the 
long-term effects and were in favour of tourism development plans which were 
harmoniously bedded in the local climate of the inner city. This concern about the 
future is increasing, alongside the progress of the planning process. Most of the towns 
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reviewed are only starting to realise their tourism development plans. A conclusion 
could be that promoting local tourism and recreation should not be seen as an aim in 
itself, but as a means of improving the environmental quality for visitors as well as 
for inhabitants. 
5.2. Some Research Perspectives 
The interviews with local planners and decision-makers ended with a question about 
the role of scientific research as a basis for their planning task. Indirectly, this 
question intended to draw some lines on future research in the field of urban 
recreation and tourism. A distinction can be made between research projects conceived 
at the start of the planning process, which could result in some fundamental insights 
into trends of behaviour, local structures and problems and research projects mainly 
seen as an evaluation of the chosen policy. In principle, the results of a research 
programme could outline the coming planning process, but practice proves to be quite 
different. Because making local development plans for recreation and tourism is 
topical at this moment places the local planners under stress and hardly leaves them 
time for worrying about the more theoretical aspects of the problem. 
Research as a starting point for the conception of development plans is frequently seen 
as irrelevant with regard to local problems and issues and, with some exceptions, a 
more pragmatic approach, based on their practical knowledge is preferred. 
The benefits of investing in research were seen rather in terms of eventually 
obtaining a more convincing political tool. Asking for their motives for investing in 
research projects or at least in empirical surveys revealed the following opinions. 
Research on urban recreation and tourism is useful or even necessary under certain 
conditions : 
In the first place, research projects should be programmed as short studies, 
directly dealing with well-defined local problems and should lead to precise 
instructions on how to act about the local developments in recreation and 
tourism. 
Marketing research came into the picture, with the main purpose of 
indicating specific target groups. The lack of hard information on this subject 
was repeatedly mentioned. General views on market segmentation cannot 
always be applied to the local situation, for the recreation and tourism 
attractiveness of a particular city can be typical in many ways. 
Although the research-mindedness of several respondents was rather low, 
they all agreed that development plans for recreation and tourism 
should at least be subject to feasibility studies. Those are essentially 
project-linked and include the technical aspects, the financial investments, the 
required action programme and possibly an estimate of economic and social 
issues. 
Almost all local planners pleaded for an economic approach to this field rather than 
accentuating the social or physical implications of tourism developments in the urban 
environment. These views fit very well into the current political pattern, but do 
include a certain risk by omitting long-term strategies. Plans for urban recreation 
and tourism are short-term exercises of planners and decision-makers. The future of 
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urban recreation and tourism placed in the wider context of social processes in inner 
cities remains a challenge, probably in the first place for social scientists. The 
question remains whether such research efforts can bridge the serious gap between 
marketing philosophies, market planning techniques and marketing concepts on the 
one hand and bureaucratic philosophies, "professional" planning techniques and 
administration concepts on the other hand. 
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Chapter 5. Some Trends in the Leisure Function of the Inner City 
"Leisure of course will be greatly extended. 
A much shorter work week will no doubt 
prevail in 1980, and another ten or fifteen 
years will have been added to the average 
life span... not labour but leisure will be the 
great problem in the decades ahead." 
D. Sernoff (1955) in Fortune 
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5. Some Trends In the Leisure Function of the Inner City 
1. Introduction 
The inner city environment has had a leisure function ever since the very beginning of 
urbanisation, but the meaning of "leisure" has changed along with history. The 
question of whether the leisure role of the inner city has become more important 
remains difficult to answer. In this explorative study we have tried to identify more 
precisely the meaning of urban leisure at this time. Recently interest in urban 
leisure has come into focus in research and policy-making. In conclusion of this 
explorative study, which has dealt with different aspects of the inner city leisure 
function, some reflections on the development of this specific function could be 
introduced. Reflections upon possible changes are based on the leisure use patterns as 
they were found in the different case studies and which can now be interpreted against 
the background of some relevant social trends. 
It would be possible to explain changing use of the inner city leisure resources as 
being the outcome of a general reappraisal of the urban environment. However, the 
interpretation of changing views and appreciation of a particular environment need to 
be searched in the wider context of current individual values and social processes 
(Buitendijk, 1987). Apart from the effect of social trends on the leisure role of the 
inner city, also the characteristics of the institutional and the policy context should be 
taken into account. 
A study focusing on the impact of social trends on the leisure function of the inner city 
would have been a very interesting reseach line, but would involve an analysis of too 
many and varied social variables. Furthermore, in order to venture into a trend 
analysis it is necessary to know the present situation in precise terms. Both these 
arguments justify the nature of this exploration into the field of urban leisure, 
intended to analyse and explain the present situation. 
The results of this study can be appreciated as a source of information for speculation 
about the future, on the condition that they are interpreted in the context of social 
trends (Dernison, Elsinga, 1986). The term "prediction" might then be the keyword. 
It cannot be denied that there is a strong demand for information about future 
behaviour and altitudes of inner city users. Strategic planning of the environment 
requires a full recognition of the trends, the opportunities which could be exploited 
and the problems which are pending. Inevitably, every attempt to sketch a future 
leisure scenario in the inner city, which is based on the results of this study, is 
limited and speculative. In the first place, the results of this study are limited by the 
fact that it is based on insights only referring to the present situation in 
medium-sized Dutch towns. 
This last chapter intends to reflect upon a changing leisure function of the inner city, 
taking into account the limitations of a narrow source of information. The results of 
several empirical surveys make it possible to summarize the facilities and 
characteristics which actually play a role in the leisure use of this environment. A 
brief review of each of these elements will be given and this is intended as a reflection 
on the empirical results against the background of social trends and of the possible 
problems and possibilities of adapting the inner city environment. Looking at 
facilities and changing uses is one way of concluding this study. 
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Nevertheless, we are convinced that a changing leisure function should not be 
interpreted only from the supply-side. This argument has been discussed elaborately 
in Chapter 2.4. The discussion on the supply-side should be complemented by an 
evaluation of some of the relevant trends in the demand-side by considering the users 
and their way of using the inner city as a leisure environment (Dietvorst, 
Jansen-Verbeke, 1988). The results of an actor-centred approach will be briefly 
interpreted as an indication of social trends, to the extent that the empirical results 
from the case studies might contribute to the discussion on future leisure scenarios in 
the inner city (Dernison, Elsinga, 1986). 
The interpretation given to the inner city leisure function was mainly deduced from 
the actual behaviour patterns of people in the inner city (Chapter 3). We started from 
the assumption that the inner city plays a role as a leisure setting and as a place for 
leisure activities for a large and varied group of users (Chapter 2.1). The conclusion 
is that urban leisure means a lot more than participation in recreational facilities. 
Several characteristics of the inner city environment can be regarded as a 
contribution to or a condition for the urban leisure experience. It became clear that 
activities are merely one aspect of the whole leisure experience. The appreciation of 
the place, the intrinsic value attached to specific activities, the feeling of well-being 
at a particular moment together with many other aspects of the personal context 
probably have a greater explicative value. Since this line of interpretation has not 
been worked out, we now are limited to using the results of user and behaviour 
patterns as observed in the surveys. 
2. Leisure, Recreation, Tourism Facilities and Uses 
In contrast with most other urban functions such as housing, employment, traffic and 
services, which are all very well-defined in terms of facilities, infrastructure and 
ways of use, the leisure function was not so easy to determine. As has been 
demonstrated before, there are various facilities and characteristics of the urban 
setting which play a role in the leisure experience of users (Chapter 3). Recreational 
facilities are only one aspect of the inner city leisure setting. The results of this 
explorative study make it possible for us to identify the aspects of the inner city scene 
which are the "carriers" of an urban leisure function. 
"Fun shopping" 
Despite the recent development of modern suburban shopping centres, the inner city 
shopping area still remains attractive to many visitors. To a ceratin extent, this is 
accounted for by the qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the supply-side but 
there is more to it. The inner city shopping area has an additional attraction thanks to 
its characteristic setting and lively ambiance. This appears to be an important 
precondition for shopping to be appreciated as leisure. In practice, shopping in the 
inner city more often means "window-shopping" and walking around rather than 
shopping with well-determined purposes (Chapter 3.5). A lively ambiance is the 
primary attraction of the inner urban shopping area. In most Dutch inner cities, this 
has been fostered by the creation of pedestrian areas. According to the results of the 
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survey in the central shopping area of 's Hertogenbosch (Chapter 3.2) this kind of 
spatial arrangement is greatly appreciated by the shopping public. The introduction of 
late shopping evenings, usually once a week, is yet another example of how urban 
managers are able to influence the leisure experience of shopping in a positive way. 
Shopkeepers also fully recognise the trend towards more "fun shopping". This can be 
concluded from the kind of goods which are now offered, from the changes in the types 
of shops and from the way the shopkeepers display their goods. The desire of the 
shopping public to browse around freely has been met by introducing the custom of 
"free entrance" into shops, by exposing some goods on the pavement and also by 
applying a less aggressive selling technique. 
There is also an increasing public preference for indoor shopping facilities and for 
covered shopping precincts, a demand which has not yet been met in most inner cities. 
The results of different surveys equally point out which are the most important 
conditions and problems to appreciate shopping as a leisure experience. It did not come 
as a surprise that problems of accessibility were frequently mentioned, especially by 
older people. During the last decade local authorities took great care in planning 
parking facilities in or nearby the inner city shopping area but, apparently, the 
traffic and parking problems, especially in historical inner cities, have not been 
entirely solved. 
Another development which tends to be regarded as negative for "fun shopping" is the 
present assortment of shops and goods. There is an increase in shops aiming at the 
young public, a trend which is less appreciated by middle-aged and older visitors 
(Schouw, den Draak, 19Θ6). Shops are more and more becoming part of national 
chain stores, all offering the same products in every city. This trend affects the 
identity of shopping centres (ten Zeldam, 1986). This problem has been recognised in 
the marketing sector. As a consequence, there is a modest come-back in smaller shops 
and in specialised and exclusive shops. It can be taken that this is a reaction to the 
market demands of the shopping public. On one point the organisational system has not 
reacted adequately to changing demands. Opening and closing times of shops are strictly 
regulated, thus leaving shopping areas as desolate islands in the inner city in the 
evenings and on Sundays. The argument that more flexible opening hours could 
improve the liveliness of the shopping area at different times, that the problems of 
crowding at particular hours or days could be avoided and last but not least, that this 
could be an efficient way to guarantee a greater security for both shoppers and 
shopkeepers, proved unable to generate a greater flexibility. 
The last problem with respect to the conditions for "fun shopping" is the growing 
concern about alternative uses presently occurring in many shopping areas. Not all 
visitors to the shopping area come with the intention of shopping. Groups of 
youngsters hanging around do not seem to fit into the planned uses of this environment 
(Kirkby , Wolf, 1986). Because of the way in which the youngsters make claims on 
the space, especially in the covered shopping precincts and at specific times of the 
day, this sometimes leads to conflict. This conflict certainly affects the image of 
particular parts of the shopping centre and can eventually reduce its attractiveness 
for other groups of users. 
It could be argued that a multifunctional use of the inner city environment should be 
guaranteed for everyone and that this applies in particular to the shopping areas. It 
cannot be denied that this trend in the public behaviour of youngsters belongs to the 
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present image of the inner city and will have to be considered seriously in order to 
preserve or reinforce the leisure function of inner city shopping centres. 
In conclusion, some recommendations can be given to improve the leisure role of 
shopping centres: restplaces, flowers and plants, attractive illumination, covered 
shopping precincts, orginal window decoration, a wide assortment of goods and shops, 
a mixture of exclusive and inexpensive shops, flexible opening hours, background 
music, street musicians, attractive and safe access roads from the car parks to the 
shopping centre, etc. These are only a few examples of how "fun shopping " can be 
stimulated. 
Street Markets 
in several case studies it became obvious that street markets are appreciated as a 
leisure setting by many visitors and inhabitants. Some groups are particularly 
attracted by the market, i.e. the young, the unemployed, the elderly generation, ethnic 
minorities and recreationalisls coming from the urban region. There is no doubt as to 
the leisure role of street markets, which are used as much for daily shopping, for 
walking and looking around and enjoying the lively scene (Dietvorst, van Dinieren, 
1984). The duration of the stay at the market seems to be an indication of its leisure 
function. Short visits are made for daily shopping, whereas a longer stay usually 
points to a leisure activity. The informal character of the experience, the liveliness 
and the picture that "something is going on there" are the major attractions. This does 
not exclude that a market visit can also be a search for bargains, sometimes forced by 
financial necessity but frequently just for funi 
The present success of street markets in several inner cities has resulted in an 
increased offer: more street markets at different times, on different days (by way of 
exception, also on Sunday) and at different locations. Many initiatives are now being 
developed such as second hand markets, flea markets, antique markets, pet markets, 
craftwork markets, folkloristic markets. They account for a considerable number of 
visitors to the inner city, sometimes even for tourists who often combine this visit 
with other activities such as shopping, a visit to the pub, to an eating place or 
sight-seeing (Chapter 3.5). On a market day, the inner city has a lively and attractive 
image. This leisure resource of the inner city can be fully exploited on condition that 
the market is spatially and functionally integrated with the other facilities in the 
inner city. 
Catering and Amusement Facilities 
It rarely occurred that a visit to a pub or restaurant was said to be a primary motive 
for visiting the inner city (Chapter 3.4, 3.5). There is no doubt, however, about the 
important role catering facilities play in adding a leisure dimension to an inner city 
visit. City inns and pubs have always belonged to the urban scene, although the 
cultural and social significance of these meeting places has changed (Jansen, 1976). 
The way in which the offer of facilities continuously and rapidly changes reflects the 
changing demands. The number of facilities in the inner city tends to increase and to 
become more varied. The traditional pub patronised by the local population is 
gradually disappearing from the inner city scene. A wide variety of drinking and 
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eating places replace them: coffee-shops, bistros, fast food counters, snackbars, 
ice-cream parlours, pancake places, restaurants and a considerable number of exotic 
eating places (Indonesian, Chinese, Italian, Greek, French, Turkish, etc.) 
The question can be asked as to what extent this development is related to the changing 
leisure use of the inner city. It should be mentioned that an imporlant number of 
customers is found amongst the "new households" living in the inner city and amongst 
business visitors. But each group of inner city users has its own preference with 
respect to the type of establisment they want to visit. The younger generation, for 
instance, definitely has a preference for specific pubs, discos or fast food 
establishments (Chapter 3.1) 
Probably the most important element in this sector in the perspective of a leisure 
experience is the pavement café (Chapter 3.2). This facility is highly and generally 
appreciated, even by those visitors who are not making use of it. In the case of the 
latter, the pavement cafés fulfil a "decorative function" on the urban leisure scene. 
They should not be seen exclusively in relation to the shopping public. 
Discos are another example of an urban facility which attracts visitors, especially 
young ones (Chapter 3.3). The future of these facilities can be seriously questioned 
against the background of the nonspending leisure behaviour of youngsters and taking 
into account the demographic developments which predict a further decline of their 
numbers. There are signs of a changing image of the disco in anticipation of these 
effects. Disco managers are reconsidering their facilities in order to attract a larger 
public. In several inner cities there are already examples of a comeback of 
"tea-room-dance" which is aimed at the growing numbers of the older generation and 
their leisure demands. 
The general ageing process also affects the use of amusement halls. A newcomer to 
amusement facilities is the casino, now in process of being made respectable again and 
even being promoted as a tourism attraction. 
Urban amusement has always included the sex business as well: window prostitution, 
sex shows and sex-shops, specialised video-clubs, cinema's, porno-clubs, homo-, and 
lesbianclubs, etc. Very little is know about the role of this sector in attracting 
visitors to the inner city, nor about the trends in user groups. These facilities also 
reflect a development of the urban leisure function. In several inner cities the red 
light district is seen as a social problem rather than as a recreation resource. This 
can be concluded from the attitude of inner city dwellers in 's Hertogenbosch who 
displayed negative feelings about the presence of these facilities in their residential 
environment (Chapter 3.1). 
In general, it can be concluded that the interest of public authorities in the catering 
sector is concerned with location (dispersion versus concentration), with closing 
time regulations, with restrictions against expanding the pavement cafés and with 
aspects of public security rather than with the opportunities this sector has to 
considerably support the leisure role of the inner city. This restrictive policy is now 
being revised mainly in the context of a tourism recreation promotion. 
Actually, the developments in the urban catering facilities can be seen as an adequate 
measure of changes in the demographic, social, economic and cultural context; in the 
first place, because this sector reacts quickly to the changing demands of users and in 
the second place, because the customer patterns ara a clear indication of the leisure 
function of the inner city as a whole. 
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Cultural Facilities and Events 
A wide spectrum of facilities contributes to cultural leisure in the inner city such as 
concerts, theatre, cinema, exhibitions, art galleries, museums and public libraries. 
These are the institutionalised facilities In the cultural sector. Interest in these 
facilities fluctuates very much. One explanation for this Is the technical evolution of 
TV, sound and video techniques offering a genuine alternative to the cultural visit to 
the inner city. The effect Is most pronounced on the participation scores for the 
cinema visits (Drijgers, 1984). Although there has been a trend towards a decline in 
participation, there have recently been some indications of renewed interest. 
The newly created multifunctional leisure centres In the Inner city seem to respond 
adequately to the changing demand. Whether this organisational readaption will 
succeed in inducing new demand is another question. 
Furthermore, the general Increase in the average level of education is supposed to 
affect the participation in cultural activities positively. In addition, the ageing 
process and the leisure behaviour of the future third-age group could also induce new 
demand on the cultural leisure sector. Trends in cultural activities cannot be 
considered to be homogeneous; each cultural facility develops In its own way. For 
instance, the social and economic factors which could explain the changing Interest In 
the cinema are different from those affecting the participation scores in theatre, 
museum visits or other forms of cultural activities (NRIT, 1986). A combined offer 
of different facilities would appear to be the solution for the future. The setting for an 
evening-out then would Include theatre, a concert or film, the possibility of having 
dinner in a restaurant, a drink at the bar, a visit to an exhibition, etc. This is seen as 
an essential condition for inner city cultural facilities being able to cope with the 
serious competition of home-based cultural amenities. 
Cultural leisure in the inner city can also be interpreted in a much broader sense. 
This refers to the present offer of "cultural events" which attract large numbers of 
visitors to the inner city. Many examples of such Initiatives could be mentioned. In the 
context of an increasing participation in day-trips they seem to play an important 
role (NRIT, 1986). This sector includes all kinds of public events of a temporary and 
recreational character which do not require specific accommodation. The theme of the 
event can vary from sports, music, art, folkore and anniversaries to circusses, fun 
fairs, fire works, and so on. Of course, the kind of public attracted largely depends on 
the theme. 
Cultural events are important to the leisure function of the inner city in that they 
have a spin-off effect on other urban facilities. This Is of course strongly dependent on 
the theme of the event, the location and the time, all of which play a role in the kind of 
public attracted. Usually, this visit is combined with a walk through the inner city, a 
pub visit or dining-out, possibly also with shopping. Very little is known about the 
profile of the visitor to the different types of cultural activities and events, nor about 
the participation and the attitudes of inner city dwellers concerning these public 
events. 
It can be assumed that this leisure element does attract large groups of the population 
as they are seen as a success. As a consequence, many urban managers are now taking 
an interest in this sector and considering an expansion of the offer and an 
improvement in quality in order to stimulate the financial benefit. It could very well 
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be that the role of the former local fun fair as an essential aspect of public leisure has 
now been taken over by these cultural events. 
Green Areas and Water 
Despite the present situation, in which most inner cities only include a limited area of 
green and parks, this aspect of the urban scene plays an important role in the 
appreciation of visitors and inhabitants. As a rule, green areas in the inner city are 
limited to the former town walls, the relics of monastery gardens or private inner 
gardens, the gardens in the Cathedral closes or in former béguinages and cemetaries. 
They are reduced to small-scale green islands in the built-up environment which 
explain how invaluable they are. They function as places of rest and as destinations for 
walks especially for youngsters, the elderly and for ethnic minorities who live in the 
inner city. Furthermore they have a function as a meeting place for specific groups of 
users. Because, as a rule they are small scaled , there are hardly any facilities left for 
children's play or for sports activities. 
The appreciation of these green settings as a leisure environment strongly depends on 
the way they are laid out and the kind of planting but, above all, on their integration 
into the social and spatial structure of the inner city. Some urban parks are not really 
used for recreational activities at all. This is either because of their location or from 
their image as unsafe places. The latter problem is caused by the antisocial behaviour 
of some park visitors (Westover, Collins, 1987). The more intensively an urban 
park is being used at different times of the day and by different groups of users, the 
higher the degree of social control. This is an essential precondition for preventing 
negative imagebuilding (Karstens, 1981). 
In general, open air recreation facilities in the inner city are scarce (Chapter 2.1). 
Recently, the discussion on recreation resources has been revived and there is a 
growing interest in waterfront areas which are present in many inner cities (Chapter 
4). These are highly appreciated, not only as a residential area but also as a leisure 
setting (Chapter 2.2.) Urban renewal of several inner urban quarters in the vicinity 
of canals, harbour or riverfronts has stimulated the leisure function. The search for 
further recreational uses of these areas has led to a variety of initiatives such as 
boaltrips, water bikes, skating facilities. In conclusion, it can be said that green areas 
and waterfront areas in the inner city are invaluable elements in the urban leisure 
setting and are highly appreciated by visitors and inhabitants as well (Chapter 3). 
Sports Facilities 
Outdoor sports facilities are very scarce in most inner cities. Space is limited and this 
sector was weak when claims were made for urban land of high commercial value. In 
contrast, there is a remarkable trend towards a supply of different indoor sports 
facilities. Indoor swimming pools, tennis, volley and squash courts, skating rinks and 
indoor driving ranges are a few examples. 
Not all indoor facilities are sports facilities in the strict sense of the term. The 
number of fitness centres, massage and physical health centres, bowling and snooker 
centres in the inner city is increasing, apparently in response to a growing demand. 
Usually, these leisure centres provide a multifunctional use by accommodating 
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several activities and also including a catering service (Hugenholtz, Van der Spek, 
1987). Probably, this development towards a new leisure sector has been stimulated 
by the availability, in many inner cities, of accommodation amongst the derelict and 
unused industrial buildings. Against the background of a society in which the interest 
in physical health is emphasised, it can be assumed that this type of urban leisure 
will expand further. 
Public Spaces 
The leisure role of urban public spaces has long since been recognised by physical 
planners, but only recently has it been rediscovered by urban managers and 
promoters. In the context of an urban tourism recreation development a new interest 
has been taken in the leisure potential of squares, streets, alleys, riverbanks, 
harbour quays, etc. It cannot be denied that these public areas have a definite function 
as a forum, as the place for social and informal interaction. They provide the setting 
in which to see and to be seen, the place where anonimity within the crowd is the rule. 
Seen in this way, public spaces can be regarded as the scene where urban life is on the 
stage, with scenes varying according to the different moments of the day and to the 
different seasons in the year. In addition, public places have a symbolic value and are 
seen as points of recognition in the built environment (Mulder, 1987). Their 
economic function lies within the facility they offer for street markets and public 
events. 
Apparently, there is a growing social need for such public places which play an 
important role in the leisure experience on the condition that a solution is found for 
the present parking function they usually have. 
The spatial arrangement, on macro and on micro scale, needs to be reconsidered. 
Public spaces should not be turned into open air museum pieces as has happened in 
some inner cities, but should primarily be seen as the location of important social 
interaction. Perhaps the most important aspect is that public spaces in the inner city 
allow for a leisure experience to the nonspenders amongst the visitors. As has been 
demonstrated by the different survey results, this way of using the inner city as a 
leisure environment is expanding (Chapter 3.5). 
In conclusion, the possibility of experiencing a stay in the inner city as leisure for 
which one does not have to invest financially is to be considered as an important trend 
in the future urban leisure scenario. This perspective does not fit in with the current 
planning views of the public authorities and promoters, nor with the expectations of 
the urban entrepreneurs. Such a development tends to be regarded as a threat, 
primarily because it implies nonplanned uses of a well-planned urban environment. 
Sight-Seeing Objects 
In numerous inner cities, a number of sight-seeing objects are present which could 
be further developed as elements of the inner city tourist product. In the context of 
present planning for recreation and tourism there is a great interest in discovering or 
creating new tourism attractions. The cultural and architectural heritage in the 
historical inner city is often seen as a primary asset for sight-seeing tourism, 
whereas other cities are promoting modern tourism attractions. Historical inner 
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cities are priviliged by the presence of a respectable number of monuments, 
museums, historical squares, old streets and facades, all elements which can 
contribute to an attractive leisure setting. In the course of the different surveys it has 
become obvious to what extent this characteristic historical setting contributes to a 
general positive appreciation of visitors (Chapter 2.2, 2.3). 
Nevertheless, there are a few conditions attached to managing this resource as tourism 
potential. The way in which the historical patrimonium is integrated into the inner 
city as a whole is of the utmost importance (Ashworth, de Haan, 1985). This refers to 
the spatial and functional relationship with secondary elements of the touristic city. 
From the different case studies it can be concluded to what extent it is important to 
foster touristic recreative clusters within the inner city in order to improve the 
overall attractiveness. 
The spatial clustering of different elements of the tourist product seems to be an 
essential precondition for attracting more visitors and for improving the overall 
appreciation of an inner city. The absence of such functional and spatial clusters has 
frequently been recognised as a primary problem which needs to be solved in order to 
improve the attraction of the touritistic inner city (i.e; the examples of Middelburg 
and Arnhem discussed in Chapter 4.1). 
The following example can be used to illustrate the idea of a touristic-recreative 
cluster: a monument (church, town hall, guildhouse, castle or museum) which is 
known as a tourism attraction and promoted as such should be combined with several 
other elements, in the first place with parking facilities and an attractive access road 
from the parking to the tourism object, in addition a pavement café, a green area with 
a restplace, picknick benches and possibly a few souvenirshops. 
When the visit to the tourism object only takes a short time it is especially important 
to create an inviting climate for prolonging the stay by exploring the rest of the inner 
city (Dietvorst, 1987). Recently, there has been a number of publications about 
urban tourism attractions, all of which primarily emphasise the supply-side. In the 
present stage of planning for urban recreation and tourism all the attention has gone 
to the tourist product itself and to its possible improvement (Chapter 4). 
As a consequence, little information is available about the behaviour of tourists or 
about their appreciation of a specific environment. The question of which social 
trends, in particular, will further accentuate the interest in inner urban tourism 
remains largely unanswered. For instance, how will the process of ageing affect the 
number of elderly visitors in the inner city, how will the future level of education 
bring about a change in the interest for urban tourism. These social developments can 
either reinforce or slow down the interest in sight-seeing tourism. To some extent, 
the optimistic expectations are based on the recent success of a number of initiatives 
in this sector: a slight increase of participants in organised urban walks, a renewed 
interest in museums and visits to monuments, etc. Precise information about these 
increased numbers of visitors coming into town for sight-seeing, on the use of other 
urban facilities is scarce. 
Research into the behaviour pattern of visitors to the tourism attractions in the inner 
city is still exceptional and, when available, is usually presented as small-scale case 
studies (Ashworth , de Haan, 1986). As a rule, the local context of the surveys does 
not allow for a generalisation of the results, nor for interpreting future trends. 
Despite the lack of empirical studies, there is presently a renewed interest amongst 
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local managers in tourism attractions and sight-seeing objects and their capacity to 
attract different groups of users. 
In conclusion to the survey results included in this study it can be said that the 
tourism potential of the inner city is not only to be seen in the historical setting or in 
the major tourism attractions. The most imporlant issue is the way in which 
sight-seeing objects and tourism attractions are integrated in the inner city scene as a 
whole. The integration refers to the locational aspects, in a strict sense, and to the 
functional relationship with other urban elements as well. 
Overnight tourism in the inner city has not been included here although the hotel 
accommodation is yet another point to be evaluated in the perspective of tourism 
development. As to the relationship between tourism attractions, sight-seeing 
patterns and hotel guests in the medium-sized inner city, very little has been 
reported so far. This implies that the leisure use of the inner city by hotel guests 
needs to be further investigated. A clear distinction should be made between the 
business guest and the holiday-maker, for each category will appreciate the leisure 
function of the inner city differently. 
Any conclusion about the future development of urban tourism can only be speculative. 
Undoubtedly at least a short-term expansion can be expected in response to the active 
tourism promotion taking place in several inner cities (Chapter 4). 
Evaluating the Sectoral Approach 
The above comments on the different urban facilities which play a role in the leisure 
function of the inner city are to be characterised as a sectoral review. This was 
included as a summarizing picture of the inner city as a leisure environment. It might 
have become clear that such a fragmented approach emphasises the role of each of the 
urban leisure facilities separately rather than drawing the attention on the possible 
combination of uses made of these facilities. Any attempt at understanding the changing 
leisure function of the inner city can only partially be deduced from the sum of 
sectoral developments and inevitably requires a further reflection on changing leisure 
uses and users. 
3. Users of the Inner City and their Leisure Patterns 
In line with the actor-centred approach which has been applied in this study, it is 
logical at this stage to draw conclusions about the most relevant aspects of the inner 
city leisure function from the user's point of view. 
These conclusions could be a starting point for speculating on the future leisure 
scenario in the inner city. However, it is not possible to review all the user groups in 
the inner city and their leisure patterns in their entirety. The intention is to cluster 
the most important groups by looking at the behaviour patterns they have in common. 
When looking for a criterion with which to identify the clusters of users and their 
leisure behaviour pattern, the age factor proves to be the most relevant one. 
Within the kaleidoscope of inner city users, a number of distinct clusters has thus 
been identified by applying two distinct criteria: the age factor and the fact of living in 
the inner city or not. Both aspects proved to be relevant to the leisure behaviour 
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patterns of users of the inner city. There is a clear distinction between leisure 
behaviour of the younger generation, the middle-aged groups and the elderly. Of 
course, a further distinction can be made within each of these age categories. 
The Inner City as a Leisure Environment for Younger People 
According to the demographic trends, the number of young people is generally 
declining. This could affect the future leisure function of the inner city. On the other 
hand it has been demonstrated that younger people tend to be urban-minded and inner 
city oriented in their leisure behaviour. The latter trend can be seen, at least at the 
moment, as a counter-balance to their declining numbers. 
The Young Inner City Dwellers 
The number of young inner city dwellers constitutes an important group of inner city 
users and demonstrates a characteristic behaviour pattern. The inner city is their 
daily environment and the way they make use of it is strongly dependent on their 
social background and on their financial resources (Chapter 3.1). For example, 
students attending school in the inner city display a leisure behaviour pattern which 
is clearly different from that of young unemployed inner city dwellers. Level of 
education and social background are the most determining factors. As a rule, the 
younger generation is regarded as important potential participants in cultural 
activities, visits to pubs, discos, specific eating places and urban amusements. There 
are some recent indications however as to a change in the spending pattern of young 
people in the inner city (Chapter 3.5). 
Financial constraints are becoming more obvious and this has led to a decline of their 
participation in formalised recreational activities and to a tendency of accentuating 
their informal leisure activities. In addition, a changing attitude of students towards 
study and leisure is becoming apparent. This trend even accentuates the gap between 
the leisure behaviour of students and unemployed. The young unemployed who live in 
the inner city are searching for a way to spend their (free) time in their daily 
environment. In this case there is hardly any difference between "time" and "free 
time" activities (Willis, 1987). 
When commenting upon the trends in leisure for the younger generation it is 
important to recognise the distinction between the collective behaviour and individual 
behaviour. The image of groups of youngster claiming space in the inner city has been 
mentioned before. Hanging around in groups has indeed become part of the present 
urban scene (Chapter 3.3). The urban public space has become their daily living 
accommodation, their favourite place to meet their peers. Apparently, this public 
behaviour allows them to obtain a feeling of social belonging and integration. This 
aspect of their behaviour is seen as a possible source of conflict with other groups of 
inner city users. 
Young Visitors to the Inner City 
The younger population living outside the inner city, whether in the suburban areas 
or further in the region, are equally attracted to the inner city as a leisure 
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environment. Their pursuit of leisure in the inner city is not very different from that 
of the young inner city dwellers. In this case the relevant question is about the kind of 
motives they have for coming to the inner city rather than seeking leisure in their 
own environment. The visit to the inner city is seen as an escape from the daily grind 
and the inner city is appreciated above all as an environment in which they are free to 
spend their time in their own way. In this stage of life, there is a strong need for 
young people to develop their own identity and leisure behaviour is certainly one way 
of doing this. 
Their favourite leisure activities are visiting the disco, the pub, the cinema or just 
hanging around with friends. Participation in cultural activities is very much 
dependent on the kind of events supplied. They want pop concerts, live shows, lively 
events, etc. The inner city has become a substitute for the former dance halls and 
ballrooms, but with the accordeon music being replaced by the exciting noise of 
motorbikes! 
This social function of the inner city has become very apparent at particular moments 
and is becoming part of the image of the inner city as a leisure environment, in spite 
of the rapidly declining number of young people. 
The Inner City as a Leisure Environment for the "Middle" Groups 
The term "middle" group refers to the age category between the twenties and the 
sixties and the intention is to focus upon their leisure life-style in relation to the 
inner city. This middle group is highly differentiated, for it includes new households 
in the inner city and the traditional households in the suburbs, the unemployed and the 
employed persons. There are indeed several points of difference between inner city 
dwellers and inner city visitors. How does each of these categories use the inner city 
as a leisure environment and which trends are relevant? 
Inner City Dwellers 
Recently, the presence of a considerable number of so-called "new households" in the 
inner city has been observed. They include the yuppies (young urban professionals), 
the dinkies (double-income-no-kids) and an increasing number of single and divorced 
persons (Jol, 1986). Their leisure behaviour is a special point of interest because it 
is assumed that they have developed a typical urban life style which, in many cases, 
includes a pattern of fully enjoying the leisure opportunities of the inner city 
(Chapter 3.1). The results of the case studies in 's Hertogenbosch, Deventer, Kampen 
and Zwolle point out their high participation scores in recreational activities by 
which they are to be distinguished from other inner city users (Chapter 3.1, 3.5). 
The term "going out" is frequently associated with a visit to the pub. This leisure 
activity occurs particularly amongst the group of singles. Wining and dining-out 
seems to be more common amongst couples. In general, their interest in cultural 
activities is high, although the average frequency might not be so high; attending a 
concert, the theatre, a show, an opera, the ballet, cabaret and cinema, pub visits and 
fun shopping. They tend to participate more frequently in these activities than do the 
members of traditional households. 
But the pattern of high participation scores cannot be generalised to all the inner city 
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dwellers. The wide choice of opportunities and the nearness of the facilities does not 
always result in high participation, as has been demonstrated by the survey in 's 
Hertogenbosch (Chapter 3.1). Many inner city dwellers do not belong to the 
above-mentioned trend setting group of enjoyers of the urban scene, because they 
either are restrained by financial constraints or because they are less interested in 
this kind of leisure behaviour. 
But even to those groups of inhabitants the inner city definitely has a leisure function. 
They do appreciate the liveliness of the inner city and the possibility of walking 
around in the shopping centre, the market or in the urban park. Their leisure 
behaviour is less formalised, less dependent on the supply of recreational facilities 
and prefers to take advantage of the public function this environment has to offer. 
It is quite possible that this trend in leisure behaviour becomes even more common in 
the future taking into account restrictions in the financial means to invest in leisure 
activities, the need for social interaction and the decline of interest in 
institutionalised leisure activities. But then, this development strongly depends on the 
way the inner city population itself is going to develop in the future. 
If the present reappraissal of the inner city as a residential environment were to 
persist, this could imply that the deprived population groups would be forced to 
migrate to less expensive houses in the 19th-century urban quarters surrounding the 
inner city. The possible effect on the inner city leisure function of this kind of social 
processes cannot be predicted, but it would certainly affect the use of the inner city as 
a leisure environment. 
Inner city visitors 
The attraction of the inner city to the inhabitants of the surrounding urban region is 
strongly associated with its regional service function, i.e. it is the central place to go 
for shopping, to go out for the day or for an evening. The pattern of "going into town" 
is not always associated with leisure motives. Traditionally this was primarily seen 
as a shopping visit or as a visit to the market. Even now it proved to be difficult to 
identify the leisure motives in this pattern of going into town because the activities 
undertaken whilst in town cannot directly be indicated as leisure activities (Chapter 
3.5). 
This point has been emphasised in several of the surveys included in this study. By the 
results of these surveys, it can be concluded that the inner city certainly has a leisure 
function for many of the inner city visitors whether or not they use this environment 
for fun shopping, sight-seeing or just as an escape out of the daily routine into an 
environment where things are happening, where there is a crowd and where the 
liveliness forms a strong contrast with the often monotonous residential environment. 
Amongst this group of inner city visitors housewives and members of the traditional 
households are strongly represented. The most important motive they mention is 
shopping. Usually, this leads to an activity pattern which includes shopping, 
window-shopping, visiting the street market and going for a drink. Even the visitors 
whose motive was "a day out" had an identical behaviour pattern. 
The conditions which could give a leisure dimension to these activities can be deduced 
from the various case studies: the possibility of walking around freely in a pedestrian 
area, of doing some window-shopping, enjoying and observing the urban scene whilst 
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sitting at a pavement café, etc. In the article "Women, Leisure and Shopping", it has 
been emphasised to what extent this kind of environmental setting contributes to the 
leisure experience (Chapter 3.2). Although some conditions have been revealed, 
several questions remain unanswered such as the extent to which the attraction of the 
inner city is conditioned by the assortment of shops, goods and the presence of 
department stores or by the reverse, the mixture of many small shops, the indoor 
shopping facilities, the image of the access routes, the street decoration? 
The perception of the inner city as a whole and of its accessibility and public safety 
plays an important role in the choice of whether to go into town or not and also in the 
choice of the best moment for a visit. 
Any attempt to outline the future trend in this pattern of inner city visits risks being 
highly speculative. The acknowledgement that the inner city does attract large 
numbers of visitors from the region and this not only for shopping is the only 
information to go on. The pattern of going into town for an evening out, a cultural 
evening or to watch a film is a real indication of the present leisure function of the 
inner city. 
Nevertheless, there are some social developments to be mentioned, mainly caused by 
economic and cultural processes. The travel distance to the inner city is not such a 
problem for the higher income groups, on condition that the inner city has something 
to offer which they can appreciate as a leisure experience. But to the average 
population, the pattern of going into town in the pursuit of leisure might decline; the 
travel costs being one good reason and the offer of recreational facilities in their 
immediate environment another. 
Apart from visitors coming from the urban region to the inner city there are also 
tourists in the inner city. Their motives for a visit are more explicitly interpreted as 
leisure motives than those of any other group mentioned before. The attractiveness of 
the inner city as a touristic place depends on its possibilities as a place of activity and 
on the appreciation of the leisure setting. This aspect has repeatedly been commented 
upon in different parts of this publication. 
Many aspects about this group of inner city users and their appreciation of the inner 
city remain unknown as yet. The first reason is that in current research literature 
and in the interests of planning authorities much attention has been paid to the 
supply-side of the tourist product rather than to the possible users of this product. 
The result of such an approach is that very little can be said about the actual 
behaviour of tourists in the inner city. 
As a consequence, it is virtually impossible to give any clues as to the future of the 
touristic city. Many expectations for the future are based on the development of day 
tourism, which is the strongest tourism potential in the context of these 
medium-sized inner cities. The tourism potential of the inner city needs to be 
exploited, for this is seen as an essential instrument for urban revival (Chapter 4). 
As to the inner city elements which play a role in this tourism development, we can 
refer to the comments on the leisure facilities given above. 
The Inner City as a Leisure Environment for the Third Age Group 
There are many reasons for drawing the attention to this group of inner city users. In 
the first place, because their numbers will increase considerably in the near future, 
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a consequence of the demographic trend (de Gans, 1986). Furthermore, the third age 
group has plenty of free time which they can use for recreational and tourist 
activities. Therefore, it is important to recognise the present use of the inner city as a 
leisure environment and to see what this implies for the future (Van der Wijst , van 
Poppel, 1985) 
Inner city dwellers 
The older inner city dwellers are to be distinguished from the other inner city 
dwellers and from other users of the inner city not only by the criterium of age, but 
also with respect to the economic and cultural factors which explain their leisure 
behaviour and their demands for recreational facilities (Chapter 3.1). Some 
conclusions can be drawn from their present use of the urban leisure facilities. 
In general their participation scores are low compared to those of other groups of 
inner city dwellers (Smith, 1986). Going for a walk seems to be their most 
important leisure activity in terms of time spent as well as in terms of their 
appreciation of the leisure experience. This can include shopping for daily goods, 
shopping in general, going to the market, patronising a pub and, occasionally, dining 
out. 
In addition there seems to be a real interest in social club activities, especially 
amongst men. The participation in cultural activities seems to be rather low despite 
the opportunities offered on their doorstep (Karstens, 1981). Therefore, it can be 
assumed that there are other constraints which prevent them to profit from the 
opportunities (Arnhem, 1987). This could be explained by a lack of cultural interest, 
by the fact that the offer of cultural events does not attract them particularly or that 
entrance fees are considered to be a constraint (Kees, 1987). 
Although the older inner city dwellers were classified as low users of the inner city 
recreational facilities, they are, nevertheless, displaying a positive attitude towards 
the lively inner city environment (Chapter 3.1). They enjoy the leisure activities, 
such as a walk in the park, in the shopping area or to the market, mainly because of 
the liveliness of the scene. Nevertheless, their outdoor leisure activities decline as 
they grow older. Apparently, outdoor leisure activities are gradually replaced by 
indoor activities as age progresses. 
Inner city visitors 
For the third generation the pattern of "going into town" definitely is associated with a 
leisure meaning. This applies even more to the group of younger seniors (between 55 
and 65) who appreciate the visit to the inner city as an outing. An obvious example is 
the tendency amongst senior visitors towards a more frequent use of inner city 
restaurants. Actually, this supposed urban-mindedness is not reflected in their 
participation in urban cultural activities. It is not clear whether their interest in 
cultural activities is declining. It could also be the effect of the present cultural 
programmes which do not really appeal to them or to the effect of "déjà vu". This is of 
course closely related to their educational level. The changing educational level in 
particular would seem to generate new demands amongst the future third generation 
(Dietvorst, Jansen-Verbeke, 1988). 
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However, the attractiveness of the inner city to the elderly strongly depends on their 
mobility. It can be assumed that this will diminish as they grow older. The most 
important indication as to the future leisure function of the inner city lies within the 
age group between 55 and 65 and it can be assumed that their leisure patterns and 
ways of using the inner city as a leisure environment will continue as long as they 
have the physical capacity for outdoor leisure activities. 
A decreasing interest in the inner city as a leisure environment can also be the result 
of a negative image "the inner city is an unsafe place, particularly in the evening 
hours". This kind of negative ¡mage building can yield a lower frequency of inner city 
visits, can influence the choice of particular moments for a visit or a preference for 
particular places in the inner city. Although the third age group constitutes an 
important potential for the inner city visits with respect to their increasing number, 
the latter negative image building can affect their preferences and attitudes. 
In the context of the future development of the inner city leisure function, the 
prospects of third-age tourism should be added. The pattern of day excursions, also 
including visits to an inner city, are becoming popular. This has been stimulated by 
the issue of special "6o+H cards which allow for reduced travelling expenses and 
entrance fees. Apparently this initiative has proved to be successful. The third-age 
group is considered to be an interesting market group for coach tourism as well. 
Special arrangements, including shopping trips and visits to interesting places have 
been successful experiments. In addition, there seems to be a preference for 
travelling in groups. This could account for the interest taken in organised trips, in 
guided urban walks and in complete "packages" of a day out. 
These are only a few indications as to the future developments which can be expected 
in relation to inner urban tourism of the third-age group. There are strong arguments 
for looking at the atlitudes and behaviour patterns of this age group more closely, for 
the good reason that in the future they will be an important users group of the inner 
city leisure environment. 
4. Conclusions; Changing Leisure Behaviour and Its Implications for 
the Inner City 
Under the term "leisure behaviour" the attention has been focused on a diversity of 
activities which are assumed to have a leisure significance. The leisure significance of 
specific activities has been defined in an arbitrary way . As a consequence, no "hard" 
conclusions can be drawn. Prior to every attempt to outline future developments, 
there should be clear information about the present situation. The interpretation of 
possible effects of social processes on the future use of the inner city as a leisure 
environment, tends to be highly speculative. 
At the beginning of this explorative study, it was staled that the inner city has a 
leisure function for a wide and varied group of users amongst the inner city dwellers 
and the visitors (Chapter 1.2). The leisure function of the inner city is liable to 
changes due to social processes but the results of this study do not allow for a full 
understanding of the effects of social processes on the future leisure function of the 
inner city since its primary concern was to analyse the present situation. 
However, some conclusions can be drawn as to the most relevant trends in the leisure 
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role of the inner city. We could conclude that the leisure function of the inner city is 
now being appreciated by urban planners, promoters as well as by urban users in a 
much wider context than it was, for instance, in the seventies. At that time the urban 
recreation and leisure function was deduced from the participation in recreational 
facilities (Provinciale Raad, Zuid Holland, 1979). To a certain extent , this still holds 
for the present situation, but in addition, attention has been drawn to the informal 
leisure uses of the inner city, the first example of which is the pattern of shopping 
for leisure, which cannot be considered to be a social newcomer at all. 
Interest in this development has been reinforced by two distinct factors: in the first 
place, a general increase in free time, in the second place, a reappraisal of the inner 
city as a leisure environment. The possibility of walking around freely in the inner 
city environment, of seeing people, of being able to register new impressions and 
ideas and to be part of a lively social scene seems a response to a social demand in 
many ways. This is probably the main explanation of the present attraction of street 
markets as well. 
In the cultural sector there are also indications of a renewed public interest, at least 
when the term "culture" is used in broad terms. These trends fit in with a general 
reappraisal of the inner city and are to some extent related to a general increase in the 
educational level of the population. 
Nevertheless, it is not possible to conclude a direct relationship between the 
educational level and the interest in cultural recreational activities (NRIT, 1986). 
The intervening factor is the lifestyle, which is closely related to financial resources 
and cultural interests. At the moment, it is impossible to outline the effects on the 
inner city leisure function of the economic processes nor of the cultural changes. 
Inspired by the results of the different surveys one would be inclined to seek for a 
relationship between the economic processes and the nonspending leisure patterns. 
This interpretalion is being supported by the presence of inner city users which were 
indicated as nonspenders (Chapter 3.4 , 3.5). It is for these groups in particular that 
public spaces in the inner city can play an important role in their leisure experience. 
But even then, this forum function of the inner city cannot be seen as something new, 
rather as something that has caught attention recently. 
It is not clear which social processes can explain this trend. It can be taken that the 
inclination to enter into the public sphere of the inner city has something to do with 
having more free time, being unemployed and being much less tied lo the traditional 
household context of leisure. Apparently, the possibility to mix with other people is 
appreciated as an alternative to many other forms of leisure. 
In order to understand and to fully explain this social trend in leisure behaviour, it is 
necesary to investigate the leisure experience of the ind vidual as an interaction with 
this specific social environment and to recognise the spatial conditions which foster a 
leisure experience. The development from formal and institutionalised forms of 
recreation towards more informal leisure behaviour and the tendency to prefer the 
public sphere rather than the private sphere probably are the most relevant trends in 
the inner city leisure function which ought to be mentioned. 
On the contrary, in our present "leisure" society there is also a marked trend towards 
privatisation. How both aspects of leisure behaviour, the public and the private, will 
develop in future is difficult to foresee (Van der Poel, 1987). 
Finally the question can be asked as to what extent the development of leisure 
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behaviour is being conditioned or even stimulated by the issues of urban planning. It 
cannot be denied that local authorities play an important role in creating the 
conditions for the development of an inner city leisure function. The present 
reappraisal of the inner city can be seen as a cause as well as an issue of the current 
urban policy. This process of reappraisal of the inner city environment was initiated 
by the current housing policy and by the realisation of urban renewal projects. The 
new emphasis of urban policy on the development of a residential function in the inner 
city has also led to a reconsideration of recreational resources (Chapter1.2 , 1.3). 
But it could also be seen the other way around, that the policy concern about the 
efficiency of urban facilities was the incentive for introducing a new housing policy 
which would attempt to attract more people to live in the inner city (Dieleman, Jobse, 
1987). No matter how the process is explained, at the moment there is a growing 
interest of public authorities in a revival of the inner city (Chapter 4). Urban 
recreation and tourism are considered to be efficient instruments. Basically, this is 
the reason for the current development of tourism recreation plans. Undoubtedly, 
these plans will affect the future use of the inner city as a leisure environment. Until 
now, all attention has been given to the structural problems and to the possibilities of 
expanding the inner city tourism and the recreation function. 
At this moment, it is premature to judge the reaction of recreationalists and tourists 
in a renewed inner city tourism leisure setting. There are strong reasons for 
believing that this line of policy will indeed affect the future leisure role of the inner 
city, not least by the way the inner city is being promoled at this time. 
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"There are two distinct groups in society: 
those who study leisure and 




This research into the field of urban leisure, recreation and tourism was of an 
explorative nature in every sense. The leisure function of the inner city has been 
placed in a social context and analysed in its different aspects such as: the offer of 
recreational and tourism resources, the diversity of groups of users, their interests 
and their characteristics of behaviour and appreciation, and last but not least, the role 
of the decision-makers in determining the spatial conditions for a leisure experience. 
The result is that several aspects have been focused upon, but certainly not all. 
Whenever possible, the relevance was substantiated by the results of empirical 
surveys. These were not set up as one major project. Each of the case-studies faced a 
specific problem, had its own methodological approach and, above all, was carried out 
in a different context. 
This approach is directly related to the interpretation of the conceptual framework 
(Chapter 1) and is characterised by a pragmatic application of notions. It has been 
repeatedly demonstrated that such an approach yields wide information. Nevertheless, 
this way of proceeding with the research project proved to have its disadvantages as 
well, which will be briefly mentioned. 
Coming to this point of evaluation, the variety of research issues which were involved 
cannot lead to one final conclusion. Each of the chapters included ended with some 
preliminary conclusions which reflect upon views held at that time and about the 
particular aspect commented upon. Gradually, the views on this subject became more 
substantiated. This is reflected in the last chapter which has, in many respects, a 
summarising character. Discussing the implications of social trends on the leisure 
function of the inner city assumes at least a good knowledge of its present function. 
Traditionally, the conclusions of a research project should include an evaluation of the 
methodological approach and of the substantive contribution to the field in order to 
outline some relevant perspectives for future research. These points will be reflected 
upon briefly. 
The Methodological Issues 
Looking at the role of the inner city environment as the spatial and the social context 
in which leisure interaction takes place implied that attention was given to the actor 
as well as to the different contexts of the leisure behaviour. The emphasis was laid 
upon the role of the spatial context in leisure behaviour. As a consequence, other 
important dimensions which contribute to or which can give an explanation of leisure 
experiences have not been included: 
In the first place, the appreciation of activities which were indicated as leisure 
activities in a pragmatic way with respect to their genuine leisure meaning for 
the actor. 
In the second place, the impact of the socio-economic context on leisure 
behaviour. For instance, the effect of financial constraints in developing a 
consumer behaviour which presumably adds to the leisure appreciation of the 
inner city environment. 
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In the third place, the appreciation of the public function of the inner city 
environment as an aspect of urban leisure and the development of public 
leisure behaviour in relation to nonspending behaviour of leisure seekers. 
In the fourth place, the results of this study are inadequate to evaluate whether 
the current reassessment of the inner city leisure resources should be 
regarded as a definite social trend which responds to new social demands, or 
rather that this reappraisal is the outcome of an induced demand in which 
urban managers and promotors play an important role. 
In the fifth place, there is, as yet, insufficient information about the 
possibility to consider social trends in leisure behaviour as an opportunity 
which could be turned into an incentive for urban revival. 
Apparently, there are plenty of challenges for future research in the field of urban 
leisure. This research project only focused on the spatial context of the leisure 
interaction and dealt with two distinct groups of agents: the different groups of actors 
using the inner city as a leisure environment (Chapter 3) and the local 
decision-makers, planners and promoters (Chapter 4). Both groups of agents were 
approached with questionnaires and/or in interviews. 
Each of the surveys referred to is characterised as a case study with, consequently, all 
the restrictions in generalising the conclusions. The results of the actor-centred 
approach can be considered to be representative for a wide group of inner city users. 
Some important groups have been excluded; for instance the omission of the group of 
overnight tourists in a discussion on urban tourism development, is a serious 
handicap. In this study, the leisure function of the inner city has been deduced from 
the behaviour patterns of inhabitants and day visitors, whether recreationalists or 
tourists. The fact that these groups are assumed to hold a strong tourism potential of 
these medium-sized inner cities can be an acceptable argument. 
The planning context was considered to be important for the good reason that the 
leisure environment itself is conditioned and managed by local decision-makers, to 
some extent belonging to the local authority. The municipal planners and the 
promoters of local recreation and tourism are strongly involved with the development 
of leisure in the inner city environment. 
The intention of evaluating the current planning views was realised in a "trial and 
error" way. At first, a questionnaire was sent to the municipal departments dealing 
with recreation and tourism and later the local tourist boards were also approached. 
This experience was a challenging one. Not only was there a problem in finding the 
right key-person within a complex organisational structure but, above all, there was 
the difficulty of disentangling their views and, especially, of evaluating the 
implications of these. We tried to obtain as much information as possible from these 
interviews, but in several situations the experiment was frustrating. 
A Contribution to the Field of Urban Leisure, Recreation and Tourism? 
At the moment we started with our research activities in the field of urban recreation 
and tourism, the subject was new, relatively unexplored and even irrelevant in the 
eyes of several colleagues. "Leisure" as a research perspective from a geographical 
point of view or as a planning issue was of limited interest. 
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During the last few years there has been a flood of publications on the subject, in 
national and in international journals (Chapter 1.3). Tourism geographers looked 
over the fence and discovered recreation, recreation planners ventured into the 
tourism aspects and "leisure" specialists discovered the spatial implications of the 
social phenomenon they are interested in. This whole process of "integration" was 
strongly stimulated by national policy views (or is it vice versa?). 
Anyhow, from 1983 onwards, several provincial authorities produced a tourism 
recreation development plan. Undeniably, this had a snowball effect, which surely has 
yet not come to an end. Local authorities were, or still are, facing a new challenge: how 
to handle the tourism and recreation resources in their community in order to 
stimulate the local economy. Within the sectoral organisational structure, they were 
not prepared nor equipped for this "integration shock". As a consequence, each 
municipality (or each civil servant involved) tried to find a way of proceeding with 
the planning of local tourism and recreation. "Marketing" became the fashionable 
slogan, "promotion" is the instrument, whatever it might imply in the local situation. 
In many cases, there is no other way than to proceed with an intuitive marketing 
approach. "Ad hoc" planning is the result and this is not really in line with the 
traditional Dutch planning philosophy. The experiment of applying marketing concepts 
and principles in planning is new and reflects a change in the role of the local state. 
Obviously, the economic priorities are gradually taking the place of the social 
priorities and this trend should be seriously questioned. The statement that "whatever 
is good for the tourist or visitor is also good for the local resident" is not convincing 
enough to change the balance of priorities. Furthermore, the trend of seeing tourism 
as the instrument for inner city revitalisation can be seriously questioned in the 
context of medium-sized cities as well as against the background of socio-economic 
processes. 
As yet, it is premature to evaluate the possible outcome of inner city tourism planning 
or the effects of tourism promotion. If the results of this study were to yield a 
warning about the short-term planning procedures, which tend to disregard the wider 
social context of leisure experience, then it would have Its merits. 
Despite the limitations issuing from the chosen methodological approach and the 
limited number of case studies, it is possible to conclude upon the major problems in 
the present planning for recreation and tourism In the inner city. 
In the first place, the present organisational structure of the local planning 
system is a major obstacle on the way to an integrated planning of urban 
leisure, recreation and tourism. 
In the second place, the inclination of local authorities to choose for an "ad hoc" 
planning procedure is almost entirely inspired by short-term success and 
economic expectations in particular. 
In the third place, this common short-term planning implies a reduced 
concern about long-terms issues in terms of social and spatial implications. 
In the fourth place, the possibilities to develop strategic views are limited by a 
lack of experience within the local authority board to cope with this new field 
of responsibilities. 
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In the fifth place, the exploitation of tourism and recreation resources is 
frequently seen as an objective in its own right, rather than as an 
instrument for urban revival, which in addition could improve the overall 
environmental quality. 
An Unfinished Exploration 
In fact, most problems in the field of leisure are still seen from some specific sectoral 
perspective, isolated from their wider social context. It is in defining research 
objectives, in particular, that the perspectives are becoming more and more narrow 
(or specialised?). It cannot be denied that this type of fragmented thinking on leisure 
still predominates. The major neglect is in not regarding the physical, social, 
economic and personal constructs of the leisure environment as a whole which 
determines the leisure experience of the individual and/or of the group. 
This statement should not be interpreted as yet another idle plea for multidisciplinary 
research, but rather as an incentive for proceeding along the line of an integrated 
approach to leisure, recreation and tourism. The difficulty of finding a way to 
comprehend and to operationalise the idea of integration issues from conceptual 
barriers mainly. Crossing these barriers and taking advantage of cross-fertilisation 
between disciplines is the challenge for future research in this field. 
The narrow basis from which many research projects start is yet another example of 
disciplinary, cultural and linguistic barriers. There can only be progress in research 
on the condition that existing knowledge is recognised, cumulated and efficiently used 
as a starling point. 
At the moment the understanding of leisure interaction of the individual with the 
different environmental contexts is still very piecemal. Although the structuration 
theory is further developed, its merits in understanding and explaining the empirical 
issues need to be investigated more elaborately. 
Returning to the actor-centred approach as applied in this study, it became clear how 
little we know about the leisure experience of the individual. Attempts were made to 
generalise by assuming a leisure experience in some specific behaviour. The observed 
activities and behaviour patterns cannot reveal the real leisure meaning they have for 
that specific actor, at that particular moment and in this environmental setting. 
Future research in this field faces the task of investigating the leisure interaction in a 
particular environment more closely. Improving environmental conditions for the 
pursuit of leisure is yet another line of research which needs to be encouraged. 
Bridging the gap between leisure research and environmental planning requires a 
serious effort. The planning for urban leisure is still primarily concerned about the 
offer of facilities and is insufficiently taking into account the trend in demands. 
In particular, the problem of inner city dwellers and the specific conditions for their 
daily leisure and recreation risk to become a policy concern of a second order. The 
implications of promoting the inner city as a leisure environment for visitors need to 
be balanced against the interests of the urban inhabitants, especially those of the 
deprived urban population groups. 
All attention goes to the possibilities of managing urban recreation and tourism as an 
economic resource. Marketing the tourism resources can be seen as a legitimate policy 
and as a planning objective which needs to be evaluated critically with respect to the 
procedure and to the intended effects. The core of the problem lies within the 
definition given to "potential". It refers to possible developments which could be 
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stimulated in order to obtain a positive effect on the urban economy. The idea is that 
the balance between demand and supply of urban facilities could be improved or even 
more, that a new demand could be induced. As a rule, this leads to a reconsideration 
about the supply-side rather than to an evaluation of the trends on the demand-side. 
The question of how the general pattern of tourism and recreation, the interests of 
individuals, their recreation behaviour patterns and appreciation will develop in the 
future, remains highly speculative. 
Trend scenarios of the future of urban tourism can be very tempting academic 
excersises but are lacking sufficient information at the moment. Investigating the 
different issues of urban tourism and recreation promotion by means of empirical 
studies is a prime concern. In order to know more about the conditions which could 
foster some of the assumed potentials, a realistic estimation of the present situation is 
required. 
The results of this study outline some priorities for future research in the field of 
urban tourism and recreation. In fact, we consider it of the utmost importance to 
investigate more thoroughly the role of touristic-recreative clusters in the inner 
city. This would imply an analysis of the functional and spatial network of urban 
elements which have been identified as the "carriers" of the urban leisure function. 
At the end of this explorative study, we are strongly convinced that a greater interest 
should be taken in this process of clustering, since this could improve the leisure 
experience of users and, in addition, support the livability of urban facilities. This 
view on clustering opens new perspectives, especially when this would lead to 
managing and planning urban leisure resources as elements of a regional setting 
rather than as local assets. There are several reasons in favour of a regional approach 
to the planning of a recreation and tourism environment. Some examples of planning 
objectives which have a higher chance of being realised at the regional scale-level and 
by the regional authorities: 
the creation of an attractive and diversified tourism product 
the recognition of the strength and weaknesses of the tourism product 
the balance of supply and demand the possibility to conquer a place on a strong 
competitive market 
the building of an attractive image 
In addition, the possible economic effect equally needs to be estimated at the level of 
the region, in terms of employment and income. Regional planning authorities seem to 
be in a better position to handle regional and local tourism recreation resources and 
their organisational structure offers a greater guarantee for developing plans and for 
actually realising tourism recreation clusters, which are harmoniously bedded into 
the regional structure. 
As a conclusion, future research into the physical planning of recreation and tourism 
should focus on the regional context rather than on the scale of the inner city. These 
arguments for proceeding with research on the regional scale by preference do not 
exclude some interesting research lines more specifically dealing with inner city 
problems. There is the necessity to assess the role of tourism and recreation as an 
instrument of urban revival. In the inner cities especially, there is reason to believe 
that tourism could do a great deal to support the process of upgrading which, in its 
turn, could attract more visitors and enhance the general appreciation of the urban 
environment. The relationship between tourism and urban revitalisation in terms of 
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its capacity to start off a process of upgrading and of urban renewal, opens an 
interesting research perspective, especially in the coming years when the effects of 
the present investments in planning and promotion can be estimated. 
Research into the long-term effects of urban tourism should not only be concerned 
with the implications for the physical environment but, in addition, should consider 
the social effects. How does tourism interfere with the recreational demands of the 
inhabitants in particular, and with the quality of life of the urban environment in 
general? 
Apparently, the entire effort of investing in a local recreation and tourism 
development plan is based on the assumption that promoting urban tourism and 
recreation would bring an additional stimulus to the local commercial activities. A 
recommendation could be to investigate the effect of tourism expenditure for each of 
the urban commercial sectors. This line of research could offer a more realistic basis 
for future policies. 
It cannot be denied that the inner city has a leisure function for many nonspenders as 
well. When agreeing upon the primary role of an inner city as a social forum, there is 
a strong argument for not underestimating nor placing any constraints upon the 
leisure role of public open spaces in the inner city. Although this perspective does not 
fit in very well with the current planning views, the leisure role of urban public 
spaces should be investigated, not in terms of economic potential but with the 
intention of creating an attractive environment for everyone. 
Obviously, this study in the field of urban leisure, recreation and tourism yields more 
questions than answers, but apparently this is the way to proceed with scientific 
research. 
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Appendix Chapter 4 
1. Questionnaire to the Local Authorities 
2. Questionnaire to the Local Tourist Boards 
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Appendix Chapter 4. 
1. Questionnaire to the Local Authorities 
I. Urban recreation and tourism; a matter of concern for the local 
authorities? 
11 Urban recreation and tourism belong to the working field of different 
departments could you indicate which7 
I 2 Which departments are involved with tourism and recreation in your town? 
I 3 Has a working committee recently been set up specially dealing with recreation 
and tourism matters' 
I 4 Has a particular department, or a special person, been appointed to deal with 
tourism and recreation planning? 
I 5 If different working committees are dealing with different aspects of 
the field, please indicate which 
1 6 Is there close collaboration with the above local organisations ( regional-
regional recreation boards province) concerning local tourism and recreation 
matters7 
I 7 Are there locally, any specific organisational characteristics to be mentioned7 
II. Relation research-planning policy In the planning process of urban 
recreation and tourism 
II 1 Have research projects about urban recreation and tourism matters been 
earned out on behalf of the local authorities7 
a) by members of the municipal staff7 
b) in combination with other municipal departments7 
c) by external research offices, e g university departments or other7 
Reference to the different research reports 
II 2 Are there research projects about urban recreation and tourism still in 
progress7 
a) by members of the municipal staff7 
b) in combination with other municipal departments7 
c) by external research offices, e g by university departments or others7 
References to the different research reports and their expected time of 
publication 
lll.The Involvement of local authorities with urban recreation and 
tourism planning 
III 1 Is there already a tourism and recreation development plan or similar, for 
your town7 
If so - When was it developed7 
- By whom7 
• Where can it be consulted7 
If not - Are preparations for such a plan being made7 
- When can it be expected7 
- Who will develop it7 
- or are the plans as yet only vague7 
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III 3 In your opinion what are the possible advantages of such a local development 
plan' 
III 4 In your opinion what are the possible disadvantages of such a local development 
plan' 
IV. Views on the local tourism recreation product 
IV 1 Is it in fact possible to refer to one tourism recreation product or do you see 
this rather as a sectoral matter in relation to recreation facilities, tourism 
attractions, events, urban characteristics, etc ' 
IV 2 When regarding the inner city as a tourism recreation product, consisting of a 
wide range of facilities and characteristics, can you indicate the most 
important local elements' 
IV 3 Which elements do you consider to have the greatest potential' 
IV 4 Which are, in your personal opinion, the greatest obstacles to tourism 
development' 
V. Views on local trends In urban recreation and tourism. 
V 1 Which groups of visitors are especially attracted to your inner city nowadays' 
V 2 Amongst which groups do you see the greatest potential for the future' 
VI. Views on the competitive position of the Inner city Into the 
tourism market 
VI 1 What are the strong points of your inner city in the present tourism market' 
VI 2 the points of weakness' 
VI 3 Which city(ies) or tourism attraction(s) are to be considered as strong 
competitors' 
VII.Views on promotion 
VII 1 Has a promotion policy been worked out for your inner city' 
- exclusively by the local or regional tourist board' 
- by a specially created working team' 
- by other municipal departments' 
- in collaboration with local entrepreneurs' 
- in a framework of regional collaboration' 
VII 2 Should promotion activities in your city be reinforced' 
-Why' 
-How' 
-Whose responsibility should it b e ' 
VII 3 Are promotion activities oriented to special target groups' 
if so - Which' 
-Why ' 
-How' 
VIII. Views on Future developments 
VII 1 Do you think that tourism recreation development plans 
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obtain adequate attention from the local authority board' 
are being given a sufficient priority7 
are considered to be of a secondary importance with respect to other 
community matters9 
VIII 2 The process of Tourism Recreation planning in your inner city is 
in the conceptual stage' 
in the stage of partial or total realisation' 
VIII 3 Is the local authority financially involved in tourism recreation projects' 
Vili 4 What effects do you expect to obtain from a local tourism recreation 
development plan' 
VIII 5 Have you any critical notes on possibly negative effects of a local tourism 
recreation development plan' 
VIII 6 Do you think that a marketing approach implies a greater involvement of local 
entrepreneurs' 
Which entrepreneurs specifically' 
How' 
Why' 
IX. Views on the policy relevance of scientific research 
IX 1 Do you consider scientific research to be useful in the process of developing 
local tourism and recreation plans' 
If so - How' 
- In a particular stage of the planning process' 
- W h y ' 
- Special points of interest for scientific research' 
If not - Why' 
- Any negative experiences' 
X. Further suggestions or ideas about the subject and the proceedings 
of this study? 
Appendix Chapter 4 
2. Questionnaire to the Local Tourist Boards 
Subject Touristic Recreational Potential of Historic Inner Cities (19 -6-Θ7) 
1. Identification of the local tourism recreation product 
1 1 When regarding your inner city as a tourism recreation product, 
which elements to you consider to be the most important' 
1 2 Which elements do you consider to have the strongest tourism potential 
-Why' 
-How' 
1 3 Which structural problems on the supply side would you point out ' 
1 4 Which organisational obstacles interfere with possible tourism 
development ' 
2. Identification of target groups 
2 1 Which kind of visitor groups are especially attracted to your inner city, 
at this time' 
2 2 Amongst which groups of visitors groups do you see the greatest 
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potential for the future' 
2 3 Are current promotion activities aiming at special target groups' 
if so - Why' 
- Which' 
-How' 
3.Views on the competitive position of the local tourist product 
3 1 Which city(ies) and/or tourism attraction(s) do you consider to be in 
competition with your inner city' 
3 2 Are there any indications of an increased public interest in your inner city' 
3 3 Do you prefer to promote your inner city as part of a region, or rather as an 
autonomous tourist attraction' 
3 4 Are specific regional arrangements being offered to tourists' 
if so - whal ' 
- by whom' 
3 5 Are local "arrangements" being offered to tourists' 
if so - what' 
- by whom' 
3 6 Which types of "arrangements" proves to be most attractive for tourists' 
4. Views on the promotion policy for the touristic city 
4 1 Do you think tourism promotion policy gams sufficient attention in your 
town' 




4 3 Is the local tourist board involved in the conceptualisation and the 
realisation of a local tourism recreation development plan' 
4 4 Does "tourism promotion of the inner city" obtain sufficient support 
from the local authorities' 
If so -How' 
-Why' 
If not what are the major problems' 
5. Personal views on recent tourism developments In your inner city? 
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Samenvatting 
Vrije Tijd, Recreatie en Toerisme in Binnensteden 
Het onderzoeksterrein van vrije tijd, recreatie en toerisme in de binnenstad, kan op 
velerlei wijze benaderd worden. Niettegenstaande de vaststelling dat recentelijk de 
wetenschappelijke aandacht voor dit terrein versterkt werd, bestaat er nog geen 
theorethisch kader dat geschikt is voor een integrale benadering van vrije tijd, 
recreatie en toerisme. Door het ontbreken van algemeen geldende theoretische 
concepten, van uniforme en adequate onderzoeksmethoden en van voldoende ver 
gevorderde interdisciplinaire visies, heeft deze studie in menig opzicht een 
verkennend karakter. Dit heeft betrekking zowel op het experimentele gebruik van 
concepten, op de wijze waarop de empirische onderzoeksresultaten geïnterpreteerd 
worden als het selektief behandelen van slechts een aantal aspekten van 
binnenstedelijke recreatie. 
Dit proefschrift omvat een verzameling van case studies die tot doel hadden het 
onderzoeksterrein te verkennen. In de verschillende fasen van het onderzoek werden 
reeds een aantal resultaten gepubliceerd ¡n de vorm van artikelen. Een aantal van deze 
publicaties werden in dit proefschrift opgenomen en in een samenhangende context 
geplaatst. 
De belangrijkste doelstelling van dit onderzoek is het formuleren van inzichten in de 
vrijetijdsfunctie van binnensteden. Dit leidt ertoe dat alle aandacht uitgaat naar de 
betekenis van vrije tijd, recreatie en toerisme in de dagelijkse leefwereld, de rol 
hierin van de binnenstedelijke omgeving, en veel minder naar het verkennen van 
theorethische interpretatiemogelijkheden. 
Met name de binnenstad wordt in deze studie in het voetlicht gebracht met de bedoeling 
aan te geven welke de "dragers" zijn van de vrijetijdsfunctie van deze omgeving en hoe 
de ruimtelijke inrichting ervan kan beantwoorden aan maatschappelijke 
ontwikkelingen. 
Het eerste probleem is uiteraard het schetsen van een onderzoekskader waarin vrije 
tijd, recreatie en toerisme op een integrale wijze benaderd kan worden (Hoofdstuk 1). 
De integratie gedachte wordt op de voorgrond geplaatst in de veronderstelling dat 
hiermee een realistische visie op het vrijetijdsgedrag tot stand kan komen. De kern 
van het probleem is de interactie van het individu met de binnenstedelijke omgeving in 
zijn streven naar een zinvolle beleving van de beschikbare vrije tijd. De nadruk 
wordt gelegd op de ruimtelijke aspecten van dit interaktiekader. Uiteraard spelen ook 
factoren uit de persoonlijke context, de sociaal-economische en de sociaal-culturele 
context een belangrijke rol in de wijze waarop vrijetijdsactiviteiten ontplooid worden 
in de binnenstad. De analyse van deze interactiepatronen is evenwel niet het einddoel 
van deze studie geweest. 
Alhoewel "vrije tijd" momenteel nog geen herkenbaar beleidsterrein is, dit in 
tegenstelling tot recreatie en toerisme, zijn er meerdere aanwijzingen van 
beleidsbemoeienissen onder meer ten aanzien van de voorwaarden, de mogelijkheden 
en de beperkingen om vrijetijdsactiviteiten te ontplooien in een bepaalde omgeving. 
Aanvankelijk was de aandacht van het welzijnsbeleid gericht op het creëren van 
recreatieve voorzieningen. Deze sector is traditioneel scherp te onderscheiden van de 
toeristische sector die vanuit een welvaartsoptiek de toeristische ontwikkelingen 
stuurde. De sectorale organisatie van het Nederlandse beleid kan, ook nu nog, gezien 
worden als een hinderpaal op de weg naar een integrale beleidsvisie op de 
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vrijetijdsomgeving en de inrichting ervan 
De veronderstelling dat een onderzoek op het terrein van vrije tijd, recreatie en 
toerisme een steentje zou kunnen bijdragen lot de ontwikkeling van een beleidsvisie in 
dit verband wordt uitgewerkt in Hoofdstuk 1 1 
De keuze voor de binnenstad is gebaseerd op de rol die deze specifieke omgeving speelt 
als kader van een sociaal perpetuum mobile (Hoofdstuk 1 2) Dit sluit aan bij een 
hernieuwde waardenng voor de binnensteden, een proces dat in de hand gewerkt wordt 
door het compacte stadsbeleid en door de recente aandacht voor toenstische-
recreatieve potenties Bovendien wordt een verdere ontploomg van stedelijke 
recreatie en toerisme in toenemende mate gezien als een instrument voor revitalisatie 
van de binnenstad De directe en indirecte economische effecten van een toeristische 
ontwikkeling zijn de belangrijkste drijfveren De kansen om toerisme als een 
economische stimulans uit te buiten, liggen blijkbaar gunstiger m historische 
binnensteden, die onder andere door hun cultureel patrimonium een sterke troef in 
handen hebben Vanuit deze veronderstelling werden de case-studies dan ook beperkt 
tot historische binnensteden Uit het rijke aanbod van Nederlandse historische 
binnensteden werden enkele middelgrote steden geselecteerd Meestal is er in deze 
steden nog geen echte toeristische traditie aanwezig maar er wordt momenteel wel 
ruim aandacht besteed aan de toeristische ontwikkelingsmogelijkheden 
Trends in stedelijke recreatie en toerisme zijn afhankelijk van maatschappelijke 
ontwikkelingen in het algemeen en van de beleidsaanpak m het bijzonder Tegen de 
achtergrond van maatschappelijke ontwikkelingen en van het gevoerde beleid, wordt de 
vraag gesteld naar de waarde en de bruikbaarheid van een integrale visie op vrije tijd, 
recreatie en toerisme (Hoofdstuk 1 3) 
De belangrijkste wetenschappelijke uitdaging bestond er m deze integratie gedachte te 
vertalen in bruikbare concepten voor de analyse van de binnenstedelijke vrijetijds 
functie (Hoofdstuk 2) Een eerste verkenning dienaangaande leidt ertoe de binnenstad 
op te vatten als de combinatie van een plaats voor vrijetijdsactiviteiten en een 
vrijetijdskader, waarin de diverse voorzieningen en kenmerken van deze specifieke 
ruimte een rol spelen (Hoofdstuk 2 1) 
Het verder analyseren van de structurele elementen die potentieel een rol spelen in de 
toeristische functie van de binnenstad leidt lot een interpretatie van het toeristisch 
product de binnenstad In de actuele discussie over de ontwikkeling van stedelijk 
toerisme is het met alleen van belang het produci te definieren doch ook de 
verschillende actoren aan te duiden (Hoofdstuk 2 2) De bruikbaarheid van deze 
concepten wordt aangetoond door middel van diverse beschouwingen, geïnspireerd door 
empirische voorbeelden (Hoofdstuk 2 3) 
Naarmate onze verkenningstocht op het terrein van stedelijke recreatie en toerisme 
vorderde, werd het duidelijk in welke mate er op dit terrein gegoocheld wordt met 
concepten ontleend aan de marketing geografie Zo ontstond de noodzaak om de 
bruikbaarheid van enkele marketingbegmselen, -begrippen en doelstellingen ter 
discussie te stellen in de vorm van een kritische reflexie op de kloof tussen 
theoretische begrippen en beleidspraktijk (Hoofdstuk 2 4) 
De korte inhoudsopgave van de voorgaande hoofdstukken zou het vermoeden kunnen 
wekken dat er alleen aandacht besteed wordt aan de aanbodsaspecten van een 
vrijetijdsomgeving Alhoewel er reeds gewezen werd op diverse aspecten van het 
vrijetijdsgedrag en beleving wordt m Hoofdstuk 3 de actor zelf centraal gesteld 
Vnjtijdsactiviteiten, persoonlijke en tijd ruimte constraints zijn de sleutelwoorden 
in dit hoofdstuk Hierin wordt aandacht besleed aan diverse actorgroepen m de 
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binnenstad en aan de wijze waarop zij gebruik maken van deze specifieke vrijetijds-
omgeving. Deze inzichten zijn gebaseerd op de resultaten van empirisch onderzoek in 
diverse binnensteden. In de binnenstad van 's Herlogenbosch werd allereerst de groep 
binnenstadsbewoners onderzocht. Hoe gebruiken en beleven zij hun dagelijkse 
vrijetijdsomgeving en vooral welke verschillen zijn er in hun gedragspatronen en 
attitudes (Hoofdstuk 3.1)? 
Het zoeken naar de betekenis van de binnenstad als vrijetijdsomgeving leidde 
onvermijdelijk naar de vraag wat de recreatieve betekenis van het kernwinkelgebied 
is. Ondere andere vanuit de vraag naar de relevante verschillen tussen de 
onderscheiden bezoekersgroepen, worden de voorwaarden en de beperkingen voor het 
toekennen van een vrijetijdsbetekenis aan het kernwinkelgebied belicht (Hoofdstuk 
3.2). 
Het huidige beeld van vele binnensteden wordt in toenemende mate bepaald door de 
aanwezigheid van groepen jongeren. Dat was de aanleiding om de betekenis van de 
binnenstad als vrijetijdsomgeving voor de schoolbevolking aan de orde te stellen 
(Hoofdstuk 3.3). 
In het perspectief van een marketing benadering van stedelijke recreatie en toerisme 
worden bovenstaande groepen evenwel niet als de meest interessante beschouwd. Alle 
verwachtingen gaan immers uit naar recreanten en toeristen die door hun bestedingen 
in de binnenstad een belangrijke bijdrage zouden kunnen leveren aan de stedelijke 
economie. Nochtans ontbreekt het vaak aan empirische inzichten over de feitelijke 
gebruikers van de binnenstad en over hun bestedingspatronen. Deze vragen worden dan 
ook centraal gesteld in een emprisch onderzoek uitgevoerd in de binnensteden van 
Deventer, Kampen en Zwolle. De resultaten hiervan maakten het mogelijk een profiel 
te schetsen van de doorsnee binnenstadsbezoeker (Hoofdstuk 3.5). In het kader van de 
promotie van binnenstedelijk toerisme wordt eveneens de onderbenutte zondag ter 
discussie gesteld (Hoofdstuk 3.4). De toerist, in de strikte betekenis van het begrip, 
bleef in deze empirische verkenningen grotendeels onderbelicht. Het accent van deze 
onderzoeken lag veeleer op de recreatieve betekenis van de binnenstad voor diverse 
gebruikersgroepen, dagbezoekers en bewoners. 
Deze case-studies waren tevens bedoeld om een inzicht te krijgen in het huidig beleid 
met betrekking tot recreatie en toerisme in de binnensteden. Dit is slechts mogelijk 
als er voldoende informatie bestaat over de wijze waarop de locale overheden de 
sectoren vrije tijd, recreatie en toerisme beleidsmatig behandelen (Hoofdstuk 4). 
Momenteel staat het locaal toeristisch-recreatief beleid in de belangstelling door de 
diverse pogingen die gedaan worden om toeristisch-recreatieve plannen te 
ontwikkelen (TROP). De hier uitgevoerde beleidsanalyse is gebaseerd op enquêtes, op 
diverse gesprekken met locale beleidsmakers en met dn verantwoordelijken van de 
locale VVV's. Er kon verondersteld worden dat hun visie op de ontwikkelingen in het 
vlak van stedelijke recreatie en toerisme bepalend Is voor de plannen die momenteel 
gemaakt worden of reeds in een uitvoeringsfase zijn. 
De problemen die belicht worden, hebben betrekking op het organisatorische kader, 
waarin beleidsvisies tot stand komen en uitgewerkt worden in het algemeen en op de 
locale situatie, in het bijzonder. In een korte schets van de wijze waarop 10 
verschillende historische steden hun loeristisch-recreatief beleid aanpakken wordt 
aangetoond welke de punten van overeenkomst en van verschil zijn, welke de locale 
potenties en knelpunten zijn en tenslotte wat een promotiebeleid betekent in de ogen 
van de locale beleidsmakers (Hoofdstuk 4.1). Ondanks het unieke karakter van het 
toeristisch-recreatief aanbod in de onderscheiden binnensteden zijn er ook punten van 
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gelijkenis die het mogelijk maken enige generalisaties te maken met betrekking het 
huidig toeristisch-recreatief beleid (Hoofdstuk 4.2). 
Een dergelijke analyse van de huidige betekenis van de binnenstad als vrijetijds-
omgeving roept ook vragen op omtrent de toekomstige ontwikkelingen. Elke poging om 
een toekomstscenario te schetsen zou bij voorbaat als speculatief en 
onwetenschappelijk bestempeld moeten worden. Niettemin bieden de resultaten van dit 
onderzoek aanknopingspunten betreffende enkele relevante trends in het gebruik van 
de binnenstad als vrijetijdsomgeving. Deze trends zijn gebaseerd op ontwikkelingen in 
de vrijetijdsvoorzieningen, in de gebruiksvormen en in de kaleidoscoop van 
gebruikersgroepen (Hoofdstuk 5). 
Het verkennend karakter van dit onderzoek had tot gevolg dat diverse aspecten van de 
binnenstad als vrijetijdsomgeving behandeld konden worden; zowel het aanbod van 
recreatieve en toeristische voorzieningen in de binnenstad, de diversiteit van 
gebruikersgroepen, hun interesses en de kenmerken van hun vrijetijdsgedrag en 
tenslotte de "decision-makers", die de omgevingscontext medebepalen. 
Toch is er ook een keerzijde aan deze wijze van terreinverkenning. A priori werd de 
nadruk gelegd op de ruimtelijke aspecten van het vrijetijdsgedrag, wat 
onvermijdelijk tot gevolg had dat andere belangrijke dimensies en verklaringsgronden 
van vrijetijdsgedrag onderbelicht bleven of zelfs buiten beschouwing bleven. In dit 
verband kunnen de volgende facetten worden genoemd: 
In de eerste plaats de wijze waarop het individu de activiteiten, die hier op een 
pragmatische manier als vrijetijdsactiviteiten bestempeld werden, ook 
daadwerkelijk als "vrije tijd" ervaart. De belevingswaarde van deze 
specifieke omgevingscontext blijft in grote mate onbekend. 
In de tweede plaats, de invloed van economische factoren op het vrijetljds 
gebruik van de binnenstad. De financiële mogelijkheden om al dan niet een 
consumptief gedrag in de binnenstad te ontplooien en de recreatieve waarde die 
hieraan ontleend wordt, zijn nauwelijks verkend. 
Ten derde, de recreatieve betekenis van de binnenstad als publiek forum en de 
relatie tot een niet-consumptief gedrag in de binnenstad is nog onbekend 
terrein en kan alleen intuïtief ingeschat worden. 
Ten vierde, het is op basis van deze studie niet mogelijk een beeld te krijgen 
van de mate waarin een herwaardering van de binnenstad te beschouwen 
is als een maatschappelijke stroming die getuigt van een veranderende sociale 
behoefte dan als wel een beleldsgestuurd proces (induced demand). 
Ten vijfde, de mate waarin en de wijze waarop de sociale ontwikkelingen in 
vrijetijdsgedrag en -beleving als middel aangewend kan worden tot 
economische revitalisatie van het binnenstedelijke milieu. 
Kortom, vanuit een actor-centrlsche optiek blijven er meerdere aandachtspunten 
voor toekomstig onderzoek naar de binnenstad als vrijetijdsomgeving. Deze studie 
bleef grotendeels beperkt tot interpretaties van ruimtelijke gedragspatronen die 
verondersteld werden een vrijetijdsbetekenis te hebben voor de actor. Het achterhalen 
van de persoonlijke betekenisgeving aan bepaalde activiteiten zou, naar ons Inzien, tot 
stand kunnen komen door een onderzoek gebaseerd op diepte-interviews bij diverse 
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typen binnenstadsgebruikers. Dergelijke informatie lijkt onontbeerlijk om 
toekomstige ontwikkelingen van vrije tijd, recreatie en toerisme te kunnen 
voorspellen. 
De tweede doelstelling van dit onderzoek was inzichten in de ontwikkelingen van 
vrijetijdsgedrag in de binnenstad te vertalen in aanbevelingen voor een strategisch 
beleid voor stedelijke recreatie en toerisme. Deze doelstelling struikelde onder meer 
over de ondoorzichtigheid van hel huidig plannings functioneren met betrekking tot 
stedelijke recreatie en toerisme. Middels enquêtes en interviews met beleidsmakers 
en promoters in de diverse gemeenlen, hebben we geprobeerd de beleidsvisies te 
achterhalen alsook de wijze waarop planning van recreatie en toerisme de 
ontwikkeling van de binnenstad als vrijetijdsomgeving beïnvloedt. Deze fase van het 
onderzoek gebeurde op een experimentele wijze. 
De resultaten van dit onderzoek kunnen ten aanzien van dit aspect slechts een lip van 
de sluier lichten. De uitspraken hieromtrent kunnen niet veralgemeend worden omdat 
ze alleen betrekking hebben op de huidige situatie in 10 middelgrote historische 
steden. Rekening houdend met die beperking lijkt het toch zinvol enkele knelpunten in 
het lokaal toeristisch recreatief beleid te signaleren. 
Ten eerste; de huidige organisatorische structuur van het gemeentelijk 
planningsapparaat is nauwelijks geschikt om een integraal beleid ten 
aanzien van vrije tijd, recreatie en toerisme te ontwikkelen. 
Ten tweede; de voorkeur gaat blijkbaar uit naar een "ad hoc" plannings-
procedure waarbij vooral de economische effecten op korte termijn beoogd 
worden. 
Ten derde; door deze "korte-termijn visie" dreigt de aandacht voor 
ontwikkelingen op langere termijn en de sociale en/of ruimtelijke implicaties 
ervan, op het tweede plan geschoven te worden. 
Ten vierde; de mate van onzekerheid (en van onervarenheid?) bij de locale 
overheid om de implicaties van een nieuw beleidsterrein strategisch aan te 
pakken. 
Ten vijfde; het benutten van toeristisch-recreatieve potenties van de 
binnenstad wordt vaak gezien als een doel op zich en te weinig als een 
instrument voor een revitalisatie van de binnenstad, die ook de 
bewoners zelf ten goede kan komen. 
Door de beperkte informatie en door het feit dat elke evaluatie van het huidig gevoerde 
beleid ten aanzien van stedelijke recreatie en toerisme prematuur is, kunnen de 
conclusies van deze beleidsanalyse bestempeld worden als een persoonlijke 
interpretatie. 
Tot slot willen we dan ook stellen dat zowel in de analyse van actorgedrag en -beleving, 
alsook in de beleidsanalyse sterke argumenten gevonden worden om de 
verantwoordelijkheid voor planning en beleid van toeristische ontwikkelingen bij 
voorkeur als een verantwoordelijkheid van de regionale instanties te zien; 
het tot stand brengen van een veelzijdig en een aantrekkelijk toeristisch-
recreatief product, 
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het onderkennen en het balanceren van de sterkte en zwakte punten van het 
aanbod, 
het harmonieus op elkaar afstemmen van vraag en aanbod, 
het veroveren van een plaats op een, aan sterke concurrentie onderhevige, 
toeristische markt, 
het bouwen aan een aantrekkelijk image. 
Dit zijn allemaal voorbeelden van doelstellingen die op een regionaal schaalniveau een 
grotere kans van slagen hebben. Hieraan kan nog worden toegevoegd dat ook de 
verwachte financiële en werkgelegenheidseffecten van recreatieve en toeristische 
ontwikkelingen voldoende redenen zijn om eerder te denken en te handelen op het 
schaalniveau van de regio dan op dat van een gemeente of een binnenstad. 
Tenslotte kunnen we stellen dat we met de resultaten van dit onderzoek meer vragen 
opgeroepen hebben dan beantwoord; misschien ligt juist daarin het maatschappelijk 
nut van wetenschappelijk onderzoek. 
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Résumé 
Loisirs, Recréation et Tourisme dans les Centres-Villes 
Le champ de recherche concernant loisirs, recréation et tourisme pourrait être traité 
de plusieurs façons. Même si on constate que l'intérêt pour ce sujet d'étude s'est accru 
récemment, il n'y a pas encore d'encadrement théorique adapté a une étude intégrale A 
cause de l'absence de concepts, de methodes uniformes et d'une expérience 
interdisciplinaire, cette étude est entamée de façon exploratoire, autant dans l'emploi 
experimental des concepts que dans l'interprétation des résultats empiriques. 
En conséquence elle se présente comme une exploration de ce terrain de recherches, 
les résultats d'études ont été publiés au fur et a mesure, sous forme d'articles. 
Quelques uns de ces articles sont intégrés à cette thèse. 
L'objectif premier de cette recherche est une interprétation des aspects spatiaux de 
l'évolution vers une société de loisir et si possible une traduction de ceux-ci en 
termes d'aménagement spatial Par suite tout l'intérêt s'oriente vers la portée du 
loisir, de la recréation et du tourisme dans la vie quotidienne, plutôt que vers une 
contribution théorique. 
En effet, le rôle des centres-villes est une question majeure dans l'analyse de la 
fonction recréative et surtout dans la perspective d'un aménagement de ce milieu 
conforme aux tendances de la demande sociale. 
Le premier problème est de définir un cadre théorique permettant d'étudier les 
relations entre loisir, récréation, tourisme et l'environnement des centres-villes 
(Chapitre 1) Les idées d'intégration sont mises en avant posant comme hypothèse 
qu'ainsi les comportements de temps libre seront appréciés de façon plus réaliste et 
que le rôle de l'aménagement du milieu urbain sera mieux compris 
Le point crucial est de comprendre l'interaction entre l'individu d'une part et, d'autre 
part, l'environnement urbain, partant de l'hypothèse que c'est la base essentielle pour 
interpréter l'atlilude et le comportement de temps libre Dans l'analyse de cette 
interaction l'accent est mis sur les aspects spatiaux, malgré le fait que le contexte 
personnel, socio économique et socio-culturel joue également un rôle important dans 
l'explication des activités de loisir dans les centres-villes 
Pourtant, l'analyse des modèles de comportement de loisir n'est pas le but final de 
cette étude Quoique le loisir n'appartienne pas encore formellement au domaine de 
l'aménagement du territoire, divers faits témoignent de l'intervention des authontés 
et planificateurs dans le domaine des conditions, restrictions et facilités touchanrt au 
développement des activités de loisir en milieu spécifique 
Traditionnellement, l'intérêt des planificateurs s'est concentré sur l'intérêt social 
collectif réalisant des aménagements récréatifs Ce secteur se distinguait nettement du 
secteur du tourisme qui opérait plutôt sur la base des principes de l'efficacité 
économique 
L'organisation du système de planification aux Pays-Bas est fort structurée et très 
dispersée situation qui n'est favorable au développement de vues intégrées ni sur 
l'environnement de loisir, m sur l'amenagement de ce milieu L'hypothèse que les 
recherches sur le loisir pourraient contribuer au développement d'un aménagement 
intégre est considérée dans le chapilre 1 1 
Le choix de placer au centre de cette étude, le milieu urbain et particulièrement les 
centres-villes, est fonde sur le rôle important de ce cadre spatial dans le "perpetuum 
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mobile" social ( Chapitre 1 2 ) En outre, ce choix des centres-villes comme cadre 
d'étude correspond à un intérêt pour ce milieu qui s'est récemment renforcé a travers 
une politique de reaménagement urbain et la redécouverte des ressources touristiques 
et recréatives des centres-villes 
De plus en plus, la fonction touristique et récréative est considérée comme un 
instrument de revitalisation urbaine, les effets économiques, directs ou indirects, 
étant un motif explicite Les possibilités d'exploiter les ressources touristiques à des 
fins économiques sont plus evidentes pour les centres historiques que pour les villes 
modernes, à cause de leur riche héritage culturel 
En consequence, cette etude se concentre sur les villes historiques Leur nombre aux 
Pays Bas est impressionnant, ce qui nous a obligé à faire une sélection Le choix fait 
pour quelques villes moyennes est surtout inspiré par le fait que, d'habitude, elles 
n'ont pas encore une tradition touristique d'une part et, d'autre part que l'intérêt des 
autorités locales pour le développement touristique est devenu d actualité 
Le développement du loisir urbain et du tourisme urbain est conditionné par des 
facteurs sociaux en general et par l'aménagement du milieu urbain en particulier 
Dans le contexte actuel des développements sociaux et de l'amenagement du milieu, la 
question se pose de savoir si des notions intégrées sur le loisir, la récréation et le 
tourisme sont réalistes et utiles ( Chapitre 1 3) 
Le défi scientifique consiste dans le fait de traduire l'idée d'intégration en notions 
pratiques pour l'analyse de la fonction de loisir du milieu urbain ( Chapitre 2) 
Une premiere exploration dans cette voie amenait à distinguer entre les aspects 
d'activités de loisir du rôle de l'encadrement urbain pour le loisir (Chapitre 2 1) 
L'analyse des éléments urbains qui effectivement jouent un rôle dans la fonction 
touristique des centres-villes introduit, entre autres, une discussion sur le produit 
touristique L'identification du produit ne pouvait être dissociée d'une discussion sur 
les différents facteurs des développement touristique (Chapitre 2 2) 
Les possibilités d'une application empirique ont été considérées dans plusieurs cas 
étudiés (Chapitre 2 3) 
A mesure que cette etude exploratoire avançait sur le terrain, il devenait clair que 
l'on jongle avec des notions empruntées à la géographie du commerce, ce qui explique 
la nécessité d évaluer l'utilité de quelques notions commerciales, des principes de 
marketing et des intentions économiques par rapport aux aspects de loisir, récréation 
et tourisme La disparite entre les notions théoriques et la pratique de l'aménagement 
prouve a quel point la philosophie du "marketing" est appliquée d'une façon 
discrétionnaire (Chapitre 2 4) 
Cet aperçu des premiers chapitres pourrait suggérer que le milieu urbain est 
exclusivement interprete en termes d'offre d'installations de loisir Néanmoins, 
différents aspects du comportement de loisir et des attitudes individuelles ont deja été 
mentionnes 
Le chapitre 3 met davantage l'accent sur les touristes, les récréants et tous les autres 
groupes qui utilisent ce centre ville avec des motifs de loisir Les mots clefs de ce 
chapitre sont activités de loisir, conditions individuelles et restrictions en temps et 
en espace 
Les résultats de plusieurs etudes en différentes villes permettent de formuler 
quelques conclusions concernant l'emploi du temps libre de différents groupes Les 
habitants du centre-ville de 's Hertogenbosch ont été d abord étudies Les points de 
discussion sont alors leur comportement en temps libre et surtout les differences 
d'appréciation des possibilités de loisir dans leur milieu quotidien, le centre ville 
(Chapitre 3 1) 
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Les recherches sur la fonction de loisir des centres-villes incluent inévitablement des 
questions sur la signification et le rôle du "shopping". Bien souvent, le "shopping de 
loisir" est perçu comme typique pour les femmes qui visitent le centre-ville. Afin 
d'estimer la différence entre les femmes-visiteurs et les autres groupes du point de 
vue loisir et shopping, une analyse d'activités et d'opinions a été faite (Chapitre 3.2). 
L'image des centres-villes est de plus en plus dominée par la présence de groupes de 
jeunes gens. Pour cette raison, une étude a été faite parmi les écoliers présents dans 
le centre-ville tous les jours à cause de leurs obligations scolaires. De quelle façon 
emploient-Ils ce milieu urbain durant leur temps libre? (Chapitre 3.3) 
Ni les habitiants de la ville, ni les femmes venant faire du shopping, ni les jeunes 
écoliers ne sont considérés comme des groupes de visiteurs spécialement intéressants 
pour la promotion touristique. Les activités promotionnelles envisagent davantage les 
touristes et les récréants. Qu'ils dépensent au cours d'une visite au centre-ville est en 
effet le but principal, quoiqu'on ne dispose pas d'information objective à ce sujet. Les 
questions d'emploi du temps et de dépenses faites par les différents groupes de 
visiteurs ont été précisément posées au cours de recherches dans les centres-villes de 
Deventer, Kampen et Zwolle. Les résultats de ces enquêtes permettent de présenter 
quelques profils des visiteurs en ville (Chapitre 3.5). 
Dans le cadre des activités promotionnelles du tourisme urbain, le problème se pose 
de savoir s'il y a des arguments objectifs pour stimuler les visites du dimanche. 
Est-ce encore un jour de repos, ou devrait on exploiter spécialement le potentiel 
touristique le dimanche, jour de loisir en ville? (Chapitre 3.4) 
L'objectif de cette étude n'est pas, en fin de compte, seulement d'analyser et de 
comprendre la fonction de loisir du point de vue de ceux qui le pratiquent mais aussi de 
contribuer à un aménagement urbain en relation avec le loisir et le tourisme urbain. 
Dans cette perspective, il était nécessaire d'analyser la façon dont les autorités 
communales traitent les questions de loisir, récréation et tourisme (Chapitre 4). 
L'aménagement du milieu urbain en fonction du tourisme est devenu d'actualité chez 
les aménageurs et planificateurs. Actuellement, un grand effort est fait afin de 
développer des plans touristiques au niveau local. Il était donc logique d'approfondir ce 
sujet par des enquêtes parmi les responsables, les aménageurs officiels du milieu 
urbain et membres des syndicats d'initiatives. Leur appréciation du développement 
touristique détermine largement la façon dont les plans tourististiques sont conçus 
finalement réalisés. 
Les problèmes qui se présentent sont d'abord liés à la structure de l'organisation du 
pouvoir local. Un bref aperçu de dix villes historiques et de la façon dont elles traitent 
leurs ressources touristiques et récréatives permet de conclure sur leurs problèmes 
communs et spécifiques et surtout de comparer leurs façons de considérer la 
promotion du tourisme local (Chapitre 4.1). 
Maigre un certain nombre d'aspects uniques à chaque ville, il y a aussi plusieurs 
points communs qui permettent une conclusion plus générale concernant 
l'aménagement touristique et récréatif au niveau local (Chapitre 4.2). 
Inévitablement, cette analyse de la situation actuelle des centres-villes comme cadre 
de loisir provoque des questions sur le développement futur. Toute tentative pour 
définir un scenario d'avenir est considérée comme spéculative et non scientifique. 
Néanmoins, les résultats de ces recherches offrent quelques points de départ pour 
évaluer les tendances dans l'utilisation des facilités de loisir, les formes de loisir et 
révolution possible de ce kaléidoscope qu'est l'emploi du temps libre (Chapitre 5). 
Le caractère exploratoire de cette étude a eu pour conséquence qu'une grande diversité 
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d'aspects a été discutée, l'offre d'installations de loisir et récréation, les ressources 
touristiques, les différents groupes de visiteurs, leur emploi du temps libre en ville, 
leur appreciation du milieu urbain, ainsi que le rôle des aménageurs, planificateurs 
et promoteurs dans l'aménagement de ce milieu de loisir 
Pourtant il y a aussi des désavantages à étudier la fonction de loisir des centres-villes 
de cette façon A priori, l'accent a été mis sur les aspects spatiaux, ce qui signifie que 
d'autres dimensions ont été exclues, malgré leur rôle éventuel dans le contexte du 
loisir Les points faibles de cette étude peuvent être résumés ainsi, 
Premièrement l'étude ne définit pas la signification réelle du temps libre vue 
par l'individu, mais se refere systématiquement aux activités qui sont 
supposées être l'expression de son emploi du temps libre L'appréciation 
subjective de l'environnement urbain et des activités de Icisir reste largement 
méconnue 
L'influence des facteurs économiques sur l'emploi du temps libre dans le 
centre-ville est insuffisamment connue Les ressources financières en relation 
avec le comportement des consommateurs lors d'une visite de loisir en ville 
devraient être appréhendées 
L'attractivité des centres-villes comme lieu de rencontre public en relation 
avec I accroissement apparent d'un emploi de temps libre non consacre à la 
consommation, ne peut être estimée que d'une façon intuitive 
Les résultats de cette étude sont inadéquats pour conclure si l'appréciation des 
centres villes comme milieu de loisir est l'effet d'une tendance sociale 
générale ou plutôt le résultat d'une demande provoquée par des activités 
promotionnelles des autorités locales 
Cette étude ne parvient pas tout à fait à démontrer comment la demande actuelle 
de loisir, récréation et tourisme pourrait être exploitée comme outil de 
revitalisation du milieu urbain 
A sa suite, plusieurs pistes de recherches pourraient être dégagées En mettant 
l'accent sur le comportement de loisir dans les centres-villes, cette etude a laisse de 
coté la question fondamentale de la signification des activités de loisir et de 
l'appréciation individuelle A notre avis, cette question pourrait trouver une réponse 
si Ion entamait une recherche basée sur des interviews en profondeur avec les 
différents usagers du milieu urbain Celle information paraît essentielle avant de 
s'engager dans des considérations spéculatives sur l'avenir de la fonction de loisir des 
villes 
L objectif de conclure cette etude par une contribution à l'aménagement du milieu 
urbain a été trop ambitieux, le premier problème envisagé se rapporte a la 
complexité du système d aménagement et de planification pour le loisir, la recreation 
et le tourisme urbains L interpretation de l'aménagement actuel dépendait 
entièrement des vues des aménageurs et planificateurs et de leur bonne volonte à 
collaborer à notre étude Cette phase de recherche était expérimentale à tous points de 
vue, une application de la méthode Delphi aurait débouche sur un aperçu plus 
structuré et plus systématique de la façon dont les plans touristiques sont conçus et 
realises 
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Cette étude est limitée par le fait que seulement dix villes historiques ont été incluses. 
Néanmoins, il est possible de signaler quelques problèmes essentiels dans 
l'aménagement du milieu en fonction du loisir et du tourisme local: 
L'organisation présente de l'aménagement du milieu urbain au niveau local 
n'est guère adaptée pour appliquer une politique intégrée d'aménagement pour 
le loisir, la récréation et le tourisme en ville. 
La façon d'aménager le milieu urbain est caractérisée par une préférence nette 
pour les décisions "ad hoc", envisageant d'abord des effets économiques à court 
terme. 
Cet inclination à prendre des décisions à court terme risque de dévier l'intérêt 
pour les effets à long terme et surtout de ne pas prévoir les implications 
sociales et spatiales. 
Apparemment les amenénageurs et planificateurs locaux manquent 
d'expérience pour traiter les aspects de loisir, recréation et tourisme urbain 
d'une façon "stratégique." 
L'exploitation des ressources touristiques semble devenue un but en soi et n'est 
pas assez considérée comme un instrument de revitalisation du milieu urbain, 
objectif qui, indiscutablement, serait justifié du point de vue de l'intérêt des 
citadins. 
D'une part, l'information obtenue est trop limitée, d'autre part l'aménagement du 
milieu urbain en fonction du loisir, de la récréation et du tourisme est encore en 
pleine évolution, donc toute conclusion à ce propos serait prématurée et risque 
forcément d' être une interprétation subjective. 
En conclusion de cette analyse de la fonction de loisir des centres-villes et des 
problèmes d'aménagement du milieu urbain, plusieurs arguments sont présentés en 
faveur d'un aménagement de ce dernier par les institutions d'aménagement régional 
plutôt que par les institutions locales: 
La réalisation d'un produit touristique attractif, complet et diversifié 
La reconnaissance des points faibles et forts du produit touristique 
L'équilibre entre demande et offre 
La conquête d'une place sur le marché de tourisme, actuellement très sujet à la 
concurrence. 
La production d'une image attractive du produit touristique et de son 
environnement et qui soit convaincante pour les visiteurs. 
Ce ne sont que quelques exemples, mais ils soutiennent l'hypothèse qu'un aménagement 
du milieu urbain en fonction du tourisme et du loisir serait plus efficace et aurait 
plus de chances de réussir au niveau régional. De plus, les prévisions de retombés 
économiques positives sont plus réalistes à l'échelle d'une région qu'a l'échelle d'une 
commune ou d'une ville. 
Indiscutablement les résultats de cette étude provoquent plus de questions qu'ils ne 
donnent de réponses, mais cela est probablement inhérent à toute recherche 
scientifique. 
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